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ABSTRACT 

Jokes on the Four Books: Cultural Criticism in Early Modem China 

Ching-sheng Huang 

Jokes were considered low and insignificant in traditional Chinese literature. Ssu-shu Hsiao is witty and 

provocative, different firom other conventional and contemporary jestbooks for its parodic relationship with 

the Four Books, which were the core-texts of Neo-Confucianism and civil service examinations. The 

purpose of this study is to examine the late Ming jestbook. Ssu-shu hsiao. and analv-ze its cultural value, 

socio-political implications, and psychological concepts. 

This dissertation is divided into four chapters. Chapter one contains two important parts; It establishes the 

ground of historical studies relevant to the significance of the Four Books and Five Classics as well as the 

tradition of humor and jest. Part two provides an introduction of the text Ssu-shu hsiao and a description of 

my interpretive strategy. In order to help the reader understand the Chinese and Western theories of humor 

and literary tropes related to Ssu-shu hsiao. I direct my discussion to the following issues; imitatioiu 

allusioa quotation, parody, interte-vtuality, and paradox. Through the comparison between Ssu-shu hsiao 

and two other contemporary jestbooks, Hsien-hsien p'ien and Hsiao-Ju, we can understand that the jokes of 

the late Ming were considered as public property used by people regardless of authorship. 

Chapter two investigates jokes in relation to the civil service examinations. Through e.xamination books in 

the bookmarkets, we know the commercialized te.\ts available for the proactive e.xaminees: such a 

cultural phenomenon sheds light on the derailing of educational function fi^m the level of self-cultivation 

to that of profit-making. The downward transformation of intellectual status from the Sung dynasty to the 

Ming resulted from defects in various factors. Jokes concerning the examination consisted of those making 

fim of the forms and contents of the eight-legged essays. The methods that enable one to become an e.\pert 

of this type of prose include the memorization of the Four Books, Five Classics, and their commentaries, 

imitating the words and teachings of ancient sage-kings.Chapter three deals with the Sung-Ming 

pedagogical authority. Neo-Confiidansism or the so-called "True Way Learning," and its activity 

of " learning by discussion" (chiang-hsUeh M^). The factional disputes, philosophical debates, and the 

problem of legitimacy are signaled by the jokes targeting the Ch'eng Brothers and Chu Hsi. The 
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equalization of the scholars of "True Way Learning" and " mountain-recluse" ( " shan-jen " llj A) was 

an indication of the decline of intellectual status in the late Ming. Chapter four discusses gender and 

sexuality in the bawdy jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao. Dirty jokes expose the conflia of moral principle and 

pleasure-pursuit. The male jokesters manipulated gender stereotypes humorously by which we can probe 

into the problems such as the practice of concubinage, the remarriage of widows, and female same-sex 

relationship and adultery. Joking on male same-sex sexuality is also discussed. A conclusion rec^itulates 

the key issues of the previous chapters. 
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Introduction 

Chinese have traditionally marginalized humorous writings in their culture and literature. The definition of 

jokes in imperial China was quite different ftom that in the West Chinese usually considered all witty and 

ftmny anecdotes as jokes, though sometimes those narratives do not sound humorous at ail. A large 

quantity of them was the anecdotes of some interesting, famous, historical figures recorded in the form of 

notes and collected in some literati' s pi-chi SIE ( " note-form jottings" ' or "note-form literature" "). 

The casual style of jotting or recording the jokes by these individuals indicated that jokes were a tool to 

amuse people and to reduce their social and living pressures. Beyond that jokes also served some 

intellectuals' needs as vehicles to their criticisms on a variety of problems in their society. The critical 

perceptions and conceptions of these conventional jokesters deserve our attention The more interesting 

fact is that some literati put their own critical remarks and relevant jokes into a number of anthologies of 

jokes in late imperial China. They revealed a serious attitude toward jokes regardless of its peripheral role. 

The structure of combining jokes with their commentaries was similar to that of the Confucian Classics 

compiled together with later scholars' armotations and commentaries. The national style of Chinese wit 

and humor as well as the special feature of Chiense jestbooks are the focuses of this study. 

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the late Ming jestbook. Ssu-shu Hsiao, on a grander scale to 

uncover its cultural value, socio-political implications, and psychological concepts.^ Among the forest of 

'This is adapted from Y. W. Ma's translation; sec Y. W. Ma. the section of fiction, in William H. Nienhauser, 

Jr.. ed. & comp.. The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature (Bloomington; Indiana University 
Press. 1986). 34. 

"This is adapted from Y. W. Ma's translation; see William H. Nienhauser. Jr., ed. & comp.. The Indiana 

Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature. 650-52. 

'The present study is based on U Chuo-wu hsien-sheng p'ing-tien Ssu-shu hsiao #^(Ifcreafter 

abbreviated as hsiao). m S^iing-Ch'ing shan-pen hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'an ch'u-pien 

edited by The Center for the Study of Chinese Classical Novels in National Chengchi University 

vol. 6 hsieh-nVeh pien oSISJS (the section of Humor and Jesting) 

(Taipei; Tieii-i ch'u-pan-she. 1985); Late-Ming ed. There is one version of the te.xt in Naikaku Bunko, which is a 

manuscript of the early Edo period, edited by K'ai-k'ou shih-jen ^ P tSAJS. commented by Wen-tao hsia-shih 

KilT ±lf; this version is Hayashi Razan's recension 8 lU ¥-^4  ̂and entitled Li Chuo-wu hsien-shengp'i-tien 

Ssu-shu hsiao in the Catalogue of the Chinese Books in Naikaku Bunko 

P*3HS;fl£9l®|^i'j®BtS(Tokyo; Naikaku ButJco, 1956; Taipei; Ku-t!ing shu-wu, 1970), 289. It is worth noting 

that Wang Li-ch'i notes that he has come across the printed version of the late Ming edition of Ssu-shu hsiao once at 

Peking book store before 1949. but thereafter he can no longer find it; see Wang's " The Bibliographical Accounts 

of Forty-six Extant and Missing Chinese Jestbooks." in Wang Li-ch'i ifiJS. ed.. Li-tai hsiao-hua chi 

ft^(Shanghai; Ku-tien wen-hsUeh ch'u-pan-she, 1956); see also Yang Chia-lo liSCIS, ed, Chung-kuo 
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Chinese jestbooks. why do I choose this essential text as my analytical object? Ssu-shu Hsiao is a unique 

text, different firom other contemporary jestbooks for its parodic and intertextual relationship with the Four 

Books, which were the core-text of Confucianism and civil service examinations. Therefore, an enduring 

cultural heritage and aphoristic wit mark these jokes with traits entirely different from other jokes. Ssu-shu 

hsiao develops a prototype of a national style of humor that is none.xistent in other cultures. Its threads of 

verbal sayings taken from the Confiician classics allow us to classify this jestbook as a category of 

intellectual humor, whose technique principally relies on wordplay and parody. Though similar devices are 

also found in jokes of other nations. Ssu-sfiu Hsiao's specific materials and themes really represent one 

aspect of traditional Chinese humor rarely introduced to foreign readers by previous researchers.'' Since its 

comic device rests on the deviation and degradation of Confucian aphorisms, its readership must be limited 

to the literate and elite of early modem China. The collection in this jestbook proves the appreciation of 

low humor by the elite in their refined, elegant culture and literature. In this respect we discover the 

multiplicity and complexity of this group as they engage in their oral and writing activities. Prior studies 

on traditional Chinese jokes are limited to either the gathering of jokes or to the bibliographical listing of 

Chinese jestbooks, but there is no close reading and detailed discussion of these jokes. My study is 

unprecedented because a comparative analysis of the te.xtual indicators and their intertextual associations of 

this late Ming comic text is facilitated with the aid of Chinese and Western perceptions and conceptions of 

laughter and humor. 

The evaluation of the value of any joke is both a private and public matter. To the individual it is a 

personal choice, while to the ruler it becomes public policy and a political issue. In spite of the fact that the 

universal fimction of humor is to entice laughter and increase pleasure, as we see in late imperial China, the 

authorities were more concerned with the negative perception and destmctive force underlying laughter and 

satire, so the circulation of jestbooks was often repressed. The title of Ssu-shu hsiao seemingly refers to 

Jokes on the Foiu" Books, but the complete tide could be Ssu-shu hsiao-ma with the last word, ma H 

(reproach), left out. Laughter and Reproach on the Four Books apparently maintain<; the aggressive 

f\mction to stir up lau^ter by means of provocative words and tabooed themes. In this regard, humor and 

laughter serve as important indicators by which we can reconsider a variety of cultural and political issues 

in traditional China. The study of jokes helps us to investigate the socio-political and economic structure of 

a society, as well as the standard of literary appreciation and aesthetic perception. 

hsiao-hua shu 4" (Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU. 1961, 1st prL; 1992,9th prt.), 25. 

^Thomas R. Schultz points out that the Chinese jokes were mainly the reflections of " social relationships;" agreeing 

with Schultz. Avner Ziv states that "Chinese jokes deal more with social interaction." Thomas R. Schultz, "A 

Cross Cultural Study of the Structure of Humor." in It's a Funny Thing, Humor, eds. Chapman, A. J. and Foot, H. 

C. (London: Pergamon Press, 1977), 175-79. 178; Avner Ziv. National Styles of Humor (New York: Greenwood 

Press, 1988)..>d. 
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This project also aims to sketdi the history of Chinese humor and jestbooks. and to evaluate pre\ious 

scholarly achievement on the art of humor. The latter includes the cross-cultural transmission of Chinese 

jokes through translations. It also suggests that the national style of Chinese laughter and humor is 

interesting enough to draw the attention of niunerous Japanese and Western scholars. We should ask how 

the reception of Chinese jokes in China varies from the receptions of Chinese jokes in other countries. 

Chinese does not lack a keen sense of humor. Lin Yutang pinpoints the fact that " Chinese are both a 

ftumy and himiorous people." ® Nevertheless, Avner Ziv's valuable text National Styles of Humor, only 

leads us to understand the humor of eight Western coimtries without any clear illustration of non-Western 

humor, including the Chinese.^ 

The historical development of the art of Chinese humor can be traced back to two origins; The first source 

was the philosophical discourses delivered by ancient thinkers in the form of fable, allegory, and jest with 

witty and humorous overtones. And the second rich source contained the ^ectrum of humorous literature 

ranging from the entries of informal "note-Jotting" (pi-chi ^£). numerous collections of ftmny 

anecdotes, to a variety of jesting performances in religious ceremonies and on theatrical stages. The great 

historian. Ssu-tna ch'ien ^.^iS (c. 145-c. 85 B.C.), set forth to write a bibliography of a few famous couit-

jesters. to encode the art of wit and humor as "ku-chi" and to endorse its positive impact on 

correcting ancient rrilers' misconduct^ The unity of the himiorous element in the philosophical discussion 

and from the heritage of court-jester was well manifested in the dispositions of a number of historical 

figures, who displayed their inteUigence and eloquence in "pure talks" {ch'ing-t'an fSUJ) in Liu I-ch'ing's 

'See Lin Yutang's " Introduction" to Chinese Wit and Humor, George Kao. ed.. Chinese Wit & Humor, with 

introduction by Lin Yutang (New York; Coward-McCaim. Inc.. 1946). xxix. 

'Avner Ziv. National Styles of Humor. 

See see Wang Kuo-wei's discussion on the "play of jesting" {ku-chi hsi /fWK) as the major theatrical performance 

in the Sung dynasty; Wang Kuo-wei EHJE. Sung YUan chli-ch'U shih (The Theatrical and Musical 

History of the Sung and YUan Dynasties) (Taipei; Shang-wu yin-shu kuan. 1973). 1-7. 17-33. 160-62. Hu Shih-

ying mentions that the so-called " shih-ch'i" as a kind of comic (performance, Hua-pen hsiao-shuo 

kai-lun (The Compendium of the "Prompt Books" for Storytellers) (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chU, 

1980), 1-53, 87-89. Yeh Te-chl^n also studies the terminologies relevant to the art of humorous 
performance played by the jesters and storytellers of Sung-YUan (960-1368) eras such as "hun-ch'i" 3HBI 

(humorous jesting), "shih-ch'i" (practicing jesting). " ta-cA7" ITtW (jesting), and "cAm ua-c/i7" (a 

variety of various jesting); what is more significant is that Yeh points out the fact that the term " Ku-chin ch'i-

hua" refers to " the jokes of the ancient and modem times." See Yeh Te-chUn. "Shih-Ch'i" (On 

Jesting), in Yeh Te-chUn, Hsi-ch'U hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'ao (The Study of Dramas and Novels), 2 

vols. (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chU, 1979), II, 520-30. See also Ch'en Wen-hsin SKStM, Chung-kuo pi-chi hsiao-

shuo-shih 4' (The History of Chinese Note-jotting Works and Fictions) (Taipei; Chih-i ch'u-pan-she, 

1995), 278-86. 

^Regarding the coimotations of the term " ku-chi" see George Kao. ed., Chinese Wit & Humor, .wiii-xix. 
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Pin® (403-444) Shih-shuo Hsin-yU (A New Account of Tales of the Worid). Thereby the 

literati of the SLx Dynasties period, the Wei (220-265) and (Thin (265-419), formed the model of an 

intellectual, whose charming bearing is demonstrated in his attributes of " elegant style" (Jeng-liu 

and " lively q)irit " (feng-ch'U Prior to the Southern Sung, humor had been evaluated as a merit 

of personality. 

Paradoxically, Giinese people emphasized the importance of proper conduct in mainfaining harmonious 

community life at the expense of individual preference of gaiety. As Patricia Ebrey notes, " In China, as 

elsewhere, a person's manners and demeanor were considered a sign of breeding, and indicator of family 

background and thus of social status." " Therefore, seriousness, propriety, gravity, and reserve are 

behavioral codes more acceptable than the flavour of humor. This mode of social psydiology was 

enhanced and perpetuated by the moral creed of C3i'eng-C!hu learning, that is, " conquering oneself and 

restoring propriety" {k'o-chi fu-li ^S9®). Furthermore, Neo-Confucian scholars. e.g. Ssu-ma Kuang 

(1019-1086) and Chu Hsi ^ ̂  (1130-1200) were so concerned about etiquette that they designed 

the program of family rituals in order to be able to stabilize social order and establish the marker of social 

status.'* Chu's Family Rituals was held as a guide for decent group and some commoners in late Imperial 

China. The inculcation of Sung Neo-Confucianism, the so-called "True Way Learning" (tao-hsikh 

iS'^). in fact induced well-educated literati to repress their nature, desires, and emotions.'^ Consequently. 

'Feng Yu-lan discusses the essences of "feng-liu" to suggest that it is an indescribable aesthetic conccption revealed 

in a kind of delightful personality, intuitive insight, and profound feeling; it is noteworthy that, in Feng's view, the 

unrestrained literati of the Wei-Chin era and Sung Neo-Confucians such as Shao Yung SPfS (1011-1077) and 

Ch'eng Hao ®J®(1032-1085) demonstrated the characteristic of "feng-liu;" see Feng Yu-Ian S5XSS. "Lun feng-

liu" in Feng Yu-lan. SanSung-t'ang hsUeh-shni wen-chi (The Collection of the Theses 

by San-sung fang) (Peking; Peking ta-hsUeh ch'u-pan-she. 1984), 609-17. 

'"David Pollard, A Chinese Look at Literature: The Literary Values of Chou Tso-jen in Relation to the Tradition 

(Berkeley; University of California Press, 1973), 83-84. 

"Patricia Ebrey. "Education Through Ritual; Efforts to Formulate Family Rituals During the Sung Period." in Wm. 

Theodore de Bary & John W. Chaffee, eds.. Meo-Confitcian Education (Berkeley; University of California Press. 

1989). 281. 

'^Patricia Ebrey, " Education Ihrough Ritual; Efforts to Formulate Family Rituals During the Sung Period." 277-306. 

'•'The translation of tao-hsUeh is based on Tillman's translation, while Wm. Theodore de Bary translates it 

as "learning of the Way," see Hbyt C. Tillman. Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy (Honolulu: 

University of Hawaii Press, 1992), 2; Wm. Theodore de Beiry, Neo-Confucian Orthodoxy and the Learning of the 

KUnd-and-Heart (New York; Columbia University Press, 1981), xiv-.xvi; Wm. Theodore de Bary, The Trouble with 

Confucianism (Cambridge. MA; Harvard University Press, 1991), 11. It is noteworthy that despite the negative 

implication of tao-hsUeh, Tillman prefers to use tao-hsUeh rather than Neo-Conflicianism (used by most scholars) to 

designate the Sung intellectual establishment led by Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi; in his view, only tao-hsUeh can 

rqiresent " a particular tradition and fellowship distinct from other Sung Confucians and from conventional 

Confucians" (2-3). In my study I will use tao-hsUeh as Ssu-shu hsiao uses it. while the term "Neo-
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their reserved and plodding manners gave people a sort of negative impression of phoniness and 

insinceritv'. 

A group of radical thinkers of the Left Wing of Wang Yang-raing's School separated from the 

state orthodoxy, Ch'eng-Chu School of Principle, called for embracing both the bright and dark side of 

human nature. The members of the Left Wing of Wang Yang-ming's School were alcn 

designated as Tai-chou school or "Wild Ch'an movement" SIf. which consisted of the 

followers of Wang Chi £« (1498-1583). e.g. Li Chih (1527-1602) and Ho Hsin-yin (1517-

1579).''' Parallel to this rebellious trend of philosophical development there was the literary movement of 

pursuing " innate sensibility" {hsing-ling ttM) and " interest" {ch'U ^) and shaping prose in the form of 

a "tiny essay" Qtsiao-p'in ^J'^fSr) within the literati circle of the Kung-an school led by YUan 

Hung-tao (1568-1610).'^ These philosophical and literary evolutions signaled the liberation of 

individual bondage firom social rites and cultural burdens inherited from the past To some critics the 

characteristic of " levity" was the merit of the Kung-an sdiooL while many Ch'ing scholars attadced this 

stylistic writing as "showing off via trivial wit" {chin-ch'i hsiao-hui The stylistic appeal 

of "inner sensibility" and "interesting" attributes demonstrated by the Kung-an school was belittled by 

the conservative traditionalists, who embarked on rigid criticism for the purpose of expelling the 

contumacious liberal trend of the late Ming. 

The joke form was considered one strain of " tiny essay," which well exemplified the spirit of levity and 

literary appreciation of an " intriguing" element looming in the era of early Modem China.'" Ch'en Shao-

t'ang described the kind of humorous "tiny essay" with the terms— "pure talk" and "wit and 

hiunor" {ch'ing-t'an hsieh-nUeh implicitly linking the flourishing of jokes in the late Ming to 

that of the Wei-Chin periods.'^ The effect of a joke was traditionally characterized by the Chinese 

Confucianism " is used to refer to " Sung learning." and " Neo-Confucians " to refer to " Sung scholais " as well. 

'^See Wm. •Iheodorc de Baiy's discussion on the theme " from desireless to desirefulness" as he analyzes Wang Ken 

and his school; Wm. Theodore de Bary. Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Ueo-Confucian 
Thought (biew York: Columbia University Press, 1991), 194-97,212. 

'^ere I borrow Chou Chih-p'ing's translation for "hsing-ling-," see Chou Chih-p'ing^^ff ¥(hn Hung-tao and the 

Kung-an School (Cambridge, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 11, 14, 16,43-44. 

"'See the enUy of YUan Chung-lang chi S't' BP pieh-chi lei ts'un-mu (6) Bi § A, in Yung Jung et al., 

Ssu-k'u ch'tlan-shu tsurtg-mu t'i-yao 2 \o\s. (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chU. 1965, Istprt.; 1992. 
5th prt.).IL 179.1619. 

' Ch'en Wan-i iVSng-Ch'ing Hsiao-p'in: hsing-ling-chih-sheng ^ (The Tiny Essays of Ming 
and Ch'ing: the Sensational Voice) (Taipei: Shih-pao wen-hua ch'u-pan kung-ssu, 1983), 205-25. 

'®Ch'en Shao-t'ang fVan-Mng Hsiao-p'in lun-hsi (The Study of Late Ming Tmy Essays) 
(Taipei: YUan-liu ch'u-pan-she, 1980), 67-72. 
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expression "chieh-i SISI" ( "smile" or "laugh" ), highlighting the facial indicator of emancipation 

fiom the ritual bandage and the extemalization of cheerful feeling. This same indicator, however, was the 

sign of unrestraint opposed by the highbrow class and elite culture, and upheld by Gi'en-Chu learning. Due 

to its unrestrained component and vulgar content, the joke was no doubt classified into the category 

of "popular literature" (su wen-hsUeh and excluded from the well-bred, decent group. i.e. 

scholar-officials (shih ta-fu Therefore, later, no jestbook could be collected into the corpus of the 

Ssu-k'u ch'Uan-shu (Complete Library of Four Brandies of Books) compiled from 1772 to 1782. 

The jestbook was excluded ftom the bibliography of classics, history, philosophy, and literature. Suffice it 

to say. the fate of the jes&ook in the late Ming was far better than its counterpart in the Ch'ing dynasty, 

though both regimes were despotic monarchies. 

The " endorsement of literature of the emotions." " in de Bary's words, by the late Ming activists such as 

HsU Wei (1521-1593),'° YUan Hung-tao, and Li Chih was immediately disrupted in the early 

(Th'ing dynasty (1644-1909). As a matter of fact, these late Ming unorthodo.x thinkers, e.g. HsU Wei 

and YUan Hung-tao. together with the members of " Wild Ch'an movement" were relentlessly rebuked by 

their contemporaries and early Ch'ing scholars."' Eventually, Ho Hsin-yin and Li Chih were 

subject to persecution for their unfitting demeanor and irreverence toward the Confucian classics." The 

eariy Ch'ing suppression of the late Ming heterodo.xy was put into practice by censoring their works.^ The 

"Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Neo-Conjucian Thought, 212. 

""HSU Wen-ch'ang must be interested in wit and humor because his work contains the account of jesters; see the entry 

of HsU Wen-ch'ang i-kao in pieh-chi lei ts'un-mu (5) S'J S 5.. in Yung Jung et al., Ssu-

k'u ch'Uan-shu tsung-mu t'i-yao @ iSH. IL 178.1607. 

"'See Ku Yen-wu's ^criticism on "Wild Ch'an" and Li Chih; Ku Yen-wu, Jih-chih lu H (Taipei; Wen-

shib-che ch'u-pan-she. 1979), 534. 538-41. See the entry of Chiao Jo-hou wen-la in tzu-pu tsa-chia 

lei ts'un-mu (2) § —, in Yung Jung, et al.. Ssu-k'u ch'Uan-shu tsung-mu t'i-yao S IS5. 2 

vols. L 125.1077. See also Edward T. Ch'ien's speculation on the late Ming syncretist, Chiao Hung Mit ((1540?-

1620), whose synthesis of Buddhism, Taoism, and Neo-Confucianism was heavily criticized; Edward T. Ch'ien, 

Chiao Hung and the Restructuring of Neo-Confucianism in the Late .VBng (New York; Columbia University Press. 

1986). 14-16. 

"They represented the membeis of "Wild Ch'an" criticized for their offensive actions intended to damage good 

custom and moral cultivation (te-tsui ming-chiao X see the entry of Li Wen-ling chi JR, in pieh-chi 

lei ts'un-mu (5) ®l ^3®# S 5., in Yung Jung et al., Ssu-k'u ch'Uan-shu tsung-mu t'i-yao 0 ffiS, 
n, 178.1599. 

^For example, the works of HsU Wei, Li Chih, YUan Hung-tao. and YUan Chung-tao were all listed in the censoring 

catalogues of the Ch'ing dynasty. An Ping-ch'iu & Chang Fei-heng SciS®, eds.. Li-tai chin-shu mu-lu 

(The Catalogue of the Censored Books of the Imperial China), in Chung-kuo chin-shu ta-kuan 

'f' (The Compendium of the Censored Books of the Imperial China), 5 vols. (Taipei: Tsu-yu hsUan, 

1992), vol. 5, 115, 135. Wu Che-fu Ch'ing-tai chin-hui shu-mu yen-chiu fif 63, 243-46, 

326-27, 335,400. 
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projert of weeding out undesirable materials targeted the works of some political dissidents together with 

that of dramas and novels with erotic themes."^ The scope of censoring was extended to the sphere of 

jestbook, as we see in the purge of Hsiao-lin kuang-chi (The Compendium of the Forest of 

Jokes) during the reigns of Tung-chih ((1862-1874) and Kuang-hsU (1875-1908) in the Chiang-

ssu area"^ 

Traditional Chinese jokes drew more attention and were compiled by the Japanese as early as the year 

1880: numerous versions and scholarly studies on Chinese hiunor have appeared in Japan since the late 

nineteenth-century.'® The Japanese rare-book collection of Chinese texts, consisting of a variety of 

jestbooks. made the study of Chinese humor possible. For instance, the main source of my research is the 

late Ming jestbook. Ssu-shu Hsiao: Wang Li-ch'i came across a printed version of the late Ming manuscript 

once in a bookstore in Peking before 1949. but later he could no longer find iL The version that I use is 

published by Tien-i ch'u-pan-she in Taipei; since the publisher has not claimed its textual source. I 

conjecture that it is probably the xerox copy of the late Ming manuscript kept in the libarary of Naikaku 

bunko. Most late Ming jestbooks are nonextant in China. This phenomenon reflects the fact that humorous 

writings and Jestbooks were either ignored or eliminated by the authority in late imperial China. 

Few scholars in modem China have dedicated themselves to the study of the art of humor. The serial 

worits on the bibliography of jestbooks by Fu Hsi-hua Chao Chuig-shen and Wang Li-

ch'i H prove that they recognize the value of these traditionally trivalized texts. The significance of 

humor and the function of jokes are advocated by Chou Tso-jen A.-' Lin Yutang and Ch'icn 

'•"ibid,; Wu Che-fu Ch'ing-iai chin-ftui sftu-mu yen-chiu S (The Study of the Censored and 

Burned Books of the Ch'ing Dynasty) (Taipei; Chia-hsin wen-hua-hui. 1969): Ting YUan-chi Ch'ing-tai 

K'ang-Yung-Ch'ien san-ch'ao chin-shu yUan-yin chih yen-chiu (The Study of the 

Factors of Censorship Practiced in the K'ang-hsi. Yung-cheng, and Ch'ien-lung Reigns) (Taipei: Hua-cheng shu-

chU. 1983). 

"'An Ping-ch'iu & Chang Pei-heng eds.. Li-lai chin-shu tnu-lu § S JS. 108. 145: Wu Che-fu 

S " ® C h ' i n g - t a i  c h i n - h u i  s h u - m u  y e n - c h i u  S W 5 S .  7 8 .  

"®See "The Annotated Bibliography of Japanese Sources fhim the Meiji Era onwards" by Muto Sadao & 

Matsueda Shigeo Muto Sadao & Matsueda Shigeo trans. & eds.. Chugoku 

showasen: Edo kobanashi to nomajiwari't' 'hOtfi (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1972), 357-60. 

" Fu Hsi-hua " Chung-kuo ku-tai hsiao-hua chi" 't' H ® (The Collection of Ancient Chinese Jokes). 

ml-wen tsa-chih €S:^I£2.4(April 1944): 14-17: 2.5(May 1944): 22-26. 

"^Chao Ching-shen Sc. "Chung-kuo hsiao-hua I'i-yao" in Chung-kuo hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'ao 

'I' (A Variety Studies of Chinese Novels) (Chinan: Ch'i-lu ch'u-pan she. 1980), 22-60. 

^Chou Tso-jen A. comp., K'u-ch'a-an hsiao-hua hsUan (The Anthology of Jokes Compiled by the 

Hut of Bitter-Tea) (Shanghai: Pei-hsin shu-chU, 1944); see also Chou Tso-jen hsien-sheng wen-chi 

vol. 23 (Taipei: Li-jen shu-chU. 1982). 
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Chung-shu for investigating national mentality and cultural characteristics. These three scholars 

have been influenced by both Japanese and Western culture and literature, so that they are able to hold 

different standards of value judgment to appreciate laughter and humor. It is noteworthy that both Chou 

and Lin praise the stjie of prose— "tiny essay" (hsiao-p'in 'J^w)--composed by the Kung-an school, 

because it can reflect one's true nature and emotion. Chou even claims that the aesthetic criterion of the 

Kung-an school is the source of modem Chinese literature.^' The change of literary value and aesthetic 

taste is the result of the demise of the Imperial political system and brinp in new economic, educationaL 

and literary structure. The unavailability of primary manuscripts of jestbooks has irr^>eded recent scholarly 

studies and confounded their speculations.^' 

Only a few Chinese humorous writings have been translated and introduced to western readers. Herbert A. 

Giles embarks on the task to produce the first rendition. Quips from a Chinese Jest Book (1924). By using 

these jokes Giles wants to describe people of a variety of professions and the " social life in China." 

George Kao edits a more complete anthology, Chinese Wit cfe Humor (1946). encompassing the jokes of 

ancient to early modem and modem times. Kao claims that Lin Yutang's farsightedness and encouragement 

makes him undertake the translating and compiling work. But George Kao deliberately leaves out the jokes 

with "pungent aphorisms of Confucius" because these jokes are considered to target the 

stereotyped " pseudo-Confucianisms." Heruy W. Wells conducts a survey of Chinese humor based on 

the sourccs of art poetry, drama, and narratives.^' He raises one interesting point that Chinese religious 

and philosophical perceptions of life have been " distinctly favorable to humor." ^ Howard S. Levy's 

pioneer research on the erotic jokes prior to modem times allows the appearance of Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times (1974). Levy has gathered a lot of materials from the rare book collections in the 

Japanese library, Naikaku Bunko. The issues of whether the material is irreverent to Confucian scholars or 

consists of bawdy jokes revealing man's sexual anxieties, are the thorny issues that I have dealt within my 

study. 

'"Ch'ien Chung-shu SEtf S, Kuan-chui pien the revised ed. (Taipei; Shu-lin ch'u-pan yu-hsien kung-ssu, 
1990), 4-6. 

^'Chou Tso-jen, Chung-kuo hsin-wen-hsUeh yUan-liu 4* (The Origin of New Chinese Literature), in 

Chou Tso-jen hsien-sheng wen-chi voL 10. 

''For instance, most studies of Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-Ju (Treasury of Jokes) are all based on the phony version 

instead of the original manuscript; the first joke of Hsiao-fit collected in Wang Li-ch'i's Li-tai lisiao-hua chi 

does not appear in the original manuscript See also Ching-sheng Huang. " The Study of Feng Meng-

lung's Hsiao-fu," va. Journal of Chinese Art. 19%); 79-149.94nl6. 

^'Herbert A. Giles, Quips from a Chinese Jest Book (Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh. Ltd.. 1925). 

'•"George Kao. ed.. Chinese fVit & Humor, with introduction by Lin Yutang. .xxvii. 

''Henry W. Wells. Traditional Chinese Humor: A Study in .Art and Literature (Bloomington; Indiana University Press, 

1971). 
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The method of the present study is intertextual weaving. My approach to a jestbook like Ssu-shu Hsiao 

involves four stages; recognizing the source of quotations, identifying the evoked te.xt modifying the initial 

interpretation of the referent and e.\plaining the interte.\tual links and the disparities between the te.xt 

alluded to and the alluding te.xt. Normally, the study of parody tends to demonstrate how utterances are 

interpreted in terms of a transcontextual " system" of the language; however, in my study I tr>' to analyze 

and show the ways in which the comic destroys the authoritarian voice of conventional thinking through 

the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao, and how parody flmctions as an ongoing system of communication to evoke the 

heterogeneous mode of thinking. My purpose is to argue that parody is not only "a matter of 

passive ' decoding.' " but rather a complicated process of dialogue and " active receptioa " ^ And 1 will 

utilize the concept of " carnival laughter" to analyze the parodic humor of Ssu-sHu Hsiao. 

Another important aspect of my study is a comparison of Ssu-shu Hsiao with Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-fa: 

the former is an anthology of jokes parodying the Four Books, while the latter is a collection consisting of 

jokes whose style is fiinnier and closer to colloquial language than that of Ssu-sHu Hsiao.^^ These two 

jestbooks represent two types of comic tradition; In contrast to Hsiao-fu. Ssu-shu hsiao is more 

academically oriented and removed from the lives of ordinary people. The significance of Hsiao-fa is tied 

to its representative function because Feng subdivided the jokes into thirteen sections, and wrote an entry 

for each type to highlight its specific feature. Uemura Koji notes that Hsiao-fa is the best anthology of 

Chinese jokes.^' Muto Sadao states that Hsiao-fa represents the whole picture of traditional Chinese 

jokes.''° The preface of Hsiao-fa written by Feng Meng-lung demonstrates his profound insight on the 

nature of laughter and hiunor. He not only considered that ail the writings and conversations are laughable 

for their validity, but also pointed to the psychological root of laughter. i.e. aggression and embarrassmcnL 

a sign of competition. Feng cynically equated the spoken and written words to jokes, since in his view 

history is no different from fiction. He suggests that the world is just a " treasury- of jokes" (Hsiao-fit) and 

^Ibid.. vii. 

'' Gary Saul Morson. The Boundaries of Genre: Dostoesvsky's Diary of a li'riter and the Traditions of Literary Utopia 

(Austin: The University of Texas Press. 1981). 108. 

is noteworthy that there are two collections of Feng Meng-lung's works, which are all compiled by Wei Tung-hsien 

One was published by Chiangssu ku-chi ch'u-pan-she in April of 1993. the other by Shanghai Ku-chi ch'u-

pan-she in June of 1993. The former contains Kuang Hsiao-fit which is not Feng's work, and without 

collecting Hsiao-fii\ the latter contains Hsiao-fit but not Kuang Hsiao-fa. I use the Hsiao-fa published by Shanghai 

Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she as my source. For a thorough study of various manuscripts and printed versions of Hsiao-fa, 

s e e  C h i n g - s h e n g  H u a n g ,  " T h e  S t u d y  o f  F e n g  M e n g - l u n g ' s 8 3 n l O , 8 3 n l 3 .  

"Uemura Koji-hW^?^, "The Study oHHsiao-fa." Bttngaku Kaishi tlJ 3.2(1952): 54-64. 54. 

''"See Muto Sadao^tt^S^ & Matsueda Shigeo trans. & eds., Chugoku showasen: Edo kobanashi to no 

majiwari 4' 357. 



everybody is bom to laugti at others or to be laughed by others. CHven his dashing viewpoints, we cannot 

help admitting that Feng is the finest theorist of humor and laughter. The cross-cultural impaa of Hsiao-Ju 

manifests in its influence on the Japanese jestbooks compiled in the Edo period (1603-1866). 

The major problems involved in che study of Chinese humor, particularly when introduced to foreign 

readers, include the untranslatability of jokes, and the e.xtreme difficulty of conveying the humor to the 

reader's understanding even when the jokes are translated. To Westerners these jokes are either not ftmny 

at aU or merely barbed remarks without a touch of humor.'" It is hard to translate the jokes of Ssu-shu 

Hsiao, which are full of puns. A detailed analysis is always needed in order to bridge the gap between the 

original meanings of those aphorisms of the Confucian classics and their distorted meanings in the new. 

parodic context 

This dissertation is divided into four chapters. Chapter one contains two important parts; It establishes the 

groimd of historical studies revolving around the significance of the Four Books and Five Classics as well 

as the tradition of humor and jest What deserves our attention is the aesthetic preference of the late Ming 

literati who looked for the "interesting" (ch'U attributes in all kinds of art and the new prevailing 

trends of popular culture. Part two provides an introduction of the te-xt Ssu-shu Hsiao and a description of 

my interpretive strategy. Ssu-shu hsiao is a parodied text whose authorship aiKl text involve many 

problems. In order to help the reader understand the Chinese and Western theories of hiunor and literary 

tropes related to Ssu-shu hsiao, I direct my discussion to the following issues; imitation, allusion, quotation, 

parody, interte.xtuality. and parado.v There are two tables in the Appendices, where I list the jokes that 

appear in Ssu-shu Hsiao and two other contemporary jestbooks. Hsien-hsien p'ien and Hsiao-fu. Through 

comparison we can see the fact that the jokes of the late Ming were considered as public property used by 

people regardless of authorship. Furthermore, the similarity and variation of various versions of any joke 

revealed the evidences of its transmission. Different version also reflects the viewpoints of the compilers 

and revisers. 

Chapter two investigates jokes targeting the civil service examinations. Through examination books in the 

book markets, we know the commercialized texts available for the prospective examinees; such a cultural 

pheonomenon sheds light on the degradation of educational fimction from the level of self-cultivation to 

that of profit-making. The downward tiansfonnation of intellectual status fiom the Sung dynasty to the 

Ming resulted from defects in socio-economic, political, educational, and examinational systems. The 

unusual subgroup of the jokes concerning the examination consisted of those making fim of the form and 

content of the eight-legged essays. The m^ods that enable one to become an expert of this type of prose 

^'George Kao, ed., Chinese IVit & Humor, xxvii. 
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include the memorization of the Four Books and Five Classics, speaking in the voice of ancient sage-kings, 

and mastering the art of composing a verse or an essay based on the examination question. 

Chapter three is designed to study the Sung-Ming pedagogical authority, that is Neo-Cotjfudansism or the 

so-called "True Way Learning," and its activity of "learning by discussion" [chiang-hsUeh M^). The 

factional disputes and philosophical dd}ates as well as the problem of legitimacy are signaled by the jokes 

targeting the Ch'eng Brothers and Chu Hsi. The equalization of the scholars of "True Way 

Learning" and "mountain-recluse" ( " shan-jen" ill A) was an indication of the decline of intellectual 

status in the late Ming. 

Chapter four deals with gender and sexuality in the bawdy jokes of Ssu-shu hsio. Dirty jokes e^qK)se the 

conflict of moral principle and pleasure-pursuit as well as human consciousness and social reality. The 

grotesque image of bawdy jokes aims to entice laughter of a camtvalesque type. The male jokesters' 

manipulation of gender stereotypes in himior involves problems such as the practice of concubinage, the 

remarriage of widows, and female same-sex relationship and adultery. The attack on male same-sex 

se.xuality is also discussed.In sum, my argument is that the value of jokes rests on its mirroring fimctioru by 

which the jokesters record their observations and insights about contemporary social and cultural 

phenomena, that is akin to historians' historical accounts. Jokes are more valuable than history in general 

since they cross the boundary of morality and propriety to touch on forbidden and obscene issues. The lure 

of jokes dwells in their liveliness and levity in treating serious matters with a nonserious style. Even the 

weightiness of the Four Books was lightly reversed with a tonic of comic flavor. Laughter spotlights a 

series of problems entangled with rage and reconciliation. The parado.xical nature is fiiUy manifested in the 

play of double meanings embedded in Ssu-shu Hsiao's title: Jokes on the Four Books or Laughter and 

Reproach on the Four Books. 
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Chapter One 

Ssu-shu hsiao: Its History and Interpretive Strategy 

PART ONE; HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The appearance of the late Ming jestbook. Ssu-shu hsiao H (Jokes on the Four Books), with its mimic 

style and structtiral unit\'. signified the emergence of new ideological and aesthetic views. Its sparkle of 

laughter throws light on the conflia between the bondage and emancipation in an age-old philosophical, 

literary, and cultural tradition. The purpose of this chapter is to outline the basic features of the late Ming 

society: First the Four Books and Five Classics were the rudimentary texts for nuturing intellectuals and 

recruiting officials. Second, antique literary tradition was the main concern of most contemporary literati, 

but a few humorous writers displayed more interest in writing jokes. Third, the prevalence of popular 

culture resulted fipom the commercial publishing and economic boom. 

I. The Importance of the Four Books and Five Classics 

The Four Books include Lun-yii Jftlg (the Analects). \Ieng-tzu (the Book of Mencius), Ta-hsUeh 

(the Great Learning), and Chung-yung ff ^ (the Doctrine of the Mean). The first two books. Lun-yU 

and Meng-tzu, record respectively the teachings and deeds of Confucius (551-479 B.C.) and Mencius (371-

289 B.C.?). great follower of Corrfucian doctrine and advocator of human goodness. The Great Learning. 

originally the forty-second chapter of the Li chi (Book of Rites), was singled out as one of the 

Confucian Classics because it e.\pounds in orderly detail the Confucian educationaL moral, and political 

programs. The Doctrine of the Mean, also a chapter of the Li chi. focuses its theme on human nature, while 

the Great Learning retains the study of mind as its central theme.' It was only when Chu Hsi (1130-

1200). the Southern Sung philosopher, grouped these four texts together and wrote down his commentaries, 

that they became the primal Classics, regarded as superior to other Classics. Thereafter, the Four Books 

served the late imperial Chinese society- with their theoretical and practical fimctions for more than ei^t 

himdred years. 

The Four Books and Five Classics^ played a pivotal role in early modem Chinese literature and culture, as 

they are the core of Confucian doctrine and fimdamental te.\ts for traditional education in the late imperial 

I For a detailed description of the distinctions between the Great Learning and the Doctrine of the Mean, see Wing-tsit 

Chan, trans. & comp.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy (Princeton. NJ; Princeton University Press, 1969; 4th 

rpt. 1973). 95. 

2The Five Classics consist of Book of History. Odes. Rites, and the Spring and .iutumn .Annals, together with the Book 
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periods.^ These canons are great assets, as the ethical beliefs and moral values, promoted through 

education, political institutions, and kinship organizations, formed Chinese society's basic rituals and 

dominant ideology. Since the Four Books as well as Chu Hsi's commentaries were accepted by the 

government as the basis for the civil service e.xaminations used to recruit officials from 1313 till 1905. as 

Tu Wei-ming notes. " they exerted far greater influence on Chinese life and thought in the last six himdred 

years than any other Classic." Such practice seemed to make Confucian Classics and the Sung thinkers' 

conunentaries the generally accepted orthodoxy. For Chu Hsi, the emphasis of the Four Books and Five 

Classics was the essential approach of self-cultivation by means of " investigation of things" (ko-wu) 

rather than reading; however, these texts and their commentaries, especially, those by the Sung scholars, 

were considered not only the Neo-Confiidan "curriculum of learning" but also "the source of 

philosophical orthodoxy" for the recognition and badcup from the ruling regime.^ How could these 

canonical texts strengthen the imperial political system and stabilize social stratum? Having mastered these 

canons, candidates who succeeded in the examinations would be selected as officials, and become the 

connerstone of the bureaucratic system. Those who failed the examinations would become tutors at village 

schools.® Hence, the knowledge of the Four Books and Five Classics naturally became the measurement 

for the distinction between the literate and the illiterate. 

of Changes. 

3For instance. Chu Hsi's contemporary, the family of LU Tsu-ch'ien (1137-1181) regarded the study of the Four 

Books as the foundation of their learning; see Huang Tsung-hsi (1610-1695) & Ch' Uan Tsu-wang 

eds.. Sung YUan hsUeh-an (The Intellectual History of Sung and YUan Dynasties), 2 vols. (Peking: 

Chungkuo shu-tien, 1990). I. 36.3a. See also Hou Wai-lu eds.. SungX^Bng li-hsOeh shift (The 

History of the School of Principle in the Sung and Ming Dynasties) (Peking: Jen-min ch'u-pan-she. 1984), L 343. 

See also Hoyt C. TUlman. Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy (Honolula* University of Hawaii P'ress. 

1992). 87-88. About Chu IM's perception of the Four Books as the basis of learning, see Hoyt C. Tillman. 
Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy. 215. 

4Tu Wei-ming, " Heart, Human Nature, and Feeling: The Empowerment of a Cultural Vision in Neo-Confucian 

Spirituality," unpublished paper presented in Department of East Asian Studies at Harvard University. 15. 

SJames Liu suggests that the commentaries of Chu Shi came to be accepted by the government under the increasing 

threat of the Mongols: see James Liu. "How Did a Neo-Confiician School Become the State Orthodoxy?" in 

Philosophy East and fVest 23,4<October 1973):483-505. 50M; Hovt C. Tillman. Conjucian Discourse and Chu 

Hsi's .Ascendancy, 232-3, 248. 253. Liu Kwang-ching studies the affinity between Neo-Conflicianism and Han 

orthodoxy, and then refers to Yao Shu (1203-80) who devoted himself to the reprinting of the Four Books with Chu 

Hsi's commentaries, though Yao had an educational background of Jurchen tradition. Liu goes further to show how 

Mongol mlers accepted Neo-Confucianism as the norm of social morality, and then displays the influence of 

Confucian curriculum; see Liu Kwang-ching. " Introduction: Orthodoxy in Chinese Society." and " Socioethics as 

Orthodo.xy: A Perspective." in Liu Kwang-ching, ed.. Orthodoxy in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: University of 

California E^ss. 1990), 10, 53-100. 

6Wang Erh-min iflftt, "Chung-kuo ch'uan-t'ung chi-sung chih-hsUeh yU shih-yUn k'ou-

chUeh" (Traditional Chinese methods of memorization in learning and that of 

rhymed poems). Journal of the Institute of Modem History, .-icademia Sinica. 23(June 1994), 33-64. 48; see also 
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What is the focus of the discourse of the Four Books and the Five Classics? It is the Tao. the major theme 

of Confucius' thoughts. And as Benjamin I. Sdiwaitz suggests. Tao refers to " an achieved universaL all-

embracing, ethicopolitical order," rather like " the word ' system' in much [of the] current Western social 

discourse." ^ In the meantime, if we sketch the ftamework of the Tao in the realm of the human world, as 

Schwartz further notes, its " essential and enduring ingredient" is " mere ritual form." ^ Confucius sought 

his model of a good system within the accessible past ranging ftom the Hsia (2183-1752 B.C.?) and Shang 

(1751-1112 B.C.) to Chou (1111-249 B.C.) dynasty. Therefore, the attempt to £^proach the Tao through 

the known past and to recapture its lost splendor came to be the basic focus of Coniiician thought A 

similar historical approach was adopted by (Thu Hsi in his conception of the transmission of the Tao {tao-

t'ung-chih-ch'uan ). The unique role of the Four Books was the transmission of the Tao. the term 

that Chu Hsi addressed three times in his preface to the commentary on the Doctrine of the \lean (1189). 

There his sense of being the direct inheriter of "a succession of sages in the Tao tradition from earliest 

antiquit\' through the Ch'eng brothers [Ch'eng Hao SJE (1032-1085) and Ch'eng 1 ( 1033-1107 ) J 

to the present" was e.xpllcitly displayed.' The authoritarian nature of the transmission of the Tao was also 

demonstrated in Chu's biography written by his son-in-law and disciple, Huang Kan (1152-1221). 

Huang Kan wrote; 

The transmission of the correct orthodox tradition of the Tao required the proper men. From the 

Chou dynasty on, there have been only several people capable of inheriting the correct tradition 

and transmitting the Tao. and only one or two could enable the Tao to achieve prominence. After 

Confucius, its subtlety was perpetuated by Tseng-tzu and Tzu-ssu, but it was not prominent until 

Mencius. After Mencius, the interrupted tradition was continued by the Four Masters—Chou.'® 

the Ch'engs. and Chang.'' But only with our Master Chu did it become prominent. 

Wang Erh-ming "Chung-kuo ch'uan-fung chi-simg chih hsUdi yll shih-yUn k'ou-

chUeh" ^ P in X£ng-ch'ing she-hui wen-hua sheng-t'ai (The 

Social and Cultural Phenomena of the Ming-Ch'ing Times) (Taipei: Taiwan Shang-wu yin-shu-kuan. 1997). 117-68. 

7Benjamin I. Schwartz, The WorU of Thought in .-indent China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1985). 65. 

ilbid.. 66. 
9Hoyt C. Tillman, Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy. 255. 

lOChou Tun-i (1017-1073) laid the metiqjhysical and ethical patterns for later Neo-Confucianism by writing 

the T'ai-chi t'u-shuo (An Explanation of the Diagram of the Great Ultimate) and T'ung-shu iS9 

(Penetrating the Book of Changes); for detail see Wing-tsit Chan, trans. & comp., Source Book in Chinese 

Philosophy. 460-62. 

11 Chang Tsai (1020-1077) proclaimed that "the universe is one but its manifestations are many." which 

influenced many of his contemporaries and later Neo-Confucians. Ifis work, " Western Inscription" SfS (Hsi-

ming) emphasized human love and the identification with Heaven and Earth, thereby to become one of the most 

prime literatures of Neo-Confiicianism; Wing-tsit Chan, trans. & comp.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 495-

96. 
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In this paragraph. Huang drew up the lineage of the Tao tradition and its major figures, among whom were 

Tseng4zu § ̂  (505-c. 436 B.C.), Confucius' disciple, and Tzu-ssu (483-402 B.C.?). Conftidus' 

grandson, supposed contributors to the Great Learning. The Doctrine of the Mean was also ascribed to 

Tzu-ssu. Mencius. as Tzu-ssu's pupil, fervently defended Confucian teachings, so that he was regarded as 

the true transmiter of the Tao. Huang Kan's statement revealed his belief, whidi was later widely accepted, 

that his mentor. Chu Hsi. and other Northern Sung Confucian thinkers should be included in the Lineage of 

rao-tiansmission because they respectively contributed their efforts to the formation of the Four Books. 

The civil service e.xamination was notorious as it served the monarch by means of enhancing ideological 

conformity and singular thought Therefore, since the fourteenth century the Four Books and Five Classics 

have been blamed for their role in repressing individual thought, making the Sung commentaries vulnerable 

to the attack, too. The imperial state and the kinship organizations were the real culprits, relying on the 

doctrinalized social and political ethics contained in the Four Books and Five Classics to justify' the 

legitimacy of their authority. 

II. The Artistic Milieu of Ming Dynasty 

During the reigns of Hsiao-tsung (1488-1509) and Wu-tsung (1506-1522). there was an obvious 

transmutation of customs and intellectual atmosphere. Physical and material indulgences became popular. 

Meanwhile, the asceticism of the School of Ch'eng and Chu (or the School of Principle S-P) was under 

fierce attack and became a subjea of ridicule. Consequently, the orthodox ideology of Sung Confucianism 

was spumed and criticized by a few radical Ming thinkers. As we are told, the School of Mind founded by 

Wang Yang-ming (1472-1529) and his followers had already deviated from Sung Confucianism: 

and after the reigns of Shih-tsung (1522-1566) and Mu-tsung (1567-1572). students of Neo-

Confucianisms scarcely stuck to the beliefs of the School of Principle.'^ It is said that Wang Yang-ming 

integrated both Zen Buddhism and Sung Neo-Confucianism and made the "Way" {tao j® ) give way 

to "Mind" (hsin -!>); therefore, the School of Principle gradually evolved into the School of Mind.''^ Its 

I2Huang Kan .\/Sen-chai chi (Collected Writings of Huang KanXc. 1225-1264), fVen-yUan-ko Ssu-k'u-

ch'Uan-shu ed. (Taipei: Taiwan Shang-wu yin-shu kuan, 1983), vol. 1168. 36.48a-48b. This passage is translated by 

Hoyt C. Ullman. who adapted it from Wing-tsit Chan's "Chu Hsi's Completion of Neo-Confucianism." in 

Fran^oise Aubin. ed.. Etudes Song: Sung Studies in Xkmoriam Etienne Balazs. 2.1 (1973): 59-90. 75. See also 

Hoyt C. Tillman. Confucian Discourse and CIm Hsi's Ascendancy. 231. 

13See ySng-shih S£ (Ming History), "Ju-ling chuan" (Biographies of Confucians) (Ta^ei: Ting-wen shu-
chU, 1979-80), 2S2.7222. 

l4See Ku Yen-wu Jih-chih lu chi-shih 0 filSSHllS (Taipei; Shib-chieh shu-chU, 1962), 429-32. See also 

Wang Fu-chih£:^.^. Ssu-chieh in Ch'uan-shan ch'Uan-shu ISlll (The Collective Works of Wang Fu-

chih) (Changsha: YUeh-lu ch'u-pan-she. 1992), vol. 12.489. Liang Ch'i-ch'ao Ch'ing-tai hsUeh-shu kai-lun 
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pursuit of independent thought resulted in the surge of new intellectual interest and aesthetic preception. 

However, this does not mean that there are no aesthetic ingredients in Ch'eng-Chu thought Modem critics, 

for example. Chang Heng argue that an ideal life embraces both moral virtue and aesthetic 

experiences as the Confucian Analects exemplified.'^ Ch'ien Mu suggests that the unity of morality 

and art was manifested in the poetry of Sung-Ming Confucians. Le.. Tao-hstkh thinkers.'® Sung-Ming 

Confucians, particularly from the School of Principle, searched for the state of spiritual and rnontl 

perfectability, whereby Man, Heaven and Earth became unified, in the ideal state of aesthetics. Li Tse-hou 

i? goes further to argue that Sung-Ming Confucians imbibed the ideas of Zen Buddhism to e.xplore 

the metaphysical phase and expand the scope of classical Confucian philosophy with abstract notions such 

as " Heaven-granted principle" (t'ien-li and "the embodiment of the Way" {tao-t'i if ) together 

with daily life experiences.^^ As a result the unity of Heaven and Man. in Li's view, constructs an 

ontological state inbetween moral and amoraL aesthetics and beyond aesthetics, with a view toward 

sustaining an individual's moral as well as sensual aspects of life.'^ These interpretations highlight the 

aspect of poetic visions in the philosophy of Sung-Ming Confucians, despite traces of conflicting ideas or 

conceptions. 

The archaists were dedicated to emulating the literary style of the previous masters, whereas the 

philosophers addressed the significance of indlNndual enlighterunent at that time. Scholars ask how the 

archaists' "recovery of the antiquity" could peacefully co-exist with Wang Yang-ming's "the intuition of 

the mind" (shih-hsin chih-chUeh 8tp'l>SS)? Liao K'o-ping suggests that the Ming archaists 

insisted on the unity of afTection and natural principle, similar to the desire in human nature affirmed by the 

School of Mind. Both archaists and the School of Mind rejected the call for " preserving Heaven-granted 

(The Intellectual Historv' of the Ch'ing Dynasty) (Taipei: Chung-hua shu-chU. 1936, 1st ed.; 1959. 
2nded), 15. 

15See Chu Hsi MM.Ssu-shu chang-chUchi-chu SS (Taipei: Erh-hu ch'u-pan-she. 1984). 129-30; see also 

ch. 25 of BK XI of the Confucian Analecls. in James Legge. trans.. The Confucius Analects. The Chinese Classics. 

(Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc.. 1994). vol. I&IL 246-48. Chang Heng "Lun-yU lun shih" (The 

Discourse on Poetry in Confucian Analects), in Wen-hsUeh p'ing-lun (Literary Criticism), vol. 6 (Taipei: 

ChU-Iiu t'u-shu kung-ssu. 1980). 1-30. 23-26; Li Tse-hou Hua-hsia mei-hsUeh (The Mandarin 
Esthetics)(Ta^ei: San-min shu-chU, 1996), 198-99. 

16Ch'ien Mu Ts'ung Chung-kuo li-shih lai k'an Chung-kuo ming-tsu hsing chi Chung-kuo wen-hua 

(Understanding Chinese Characteristics and Culture through Chinese 

History) (Taipei: Lien-ching ch'u-pan shih-yeh kung-ssu, 1979). 114-15; see also Li Tse-hou Hua-hsia 

mei-hsUeh 194-95. 

ITLi Tse-hou Hua-hsia mei-hsUeh 198-99. 

18/6W.. 199. 

19A11 major Neo-Confucian thinkers considered that human nature is an endowment from heaven as " the ordaining 

principle." which is inferior to the " heavenly principle" {t'ien-li ^S). Such a premise assumed that the divine is 
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principle and subjugating one's desire" {ts'un tien-li miehjen-yll^^ .̂ ). asserted by the School 

of Ch'eng-Chu. Most Neo-Confiician philosophers insisted on the necessity of applying rationality' and 

morality to confine one's unharnessed nature and desire. In Liao's view, the archaists rising in the mid

years of the Ming aimed at refuting the theories of the Way defended by the Sung-Ming Neo-confcucians, 

rather than the literature of the Sung, YUan and Ming. The common point shared by the archaists and 

thinkers of the Yang-ming School was that both of them emphasized the acceptability of human nature and 

the essence of affection, seen as damaging to the orthodox literature and ideology. As a matter of fact the 

archaists intended to use affection to rectify the deviation of Sung poets, who degraded poetry as an 

edifying vehicle of "natural principle." Chao Shih-lin contends that the Ch'eng-Chu Neo-

Confiicians wanted to regulate all social activities with ritual and ethical principles, while the Ming thinkers 

in both spheres of literature and philosophy wanted to emancipate moral bonds by affirming the aesthetic 

value with man's sensual attributes.In the late Ming, literary interest in affection led to eroticism, and the 

pure content of high-brow culture was contaminated by the vulgar content of low-brow culture. The 

entanglement of these two strains epitomized new aesthetic criteria. 

Traditional Chinese discourse on poetry and prose stressed the importance of imitation to revive the 

aesthetic and technical models established by previous " masters." Such a literary concept involves the 

acts of copying, alluding, using references, which are all related to intertextuality. That was e.xactly the 

mainstream literary movement of the middle period of the Ming dynasty. Initiated by the archaists of the 

School of Ch'a-ling and then enhanced by the Earlier and Later Seven Masters ( ch'ien ch'i-tzu 

and hou ch'i-tzu and those of the School of Tang and Sung {Tang-sung p'ai 

inherent in human nature, and sagehood is attainable by means of cultivating " heavenly principle" {t'ien-li 

see Tu Wei-ming. ffay. Learning, and Politics: Essays on the Confucian Intellectual (Albany: State University of 

New Yoric Press. 1993), 104-05. 

20Chao Shih-lin Hsin-hs Ueh yll Mei-hs Ikh (The Study of Learning Mind-and-heart and Esthetics) 

(Peking; Chung-kuo she-hui k'o-hsUeh ch'u-pan-she. 1992), 155. 

21As a literary circle before Mid-Ming, the School of Ch'a-ling had Li Tung-yang ^ (1447-1516) as its leading 

figure, whose impact on the the Earlier Seven Masters was tremendous. The Archaists writers made up the Earlier 

Seven Masters including Li Meng-yang (1475-1529), Ho Ching-ming (1483-1521). Wang Chiu-ssu 

(1468-1511), Wang Ting-hsiang (1474-1544), K'ang Hai (1475-1541), Pien Kimg iSS 

(1476-1532), and HsU Chen-ch'ing (1479-1511), who distinguished themselves by propagating the literary 

thought of "recovery of antiquity" {fu-ku iSfi"), which dominated the trend of Chinese literature in the eariy 

sixteenth century; see William H. Nienhauser. Jr., ed. & comp.. The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese 

Literature, 543-45. 

22The Later Seven Masters refer to Li Pan-limg (1514-1570), Hsieh Chen (1495-1575), HsU Chung-

hsing (1517-1578), Uang Yu-yU (1520-1556), Tsung Ch'en ^5 (1525-1560), Wu Kuo-lun 

(1529-1593), and Wang Shih-cheng itSJt (1526-1590), who resembled the Fomier Seven Masters to take 

selected masterpieces of the past as their models and to remonstrate with the poetry of the Sung Dynasty for 

appropriating poetry as a discursive vehicle to expound " natural principle" (// S). 
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). "re(X)vering the past" (fu-ku was the dominant theme of the mid-Ming literai>' 

movement The Earlier Seven Masters regarded the prose written by the early Ch'in (221-206 B.C.) 

essayists and that of Han (206 B.C.-220 A.D.) essayists as the ideal models, and of which Shih-chi 

(Rec»rds of the Grand Historian) was the primal paradigm. Besides, the poetic e.xaniple of the old-style 

poetry can be found in the poems of Han, Wei (220-265 A.D.), and Six Dynasties (420-589). with the 

poems produced during the periods of High Tang and Eariy Tang (618-907) representing the peak of the 

new-style; one very notable e.xample was Tu Fu's (712-770) poetry which was considered the beau ideal.^ 

The Ming archaists impressed us for their effort in reviving the old-fashioned poetiy, but their goal was not 

limited to adopting their predecessors' poetic styles, rules and methods. Instead, they wanted to get insights 

into the essence of poetry with the aid of earlier poetry. Another purpose was to switch the trend of poetry-

writing from dealing with the dull theme of "natural principle" (// or "uncouthness" (.yw ) to 

tinge it with the refined, archaic aesthetics.^^ Later, the members of the School of Tang and Sung called 

for displaying subjectivity and self-consciousness in poetry, which anticipated the romantic style of the late 

Ming.^® Their poetic concepts were close to the natural and uncouth style, opposite to what the Earlier 

Seven Masters had developed. The Later Seven Masters perpetuated the literary thoughts of their 

predecessors, the Earlier Seven Masters, but paid more attention to the imity of parado.xical 

faaors; "affection" (ch'ing ) and "natural principle" (// ^), "concept" (/ M. ) 

23Stephen Owen notes that the impact of Yen YU's (fl. 1180-1235) Ts'ang-lmg's Remarks on Poetry (Ts'ang-lang shih-

hua was that his " 'poetic curriculum,' based on the study of High Tang and earlier models." 

established a perception of absolute poetic value, which was later " codified and elaborated by Ming archaist 

writers." Owen goes further to point out that Yen's act of recognizing High Tang as the authoritarian period 

actuaUy fLxed the ideological and stylistic choice resulting in the limitation of poetic vision and value, a kind of 

defect shared by the Nfing archaists; for a detailed discussion see Stephen Owen. Readings in Chinese Literary 

Thought (Cambridge. MA; Harvard University Press, 1992), 392-7. See also Huang Pao-cheng Ch'eng Fu-

wang and Ts'ai Chung-hsiang Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh li-lun shih: XSng-tai shih-ch'i 

'I' (The History of Chinese Literary Theories: the Ming Dynasty) (Taipei; Hung-yeh 
wen-hua shih-yeh yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1994). 71-74. 91. 

24The concept of " natural principle" (// S), according to Stephen Owen's interpretation, refers to " the orthodox Neo-

Confucianism of Chu Hsi: natural process begins with 'natural principle' (/;)," which was embodied in the 

phenomenal worid. Such cosmic structure is also applicable in the sphere of litoature for the judgement of the 

poetry of various poets. See Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought 498. 

25Like Yen YU. the NGng archaists condemned the bookish quality of Sung poetry; see Stephen Owen, Readings in 

Chinese Literary Thought, 395. It is worth noting that though the Former Seven Masters opposed 

the "uncouthness" (su ). which referred to the popular style passed down from the Sung poets to compose 

plain poems with " natural principle" (// S) as their theme, they were in favor of folk song; see Huang Pao-cheng 

Ch'eng Fu-wang and Ts'ai Chung-hsiang Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh li-lun shih: XSng-tai 

shih-ch'i, 81-84. 91. 

26Liao K'o-ping X£ng-tai wen-hsUeh fu-ku ylh-tung yen-chiu (The Study of the 
Archaistic Movement in Ming Literature) (Shanghai; Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan-she. 1994). 195-%. 
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and "image" {hsiang ^ ). as well as "poetry" {shih ^ )and "lyrics" (yUeh The aitisdc 

milieu of the Ming dynasty is frequently described as in the hands of imitators who chose the Ch'in and 

Han essayists and Tang poets as their role models. However, with a thorough understanding of literary 

theories of the ardiaists such as Earlier Seven Masters the School of Tang and Sung and 

Later Seven Masters we will realize that their ideal was to resurrect the antique esthetics rather 

than to practice "stylization" or imitation.^® 

When modem critics introduce the literary conceptions of the mid-Ming prominent literati, they usually 

include those people's special interest in folk song and drama. For instance, the leading figiire of the 

Earlier Seven Masters. Li Meng-yang considered that "true poetry was only among common 

people," because folk sonp contain affections.^' Likewise, Li K'ai-hsien 1502-1568 ). who 

conceived his literary concepts from the theories of Wang Yang-ming's School of Mind, the Earlier Seven 

Masters, the School of Tang and Sung, and popular literature, was also in favor of " luscious folk songs of 

the market-place" (shih-ching yen-tz'u whose uncouthness was considered agreeable simply 

because it mirrored the feelings of commoners.^" Wang Shih-chen £ tS , who was the last major literary 

theorist of the Ming archaists, was fascinated by folk songs and dramas, too. The fact that these men of 

letters affirmed the value of folk songs and e.xpressed their fondness for the folk songs of the market

places. signified the uprising of low-brow literature as well as their broader vision conqjared to that of 

orthodo.x literary critics. Hence, some well-educated literati's acceptance of popular songs of the market

places showed not only the conversion of their interest but also the subversive power of the peripheral 

literature, from the flourishing of market-towns. Besides, the mutation of these heterodox mid-Ming 

literati's new aesthetic taste highlighted the deviation from orthodox poetics. i.e. "gentleness and 

genuineness" (wen-jou tun-hou embodied in the " Great Preface" (Ta-hsU of the Book of 

Songs whose ci\Tl virtue and propriety was handed down fh)m one generation to another for 

27/6tt/..245-6l. 

28By " stylization," I mean as M. M. Bahktin defines. " Stylization stylizes another style in the direction of that style's 

own tasks;" probably for casting one's own work with "a slight shadow of objectivizatioiu" a stylist employs 

another person's speech to express a special point of view, see Mikhail Bahktin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics. 

trans. R. W. Rotsel (Ann Arbor Ardis, 1973), 157-60. 

29See Li Meng-yang's ? # ® " Shih-chi tsu-hsU " 5$ ^ S fP (Preface to the Collections of Li Meng-yang); See also 

Huang Pao-cheng IflSR, Ch'eng Fu-wang and Ts'ai Chung-hsiang Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh li-lun 

shih: KGng-tai shih-ch'i. 81-4. 

30Li K'ai-hsien ^"Shih-ching yen-tz'u hsU" (Preface to Songs of the Market-place); See also 

Huang Pao-cheng Ch'eng Fu-wang and Ts'ai Chung-hsiang JSif IS, Chung-kuo wen-hstleh li-lun 

shih: .VSng-tai shih-ch'i. 122-3. 126. According to Stphen Owen's translation, the word, yen IS, literally 

meant " allure." a kind of sensual attractiveness to draw people's attention; see Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese 

Literary Thought. 165. 

31The term, " gentleness and genuineness** (wen-jou tun-hou is based on Stephen Owen's translation; see 
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centuries but was now replaced by the uncouthness of popular songs. The sanctioned poetic value, which 

saluted the "dignified and proper" (ya-cheng JSiE) inherent in "gentleness and genuineness." well 

manifested Confucian aesthetics, "the unwobbling pivot" {chung-ylhg 4*^) for poetry.The gracious 

and standard style of literature, demonstrated by the Book of Songs, inq)lies the control of one's emotion 

and behavior lest they should go beyond the limit of rites and moral principles. In contrast the flourishing 

of popular songs from the mid-Ming to late Ming indicated the rise of poetic, literary, and aesthetic 

percq}tions, which could embrace and ^predate the mundane, commonplace, vulgar, and lowly. While 

some literati still upheld the traditional poetic standards, other people began to emphasize the value of 

popular culture. The importance of jesdraoks was recognized by people of various strata. Those heterodo.x 

late-Ming thinkers; Li Chih ( 1527-1602), Pang Hsien-tsu (1550-1617), and YUan Hung-tao 

(1568-1610) all promulgated new ideas opposed to the orthodox Confucian poetic 

principle, " gentleness and genuineness." to which we will return for a fiiither discussion.^^ 

III. The Tradition of Humor and Jest 

Into what genre and category of bibliographical list did the ancient Chinese classify jokes and jestbooks? 

In the chapter " Yi-wen chih g " (Treatise on Art and Literature) of the Honshu § (History of the 

Former Han), the term, hsiao-shuo literally, "petty talk," implied the lade of any positive charaacr 

and important meaning in this type of narratioa Pan Ku (32-92 A.D.) described the nature of hsiao-

shuo as the " street talks" or " the hearsay or words made up by people." The same term, hsiao-shuo 

was depicted as "the broken, scrappy talks" {ts'ung-ts'an hsiao-lun by Huan Tan 

(c. 43 B.C.- 28 A.D.) in Hsin-lun (New Discourse).^^ The ancient jokes should belong to one 

subcategory of hsiao-shuo /jNjg. However, we hardly see a jestbook listed in any ancient any bibliography. 

There were two types of ancient jokes; one was fimny anecdotes of real historical figures, and the other was 

ludicrous tales made up by humorists. Liu Hsieh fH Jg (c. 465-522) dealt with the historical development 

Readings in Chinese Literary Thou^t. 550. 

32 "The unwobbling pivot" is Ezra Pouncfs translation for the Confucian classic. The Doctrine of theKkan (chung-

yllng ^ #); see Ezra Pound. Confucius: The Great Digest and the Unwobbling Pivot (London: Peter Owen. 1952), 

97. See also Tu Wei-ming, Way, Learning, and Politics: Essays on the Con/ucian Intellectual, 31n7. 

33Yeh Lang SfiS, Chung-kuo mei-hsUeh-shih ta-kang't' H (The Outlines of Chinese Esthetic Ifistory), 

(Taipei: Ts'ang-lang shu-fang, 1986), vol. I , 350-4. See also Li Tse-hou Hua-hsia mei-hstkh 

(The Mandarin Esthetics), 203-17. 

34Pan Ku Han-shu 31# (History of the Han Dynasty), " Yi-wen chih " (Treatise on Art and Literature) 

(Taipei: Tmg-wen shu-chU, 1979-80), 30.1745. 

35Huan Tan ®IS, Hsin-lun SiSSt (Taipei: Chung-hua shu-chU, 1966), 21b. 
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of jokes in the fifteenth chapter, entitled " Humor and Enigma" {Hsieh-yin ^IS). of his admirable woik. 

Wen-hsin liao-iung (The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons) by saying thai: 

However, the place of the hsieh [humor] and yin [eoigma] in literature is comparable to that of 

the "petty talk" [anecdotal writings that were considered as of no great importance] in the midst 

of the Nine Schools. For the petty officials collected these anecdotes to broaden their scope of 

observation. If one should allow himself to follow in their stqis. would he be more advanced than 

[Ch'un-yll] K'un and [Tung-fang] So [sic] and the firm friends of (Than and Meng, the jesters?^® 

Liu Hsieh's remarks demonstrate three facts: First jokes were included in the genre, " Petty Talk" (hsiao-

shuo) which sounds more like jokes than its modem/western counterpart " fiction." The School of " Petty 

Talk" was the minor one coe.xisting with nine other prominent schools of thinkers during the Spring and 

Autimin periods (722-481 B.C.). And only the latter nine Schools were referred to in " Yi-wen chih" of 

Honshu (Han History), while the School of Petty Talk (hsiao-shuo chia /Jn^^) was too insignificant to 

be worthy of any attentioiL Second, ancient jokes possessed some serious and practical fimction for rulers 

detecting commoners' opinions throughout these petty talks, collected by the petty officers. Third, in Liu 

Hsieh's view the most famous jesters, Ch'un-yll K'un and Tung-fang Shuo were renowned 

for their art of ku-chi (humor out of incongruity),^' but they should not become our models. Liu 

Hsieh thought that the jesters prior to the Ch'in dynasty (221-206 B.C.) treated serious matters in a li^t-

hearted manner to achieve the effect of admonition, while those of Han, Wei (220-265), and Chin (265-

420) dynasties were frivolous. Liu disapproved of levity, since he concluded his treatise with the following 

two lines: " Should they be mere farce and jokes,/niey would have a very damaging effect upon moral 

living." Stressing the significance of morality. Liu represented the type of literary critics whose poetic 

visions were tied to " gentleness and genuineness:" therefore, he opposed the humorists' insincerity and 

artificiality from moral reasons. Above alL Liu's comment on jokes sheds light on the low and inferior role 

that jokes played in traditional Chinese literature. 

A survey of nomenclatures of jesting can give us a variety of insights irtto the origirt nature, and fimction 

of ancient Chinese jokes. The widely accqited term, "ku-chi Qsumor or hui-hsieh Sc^). still in use 

today, literally means " a wine decanter pouring forth its contents ceaselessly;" but according to the 

36Liu Hsieh fjfil, Wen-hsin tiao-lung (The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragon), trans.. Vincent Yu-
chung Shih (Taipei: Chung Hwa Book Co.. 1970). 113. 

37The tale of Ch'im-yU K'un was recorded in "Ku-chi lieh-chuan" (Biogr^hies of the Jesters) by 

Ssu-ma Ch'ien's ^.^31 (c. 145-c. 85 B.C.) in the book. Shih-chi (Records of the Grand Historian); the 
biography of Tung-fang Shuo JK is in Pan Ku's Honshu 31 . 

38Liu Hsieh WfiS, Wen-hsin tiao-lung (The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragon), trans., Vincent Yu-

chung Shih, 113. 

39See Gaylord Kai Loh Leung the entry of "Ku-chi in William H. Nienhauser, Jr., ed & comp.. The 
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annotation of Ssu-ma Chen s],^^ (fl. 720). it referred to the obscure words used to diminish the 

dif iFerences of  things in  order  to  create  a  sense of  confusion." '® The phrase.  "  t 'u- t ' i  ku-chi  fg"  in 

Ch'u-tz'u S®? (Songs of Ch'u) (c. 300 B.C.-200 A.D.), originally meant "a slick and ingratiating 

manner," and it was used to depia being comic or ftumy.'*' Ancient Chinese also named humoiDus talVc 

with such terms as "p'a/-vU#|g" (unserious talk) and "p'ai-tiao (literally. " jimbling" or "wit 

and humor" ). According to Jao Tsung-i's study, "the petty oSicers" {pai-kuan l^-i") in ancient 

times were responsible for gathering the critical remarks of conmioners. namely, "commoners' 

criticism" {shu-jen pang fSAJI), that could reflert public opinions.'*  ̂ Based on Ju ChWs 

interpretation, that appeared in the Wei Period (c. 220-265 A.D.), Jao Tsung-i suggests that there were two 

coimotations for the word, pcu I?: One refers to two people's conversations: the other refers 

to "humor" or "amusing talks" (p'ai-hsieh which was rather like the expression in the twenty-

fifth chapter, "Taunting and Teasing" {p'ai-tiao flf^) of Shih-shuo Hsin-yU (A New 

Account of Tales of the World) by Liu I-ch'ing (403-444).''^ Later, scholars employed the term, 

p'ai-tiao to label the type of jestbooks which contained jokes and satires, and then categorized them 

in the section of " hsiao-shuo chia" in Chinese bibliographies.'*^ From Six Dynasties on, the 

jestbook of p'ai-tiao t'i occurred fipom time to time to build up its own style, characteristics, and 

readership. 

Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature. 482. See also George Kao, ed.. Chinese Wit & Humor, .xviii-
xix. 

40Kametar6 Takigawa 3i;il 6:^:615. Shiki kaichti kosha (Taipei: Yi-wen yin-shu-kuan. 1972). 
126.1293. 

41See Gaylord Kai Loh Leung the entry ot" Ku-chi ^fS." in William R Nienhauser. Jr.. ed. & comp.. The 

Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature. 482. According to Ch'ien Chung-shu. "f'u 3?," literally 

meant break up. and t'i denoted " ladders;" "t'u-t'i indicated to clear up difTerences and create 

hannony, which was also the meaning oi" ku-chi see Ch'ien Chung-shu Kuan-chui pien ¥f£S8 
(Collection of Insights through Pipe and Awl) (Taipei; Shu-lin shu-tien. 1990). 6 vols., vol. 2,626. 

42Jao Tsung-i <S^6S, "Lun hsiao-shuo yU pai-kuan; Ch'in-chien chung 'pai-kuan ffW chi Ju Ch'un ch'eng Wei-
shih wei 'ou-yU wd pai' shuo" f—IgiBf'l' T^lrj St 

[On "Petty Talk" and "petty officer" ; The "petty officer" in Ch'in bamboo tablets and Ju Ch'un's remarks 
on " the talks b^ween two persons was referred to as 'pai' in Wei," in Jao Tsung-i, fFen Ch'e :3:<R (Records 
of Literature) (Taipei; HsUeh-sheng shu-chU, 1991), 2 vols., vol. 1,253-60,257. 

43The tenn. "Taunting and Teasing" {p'ai-tiao is adopted fix)m Richard B. Mather's translation; see Liu I-

ch'ing WH#. Shih-shuo Hsin-yU t&Kff® (A New Account of Tales of the Worid), trans., Richard B. Mather 
(Canada; Bums & MacEachem Ltd. 1976), 401. 

44Jao Tsung-I "Lun hsiao-shuo yU pai-kuan; Ch'in-chien chung "pai-kuan chi Ju Ch'un ch'eng Wei-
shihwei 'ou-yU wd pai' shuo" 28,257. 

45Ch'en Wen-hsin 9f.XSi, Chung-kuo pi-chi hsiao-shuo shih ^ (The History of rhiT«-<i/' Note-forai 
Fictions), 278-86. 
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As far as the content of jokes was concerned, the source of " laughing talk" (hsiao-hua or jokes) 

could be classified into t(vo categories; one involved the upper class and powerfiil rulers as the jesters' 

target, the other the lower class and ordinary people. The earliest anecdotes of " laughing talk" praised a 

few outstanding jesters, such as Ch'un-ytl K'un Jester Meng Jester Chan and Tung-

fang Shuo for admonishing their emperors by ridiculing through " amusing repartee." In addition, 

the philosophers of the various schools in the Spring-and-Autumn (722-481 B.C.) and Warring-States 

periods (403-222 B.C.), for instance, Mencius Chuang Tzu Han-fei-tzu etc.. were 

renowned for using humorous allegories, paradoxes, and satires to convey e.xalted truths. 

The first collection of Chinese jokes. Hsiao-lin I?# (The Forest of Jokes) was attributed to Han-tan Ch'un 

during the Wei Period. A number of the jokes in this earliest jesd>ook have been incorporated in 

later anthologies, such as Ch'i-yen lu (Breaking into a Smile), ascribed to Hou Po fi (/7. 581) of 

the Sui dynasty (581-618 A.D.), Hsiao-fu (Treasury of Jokes), compiled by Feng Meng-lung (1574-

1646). and some jestbooks published in the Ch'ing.''^ The amusing and humorous anecdotes collected in 

Shih-shuo Hsin-yU characterized most historical figures of the aristocratic society in the Wei and 

Chin periods. By contrast the ludicrous records of Hsiao-lin were fiaught with fictional charaaers. 

Some jokes were adapted fixjm historical events, but as they were tinged with a fictitious quality, they were 

suitable to be considered as the " note-form fiction" (pi-chi hsiao-shuo ^ES/J^lg). It is noteworthy that 

Hsiao-lin was classified as hsiao-shuo /Js^, in the "Treatise of the Bibliographies" (ching-chi chih 

^HS) of Sui-shu (Sui History). The practice of classilying jokes as a kind of "fiction" became a 

tradition, followed by the bibliographers of later dynasties. The act of putting jokes and fiction in the same 

category actually signified that jokes were underrated. 

There were more jestbooks compiled during the Sung and Ming dynasties, and they were of two types: the 

first akin to Hsiao-lin written merely for merriment^' and the second type was irony or satire"*^ 

46See Gaylord Kai Loh Leung "Ku-chi in William R Nienhauser, Jr.. ed. & comp.. The Indiana 

Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature. 483; Wang Li-ch'i ifiJIS. ed., Li-tai hsiao-hua chi 

(The Collection of Ancient Jokes) (Shanghai; Ku-tien wen-hsUeh ch'u-pan-she, 1956); ipt.. (Hongkong: Chung-liu 
ch'u-pan-she, 1975). 

47For example, LU Peng-chung's S^'4 '(1084-1145) HsUan-ch'U lu Hsing ChU-shih's Fu-ckang lu 

Chao Nan-hsing's (1550-1627) Hsiao-tsan ^9 (The Praise of Laugh), and Feng Meng-lung's 

(1574-1646) Hsiao-fu (Treasury of Jokes) belonged to the first type. According to the survey of 

Wang Li-ch'i, there were fourteen jestbooks of the Sung, two jestbooks of the YUan. and thirty-five jestbooks of the 

Ming; see Wang Li-ch'i §S, ed., Li-tai hsiao-hua chi 

48The sarcastic type is exemplified by the jestbook, .-ii-tzu Tsa-shuo (The Miscellaneous Remarks of Ai-

tzu), attributed to Su Shih (1036-1101); but his authorehip is still questionable for lack of concrrte proofs. 

The Ming collections are such as Feng Meng-lung's Ku-chin t'an-kai (Talks Old and New) (1620), and 
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written for practical purposes. It is noteworthy that the Ming literati devoted great efforts to composing 

new jokes, as well as revamping old jokes, and compiling all sorts of jokes, which consequently led to the 

booming of the jestbook market. Furthermore, one special type of contemporary prose, hsiao-p'in /JNISP 

(short essay), also flourished in the late Ming as a kind of subgenre. Veiwing the lighthearted and 

interesting characteristics of jokes. Modem critics consider that they should be classified into the entity of 

hsiao-p'in essays because they were similariy endowed with the traits of amusement and vitality."" The 

narrative style of most Ming jokes differentiated itself from that of jokes in other times for its vernacular 

language and affiliation with commoners, and these happened to be the characteristics of hsiao-p'in essays 

as welL The evolution of ancient jestbooks, and particulariy their status in the genealogy of bibliographies 

in various times, mirrored the mutation of literary tastes and values. 

IV. The Prevalence of the New Trend 

Having studied a variety of ancient Chinese thought, Benjamin 1. Schwartz concludes his research by 

refuting a widely accepted assertion; The high culture and popular culture shared a common groimd so as to 

form "an integrated whole" in ancient (Thina, with the result that the te.xts of high culture throw light on 

the popular cultiu-e.^° Schwartz argues that though the elite culture originated from the same source as the 

popular culttire during the prehistorical period, these two phases of culture later went through divergent 

development^' He further suggests that the cultural structure was not constructed in a parallel pattenu 

rather. " a constant dynamic interaction" took place in between these two versions of culture.^^ 

Based on Schwartz's insightful assumptions, let us rethink the coexistence of the Four Books and Ssu-shu 

hsiao and carefiilly e.xamine this cultural phenomenoa It is proper to say that both books were ouqjuts of 

the elite culture. Nevertheless, the vulgar and bawdy content of Ssu-shu hsiao is a distortion and deviated 

reflection of the Four Books with low language and peripheral mentality. The te.vtual criticism of the Four 

Books was located in the main text and commentaries of Ssu-shu hsiao, pointing up the vanity of the efforts 

of traditional scholars to maintain a pure and intact elite culture. This illustrates the tensions between the 

elite and popular culture as well as their mutual influence. 

Yang Mao-ch'ien's Sk Hsiao-lin p'ing 3? (Criticisms on a Forest of Jokes). It is noteworthy that Wang Li-

ch'i does not record Hsiao-lin p'ing; see Wang Li-ch'i £ Id S, ed., U-tai hsiao-hua chi JSft H. 

49See Ch'en Wan-i W-Mtk, Ming-ch'ing hsiao-p'in: Hsing-ling chih-sheng (The Hsiao-p'in 

essays of Ming and Ch'ing; the Sensational Voice) (Taipei: Shih-pao wen-hua ch'u-pan kung-ssu, 1983), 13-15. See 

also Ts'ao Shu-chUan Wan-K^Kng hsing-ling hsiao-p'in yen-chiu (The Study of Late 

Ming Sensational Hsiao-p'in) (Taipei; Wen-chin ch'u-pan-she, 1988), 44-45. 

50Benjamin I. Schwartz. The World ofThou^t in Ancient China, 407-08. 

SUbid., 408. 

521hid. 
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The variety of roles that might be played by Confucian scholars are reflected m the secular subjects 

incorporated into the curriculums of Confucian studies in late imperial dynasties. In addition to the 

scholarship of the Four Books and Five Classics, as Wang Erh-min points out, scholars were expected to 

practice astrology, calculation, medicine, divination, and fortime-telling for certain activities as well.^^ In 

Wang's view, such miscellaneous learning earned the literati more respect &om the public, despite the fact 

that they held no ofQcial positions. But the late Ming jokes about men in these professions show that this is 

not the case. To this we will return for detailed discussion. 

The surge of hiunorous tales in the late Ming suggested a change in literary mode and aesthetic 

appreciation. What was its cultural significance? First the appreciation humor and wit came to its hi^est 

point during the late Ming. It seemed that people from different classes liked to cite humorous anecdotes at 

times.^** and probably owing to this need a variety of jestbooks were compiled. For e.xaiiiple. in Shen Te-

fu's tt'iSW (1578-1642) pi-chi fVan-li yeh-huo pien (Private Gleanings of the Wan-li 

Reign), the section of hsieh-nUeh S&S (htunor and jest) consisted of fimny anecdotes of historical and 

contemporary figures as well as jokes gathered from varied localities. Li Chih's Ch'u-t'an chi 

(The Collected Worlcs of Li Chih by First-Lake) also retained some anecdotes of wit, htmior. and 

sarcasm.^^ Second, late Ming booksellers compiled many popular encyclopedias to help customers to deal 

with daily affairs. Thereby, they also printed fimny jokes and fiction to bring the joy of reading to the 

public in its leisure. That is why the production of jestbooks reached its peak at this time. It is worth 

noting that Shen Te-fu mentioned that some literati in the Su-chou area were good at appropriating 

the sayings of the Four Books into their essays in order to mock local magistrates and other high-ranking 

officials.^® This new trend of popular culture anticipated the appearance of the jestbook. Ssu-shu hsiao. the 

major material of this study. Third, the fact that the late Ming elite allocated one section of their note-form 

53Wang Erfi-rain "Chung-kuo ch'uan-t'ung chi-sung chih-hsUeh yU shih-yUn k'ou-

chUeh" 231.33-64.48. 

54According to Chang Tai 5615 (1599-1684?). there were a number of societies of jesting, competition of string 

[musical-instruments], and competition for chicken-fighting in the capital of the late Ming; Chang's relatives were 

members oi " hstkh-she" (the society of jestingX therefore, some people must have gathered regularly to 

amuse themselves by jesting and joking; see Chang TaL T'ao-an meng-i (Recollections of Tao-an's Past 

Dreams) (Taipei: Chin-feng ch'u-pan-she. 1986), 87. Ch'en Shao-t'ang also mentions that some late Ming 

literati were interested in parodying ancient poems to enjoy the pleasure of teasing and taunting; see Ch'en Shao-

t'ang, IVan-iVSng hsiao-p'in lun-hsi (The Analysis of Late Ming Hsiao-p'in Essays) (Taipei; YUan-Iiu 

wen-hua shih-yeh yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1982), 71. 

55See Li Chih Ch'u-t'an chi ^fS-% (The Collected Works of Li Chih by First-Lake) (Taipei: llan-ching wen-
hua shih-yeh yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1982), 224-34, 355-56. 

56Shen Te-fli Wan-Uyeh-huo pien SffSSfSiS (Private Gleanings of the Wan-li Reign) (Taipei: Hsin-hsing 

shu-chU, 1976). 26.668. 
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anthologies to wit and humor indicated the mutual influence of popular and high-brow cultures. With the 

aid of jestbooks and other minor literature such as fiction and drama, we find that the elite of late Ming 

were eager to accommodate and confirm the value of the mass culture despite the inevitable contradictions 

between them In the process of studying late Ming jokes, we may at the same time inquire into the nature 

of the dual validity of politicaL sociaL educational, and cultural systems, and their incongruities. 

The sacred words of the canonized Four Books were disfigured and enc^sulated in mundane and fimny 

tales. The comic form embodied the gesture of refusal toward orthodoxy sent by certain discontented 

literati whose smiles and sneers concealed " some subversive value." They attempted to appropriate 

and reconte.\ualize the canons, to tease out the double meanings embedded in the mainstream literature and 

culture. If " grafntl can make fascinating reading" in modem times, as Dick Hebdige notes, then the jokes 

of Ssu-shu hsiao draw our attention with a similar " power to disfigure" played out by some Ming 

jokers.^^ I would like to view these jokes contained in this jestbook as an emerging subculture formed by a 

subordinate groiq). whose act of humor and mockery represented a " symbolic dimensiotL" a " form of 

stigmata," and a token of a "self-imposed exile." This will allow us to explore the darker side of 

orthodox thoughts and regulated ideology. 

V. The Emphasis of the " Interesting^CCh ' ̂ 

The tradition of the jestbook reached its peak in terms of the size and quantity from the middle period of 

the Ming to the end of the dynasty. Such a literary phenomenon was associated with the change of literary 

tastes of some literati at that time, who began to pay more attention to the folk literature, including novels 

and dramas. The new aesthetic perceptions, different from that of conventional literati, were best 

exemplified by the Kung-an schooL whose major advocate, YUan Himg-tao held the concept 

of " intriguing" (ch'U ,®) as one of the parameters to determine the aesthetics of literature. The 

word, "ch'U" was tianslated as "zest" by Lin Yutang,^' as "gusto" by James J. Y. Liu." and 

57Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, rpt. ed. (London & New York: Routledge, 1988), 3. 

smid.. 3. 

S9lbid..2. 
60See YUan Hung-tao SSiS. "HsU Ch'en Cheng-fu hui-hsin chi" ® (Preface to Ch'en Cheng-fu's 

Collection of Intuitions), in YUan Hung-tao. YUan Hung-tao chi chien-chiao annotated and 

proofread by Ch'ien Po-ch'eng (Shanghai: Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan-shc, 1979), 10.463-4. See also David 

Pollard, A Chinese Look at Literature: The Literature Values of Chou Tso-jen in Relation to the Tradition, 79-80. 

61 Lin Yutang, " On Zest in Life," in The Importance of Understanding (New York: Worid Polishing, 1960), 112. 
62James J. Y. Liu, Chinese Theories of Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975), 81. 
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as " flair" by David Pollard.®^ YUan Hung-tao elaborated that " ch'W is a quality pertinent to a child, but 

it gradually lessens as one grows up, since the study of"//" S (principle) hinders the cultivation 

of "ch'U." It is noteworthy that when YUan analyzed the nature of "ch'U," he referred to both Mencius' 

words, "without losing the child's innocence" {pu shih ch'ih-tzu and Lao Tzu's "to 

be able like infant" {neng ying-erh entirely from the perspective of a child's characteristic. 

This concept corresponded to Wang Yang-ming's theroy of "liang-chih" (the doctrine of innate 

knowing),®^ and what Li Chih had addressed in his " Tung-hsin shuo" (On Childlike 

Mind).®^ Chou Chih-p'ing notes that YUan Hung-tao's idea of " ch'U" was particulariy influenced by Li 

Chih's " childlike mind." Nevertheless, Kung P'eng-ch'eng recently suggests that YUan Hung-

tao's literary concq)L "innate sensibility" {hsing-ling was inspired by the theory of intuition of 

Zen Buddhism rather than Li Cliih's "Tung-hsin shuo" Even so. we should not neglect the 

affinity of the theories of Li Chih and YUan Hung-tao from the perspective of the creativity of mind. To 

sum up, through this kind of discourse we see a new aesthetic perception in which the elements of 

originality and simplicity were appreciated, representing a countenneasure to the revival of antiquarian 

style cliamed by the traditionalists. 

The emphasis of "ch'U" was the ideosyncratic literary merit highly praised by the literati of Wei-Chin 

periods and that of the late Ming era. The characteristic of " ch'U" rq)resents the peculiar standard of 

63David E. Pollaxd has done a thorough study on the Chinese concept of " chlt-wei" within a variety of literary 

sources; see David E. Pollard, A Chinese Looic at Literature: The Literary Values of Chou Tso-jen in Relation to the 

Tradition, 72-84, 80. 

64Sec YUan Hung-tao " HsU Ch'en Cheng-fu hui-hsin chL" in Ylkm Hung-tao chi chien-chiao. 463. 

65The term " liang-chih" is translated by Wing-tsit Chan as "the innate knowledge of the good," while by de 

Bary as "the doctrine of innate knowing" or "innate knowing;" see Wing-tsit Chan, Source Book in Chinese 

Philosophy. 656; see also Wm. Theodore de Bary. Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Seo-

Confucian Thought, 127, 129. 

66Li Chih ^9. " Tung-hsin shuo" ISi (On Childlike Mind), in Fen-shu ^9 (The Burned Book) (Taipei; Hb-lo 

t'u-shu ch'u-pan-she. n.d.). 3.98. The term "t'ung-hsin" was translated as "infant's mind" by K. C. Hsiao, and 

as "childlike mind" by Jame J. Y. Liu; see K. C. Hsiao. " Biography of Li Chih," in Carrington Goodrich and 

Chaoying Fang, eds.. Dictionary ofMng Biography (1368-1644) (New York: Columbia University Press. 1976), 

811; see also James J. Y. Liu. Chinese Theories of Literature. 78. Most scholars have agreed that Wang Yang-

ming's " liang-chih " S. ̂  (innate knowledge of goodness) had deeply influenced Li Chih to speak for the recovery 

of " t'ung-hsin" M-i." (childlike mind); see Ch'en Wan-i StSfi. Xiing-Ch'ing Hsiao-p'in: hsing-ling-chih-sheng 

(The Hsiao-p'in essays of Ming and Ch'ing: the Sensational Voice), 84; Chou Chih-p'ing 

5?-^, yUan Hung-tao and the Kttng-an School. 11, 14. 16.43. 

67Chou Chih-p'ing, YUan Hung-tao and the Kung-an School. 53. 

(>ilbid..\\, 14, 16,43. 

69Kung Feng-ch'eng BR®. Wan-Ming ssu-ch'ao (The Trend of Thoughts of the Late Ming) (Taipei: Li-
jenshu-chU, 1994), 140-58. 
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aesthetic preference or literaiy appreciation:^" On the part of the author. "ch'U" stands for his 

personal "taste" to instill his writing with "an intangible quality" that subsequently produces a kind 

of "lingering effect" On the part of the reader, "cfj'W is the subtle, 

delicate, "charming," and "exhilarating" ingredient of the work of art that fascinates him. The term 

feng-ch'U is probably the best usage for describing someone's humorous personality by which he can handle 

a serious situation in a light manner, and still brings up the crucial point 

It is necessary to note that these thinkers proposed the aforementioned thoughts from different motivations. 

The aim of Mencius and Wang Yang-ming was to induce the public to eliminate personal desire and 

selfishness, as Ch'en Wan-i remarks, but Li Chih pointed to the mistake of replacing individual 

thought with cumulate knowledge. According to Ch'en. Li Chih was against "Ssu-shu wen" 

(essays on the Four Books), Le.. the so-called "pa-ku wen" (the eight-legged essay), because the 

reservoir of the questions of the civil service exanoinations was the Foiu" Books.'' Li Chih did not think 

that attacking " the eight-legged essay" was the most pressing issue; in fart he had written several essays 

to afiirm the value of the standardized prose. What Li Chih keenly criticized was the discrepancy between 

the moral themes that genteel intellectuals addressed in their writings and the corruption of their behavioral 

performances.'^ 

Realizing the "intriguing"or "interesting" {ch'U) traits requires the cultivation of one's sensibility and 

spontaneity. By condBst the accumulation of knowledge through the acoustic and visual process, which is 

the so-called " wen-chien-chih-chih" (the knowledge from hearing and seeing) as Li Chih 

cautioned in his essay "On Childlike Mind" and some other works, weakens one's iimate sensibility to 

the "intriguing" or "fascinating" elements. Since e.xtending one's knowledge through learning and the 

pursuit of rationality were the main goal of the philosophy of the Ch'eng-Chu schooL prevailing fitom the 

Sung to eariy Ming dynasty, then the propagation of the indescribable, subtle elements 

of "gusto" or "flair" was an indirect attack on Ch'eng-Chu's philosophy. In this respect the literary 

viewpoints, shared by both Li Chih and YUan Himg-tao, stressing the value of purity in the writer's mind, 

represented the approval and application of Wang Yang-ming's philosophy in literary theory. Although the 

manifestation of "ch'U" (interesting) is to be able to use words or ideas in an amusing, clever, and 

imaginative way, the acquisition of " ch'U" (interesting) has nothing to do with book-learning at all. To Li 

Chih and YUan Hung-tao. the valuable essence of one's writing lies in the revelation of one's innate 

70My discussion on the concqjt of "ch'U" is based on David E. Pollard's analysis; see David E. Pollard, A Chinese 

Look at Literature: The Literary Values of Chou Tso-jen in Relation to the Tradition, 72-84. 

71 Ch'en Wan-i St St Mng-Ch'ing Hsiao-p'in: hsing-ling-chih-sheng, 84-85. 

lllbid., 84. 
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substance such as sincerity, personality and emotions rather than the exhibition of bountiful knowledge 

acquired from study In order to clear up the conventional misconception and misunderstanding. Chou 

Chih-p'ing speculates that YUan Hung-tao was not the same as Li Chih, who entirely opposed the 

kind of knowledge from book-leaming; YUan insisted on that the accumulation of knowledge was the 

foundation of creating literature of the best quality. Chou's purpose was to correct the traditional criticism 

and erroneous impression about the School of Kung-an resisting schooling or the knowledge-pursuit In 

this reject though Li Chih resented the knowledge obtained from learning, I think, what he stressed was 

the significance of independent thought and self-expression, instead of self-cultivation by means of external 

learning. If we notice that Li Chih was extremely interested in history, and historical inquiry was his 

favorite approach in search of truth, then we should no longer consider that he absolutely rejected book-

leaming. 

How did late Ming literati develop their sensibility toward the essence ofch'W jg? How did they 

display the taste of "ch'U" ? In one poem written in 1597. YUan Hung-tao claimed that when he was 

young he was "good at wit and humor" ( "kung hsieh-nUeh" ), and especially fond of ''Ku-chi 

chuan" (Biographies of Jesters) in Ssu-ma ch'ien's 31,^3 (c. I45-c. 85 B.C.) Shih-chi 

(Records of the Grand Historian); however, after he had heard the story of Shui-hu chuan (Water 

Margin), told by the storyteller, Chu Sou Jfe at Wu Hsi he first marveled at the variation of the 

novel's linguistic performance, and then began to realize that the SLx Classics were not literature of the best 

quality, and finally felt that Ssu-ma Ch'ien's writing lacked of refinementBy deprecating the greatest 

conventional literary works, the Six Classics and Shih-chi. YUan e.\pressed his ardent appreciation of 

humor and jest his emphasis of the " intresting" {ch'U). and his interest in folk literature. 

A similar poem by Sheng Ting-yen collected in K'uang-yen (The Undauntd Remarks), the 

fake text claimed to be the work by YUan Hung-tao himself, reads as follows:^' 

73YUan Hung-tao, " Hsing-su-yUan ts'un-kao yin" (according to Ch'ien Po-ch'eng written in 

1608-09). in YUan Hung-tao, YUan Hung-tao chi chien-chiao 54.1570-1. See also Chou Chih-p'ing, 

YUan Hung-tao and the Kung-an School (Cambridge. NY; Cambridge University Press, 1988), 50-51. 

74See YUan Hung-tao, "Ping Chu-sheng shuo Shui-hu chuan" (according to Ch'ien Po-ch'eng 

written in 1597), in YUan Hung-tao, YUan Hung-tao chi chien-chiao 9.418. Hu Ying-lin 

1551-1602 )aIso recorded many contemporary scholar-officials and men of letters who were very much 

fond of Shui-hu chuan. Hu said that based on one famous contemjjorary's e.\perience of listening "story

telling" {shuo-shu 3K#), the story-teller's art of narration was as excellent as Tso-ch'iu Ming (who was 

said to be the author of Tso chuan and Kuo-ytl) and Ssu-ma Ch'ien see Hu Ying-lin, Shao-shih shan-fang 

pi-ts'ung (Notes from the Shao-shih shan-fang Studio) (Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1963), 41.572-3. 

75Sheng Ting-yen, K'uang-yen, chUan 1, tu-shu. in YUan Chung-iang shih-chi S'l'05+^(The ten collected works of 

YUan Hung-tao), published by Chou Ying-lin K'uang-yen pieh-chi CElT®! ^ (The additional collection of 
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In my whole life I love the cheapest [things]. 

To seek pleasure without being tired. 

Closing the door, I read Chuangtzu and 

and then turn to " The Biographies of Jesters." 

" West Chamber [StoryJ" resembles a prolonged brocade:^ 

fVater Margin conceals thunders and lightening. 

Having chanted the poems of the demoted immortaL^^ 

I read the Burned BookJ'^ once more. 

Ill but my situation is not the worst; 

Bored ya I always smile. 

How vulgar those people of bad taste are! 

Who said I break out a paper warfare? 

Like YUan Hung-tao. Sheng Ting-yen took a delight in "Ku-chi chuan" (the Biographies of 

Jesters) in Ssu-ma ch'ien's Shih-chi (Records of the Grand Historian) and Shui-hu chuan 

(Water Margin), too.®° Shui-hu chuan was also one of Li Chih's favorite novels, to which he even 

wrote the commentary that is extant to the present day. 

The influence of YUan Hung-tao was revealed in Sheng's preface to K'uang-yen. as he said; 

Wild Words), originally collected in YUan Chung-lang shih-chi (The ten collectcd works of YUan 

Hung-tao), published by Chou Ying-lin ft R, but according to Ch'en Wan-i's study, the counterfeited works truly 

produced by Sheng Ting-yen see Ch'en Wari-i BIS " Kuang-yen te tso-che chi ch'i hsiang-kuan wen-

t'i: Kung-an p'ai mo-Uu ll-shih." (The author of FCuang-yen and its 

related problems: an exemplary illustration on the decline of the Kung-an school in its followers), in Ch'en Wan-i. 

WanS^Bng hsiao-p'inyilK-Sng-chi wen-jen sheng-huo A^fn (The late Nfing little essays and 

the lives of late NCng literati) (Taipei; Ta-an ch'u-pan-she, 1988 1st ed.. 1992 2nd ed.), 117-42. 

76The word "Sao" 8i, refers to the lyric mode of Ch'u T'zu Jcif (Songs of Ch'uX an anthology of poetry, composed 

between the third century B.C. and the second century A.D. 

77For a detailed description of the source of YUan tsa-ch U. Hsi-hsiang chi (The West Chamber Story), by Wang Shih-

fu £ Jf see William H. Nienhauser, Jr., ed. & comp.. The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature. 

407-09. 

78The term, the " demoted immortal," refers to the Tang poet. Li Po ? fi (701-762). 

79The " Burned Book" refers to Li Chih's work, Fen-shu ; Ch'en Wan-i notes that this poem proves how popular 

Li Chih's books were during the late times of the reign of Wan-li emperor, see Ch'en Wan-i BtSf " FCuang-yen 

te tso-che chi ch'i hsiang-kuan wen-t'i: Kung-an p'ai mo-liu li-sfaih." 129n. 

SOCh'en Wan-i studies this poem and notes that Sheng Ting-yen had referred to six favorite books, including 

the "Biographies of Jesters" and the poetry of Li Po which were different from Chin Sheng-t'an's 

(1610-1661) favorite woiks, i,e., Shih-chi SEE and the poetry of Tu Fu ttffl"; see Ch'en Wan-i "K'uang-

yen te tso-che chi ch'i hsiang-kuan wen-fi; Kung-an p'ai mo-liu li-shih," 129n. 
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When [ wrote, I often jested yet with fear that people might criticize me for degradation. I am 

poor and sick, so that I entertain myself by jesting. Confiicius once said; " It is rather to live in 

poverty with happiness." Is it because happiness enables one to endure his poverty? My 

utterance is wild, but the Sage would agree with my viewpoint. If Confiicius had been reborn, he 

would play with jokes rather than act in a genteel way.®^ 

Holding this idiosyncratic vision, Sheng incorporated nineteen humorous tales into K'uang-yen pieh-chi 

SE ^ S"! ^ (The Extra G)llection of the Undaimted Remarks). Sheng extolled humor for its fimction of 

catharsis in his " /js lion ku-chi hsU" jg (Preface to the Collection of Humorous Tales) as foUows: 

He. who knows laughter and condemnation [well], can write the best essay. It is not known [to 

most people] that laughter and condemnation can help one reach sagehood. In the Book of Poetry 

{Shih-ching ^^] Duke Wu of the Wei insightfiilly said; "How marvelous [his art of] 

jesting [is]!" ( "shan hsi-nUeh hsi!" 

Sheng considered that humorous remarks were dramatic and delightliiL and could be remembered forever 

as some famous tales told by Mencius. The literary perception, addressed by Sheng Ting-yeiL focused on 

wit and humor, which in Ch'en Wan-i's view, was the legacy of Kung-an school's ideal 

of "interesting" Nevertheless, YUan Hung-tao graced the essence of "ch'U" by means of 

intuitive apprehension, while Sheng Ting-yen preferred the flavor of vulgarity and witticism to elegance. 

In Ch'en's view, Sheng's advocacy merely represented the decline of the literary ideal of Kung-an school.^"* 

The change of literary taste from refinement to banality was a sign of the liberation from the confinement 

of the belles-lettres acclaimed by the conventional poetic standard. This reveals that some contemporary 

literati were more interested in writing on the subjects related to their own living e.\periences for showing 

their inner feelings. Both writing and joking could reduce social pressures and console the dissatisfied 

people. Sheng Ting-yen's statement epitomized the creative style of many fhistrated men of letters, whose 

lowly social status and failure in civil service e.xaminations made them write for the purpose of discharging 

their agony and indignation. Some jokers who composed the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao were like Sheng Ting-

yen and Feng Meng-lung, manifesting enormous interest in producing humoious and witty jokes. The 

involvemem with writing and compiling jokes probably gave them more pleasure. To some late Ming 

literati, the field of jokes was as important as the traditional literary genres. i.e., shih and tz'u poetry. In 

order to prove this point, Shen T' ing-yen quoted the words of the Book of Poetry to stress the fact that the 

significance of wit and humor was well known by ancient Chinese. What deserves our attention is that 

81 Sheng Ting-yen, " K'uang-yen tzu-hsU" in K'uang-yen pieh-chi UWJS'JflS, Microfilm of Late-Ming ed. 
(Taipei: National Central Library, 1981?), chUan. 1. 

82Sheng Ting-yen. " HsUan ku-chi hsU" 18^. in K'uang-yen pieh-chi 2WSIchUan. 2: see also Ch'en Wan-i 

St " K'uang-yen te tso-che chi ch'i hsiang-kuan wen-t'i: Kung-an p'ai mo-liu li-shih," 133-34. 

83Ch'en Wan-i Stif " K'uang-yen te tso-che chi ch'i hsiang-kuan wen-fi: Kung-an p'ai mo-liu li-shih." 134-5. 
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Shen entitled his works on hiinK>r with the phrase "the undaunted remarks" ( k '  u a n g - y e n  2^); 

apparently he categorized the language of joking into the level of the uiu-estricted and unruly style. 

According to YU Ying-shih. some intellectuals in ancient China were very skilliul by ii«ang unserious and 

unrestrained words to cover up their true feelings and intentions.^' Therefore, jesting and humor were the 

e-xpediencies that the intellectuals relied on to reconcile disagreements. Shen T' ing-yen belonged to the 

type of the "wild" intellectuals (k' uang S), in Ytl Ying-shih' s term, who incorportated wit and humor 

into their writings and speakings to implictly convey their criticisms. 

PART TWO: THE TEXT AND INTERPRETIVE STRATEGY 

VI. The Book S a u - B b u  h a i a o  as a Parodied Text 

The Confucian canons, the Foiu" Books, represented morals and values upheld by the ancient Chinese upper 

class, the rulers and the elite, as Arthur F. Wright notes, who "had the education to read them and the 

motivation to master their contents as preparation for an ofBcial career." These four canonical books 

were the required texts for every literate man's education and the main source for forming the questions of 

e.xamination essays. However, the late Ming men of letters approached the orthodox classics by 

supplementing them with personal criticism to produce the pseudo-text, Ssu-shu p'ing Eg (Comments 

on the Four Books), attributed to Li Chih (1527-1602), but most likely by Yeh (Thou US (/7. 1595-

1624?). The main text of this study is the controversial jestboot Ssu-shu hsiao (Jokes on the Four 

Books), which was also ascribed to Li Chih. It is filled with barbed comments on the canons, sages, and 

scholars, all highlighting criticisms of current so-called Confucian scholars and even of their actions of 

making laudatory reference to ancient sages. Such a blasphemous work was not only a literary 

phenomenon but also a sign of hostility to the official ideology, which had been handed down for centuries. 

The ema-gence oi Ssu-shu hsiao calls our attention to the divergence and invisible tension embedded in the 

traditional culture, society, educational system, and political institutions. The Four Books were the official 

ideology after 1241 A.D.. As a result students must study these texts along with the commentaries by Sung 

Confucians in order to pursue official positions. Jokes, as a sort of subgeruB, allowed dissatisfied 

Mlbid. 

85YU Ying-shih "Chung-kuo chih-shih fen-tzu ti ku-tai ch' uan-t' ung—chein-lun'p' ai-yu' yU "hsiu-

shen' " "I" "#•#" S (The Ancient Tradition of Chinese Intellectuals: 
also on the Issues of Jesting and Self-Cultivation), in Shih yd Chung-kuo wen-hua ± R 'I' H 5: it (Intellectuals and 

Chinese Culture) (Shanghai: Shanghai jen-min ch' u-pan-she, 1987), 113-28. 

86See Arthur F. Wright Introduction to The Confucian Persuasion, in Arthur F. Wright, ed.. The Confucian 
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intellectuals, in high dudgeon but unable to subvert the fLxed order, to release anger with black humor their 

taunting and teasing ctid not in any sense challenge what A.F. Wright called. " the prevailing institutional 

order to which the fortunes of the Confucians were indissolubly bound." ^ Although the essential moral 

principles were never questioned in these jokes, the contemptuous tones and disrespectfiil contents of the 

parodied proverbial sayings firom the Four Books exemplified the hostile attitudes of Confucian learners, 

who alleviated their sufferings by means of indirect criticism rather than physical violence. The 

anonymous composers, dispersers. and compilers of those jokes collected in Ssu-shu hsiao must hsve been 

students who were very familiar with the Four Books. Therefore, the jokes and parodies on the Four 

Books. Tao-hsUeh ( "True Way Learning" ), village teachers, unqualified students, and illiterate eimuchs 

demonstrated the exemplary complaints of students about the contemporary pedagogical method, 

examinational system, and intellectual authority. 

The complexit}' of studying Chinese jestbooks is compounded by the anonymity of the author of the jokes, 

that of the jestbooks' compilers, and more e^cially that of the commentators. The nature of anonymity 

heightens the uncertainty of interpretatioa In addition, the anonymous quality of these jestbooks sheds 

light on the following facts: first of alL these works were regarded as inappropriate fiDm the perspective of 

traditional Confiicianized society. Second, the jokes in Ssu-shu hsiao directly responded to the Four 

Books, while these jokes' commentaries written by the critics also developed a dialogical relationship 

with the jokes on the Four Books. From this perspective, the jestbook, Ssu-shu hsiao, was a vessel of 

multiple voices, whose intertextuality represented an arena of dialogical relation. If Li Chih had not been 

the true writer of the preface and comments of Ssu-shu hsiao. then the person who wrote these materials 

intended to deceive the reader into believing that the counterfeited work had been truly compiled and 

conunented on by Li Chih. In this case, the forger pretended that the voice represented Li Chih's voice, and 

the te.xt possessed a single and harmonious tone. The act of forgery is rather like the act of imitation, which 

in fact expresses admiration for and acceptance of the model. Conversely, the parodied text has been 

merged with the original so as to produce a double-voiced text embodied with the process of negation and 

subversion. The act of parody reveals a critical and disapproving attitude toward the exampler. As Renate 

Lachmarm asserts; 

In the case of the practices like the imbedding of foreign texts or text elements in the actual text (such as 

quotation, allusioiu reminiscence etc.) or the interweaving of a number of foreign te.\ts which belong to 

different poetics (heterogenisation. bricolage) or the repetition and opposition to a known text as 

rq}iication, contrafact, parody etc., we are concerned neither with the evocation of an intact world of 

literary tradition, nor with the proof of unfathomable knowledge, which is sunk in the text as quotation, but 

Persuasion (Stanford: Stanford University Press. I960), 10. 

2nibid., 14. 
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with the semantic e.xpiosion. wliich happens when the texts touch, for the production of aesthetic and 

semantic difference [Differenz]}'̂  

Rose reminds us to pay attention to both the parodist's perception of the original text and his anticipation of 

the reader's reception as well. Thus, our study of the parody of the Four Books is more than a passive 

decoding; it is a dynamic process of dialogue and an ongoing stream of communication. 

VII. The Problem o£ Autihorship and the Text 

The authorship of Ssu-shu Hsiao cannot be established with certainty. The authenticity of its commentaries 

attributed to Li Chih (courtesy name Chuo-wu 1527-1602) is to be questioned. According to 

Naikaku Bunko's catalogue, the currently circulated edition is a copy of an Edo period Japanese editioa 

Only the editor K'ai-k'ou shih-jen ^ P tfl: A (The Opening-mouth Woridly-man) and the commentator 

Wen-tao hsia-shih KiST± (The Listening-7ao Inferior-man) are mentioned on the first page of Ssu-shu 

hsiao, and apparently only by psuedonyms, therefore we are not sure who the author of the book is or 

whether Li Chuo-wu ^^5 had delivered his comments on the book. Another collection of misellaneous 

articles, attributed to Li Chuo-wu. K'ai-chlkm i-hsiao ^ (Opening the Book for a Laughter) 

contains a preface with two imprints of seals "Li Chih chih yin" (Li Chih's seal) 

and " Chuo-wu tzu " ^ 5 ̂  along with an introduction and the editing " principles " (// ) written by 

Tu Lung (1542-1605). According to Pu's statements, we believe that Li Chih was the compiler of 

K'ai-ch Uart i-hsiao.^ Later, K'ai-ch Uan i-hsiao was revised and then replaced with the title. Shan-chvng i-

hsi hua ill ^ If (One-night's Talk i^n a Mountain). In comparison with K'ai-ch Uan i-hsiao, Ssu-shu 

hsiao lacks substantial evidences to prove its direct relation with Li Chuo-wu. The only clue is that on the 

book's opening page Li Chuo-wu is claimed to be the editor, while the reviser and the proofreader are 

Hisao-hsiao hsien-sheng (Mr- Laughter) and Ha-ha tao-shih ffpCaiSi (the Taoist-priest of 

Laughter), which are not helpful at all for clarilying the work's source.'® The corrunents written by Li 

Chuo-wu may be spurious. Some critics of the seventeenth century contended that many books' 

commentaries attributed to Li were actually produced by Yeh Chou MS (courtesy name Wen-t'ung jtil, 

SSRenate Lachmann, "Ebenen des Interte>ctualitatsbegnfrs'' in Das Gesprach. ed. Karlheinz Stierle and Rainer 

Warning (Munich, 1984), 133-38; quoted from Margaret A. Rose. Parody: ancient, modem, and post-modem, 2nd 
ed. (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1995), 182. 

89L/ Chuo-wu hsien-sheng K'ai-chuan i-hsiao m K£ng-Ch'ing shan-pen hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'an 

chu-pien edited by The Center for the Study of Chinese Classical Novels in National 
Chengchi University the 6th collection hsieh-nUeh pien 

(The section of Humor and Jesting) (Taipei: Tien-i ch'u-pan she, 1985); Late-N/Gng ed. {Maikaku Bunko). 

90Li Chuo-wu hsien-sheng Shan-chung i-hsi hua mhSng-Ch'ing shan-pen hsiao-shuo ts'ung-

k'an ch'u-pien tnSS. edited by The Center for the Study of Chinese Classical Novels in National 

Chengchi University the 6th collection hsieh-nUeh pien I93SJ3 
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Jl. 1595-1624?). who wrote the commentaries of the San-kuo yen-yi (The Romance of Three 

Kingdoms). Hsi-yu chi ffijSIE (Journey to the West). Jung-yU t'ang edition of the Shui-hu chuan 

(Water Margin)." According to the preface of Ssu-shu Hsiao. "Ti  Ssu-shu hsiao" (The 

Foreword of the Jokes on the Four Books SES ^^), by Hu-lu sheng 53/®^ (Mr. Bottle-gourd), again a 

pseudonym, the editor of this book had failed the civil service e.xanunations repetitively, so that he engaged 

in the compilation of jokes on the Four Books'^ The commentator possibly was Yeh Chou. because the 

style of the commentaries written by him was fraught with " lighted remarks." and "jokes and quips." 

Above all, the most important evidence is that his cynical and hostile attitude was directed toward chia tao-

hsUeh (Phony True Way Learning, or hypocritical Tao-hsUeh Confucians).''* 

It is virtually impossible to solve the problems of dating, authorship, and identification of the coirunentators 

of Ssu-shu hsiao. as well as the book's relationships with other contemporary jestbooks. But a careful 

comparison between the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao with the similar ones in Yang Mao-ch'ien's #2?^ Hsiao-

lin p'ing (Comments on the Forest of Jokes).'' Teng Chih-mo's (1559~?) Hsien-hsien p'ien 

(The Book of Carefree),'® and Feng Meng-lung's (1574-1646) Hsiao-Jit (Treasury of 

(The section of Humor and Jesting) (Taipei: Tien-i ch'u-pan she, 1985). Late-Ming ed. (Naikaku Bunko). 

91Ch'ien Hsi-yen (fl. 1596-1622) noted that YUan Hung-tao (1568-I6I0) had perccived merely four 

works by Li Chih Ts'ang-shu (Hideen Book), Fen-shu (The Burned Book), (1st p)rt., 1590). Ch'u-

t'an chi ® (The Collection of Li Chih's Works by Dragon Lake 3E iS) and the commentary on Pei Hsi-hsiang 

: therefore, aU later works such as the Shui-hu chuan (Water Margin), San-kuo chih 

(Chronicle of the Three Kingdoms), Hsi-yu chi (Journey to the West) etc.. with Li Chih's commentaries 

were all forgeries; see Ch'ien Hsi-yen Hsi Hsia (preface 1613), in Pi-chi hsiao-shuo ta-kuan 

(A Parade of Note-form Fiction) (Taipei; Hsin-hsing shu-chU, 1977). 17. 23-24. Chou Liang-kung 

®(1612-1672) remarked that Yeh Chou Sff produced the first and second commentaries of Ssu shu 

(The Four Books) as well as the commentaries of Shui-hu and that of two other plays. P'i-p'a SS (The 

Balloon-guitar), and Pai-yeuh (Worshipping Moon); see Chou Liang-kung, Yin-shu-wu shu-ying SWM 

(The Book-shadow of Yin-shu Ifouse), in Tu-shu tsa-chi ts'ung-k'an (The Collective Works of 

Reading Notes), vol. H, ed. Yang Chia-luo (Taipei; Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1964), 7-8; For a summary of Li 

Chih's Commentaries on Shui-hu chuan and other novels as well as Yeh Chou's relationship with those 

commentaries, see David L. Rolston. ed.. How to Read the Chinese Novel (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 

1990), 38-9. 356-63. Appendix 2. 

92See Ssu-shu hsiao. 1. 

93David L. Rolston, ed.. How to Read the Chinese Navel, 39. 

9AIbid. 
95Yang Mao-ch'ien. Hsiao-lin p'ing (Comments on the Forest of Jokes), two volumes, and HsU Hsiao-lin p'ing 

(The Sequel to Comments on the Forest of Jokes), one volume, in KSng-Ch'ing shan-pen hsiao-shuo 

ts'ung-k'an ch'u-pien edited by The Center for the Study of Chinese Classical Novels in 

National Chengchi University + vol. 6 hsieh-nUeh pien pffSSiSf (The 
section of Humor and Jesting) (Taipei; Tien-i ch'u-pan she, 1985); Late-Ming ed. (Naikaku Bunko). 

96Teng Chih-mo SI, Hsien-hsien p'ien 3 vols., vol. 3, chUan S, hung-t'ang > in KSng-Ch'ing shan-

pen hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'an ch'u-pien edited by The Center for the Study of Chinese 
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Jokes) leads us to surmise that the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao are taken from Hsiao-lin p'in as well as Hsien-

hsien p'ierr. moreover, these three books were probably compiled and published earlier than Hsiao-Ju. 

Ssu-shu hsiao is believed to be a te.xt produced later than the publication of Hsien-hsien p'ien and Hsiao-lin 

p'ing. Up to twenty similar jokes appear in both Ssu-shu hsiao and Hsien-hsien p'ien (See Appendix. Table 

I). The words of these jokes in two books are ustially the same with some ntinor differences. The 

commentaries are also the same in two books, but normally there is one more conunentaiy in Ssu-shu 

hsiao. However, there are more errata in the version of Hsien-hsien p'ien and all these errors are corrected 

in Ssu-shu hsiao. Direct evidence indicates that Ssu-shu hsiao has adapted the following joke from Hsiao-

lin p'ing. The ninety-first joke of Ssu-shu hsiao is entitled "ch'uan chih hsing" (the nature of a dog 

in which it is said; 

One's last name is Yu jt, and the other YU They both brag the merits of their surnames. The 

one with the surname YU iP says: " Your family name is a name for dogs and cows while 

vf ^ is a surname for men." The one with the last name Yu jt says: " How do you prove it? " 

The one with the surname YU ^ says: " It is based on the Book of Xkncius £ whereby it is 

said: ' The name ftt [nature -{±1 of a dog is Yu jt (resemble #); the name 54 [nature 1^1 of a cow 

is Y'u jt (resemble : the name ^ [nature it] of a man is YU ^ (H) (102).' " 

The joker used wordplay and homophone to parody the saying of the Book of Xkncius. In the original text 

it is written as " the nature of a dog is similar to the nature of a cow [Ch Uan chih hsing yu nu chih hsing 

Is the nature of a cow similar to the nature of a man?" {Nu chih hsing yu Jen chih hsing 

yU 1^)'°° The present version of Ssu-shu hsiao is more readable than that of HsU Hsiao-

lin p'in (The Sequel of Hsiao-lin p'ing because in HsU Hsiao-li p'ing the jester wrote: " Is the 

dog' nature similar to the cow's nature, and similar to man's nature?" {ch'Uan chih hsing yu nu chih hsing 

yu jen chih hsingyU ^This is not as clear as the version of Ssu-shu hsiao. 

Classical Novels in National Chengchi University vol. 7 jStfS. Teng 

Chih-mo chuan-chi (The Section for Teng Chih-mo) (Taipei: Pien-i ch'u-pan she. 1985); Late-Ming 

ed. (Naikaku Bunko). There are 149 jokes in Hsien-hsien p'ien. 

97The sound of the word Yu :)t is like English word "you." which is different fhnn that of the word YU because YU 

T is pronounced with umlaut 

98The written foim of Chinese character (especially ^) resembles that of ch'Uan X (dog), that is why the man 
refers the word yu ^ (special) as ch'Uan (dog). 

99First the quote of Xlencius has been erroneously punctuated. Second, the parodist hinges his play of words on 

homonyms such as hsing tt (name) and hsing (nature), ,VM Jt (especially ) and_vii (resemble), as well asyU f-
(one Chinese family name) and>'U(i.e., an e.xclainatory particle). 

lOOMencius, iV/encius "Kao-tzu chang-chu shang" Ji, in Chu Hsi Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu 

BS 9 61S! S (The Collection of Commentaries on the Four Books) (Taipei: Erh-hu ch'u-pan-she, 1984), 11.326. 
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containing the annotations of the original words of Xlencius. The same joke collected in Hsiao-fu is 

entitled " I'u yU" whereby one of the two family names is rqjlaced by yd if- A few changes 

occur in the text as well. The two versions of Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsiao-lin p'ing share more similarities 

than that of Hsiao-fu. 

Other evidence helps us to realize the fact that Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsiao-lin pin are earlier texts than Hsiao-

fu. because of the commentary of the fifty-fifth joke in Ssu-sHu Hsiao, entitled "sHih-Hu shih-Hu" ( " A 

Messenger Indeed!" 06^!). This joke is a direct quote fix»m "Hu-tzu p'ing-lin" (The Forest of 

the Comments on Beards and almost the same as the ending anecdote of Hsiao-lin p'ing, also 

entitled Hu-tzu p'ing-lin (The Forest of the Comments on Beards In this joke the humorists 

applied parodied quotations taken from the Confiician Classics to make fim of the traits of bearded men. 

For instance, the ninth problem caused by the beard, as the joker stated, is to hinder one's mouth from 

reaching food. The commentator of Ssu-sHu Hsiao deliberately annotated the word "Jen" iz (humanity) 

as "cH'un" ^ (lips), and then the parodied sentence of TJie Confucian .-inalects "Jen yUan Hu 

tsai" fziS ̂  S (Is humanity far?) is adapted to ridicule the man with a big beard. Moreover, the twelfth 

problem caused by beards is depicted in Hsiao-lin p'in as follows; "there is a mouth hidden in the 

bristles" (yu-k'ou shen-ts'ang mao-li-pi W • ?:®:S), which implies female genitals. The same line 

is recorded in Ssu-shu Hsiao as: "Two pieces [of lipsj are hidden in the bristles" {iiang-p'ien shen-ts'ang 

mao-li-pi The phrase "there is a mouth" is changed into "two pieces [of lipsj" in 

Ssu-sHu Hsiao. Based on these facts. I think Hsiao-lin p'ing appeared earlier than Ssu-sHu Hsiao. It is worth 

noting that this joke is also readapted into Hsiao-fu and the language in Hsiao-Ju is more vulgar and 

colloquial than that of the aforementioned two books.If we consider the evidence; that (1) Feng Meng-

lung quoted the words of Hu-lu sheng (Mr. Bottle-Gourd) in his comment on the si.\th joke in 

chUan 13. Kung-yeH cH'ang" the pupil of Confiicius) in Hsiao-Ju: that (2) the same quote also 

appears in Ssu-sHu Hsiao and Hsien-Hsien p'ien; and that (3) Hu-lu sheng wrote the Foreword for Ssu-shu 

Hsiao, we may infer that Hsiao-fu appeared later than these two jestbooks. Hsien-Hsien p'ien and Ssu-shu 

Hsiao. 

101 See Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fit (Treasury of Jokes),/wn-vU pu SI3n85 (the Section of Additional Words), in 

Wei Tung-hsien et al.. Feng Kleng-lung ch'Uan-cHi (The Collection of Feng Meng-lung's 
Works) (Shanghai: Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan-she. 1993). 13.405. There are 430 jokes in 

I02Feng Meng-lung only mentioned ten parodies about the problems of beard. The way that he introduced these 

comments on beard suggests that his words were based on his memory without consulting the original text: see 
Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu, hsing-t'i pu 01995 (the section of body), 10.323-25. 

103See Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fii,jun-yu pu 55 3§®, 13.408; Teng Chih-mo, Hsien-hsien p'ien, 5.36a; Ssu-shu hsiao, 

26-27. 
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VIII. Intertextuality of Quotation, Allusion, and Parody 

Ssu-shu Hsiao's special feature lies in its being a jestbook filled with disfigured quotations and allusions. 

The ftmction of allusion, to U. HebeL is similar to a cximmentary on the original text, since he notes. " the 

dialogical nature of the relationships between alluding texts and evoked referents, i.e.. the consequence that 

any allusion involves a commentary about the text person, or event called up." Viewing the jestbook 

Ssu-shu Hsiao from the perspective of allusion, we come to realize its value rests on its coordination and 

contextualization in terms of the viewpoints of both authors and readers. Considering the fact that the 

producers of the jokes of Ssu-sHu hsiao were unidentifiable, the production of such a jestbook. we believe, 

was " a collective activity." The one who improvised the initial version of a joke was usually not 

traceable, and therefore the authorship is indeterminate. Other late Ming jestbooks were no excqjtion. 

Simultaneously the various versions of a joke demonstrate the process of textual circulation. What can be 

certain is that these producers of jokes must be " informed readers" of the Four Books, because they were 

able to appropriate the pre-textual fiagments into the jokes and to attach new coimotations to the sages' 

sayings in order to demystify the Classics and express their contempt for orthodoxy. 

The smdy of the imerrelationship of numerous jestbooks emerging during the Ming dynasty exhibits the 

circulation of jokes among literati and their respectable courage and passions in compiling those jokes. 

Clearly such jokes never got recognition in the sphere of traditional literature for their conflict with the 

conventional value standard. As Gaylord Kai Loh Leung illustrates, the pattern of jokes-

transmission and gradual changes that afTea a joke are in this manner; "The corpus of the 

traditional 'lau^iing talk' is not a large one; stories were retold with variations and embellishments by 

successive generations of compilers." Therefore, our investigation must take into consideration the 

following issues; intertextuality. intrate.\tuality. quotation, allusion, and parody. What is more important is 

the dialogical discourse within these jokes and the responses spoken by their commentators. The jestbook's 

multiple voices including that of the joker, the prior-texL and the commentator make its te.\t a tvpical inter-

I04U. Hebel. "Towards a Descriptive Poetics of Allusion," in Heinrich F. Plett, cd., Intertextuality (Berlin & New 
York; W. de Gruyter. 1991), 139. 

lOSHere I borrow Geoffrey H. Hartman's concept of "critcism as a collective activity" to explain the phenomenon of 

the ^jpearance of the jestbook. Ssu-shu hsiao. since those jesteis represented a group of literati who possessed 

lower social status and applied the oppositional allusions to make humorous yet bitter comments against the 

traditional cultural and social values contained in the Four Books. In so doing, the prose of these fiinny tales was 

similar to a sort of " comments," produced by several literati over a long period of time rather than by a single 
person. See GeoCTrey H. Hartman, " Forum." PMLA 92(1977); 308. 

I06See Gaylord Kai Loh Leung " Ku-chi in William R Nienhauser, Jr., ed. & comp.. The Indiana 

Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, 483. 
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text and intratext embracing "polyphonic" constituents.'®' The polyphonic nature tinges Ssu-shu hsiao 

with the color of a battleground, filled with disagreements and arguments. 

Intertextuality is an inevitable issue that those who study Chinese literary tradition must face because 

tradition and history have enjoyed their privileged positions in Chinese culture. The issue of interte.xtuality 

is even more urgent to the researcher of a jesAook like Ssu-shu hsiao. Studying the development of the 

concept of intertextuality in traditional Chinese literature. Jing Wang emphasizes three explanatory 

fimctions pertaining to the sdieme of iittertextuality: (1) The illustration of intertextual relationstiip exhibits 

the dialogical relationship between one text and another. (2) Only by recontextualizing a particular text 

with other primary texts is it possible to get insight into the cultural and historical conte.\t of certain works. 

(3) The significance of Confucian Canon lies in its setting up of the sense of historicity and 

establishing "aesthetic criteria" for later writers and literary worlcs.'"' The revelation of historicity 

involved in the course of analyzing a network of texts goes beyond the pursuit of authorship to a concern 

for textuality and readers' responses. This deviation differentiates "intertextuality" from other rhetorical 

apparatuses such as " allusion." " imitation." and " parody." 'Being an old literary device, 

intertextuality enriches the text with a larger linguistic and ideological context which makes it possible to 

rejuvenate and refiame other literary techniques, e.g., "allusion," "imitation," and "parody." 

Furthermore, since interte-xtuality occupied an important role in traditional literature, we can scrutinize the 

mentality of anciem Chinese writers, who regarded their creation as a continuation of that of their 

predecessors, and saw themselves as merely members of a community. To read intertetextuality as a token 

of a cultural phenomenon, we realize that the concept of maintenance of kinship relation is prior to the need 

of individuality everywhere in ancient China. The area of literature is no exception. To evaluate a work by 

its relation with a web of other texts is to subdue the authority of a single writer and regard his/her voice as 

an echo of others' utterance. 

Though the Coniiician Canon develops a " classical paradigm" for subsequent writers, the reproduction of 

this prototype forms two types of interte.xtual relationship. i.e.. the autiientic and pseudo one. In order to 

clarify this point it is necessary to cite the lengthy but insightfiil remarks given by Jing Wang: 

lOTMikluiil Bakhtin. Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, ed. & trans.. Caryl Emerson, intra.. Wayne C. Booth 

(Minneapolis; University of Minnesota Press. 1984). 20-23; Thai s E. Morgan. " The Space of Intertextuality." in 

Patrick CyDonnell and Robert Con Davis, eds.. Intertextuality and Contemporary American Fiction (Baltimore: 

Johns Hopkins University Press. 1989), 239-79.248. 

lOSJing Wang, The Story of Stone (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1992), 2-3,280-81n5. 

\09Ibid..4. 

llOIbid.. 7. 
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It seems a paradox that some cultures, such as the Chinese, which continuously advocate the 

preservation and witness survival of their heritage, have taken the abstract system 

of " context" for granted and have devoted little efiFort to elaborating it in explanatory terms. 

Perhaps this is because the concept has always formed such an integral and significant part of the 

Chinese way of life that there is little need to examine its mechanism or justify its existence. 

Whatever the reason for this lack of interest in integrating the concept into the rich critical idiom 

of Chinese poetics, the notion of " context" pervades the mode of thinking and writing of 

traditional literati. The most articulate expression of their awareness of the relationship between 

context and the production of meaning can be found in the well-known aphorism about uruneliable 

interpretation: tum-chang ch'U-i ( "to obtain meaning by truncating the text" ). The 

aphorism, however, recognizes the fundamental working principle of contextuality—that the 

meaning of a word is by no means autonomous, but is generated through a complex network of 

reference. Throughout the literary history of China, we will find that the awareness of such a 

rudimentary concqit of context underlies the writers' retrospective complex and continuously 

feeds their obsession with tradition and with the idea of t'ung [ej, "identity." and t'ung 

il. "continuity." 

Here Wang neglects the derogatory implication of the term, tuan-chang ch'U-i ( "to obtain 

meaning by truncating the text" ), to stress its being the epitome of "contextuality" in Chinese literary 

traditon in order to support her premise; The transposition of part of the prior-text into the present text is an 

act of continuity rather than transformation. The application of allusion, quotation, reference, imitation, 

and parody permits the perpetuation of literary and cultural convention, but does not guarantee a faithful 

transmission of the original text In other words, intertextuality sustains the established cultural, literary, 

and historical context to survive in later times, whereas it also enables and triggers the transformation of 

such a context. Therefore, interpretation relies more on uiuaveling the dialogical and paradoxical aspects 

of intertextuality. The interplay of textual continuity and discontinuity literally heightens interte.xtual 

complexity. The strength of intertextuality comes ftom the dialogic relations among various te.xts. 

Intertextual dialogue bridges the gap between dual texts and in turn eliminates the specific boundary of 

certain texts; thereupon, a literary context is established with additional implications related to other 

texts.'In this respect, all parody, quotation, and imitation of the "parent" text constitutes on 

anticanonical act in which the original is perpetuated and yet deformed. 

11 \Ibid., 14. 

112Patrick ODoimell and Robert Con Davis, eds., Intertextuality and Contemporary American Fiction, xv. 
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IX. The Loathsome Allusion and Imitation 

Allusion and imitation characterize one's profound learning of the classics, and this particular writer's 

commitment to conform himself to a literary tradition. Quotation or interte.xtual citation is considered to 

be "the most direct case of intertextuality." while allusion is the most implicit kind of interte.xtuality."^ 

Recent scholars have been paying more attention to the a^ect of difference rather than that of similarity in 

the study of intertextuality. For instance. Julia Kristeva sketches intertextuality from the perspective of the 

interrelation of two semiotic systems, because of the " transposition of one (or several) sign system(s) into 

another." ' i"* Following up Kristeva's step. Thai" s E. Morgan insists that " an interte.vtual citation is never 

innocent or direct but always transformed, distorted, displaced, condensed, or edited in some way in order 

to suit the speaking subject's value system." ' Probably that was why a great number of Chinese critics 

were not enamoured of allusion and imitation, specifically because of the existence of such terminologies 

as hsiao-p'in (literally, "imitating" to one' s disadvantage)''^ and tiao-shu (applying 

allusions for showing)^as well as tuan-chang ch'U-i (appropriating some words by cutting off 

or distorting their cormotations in the original text" ). 

113Thm's E. Morgan. " The Space of Intertextnality." 239-279.247.266-67. 

114Julia Kristeva. Revolution in Poetic Language, trans.. Margaret Waller (Columbia: Columbia University Press, 
1984), 59-60. 

llSThis quote is Thai s E. Morgan's remark on the perception of intertextuality of Julia Kristeva; see Thai s E. 

Morgan, "The Space of Intertextuality." 260. 

I I6To Professor Brian McKnight I am much indebted for first calling my attention to the translations of these Chinese 

terms by emphasizing their negative connotations. The derogatory term for imitation in Chinese was " imitating the 

act of frowning" (hsiao-p'in or <S;0[). It is said in the I4th chapter. Tien YUJ (the Motion of Heaven), 

in Cfmang Tzu wherrf)y Hsi Shih SSS, the famous ancient beauty of YUeh had heart disease, so that she 

frowned and held her chest all the time. And then other ugly girls in the same village also imitated her to (rovm and 

hold their chests. When both the rich and the poor men of the village saw this phenomenon, they all closed their 

doois and refused to see the scene again. According to Chuang Tzti. these ugly girls knew that knitting the brows 

was the trait of beauty for Hsi Shih. but they did not know that imitating the act of frowning could not make them 

become beauties. See Kuo Ch'ing-fan IP #SF, aimoL. Chuang Tzu chi-shih ^ THI? (The Collective Annotations 

of Chuang Tzu), with the reading guidance by Hsieh Hao-hsiang (Taipei: Kuan-ya ch'u-pan-she, 1991), 

515. 

1 ITThe so-called tiao-shu or tiao-shu-tai suggests that the people who are fond of using quotes whenever 

they talk do so in order to show off their scholarship. However, they often break down the original text to apply 

broken quotes or use the quotes improperly. See the Biography of Peng Li-yung Ma Ling's Nan 

T'ang shu # (History of Later Tang) (923-936), Pai-pu ts'ung-shu chi-ch'eng ed., S"® the 47th 

chi, vol. 3 (Taipei; I-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1966), 25.3-4b. It is noteworthy that Ma followed the form of Shih chi 

S&P2 written by Shih-ma Ch'ien who singled out the ku-chi Ueh-chuan (A Biography of the 

Jesters), to set up the section of T'an-hsieh Si'SS (humorous talks) and introduce five persons who were of low 
social status, but whose witty remarks made them famous in their time. 
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The connotations of these figurative terms indicate the critics' disgust and resentment against imitation and 

allusion even though these were the oldest literary devices. They loathed the semantic deviation and 

incongruous effect caused by a broken fiagment woven into the present text In so doing, the original 

signification of the reference must concede itself to adjust to the new conte.\L The humorists who wrote 

and commented on the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao particulariy disapproved of the inappropriate application of 

allusions, leading to the inevitable occurrence of incongruity. As the thirty-first joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao. 

entitled "shan-chieh tsao-chuo says; 

One prefect was illiterate, but he Uked to allude to or imitate the sayings of the Classics 

impnperiy. When the magistrate recovered from his illness, he was concerned about the loss of 

his weight, and the prefect said: "Your highness is bom with a face full of passion: how can you 

possibly become thinner?" One day the prefectual officers had arrested several robbers. In the 

coiffse of serious interrogation, those robbers were crying out from the pain of physical 

punishment. The prefect stood beside the scene and clapped his hands saying: " The bad men are 

naturally tortured by the evil one." Then he went to serve the magistrate, who was drinking and 

going to attend another party later. As the prefect said farewell, he [applied the following 

quote]: "Not being satisfied, he looked about and went to another party;...." Afler the 

magistrate had refurbished the inner hall of his residence, the prefea praised: " on the capitals of 

the pillars he had hill-shapes decorated: on the small pillars above the beams supporting the 

a decor of duckweed was put. ' Of what sort was his wisdom?' " '2° (31-32) 

The critic said: 

hsiao-p'in jJcg [imitating to one' s disadvantage] and tiao-shu [applying allusions for 

showing] are quite ridiculous, but isnt it the true picture and epithet of that prefect? (32) 

1 ISThis quote is taken from ch. 17 of BK. V in the Confucius .-inalects. whereby Confucius cridcizcd Tsang Wen-

chung's lack of wisdom, since he preserved a big tortoise in a house, "on the capitals of the pillars of 

which" he had hill-shapes decorated, with a decor of " duckweed on the small pillars above the beams supporting 

the xaftejTs;" see James Legge, trans., the Confucius .Analects, in The Chinese Classics. l&U, 179. 

119These words are taken from the thirty-third chapter of BK. IV in the Book of Mencius, >^ereby Mencius mentioned 

the story about one man of Ch'i and his wife and concubine. The man usually went to graveyards to b^ food, but 

as he returned he always bragged and tried to deceive his wife and concubine that he had eaten with his honorable 

friends. Later, they followed him and found out the truth; see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&n, 340-

41. 

120This is a quote taken from ch. 17 of BK. V in the Confucius Analects, whereby Confucius criticized Tsang Wen-

chung's lack of wisdom, since he preserved a big tortoise in a house, "on the capitals of the pillars of 

which" he had hill-shapes decorated, with a decor of " duckweed on the small pillars above the beams supporting 

the rafters;" see James Legge. The Chinese Classics. I&IL 179. 
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The above joke and its commentary highlight the problem that results from relocating, reappropriating, and 

revalorizing eloquent citations. Most signijBcantly. the conunentator's criticism qiitomized the textual 

mode and comic strategy utilized by the jokers of Ssu-shu hsiao. In fact. " the parodic flurry of quotations, 

conversations, and plagiarized texts," totally changes the quotation's semantic and ideological context 

in the Four Books. Despite the fiumy and incongruous effect resulting &om the deformation of the referred 

context out of the act of breaking down these quotations with ttieir previous texts, as tuan-chang ch'U-i 

suggests, recontextualizing divergent historical, cultural and ideological constraints still requires 

a dynamic reading and profound interpretation. The paradoxical factor of intertextual troping like tuan-

chang ch'U-i is tied to its simultaneous restoration and repression of the past 

Equally important, the joker demonstrated his dislike for allusion in the eighty-seventh joke of Ssu-shu 

hsiao. entitled " As [theyj Lose their Parents" (Ju-sang k'ao-pi Jn whidi says; 

During the reign of Ch'ing-li IS® [Emperor Jen-tsung of the Sung dynasty. 1041-1049), 

flood occurred, and the area north to the [YellowJ River was covered with water. Emperor Jen-

tsung explicitly manifested his worry. One mounted inspector came to have an audience with the 

emperor. He asked the inspector "How is the flood in the northern area to the River?" The 

inspector replied: "[The floods] have overwhehned the whole range of mountains and 

hills" {huai'shan hsiang-Ung -glilj Then the emperor asked; "How are the people?" 

" [They mourn as theyj have lost their parents." replied the inspertor. The following edia 

issued by the emperor was put on the walls on the both sides of the imperial court gate, and it is 

said that thereafter all military offlcials must use direct words whenever they give report and no 

euphemism is permissible." (97) 

The critic's comment said; 

The emperor of the Sung dynasty is really a sage. If the First Emperor of Ch'in (246-209 B.C.) 

had been alive, he would have dug a hole to bury the man. If the First Emperor of Han (206-194 

B.C.) had been alive, he would have pissed on [the hat of] the man. Probably people would 

121 Patrick QDonneil and Robert Con Davis, eds., Intertextuality and Contemporary /tmerican Fiction, K. 

122My translation is figural rather than literal. This phrase is derived from the " Canon of Yao " (Yao-tien ft) in the 

Book of History (Shu-ching ?^), and J. Legge translates it as " In their vast extent they embrace the mountains 

and overtop the hills, threatening the heavens with their floods,...;" see James Legge, trans.. The Shoo King, The 

Chinese Classics, vol. HI (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1970). 24. 

123This phrase is derived firom the "Canon of Shun" (Shun-tien ^ft) in the Book of History (Shu-ching SS), 

whereby after the death of Yao, his people " mourned for him as for a parent for three years," to borrow Legge's 

translation; see James Legge, trans.. The Shoo King, The Chinese Classics, vol. HI, 40-41. 
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say: 'This military officer was merely "using quotations" (tiao-shu and where had he 

offended these two en^erors? 'These Confiician scholars were the root of chaos.' replied I. (98) 

Another critic says; 

This messenger must be dispatched by Tai-wei Tang how poUshed his words were. (98) 

The problem of mistaken reference is demonstrated in this made-up anecdote. The joker exaggerated the 

chaotic situation caused by improper allusion. And the problem was so serious that even military officers 

were fond of applying quotations to show off their learning; so the emperor had to issue an order to stop the 

confusion. The critic ironically praised the emperor of the Sung, because he did not punish those 

Confucian sdiolars who started the practice of alluding and enhancing the prevalence of such a 

communicative method. Harshly cridcizing quoting references as a distinctive mark of Confucian scholars, 

the critic himself also alluded to two ancient emperors who either buried scholars out of fear of intellectuals 

or pissed into their hats in contempt of scholar-officials. The dilemma of Confucian scholars is highlighted 

in this joke. It is necessary for them to quote sayings from Confucian classics to display their deference to 

the contextual and historical value of antiquity, but the act of alluding also leaves them open to the attack as 

imposters for being insiacere and trite. What draws our attention is that the joker used the 

phrase "euphemism" (wen-shih A;!®) and the critic exclaimed, "how 'polished' (wen X) his words 

are!" and dqiicted the petty officer of the thirty-first joke as a man who " deliberately imitated and used 

rhetorical language" (ch'iang hsiao-p'in tso wen-yU The capacity of utilizing allusion not 

only indicated one's social status and economic power but also reflected how civilized the speaker was. 

When both the joker and critic ridiculed Confucian scholars for their customary use of allusions, the value 

of grand and impressive quotations was denounced. The act of alluding was a part of elite culture and hard 

for the illiterate conunoners to pick up and comprehend these allusions. Thus, the reality hidden behind the 

implementat ion of  al lusion and the act  of  imitat ion is  not  merely the choice of  l inguis t ic  performance,  but  a  

power struggle as well. 

The fimctions of allusions, in U. Hebel's view, are linked by the activities of three aspects; the intrate.xtual 

leveL the metate.xtual level and the reality level.The intiate.Ytual analysis involves the identification of 

the source based on these lexical and syntactic cues. Hebel describes this stage of te.xtual analysis as 

" ardieological activity of actualizing allusions." relating to " the verbalization and documentation of the 

potential associations they [allusions] might trigger." ^^5 gjqjiore the te.\tual meanings 

by means of contextualizing various te.\ts. And Hebei names it the metate.xtual. which entails not only 

a "deliberated attempt of an 'informed' critic" but also the restoration of "the text's associative 

124U. Hd)el. " TowanJs a Descriptive Poetics of Allusion." 135-64. 156-58. 

\25Ibid.. 137-41. 
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verticality" beyond "purely syntagmatic readings." In these two stages, the lexical and figural 

contextulizations are the core of study; in addition, the dialogue between the alluding text and its alluded 

coordinates is a source of dynamism. Finally, the "reality effect" is concenied with "the 

contemporaneity, topicality, or controversiality of the points of reference." Hebel emphasizes the 

evocative and dynamic effects emitting from the process of alluding and allusive attributes. While Allan 

Pasco suggests the characteristic of allusion as "the fonnation of a metaphorical relationship." the referent 

and reference are subsequently unified to create new Sgural connotations.From the perspective of 

reading, it is the resultant/figurative image rather than the referent or the reference that occupies the reader's 

mind and produces the figurative meanings. 

Allusion, whether it is truthful or distorted, has been an age-old literary trope in Western and Chinese 

literature. Nevertheless, the depicable terms in Chinese such as hsiao-p'in and tiao-shu-tai 

prove that some critics held allusion <n conteiiq)t; in particular, one must e.xamine the thirty-first joke of 

Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled "shan-chieh tsao-chuo whose negative commentary highlighted the 

low opinion of allusion. The entire book of Ssu-su hsiao amply demonstrates oppositional allusion, to 

borrow Heiiuidi F. Flett's words. " as a form of protest against established cultural and social values." 

The book contains a wide variety of jokes with the direct sayings or references taken from the Four Books, 

whereas the intertextual lapses fraught with ironies and satires signified the gestures of resistance and 

disparity. 

X. Parody: The Primary Mode of Intertexuality 

What is parody? Margaret A. Rose has thoroughly studied the evolution of the uses and meanings of 

parody fiom ancient times to the present in Western litarary history in her admirable work. Parody: 

arjcient, modem, and post-modern. She points out that parody was applied to the mimicry of epic verse by 

the fourth centurv- B. C.; later scholars e.xtended the range of parody to include other comic works 

containing funny quotations and imitations; fiom the Renaissance to the mid-twentieth century most 

scholars reduced parody to "ridicule" or "burlesque;" they viewed the comic tiait of parody as a 

negative attributioa'^' In the post-modem days (1970s onwards), some scholars like Malcom Bradbury, 

\16Ibid. 
Ullbid.. 157. 

Uilbid., 137-39. 

129Allan H. Pasco, Allusion: A Literary Craft (Toronto: University ofToronto Press. 1994), 12-14, 98. 

nOHeinrich F. Plett. " Intertextualities." in Heinrich F. Plett, ed.. Intertextuality (Berlin; New York; W. de Gruyter, 

1991), 3. 

131 Margaret A. Rose, Parody: ancient, modem, and post-modem, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
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David Lodge. Charies Jencks. and Umberto Eco have emphasized the complexity of parody because of its 

meta-fictionaL interte-xtuaL and comic constituents.'^^ The comic nature of parody is linked to 

the " carnival laughter." displayed by ordinary people who mimicked their superior to bypass the daily 

behavioral and ritual precepts during the festivals in order to achieve the goal of subversioa As Mikhail 

Bakhtin declares. " in the Middle Ages the vast comic and parodic literature in vernacular languages and in 

Latin was. one way or another, cotmected with festivals of the carnival type." to which we will return 

for a detailed discussion. 

Gary Saul Morson outlines three ingredients of parody; (1) the alluded target or the "original 

utterance" (2) the antithetical relationship between a parody and its target (3) the superiority of the 

parodist's semantic authority.'^'* The first aspect is related to intertextuality. which reveals the fact that a 

parody is a double-voiced text whereby the original text has been recontextualized as its foreground. The 

second aspect of parody involves the negative and hostile perceptions in a parody, designed to discrediL 

Gary Saul Morson claims that "a parodic utterance is one of open disagreement" to the parodied te.xt's 

original utterance.'^® The contrast of the parody to its antithetical text manifests the hostility and 

disapproval of the original voice that has been discredited or subverted in a parody. In fact taking the 

te.xtual conte.xtualization and historicization as a whole. Michael McKeon argues that parody conflates the 

dialectical gestures of" recapitulation and repudiation, imitation and disillusion, continuity and 

rupture" into a single one.'^^ In his description of the third aspect of parody, Morson borrows the words 

of M. Bahktin to emphasize the hierarchical relationship between the parody and its parodied target 

because the parodied utterance "becomes the arena of conflict between two voices." and "the second 

voice clearly" represents " a higher ' semantic authority' than the first." 

1995), 280-81,28.277. 

nUbid.. 28,277. 

133Mikhail Bakhtiiu Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, 129. 

134Gary Saul Morson, The Boundaries of Genre: Dostoesvsky's Diary ofa Writer and the Traditions of Uerary Utopia 

(Austin: The University of Texas Press. 1981). 110. 

135Ibid.. 113; Morson analyses the technique and function of parody from the perq)ective of " etiology," which 

involves the pathology of utterance and reception, a clear indication of his negative viewpoint 

I361bid.. 109. 

137Michael McKeon, The Origins of the English Novel, 1600-1740 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 

12-13; Patrick O'Donnell and Robert Con Davis, eds., Intertextuality and Contemporary .American Fiction 

(Baltimore; Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989X .xvi. 

138Garv Saul Morson, The Boundaries of Genre: Dostoesvsky's Diary of a Writer and the Traditions of Uerary 

Utopia, 109; Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, ed. & trans. Caryl Emerson, intro. by Wayne C. 
Booth (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), 160. 
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In one way the author of a parody distorts the parodied text and in another way his act of parody 

sometinies also enables the original text to survive. Only when the reader of the parody renounces the 

viewpoint of the parodist and supports that of the target text can the parodied text survive. It is noteworthy 

that Morson observes that works of remote times and cultures are rarely parodied unless " they remain vital 

and present to someone." His observation is absolutely correct as we see when we examine Ssu-shu 

Hsiao, a mimicry of Chinese philosophers such as Confucius. Mencius, and Chu Hsi, whose thoughts 

represented the tnainstream of culture upheld by the dominant regime in the Ming dynasty. 

A parody is double coding or embedding, with assimilation or transposition of quotation, allusion, and 

replication. Therefore, the reader's task is to separate the entanglement of the embedded text from the web 

of the resultant parody in order to see the dialogic relationship between them. From this perspective, the 

distina element of a parody concerns the matter of its intertextuality. 

Some intertextuality is "the camivalization of literature." Likewise, parody is not merely a literary 

device of mimicry, but rather a literary phenomenon of camivalization. because of the polyphonic nature of 

the discourse. The interpretation of parody involves the observation of social and institutional aspects of 

the artistic environment which are usually the parodic targets. From the perspective of communicative 

agent parody makes it easier and more possible to mock or attack the authority in a conflned envirormient 

XI. Paradox: Tlie Logic of Humor 

Almost £di the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao belong to a specific type of linguistic himior, because their punch 

lines are equipped with either homophones or puns along with the e.Ytr^olation of distorted quotatioa 

What is the general logic that these jokers employed to sustain their humor or to display their wit? The 

answer is the " irrational logic," or " faulty reasoning, colloquially called ' bullshit' " to borrow Murray 

S. Davis' remarks, deliberately used by humorists to entice the listener/reader into laughter.''*' It is the 

critic who commented on the seventy-second joke, entitled " Taking the Tai mountain under your arm. and 

leaping over the north sea with it" (hsia t'ai-sHan i ch'ao pei-hai to sketch out 

the " paradoxical" feature of wit and humor in Ssu-sHu Hsiao. First let us read the joke as follows: 

139Gary Saul Morson. The Boundaries of Genre: Dostoesvsky's Diary of a Writer and the Traditions of Literary 

Utopia. 114-15. 

140Thai s E. Morgan, " The Space oflntertextuality," 249. 

141 Murray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Concept of Culture and Society. 66. 

142This sentence is derived from BK. I. Ch. Vn in the Works of Mencius\ see James Legge, tians., the Works of 
Mencius. The Chinese Classics. II. 142. 
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Someone wrote an essay with the title, "The King saw it [an ox]." "Raising (the head.] the 

ox sees the King; lowering [his head], the King sees the ox." he wrote. [For another essay 

entitled.] "Taking the Tai mountain imder your arm. and then leaping over the north sea," he 

wrote; " Mountain Tai is takable, but it is not possible to take the mountain under one's ann to get 

across the north sea. It is possible to cross the north sea. but to cross the sea with the Tai 

mountain under your arm is impossible." (82) 

One critic's comment is as follows; 

So familiar with the writing style, he therefore utilized the language in such a "wonderful" 

(jniao manner. [Su] Tung-p'o said;'"*^ "Literature that reaches the wonderful state is created 

simply because of familiarity." (83) 

Another critic said; 

Under the Heaven there is 'paradoxical' {si-shih erh-fei ^^) literature like this type, and 

there are also certain writers who are willingly entrapped. (83) 

The Inferior man said; 

It must be a circumstance of this kind so that they are entrapped. (83) 

According to the second comment, the humorous logic of Ssu-shu hsiao's parody is exactly the play 

of "paradox" {si-shih erh-fei literally, one part of it is true, but the other part can not be true). 

Most interestingly, the critic used the metaphor "trap" to denote the effect of parado.x. and thus 

highlighted its essential nature, that is, contradiction, ambiguity, indecisiveness, and irrationality. In this 

regard, three areas deserve our attention. Firsdy. since Ssu-shu hsiao is merely a coUecion of jokes, there is 

naturally no declaration of the book's theoretical ground. The critic's comment suggests the logic of humor 

in the jestbook, Ssu-shu hsiao, and points us to the importance of its " dialectical incongruity." as well as 

the conflictual relation pertaining to paradox.In doing so, the critic really established the principle of 

comic mode and pinpointed the particular feature of most jokes. Ancient Chinese intellectuals, who were 

trained to take civil service examinations, were used to compose essays and poems &aught with 

symmetrical and conqilementary pairs. However, some of them played the game of analogy* and antithesis 

regardless of whether they were conceptually compatible. Secondly, both the author and reader of jokes 

143This sentence is derived from ch. 7 of the Works ofXfencius, in which Mencius conunented that once King HsUan 

of Ch'i was sitting in the halL and saw somebody lead an ox past the lower part of it. The king asked where is the 

ox going? See James Legge. trans., the Works qfXkncius. in TTte Chinese Classics. II, 139. 

144It is the hao of Su Shih Kit (1037-1101X »1iose achievement in poetry and essays, together with his humorous 

personality and unrestrained manner, made him the most respectable figure for late Ming literati. His liberal style is 

best demonstrated by the fact that his tz'u (song-lyrics) poetry is characterized as "unrestraint" or "heroic 

abandon," in Kang-i Sun Chang's translation (hao-fimg IE®); see William H. Nienfaauser, Jr., ed. & comp.. The 
Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, 729-30. 
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must face the peril of paradoxical entrapment For instance, in the above joke the joker intended to show 

the problem involved in improperly making use of quotation and formulating a meaningless antithesis with 

the aid of the ludicrous essays written by two candidates for civil service positions. In the critic's view, 

their familiarity with the formal trait of the "eight-legged essay" (pa-ku wen enabled them 

to " formalize antithetical pair" (tsu-tui J&S") without much thought at all: thus they were inclined to pay 

no attention to binary congruence and reduction of rationality out of faulty reasoning. For instance, two 

couplets that parodied sayings derived from the Works of Mencius are introduced in the above joke. Both 

couplets demonstrate the play of "binary incongruities" and "intention reversal" by transposing 

incomparable elements regardless of whether the nominal into^change is proper or whether the new context 

is meaningful.''*^ The act of transference and displacement results in alteration and incongruity, and then 

comedy ensues. Thirdly, paradox is the most important mode of thinking and teaching that Zen masters 

implemented to transmit their philosophy and religion, which had tremendous impact on Chinese thinkers 

fix)m the Sung dynasty on. The dynamism of Zen concq}tion lies in its being eclectic and flexible; in it also 

can be traced the late imperial Chinese society, wherein all kinds of religions and philosophies were 

synthesized. The recognition of dialectical incongruity enabled people to tolerate conflicts and 

accommodate di£ferences. When we study the comic and aesthetic mode of Chinese jokes, we carmot 

belittle the appropriation of " Zen-like paradoxes." in Murray Davis' term, increasingly used by Ming 

humorists.''*'' 

Humorists tend to rupture the lexical and conceptional consistence in the original text; consequently, a new 

image and significance diverge from the prior te.\t. To cluster irrelevant things is one way to meddle in the 

old system, and in turn, humorous tension originates &om the contrariness embedded in the visible or 

invisible binary relations. The notion that the sayings of the Confucian Classics are transmutable and 

reversible is recorded in the last joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao by the critic. And usually the en<niing amusing 

effect changed the sublime image of the canon. The scheme to converge the elements of the homely with 

that of triteness is to put " spite logic." " feminine logic." " rev erse logic" into practice. The use of 

degradation also throws light on the thinking mode of some people, who perceived the Classics as a tool of 

amusement rather than as an embodiment of moral value. The One hundred and first joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. 

entitled "In these circumstances, is there no one....^ " (Jan-erh wu-ju hu erh said;*'" 

145Murray S. Davis. What's So Funny? The Comic Concept of Culture and Society. 89-90. 

\46lbid., 68-76. 

\41lbid., 94. 

\AW}id., 68-69,330n3; Andrei Siniavski, " The Joke inside the Joke," Partisan Review 51.3( 1984): 356-66, 361. 

149This sentence is derived from ch. 38 of BK. Vn, in the Works ofMencius', see James Legge, trans., the Works of 

Xiencius in The Chinese Classics. IL 502. 
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In one county there are three teachers of the public sdiools. One is toothless, while the other is 

deaf, and another's dyed whiskers are completely lost One day, they wait in the hall together for a 

meeting with the inspector ( "chih-chih" By chance, the magistrate arrives ealier and 

mocks them saying; "They are lacking three things: one is toothless.''^ the other is of no ears 

[deaf), and another is of no beard.Having teased thenu he enters the hall to pay his visit to 

the inspector and is too amused to keep himself from laughing. The inspector is puzzled to ask 

why he laughed. Then the magistrate reported what he have just seen and jested; a roar with 

laughter ensues. (112) 

The critic said; 

There are many whiskery and deaf teachers in public schools, who must be very familiar with the 

[Fourl Books, so that they are able to read the Book of S4encius backwards. (112) 

The butts of this joke, these three aged public school teachers, symbolized the imsuccessful candidates of 

civil service e.xamiaadons. who had merely passed the e.xaminations at the county level to obtain the status 

of" hsiu-ts'ai" (lower-degree holder) that allowed them to teach in public schools. More 

significantly, the critic praised the joker by noting that his knowledge of the Classics was good enough to 

enable him to read the Book of Mencius backwards. With this capacity, he could quip with the sayings of 

the Book of^fcncius. In the joke, the body parts of the three butts such as "ch'ih" © (teeth), "hu" S 

(whisker) are inconq)aiabie with the words, "ch'ih" % (shame) and "hu" ^ (exclamation). When the 

former substitute for the latter, the new connotation makes us laugh because the incongruity results from 

the di^lacement of elements that are not interchangeable. Replacing the components of an adage with 

body parts is certainly ludicrous. Thereby the border between the sacred/profane, pure/filthy, and 

conceptualAisual is obscured. In his conunents. the critic affirmed the amusing outcome of the change 

I SOThe term " chih-chih " referred to the official post, set up in the Han dynasty, and responsible for censure and 

justice. Such officials were usually dressed up in embroidered clothes, so that they were also named as " hsiu-i 

chih-chih 31 S " . 

ISlThe original sentence, "wu-ch'ih chih ch'ih wu (the shame of being without teeth), is adapted 

from ch. 6 of BK. VII, in the Works of Mencius, whereby Mencius said; " A man may not be without shame. When 

one is ashamed of having been without sheime [wu-ch'ih chih ch'ih wu he will afterwards not have 

occasion to be ashamed;" see James Legge, trans., the Works of Mencius in The Chinese Classics, U, 451. The 

joker replaced the word "ch'ih K" (shame) with its homophone, "ch'ih (teeth), in order to tease the old 
toothless teacher of the public school. 

152These two sentences arc ad^ted from the last two sentences in the (fb/ity of Mencius, whereby Mencius 

said: " From Confucius downwards until now, there are only 100 years and somewhat more. The distance in time 

from the sage is so far from being remote, and so very near at hand was the sage's residence. In these 

circumstances, is there no one to transmit his doctrines? Yea, is there no one to do so? \jm-erh wu-Ju hu erh 

tse i wu-yu hu erh H W];" see James Legge, the Chinese Classics, I&n, 502. The joker 

quoted the last two lines; however, he skipped two words: " hu^" and " erh M," which are exclamations. Then 

these two quotations were transformed to bccome "jan-erh wu-ju eHi ]¥W, tse i wu-yu hu 

which implied that [one teacher] has no ears and the other has no beard. 
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produced by the act of reverse reading. To humorists, the value of Confucian Classics was apparently 

diverted from the phase of edification to that of pleasure-seeking. In terms of Mfilling one's objectives, the 

utilitarian fimction and moral worth of the Four Books were obliterated and transferred into an excellent 

diversion. This phenomenon also existed as an indication to prove that the late Ming society was so 

diversified that people could accept different aesthetic and value perceptions. 

The feature of deconstniction and ambiguity pertaining to paradoxical humor increases the degree of 

difficulty for an audience to grip the nuance of a joke. The critic of Ssu-shu Hsiao designated 

the "dramatic irony" of reversal and contradiction as a critical element of jokes in the ninety-fourth 

joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " liang-chih" ( " the innate knowledge of the good" or " the doctrine 

of innate knowing " ), which said:'''' 

One intellectual studies with [Wang] Yang-ming . When he first hears the term " liang-

chih" [ "the innate knowledge of the good" or "the doctrine of innate knowing" ], he 

caimot understand. He abruptly stands up to ask; " What is ' liang-chih' ? Is it black or white? 

" To their dismay, all the other disciples become quiet. The young man's face turns red because 

of embarrassment. Master [Yang-mingl slowly remarks; " 'liang-chih' is neither white nor 

black, and its color is exactly red." As all the disciples are perplexed, the master explains; " At 

this moment our peer reveals the [red] color on his face, which is exactly [the token of] ' liang-

chih.' " (104-05) 

The critic's comment said; 

It was the same as the person who asked about "ming-te" [ "lucent virtue" ] but the 

answer to the question was [different because) one was spoof and the other affirmative, 

[indicating that if there is a] chance, [hej could be enlightened.' (105) 

The core of Wang Yang-ming's philosophy, " the innate knowledge of the good," served the joker's need 

to make fim of the butt The philosopher used a phenomenal sign to suggest a metaphysical concept 

of " the iiuiate knowledge of the good." The comparison between things of two categories is weird. 

According to Murray Davis. "The form or metalevel is usually invisible or irrelevant to the content or 

object-level. Self-referential humor, however, refers the metalevel form to the object-level content 

reinforcing or contradicting it" In Wang Yang-ming's view, a reddened face can be considered as 

153Arthur Asa Berger, An Anatomy of Humor (tiew Brunswick & London: Transaction Pub.. 1993), 47. 

154It is noteworthy that this joke was very popular at that time, because it was also collected into Chiang Ying-k'o's 

HsUeh-t'ao hsieh-shih (The jest history by HsUeh-fao), Yang Mao-ch'ien's Hsiao-lin 

p'ing (Commentaries on the Forest of Jokes), and Teng Chih-mo's Hsien-hsien p'ien (The 

Text of Carefiw). 

155This is the ninety-four joke of ses Ssu-shu hsiao. 104-05. 

156Murray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Concept of Culture and Society, 90. 
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evidence of one's internal awareness of personal good: thus, inherent lucent virtue can be immediately 

visualized without a problem. By saying this, the philosopher avoids embanassing the student Therefore, 

the critic thought that the philosopher dealt with his student's question with an affirmative attitude. In 

terms of the logic used by Wang Yang-ming, we may define it as " positive self-referential," because " the 

form reinforces its content" as Davis suggests.Conversely, another similar ironical anecdote recorded 

one student raising the silly question about wh^er "ming-te" ( " lucent virtue" ) is veg^arian or 

nonvegetarian. in the second joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. And the joker replied by quoting Chu Hsi's 

commentary to the first chapter of the Great Learning, whereby it is said: " some times [the lucent virtue] 

is nonvegetarian" {tse yu shih erh hun' U That pundi line is a parody of Chu Hsi's 

conunentary; " If [the mind] is covered by human desires, then it will occasionally become confused" {jen 

yu so pi tse yu shih erh hun M!l This joke might be categorized into the type 

of "negative self-referential humor," because it demonstrates a trace of paradoxical humor.'®" The critic 

regarded that reply as a spoof as well. The contrary treatments shown in these two jokes exemplify the 

insufficiency of our verbal expression in clarifying all abstract ideas subjacent to philosophy. Both the 

addresser and addressee must be somehow subtle and flexible to the greatest extent possible. Throughout 

the comparison of these two jokes, we notice that the critic implicitly suggested the essence of paradoxical 

humor embedded in most jokes. Furthermore, he concluded that both timing and individual intelligence are 

factors to determine whether one can understand the joke or not This fimny dialogue with the 

metaphysical concept of " innate knowledge of the good" epitomizes that " laughter... results from the 

discrepancy between abstract rational knowledge and knowledge acquired from perception." From this 

perfective, the essential element that determines whether one can be enlightened by a joke or not. as the 

critic suggested, lies in his sensitivity to the traces of incongruity. As Murray DaNis remarks. "The 

incongruity between objects actually perceived and the same objects abstractiy conceived, in short 

produces laughter." in this regard, he elaborates Schopenhauer's conception by saying 

that: " 'Wit' is the mental facility for locating an object under a concept even though the object had 

seemed very different fn)m all the other objects usually grouped under that concept" Clustering 

incomparable elements inevitably brings about incongruity, which is a signal of intellectual fallacy. The 

discrepancy between perceptions derived from the observation of the phenomenal worid and the reductive 

\51Ibid. 

1581t is the adaption of Chu Hsi's conunentary to the first chapter of the Great Leaining; sse Ssu-shu chang-chu chi-chu 

(Taipei: Erh-hu ch-pan-she, 1984), 3. 

\59Ibid. 

160Muiray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Concept of Culture and Society, 91. 
\(,\Ibid.. 97. 

\62Ibid. 
163yfett/.. 97-98. 
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and metaphysical thou^ts of philosophy is doomed to face the problem of incongruity. As long as the 

hmnorist likes, he can easily penetrate into this break by formulating faulty syllogism to engender laughter 

for inherent oddness and ludicrousness. It is also on this ground that the jokers of Ssu-shu Hsiao could 

disgrace the Four Books on one hand, and display their wit and humor on the other. 
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XII. Appendices 

TABLE L Twenty Jokes appear in both Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsien-hsien p'ien. 

No. Ssu-shu hsiao's Page 

Number 

No. Hsien-hsien p7en's jokes Page 

Number 

1 The Preface to the 

Great Learning 

1-3 94 Husband. Wife and Concubine 33a-33b 

I Comment on the Preface to 

the Great Learning 

1-3 95 The Swelling of BeUy 33b-34a 

6 Wu-hu 7-8 97 Wu-hu 34a-34b 

17 Fan Ch'ih % jg 17 98 Fan Ch'ih nm 34b 

18 How to difTerentiate 

without Respect? 

17-18 99 How to differentiate 

without Respect? 

34b-35a 

19 That's Knowing 18-19 100 That's ju 35a-35b 

23 The Tree of a 

Nation's Leader Clogs 

His Gate 

22-24 101 The Tree of a Nation's 

Leader Clogs His Gate 

35b-36a 

27 Kung-yeh Ch'ang 26-27 102 Kung-yeh Ch'ang 36a 

28 How Can Ssu Dare to 

Compare to Hui 

27-28 103 How Can Ssu Dare to 

Compare to Hui 

36b 

29 Tsai YU's Day-sleep 28-29 104 Tsai YU's Day-sleq) 36b-37b 

35 The Inferior Confucian 

AM 

36-37 106 The Superior Confucian 38a 

37 Nan-tzu Wi ^ 38-40 139 Nan-tzu ^ ̂  47a-47b 
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43 If I Cannot Get 

Great Funeral 

47-48 107 If I Cannot Get Great Funeral 38a-38b 

53 Illegal Copulation 60-61 140 Illegal Copulation 47b-48a 

63 The Madam Called 

Herself Little Boy 

73 109 The Madam Called Herself 

Little Boy 

39a 

70 More Rsh and Turtle 

Than Need 

79-81 110 More Fish and Turtle 

Than Need 

39a-39b 

74 To Conquer the East 

While the West Complains 

84-85 141 To Conquer the East 

While the West Complains 

48a 

81 Everybody Covers up 

His Nose to Pass by 

90-91 111 Everybody Covers up 

His Nose to Pass by 

39b 

93 The So Called 

Good Officials of 

Nowadays 

104 112 The So Called Good Officials 

of Nowadays 

39b 

94 The Innate Knowledge 

of Goodness 

104-05 113 The Innate Knowledge 

of Goodness 

39b-40a 
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TABLE n. Twelve Jokes that appear in both Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsiao-fu 

No. Ssu-shu hsiao's jokes page 

number 

the name 

of section of 

Hsiao-Ju 

Hsiao-Ju's jokes page 

number 

6 Wu-huS^® 7-8 the section 

of 

rotten gentlemen 

Reading 

Erroneous Word 

46 

12 The Strong of 

the South 

12-13 the section 

of 

rotten gentlemen 

Comment on 

Reading Erroneous 

Word 

48 

Comment on 

the Strong of 

the South 

mirzmn 

13-14 the section 

of 

rotten gentlemen 

Additional One 

on Reading 

Erroneous Word 

47 

28 How can Ssu Compare 

to Hui 

27-28 the section 

of 

rotten gentlemen 

Eating Rice 27-28 

29 Tsai YU's Day-Sleep 28-29 the section 

of 

rotten gentlemen 

#r«iiiEa5 

Comment on Day-Sleep 

SiSXfF 

44 

Comment on Tsai 

YU's Day-Sleep 

29 the section 

of 

rotten gentleman 

Additional One on 

Day-Sleep 

SlgZ 

43-44 

57 Begging Others 67-68 the section 

of 

rotten gentlemen 

The Fight of 

Lemered Men 

56 
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55 Commenlary on 

the Ambassador 

63-65 the section of 

body 

The Bearded 

man Responds 

to the Ridicule 

323-25 

5 He HsUan 6 the section 

of 

additional words 

The Rotten Hat 405-06 

50 Two Lines on Five or 

SL\ Persons 

with Hats 

A. 

56-58 the section 

of 

additional words 

Commentary on the 

Rotten Hat 

406-07 

27 Kung-yeh Ch'ang 26-27 the section 

of 

additional words 

Kung-yeh Ch'ang 407 

27 Kung-yeh Ch'ang 26-27 the section of 
additional words 

Kung-veh Ch'ang 407 

91 The Nature of a Dog 102-03 the section of 
additional words 

Yu yU 405 
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Chapter Two 

The Attacks on the Civil Service Examinations 

The civil service e.\amiiiation system is important because it was a major force to determine " the character 

of Chinese society" in late imperial China, as Benjamin A. Elman succinctly illustrates, 

wherein " Confucian learning, literati prestige, state power, and cultural practice were all accommodated to 

the educational testing system." ' Elman has viewed the mechanisms of educational and recruiting 

systems &x>m a relatively broad perspective, by which the elite culture dominated by the gentry officials 

and aristocratic rulers for integrating schooling and vocations as well as maintaining the stability of social 

strata was able to be consolidated into a well-developed network of institutions. The existence of the 

jestbook. Ssu-shu hsiao. shed light on the decadence of the educational and bureaucratic symbiosis and the 

loss of the Confucian ideal of self-cultivation within national school system. The comple.Kity of how the 

education and testing systems woriced. as well as how a number of independent intellectuals probed its 

functional problems, could be investigated through the thematic issues involved in late Ming Jokes, 

produced by a group of active participants in the examinations who developed a critical viewpoint and 

accultural tendency in the process of being indoctrinated by Confucian orthodo.xy.^ Since scholars who 

have studied the civil service examinations of the Ming-Ch'ing era (1368-1911) have given littie or no 

consideration to the materials within the jestbooks. this chapter will deal with the blemished images of 

teachers and students in government schools in order to show the deficiency of required educational 

curriculum and testing policies. In addition, the survey will scrutinize the fixed form of the eight-legged 

essay written for the civil service examination by utilizing parallel structure and words drawn firom 

Confucian classics to create a dramatic effect, which was also a distinct indicator of parody. There is 

remarkable similarity between the parodic nature of the eight-legged essay style and that of Ssu-shu hsiao's 

jokes because both were meant to " recapitulate in the present the classical genres" in the reproduction of 

the Confucian classics.^ Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that the humorists of Ssu-shu hsiao had been 

inculcated with the skill of eight-legged essays, they appropriated their learning and expertise into the 

sphere of humor with quips and jokes to make fim of an imperfect system. 

'Benjamin A. Elman. "PoliticaL Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service E.xaininations in Late Imperial 

China." The Journal of Asian Studies 50. l(February 1991 ):7-28. 8. 

^Elman notes that most dissidents of the late Ming often studied in private academies, whereby educational function 

was tiuly earned out; Ibid., 11. 

^Ibid..2\. 
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Voluminous jeslbooks emerging in the late Ming proved that the upward force of subversive cu'.ture began 

to challenge the official ideology and the thought of the educated classes. The existence of Ssu-shu Hsiao 

represented a backlash against the stereotyped Confucian teachings and the debasement of the Four Books 

which served the system of civil service examination as a means for seeking an official career rather than as 

a moral principle. The civil service examinations of the Sung resumed in the first year of Yen-yu reign 

(1314) of Emperor Jen-tsung t ̂  (r. 1312-1320) of the Ytlan dynasty, and the Four Books and the 

commentaries written by Chu Hsi (i.e., Ssu-shu chang-chu chi-chu were used as the 

principal text for the examinations."* The first emperor of the Ming dynasty recommenced the civil service 

examinations in the seventeenth year of the Hung-wu reign (1384).^ The Four Books and other Confucian 

Classics came to be official orthodoxy after the compilation of Ssu-shu ta-ch'Uan ( "The great 

compendium of the Four Books" ) and Wu-ching ta-ch'Uan ( "The great compendium of the Five 

Classics" ) during the reign of Emperor Ch'eng-tsu (r. 1403-1427).^ The study became too rutine and 

mechanical to produce the cultivated ju (Conhician scholars) who were unable to commit themselves to 

Confucian moral doctrine and well-established scholarship. Later, the negligence of the Four Books was 

found in the marmer of some examinees, who tended to memorize the specific essays compiled in the 

compendium of references sold in the bookmarkets instead of the Confucian classics themselves; therefore, 

some officials pointed out the drawbacks of these students who paid no attention to the Confiician classics 

at all. and were inadequately trained in terms of their classical learning.' Emperor Ying-tsung (r. 1436-

1449. 1457-1464) of the Ming was thus urged by these scrupulous officials to issue an edict to reinforce the 

administration of the schools in different levels by educational inspeaors.* In this edia the significance of 

the Four Books was stressed repetitively. 

The school system of the Ming dynasty consisted of three categories; Besides local school (she-hsUeh 

including private sdiool shu-shu ^^). there were the national schools, both county and prefectural (fu-

'̂ HsUan-chlichih (Book of Recruitment), in Sung Lien 5^#. etal.. i'tkm-shih chlkm 81 (Taipei: Hsin-wen-

feng ch'u-pan kung-ssu. 1975). 968-70; Li Hsin-ta Chung-kuo k'o-chtlchih-tu shih (The 

History of Chinese Civil Sevice E-xamination) (Taipei: Wen-chin ch'u-pan she, 1995), 228. 

'Chang Ting-yU SSi, HsUan-chtlchih (Book of Recruitment), inXSng-shih W5E (Ming Ffistory), chlkm 70 

(Taipei: Tmg-wen shu-chU, 1979-80), 1696. 

^The translations of these two book-titles are derived &om Tadao SakaL " Confiicianism and Popular Educational 

Works." in Wm. Theodore de Bary, et a/.. Self and Society in X fing Thougftt (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1970), 331-366. 332. 

'See the edict of the 1st year of the reign of Cheng-t'ung (1436) of the Ying-tsung Emperon Hu Kuang SflfiSf, et ai, 

Ming Ying-tsmg shih-lu vol. 22-38 (Taipei: Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica, 

1962). 22:17.10a. 

^Ibid. 
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chou hsien-hsUeh and finally, the Imperial academy {kuo-hsUeh The subjea of the 

educational cuiriculums of different levels was to teach and test the Four Books and other Confucian 

classics,^" as Elman notes, for the purpose of meeting the primary goal of selection.'' Regular 

examinations were given for checking the progress of students' learning in all schools from Imperial 

academy to local schools.'^ The multiple functions of this pedagogical program were to nurture 

intellectuals who were able not only to remennber the moial indoctrination pertaining to the Confucian 

classics but also to practice them in their bdiaviors. The words of the sages of remote antiquity. e.g. Yao, 

Shun, and the Duke of Chou. were consider^ not only the mottoes for individual students but also ancient 

wisdom that scholar-officials needed to survive in their own times.'** Although Ae objective of such 

pedagogy was aimed at the intellectuals' moral edification along with their classical knowledge, literary 

cultivation, and political measures, the symbiotic mechanism of the educational and bureaucratic systems 

tended to produce pragmatic and unprincipled students who were interested in merely their own fame and 

profits.'^ Practical knowledge was necessary for those smdents. who were would-be officials, to manage 

the tasks of the civil service. As we know. Emperor Tai-tsu (r. 1368-1398) assigned those academy 

'See Chia-ching Hui-an hsien-chih (The Gazetteer of Hui-an. compiled in the reign of Chia-ching), 

T'ien-yi ko ts'angXGng-tai fimg-chih hsikin-k'an ^20 vols. (Taipei: Hsin-weng-feng ch'Ur 

pan kung-ssu, 1985), 10:9.8b. 

'®The emphasis that only the students who had learned the Four Books would be able to enter the schools of dilTerent 

categories was recorded in the " Form and Regulations of Education Institute and Departments of the Great 

Ming" (Ta-ming li-hsUeh she-k'o fen-chiao ko-shih Chia-ching YU-shih hsien-chih. 5 

vols., in T'ien-i-ko ts'ang ming-taifang-chih hsVan-k'an 20 vols., 15:2.32-35a. For the 

reference of the Four Books taught in the local schools, equal to the level of elementary school, see Huang Tso 

If ft, T'ai-ch'Uan hsiang-li (The Villiage Rites of Tai-ch'Uan). the Ssu-k'u ch'lkm-shu cheng-pen. the 4th 

collection (Taipei: Taiwan shang-wu yin-shu-kuan. 1973). 3.6a. See also Yeh Meng-chu's accounts about 

the progress of various classics that he had studied in the b^inning stage of his school years; Yeh Meng-chu, Ylkh-

shih pirn HEISTS (The Records of Observing the World) (Taipei: Mu-to ch'u-pan-she. 1982), 9.195; Chao Tzu-fu 

.Wing-tai hsUeh-hsiao yll k'o-chU chih-tu yen-chiu W (Peking: Peking Yen-shan 
ch'u-pan-she. 1995), 20-21, 35-36, 59. 

"Benjamin A. Elman. "PoliticaL Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service E.\aminations in Late Imperial 

China." 10. 

'^See Shen Shih-hsing, S^Bng hui-tien (Shanghai: Shangwu, 1936), chlkm H ; Chao Tzu-fu. XSng-tai hsUeh-

hsiao yll k'o-chU chih-tu yen-chiu. 118. 
'^Ses the record of 6th year of the reign of Tien-shim of Emperor Ymg-tsung (1462). in Hu Kuang 5^, et al.. 

Xfmg Ying-tsung shih-lu 38:336.3a; Chao Tzu-fii, ^///ig-Cai hsUeh-hsiao yll k'o-chU chih-tu yen-chiu. 

56. 

'"^Huang Tso ifffe, T'ai-ch'Um hsiang-li. 3.11a; LU K'un LU-kung shih-cheng lu (Notes on the 

Practical Strategies of Administration by Mr. LU), 2 vols. (Taipei: Wen-shih-che ch'u-pan-she. 1971), I:1.18b-20b. 

23a. 

'^LU k'un. LlUcung shih-cheng lu. I:1.20b-22b. See also Ku Yen-wu's "On the Students of the 

Academies'* {Sheng-yllan lun Sd), in /Cu T'ing-lin shih-wen chi SS (The Collection of Poems and 

Essays of Ku Ting-Iin) (Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1963), 22-26. 
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students {chien-sheng S5':£) to different areas in order to help the matter of irrigation."^ To improve the 

professional training of the civil service persoiuiel. some poUdes have been executed: For instance-

Emperor Tai-tsu ordered all students in the schools to study the "Grand Imperial decree" {Ta-kao 

and other official announcements for legal indoctrinatioa'^ And Emperor Hsiao-tsung (r. 1488-

1505) had issued the edict in the second year of the Hung-chih reign fA?p (1489), whereby he demanded 

the students of various schools to learn legal codes. 

Looking at the content of these e-xaminations. we realize three facts;" First the examinees were required to 

carry out the task of expounding the given examination-topics derived from the Four Books and Five 

Classics. Second, they were supposed to write the eight-legged essays (pa-ku wen by emulating 

the tone of sages to create a virtual reality of the sages' expressions and thou^ts in order to promote the 

edifying fimction of these orthodox canons. ThinL a strict structure was required for writing these essays, 

in which parallel sentences were indispensable. Under this testing and recruiting system, the students of 

various levels, ranging from the Imperial academy to coimty schools, concentrated on memorizing the Four 

Books, the Confucian Classics, and the commentaries of Chu Hsi simply for the purpose of passing the 

exams. The emphasis on ostensible form rather than the breadth and depth of examinees' classical 

cultivation became the focus of the examinations. The so-called "deleterious effects" of the civil service 

examinations and eight-legged essays were addressed by Ku Yen-wu. Huang Tsung-hsi. and other 

scholars.^" 

Through the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao, we can investigate the flaws of the system of civil service 

examinations. The three prereqiusites of an eight-legged essay in faa encouraged examinees to improve 

their compositions by embellishing them with three distinct elements: First to be able to recognize 

references and allusions derived from the Confucian classics was necessary for the candidates. And the 

familiaritv' with the canons and commentaries given by the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi enabled the 

candidates to allude to these te.xts in their own writings as weU. Second. " to speak in the voice of the 

'^See Ftio-t'ao's memorial to the Shih-tsung Emperor, collected in the sixth year (1527) of Chia Ching reign 

(1522-1566); XfingShUi-isung shih-lu W JS, mKBngShih-lu. 74:83.4b-5a. 

'̂'ibid.. 74:83.5. 

Hsiao-tsung shih-lu inXSngShih-lu. 52:25.9a. 

"For a clear explanation of the examinational essays, a reference of chih-yi or ching-yi SH. see Chang Ting-yU 

HsUan-chU chih iS# (Book of Recruitment), in XSng-shih (NCng History), chUan 70, 1693-94; Tu 

Ching-i, "The Chinese Examination Essay: Some Literary Considerations." Xfonumenta Serica. 3.1 (1975). 393-

406. 
Yen-wu Jih-chih lu H 53JiS (Taipei: Wen-shihrche ch'u-pan-she, 1979), 19.465-78; Ch'ien Mu 

Chung-kuo li-tai cheng-chih te-shih (Taipei: Tung-ta t'u-shu kung-ssu. 1977), 119-20; Wm. 

Theodore de Bary. et al.. Self and Society in XSng Thought (New York: Columbia University Press, 1970), 6-7. 
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origitial sage Uai sheng-hsien li-yen meant the dramatization of one's essays with the 

glamour drawn from antiquity. The trait of hyperbole was heightened to the extent that some traditionalists 

became uneasy. Towards the end of late Ming, some examinees even quoted words from the worlts of 

individual thinkers, histories, and Buddhist sutras by pretending that these words were actually the words of 

sages.Third, the ability to formulate parallel sentences is more than a kind of rhetoric and close to the 

discipline of logics and esthetics. These three characteristics were intimately related to the parodic 

techniques and laughingstocks of the jestbook. Ssu-shu hsiao. The ancient sages were humorized or 

degraded in Ssu-shu hsiao. The stability of the orthodox texts. Confucian classics, was destroyed. The 

jokesters employed the device of recontextualization to destroy the fixed textuality of the canons and 

explored the unstable sphere hidden beneath the surface level of these texts. As writers of the eight-legged 

essays relied on dramatization and parallelism to garnish their works, the humorists who produced the jokes 

and their commentaries unveiled the nature of disguise and false analogy relating to the stylistic traits of 

these essays. In addition, some examiners preferred to make the examination-topic unfamiliar to the 

examinees, so that the examiners tried to change or skip some words of the allusions.^ Thus the ability to 

recognize the source of the examination-topic was akin to solving a riddle, to which we will return for a 

detailed discussioa 

L Examination Books in the Book Markets 

The expansion of Confucian teaching was concomitant with a boom in popular culture and a wider reading 

audience. Numerous "popular encyclopedias" {wan-pao ch'Uan-shu ) for daily use were 

compiled to con^rise varieties of Buddhist and Taoist prophetic remarits. literati's works of playing games, 

and note-jottings of legends, and other practical knowledge such as horse-purchasing, calculatioa 

medicines, and literature for dealing with wedding and ftmeral rites as well as that of plaints, contracts, 

prostitution, and sexual knowledge to meet the need of people ftom all classes. 

These " encyclopedias " were published in profusion over the years of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

Likewise, the samples of examination discourses on the topics chosen from the Four Books and other 

classics were also conunercialized and sold in the markets, where the circulation of orthodox te.\ts was 

rapidly enhanced and extended to the sphere of commoners.^'' Some court officials were even concerned 

^'See Andrew Plaks. "Pa-ku wen." in William R Nienhauser, Jr.. ed.. The Indiana Companion To Traditional 

Chinese Literature. 641-43. 641; Cheng Pang-chen KSng-tai ch'ien-ch'i pa-ku wen lising-kou yen-chiu 

^ ft Sir (The Study of the Structure of the Eight-legged Essays of the Earlier Period of the Ming 

Dynasty), PhD Dissertation (Taipei; National Taiwan University. 1987). 

Yen-wu, " Po-t'i yung Chuang-tzu" (To break up the examination-topic with the words of Chuang-

tzu), in Jih-chih lu. 20.532-33. See also Yeh Meng-ch'i " pa-ku wen," in F(leh-shih pien. 8.183. 

^Yeh Meng-chu, YUeh-shih pien. 8.183. 

^''it is necessary to note that most people of the time were still illiterate and too poor to buy those popular 

encyclopedias; see Tadao SakaL "Confucianism and Popular Educational Works," 336. 
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by the contamination of these referentiai texts for making students desert the Confucian classics, or 

drawing quotations beyond the authorized texts.According to Tadao Sakai's survey of extant 

Ming "popular educational works" in Japan, we know the fact that facing this new tendency of 

publication, some elementary texts of Confucian teaching were embodied in encyclopedic form, entitled 

with terms comprising the terminologies such as shih-ju ( " Cofiidan scholars" ) and ju-chiao 

( "Cofiician teaching" )?^ which meant that the transmission of Confucianism must udlize the popular 

means as well. The practical and utilitarian nature of popular encyclopedias was demonstrated by the fact 

that some of the collections were excerpts for guiding candidates to prepare for their examinations, e.g., 

Ku-chin wen-yUan chti-yeh ching-hua ( "Essential learning for examination studies, 

past and present" by YUan Huang 1533-1606, late Ming edition), and Ku-chin chU-yeh wen-t'ao 

chu-shih p'ing-lin ( "Notes and comments on examination writings." past and 

present 1957). Booksellers of the time noticed the practical need of candidates for civil service 

examinations and the economic interest of such a large market so that they published a number of texts 

containing exemplary essays "based on hypothetical e.xamination problems known as ni-t'i [MM. 

selecting the examination-topic]" after the Chia-ching period (1522-1567).2'^ Besides, "popular 

editions of the Four Books with e:q>lanatory notes and classified summaries of the Classics (in various 

combinations). " as Tadao Sakai illustiates. printed in great numbers, manifested the popularization of 

Confucian teaching by means of "summary books" with the traits of"sin^)licit>-, brevity," and 

categorization of topics.^® For example, there were Ssu-shu hsUn-erh su-shuo H ^|II[ aH { " The Four 

Books with popular commentaries for the instruction of children, " by YUan Huang SI?. 1607) and Ssu-

shu shan-cheng H IE ( " The Four Books with a summary of the orthodox commentaries" From 

tiiis perspective, the booming industry of the printiing press enhanced the propaganda of official orthodoxj-

to extend its influence to the masses, while the publication of popular encyclopedias also increased the 

participants of the so-called " examination studies" {chU-yeh ). From the perspective of elitism, the 

popularization of Four Books and Coitfucian Classics in over-simplified and pretty pragmatic style seemed 

to erode the trattition of formal education and its thorough erudition. Yet it also indicated the broader 

impact of the Confucian classics on the masses compared to that of the previous dynasties. 

^^See the edict of the 1st year of the reign of Cheng-t'ung (1436) of the Ying-tsung Emperon Hu Kuang SflW. et. al. 

XSng Ying-tsimg shih-lu •9». 22; 17.10a. Meanwhile, the quotations derived Qx)m Chuang Tzu. Lieh Tzu, 

histories, and Buddhist texts were in disguise with the phony voice of sages; see Yeh Meng-chu. Y Ueh-shih pien. 

8.183. 
26-jadao Sakai. " Confucianism and Popular Educational Worics," 335. 

'̂'ibid.. 335. 
28/fcW.. 336. 

^^Ibid. 
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The intioduction to the fVen-lin chU-pao wan-chUan hsing-lo "Mviiad stars of 

collected literary treasures." Wan-li edition. 1600) highlighted the pragmatic attitude of the reading 

audience, as Tadao Sakai translates; "This compilation is for the reference of people in ordinary life. Its 

effectiveness is not limited to the study of the Six Classics and Four Books, but applies to life in the 

ordinary world." Such a statement indicated the au.\iliary fimction of these popular encyclopedias in 

contrast with the authoritarian Confucian texts: the former emerged in the maricet when the inadequacy of 

study of the Four Books and Rve Classics was widely recognized by the commoners as they handled their 

everyday life. 

A survey of Ming jesdxraks sheds light on the problems inherent in the political and educational systems of 

the dynasty. The Nling Confucian scholars faced two problems, as de Bary notes, which were the 

paradoxical situation involved with public service and the examination system, as well as the confrontation 

of Buddhism and Taoism.^' The first problem was more pressing than the second in terms of institutional 

defects leading to the decline of the natioa Like most intellectuals of the preceding dynasties, men of 

letters in the Ming also assumed dual roles of scholar and official. For centuries people never ended 

questioning if the civil service examinations could select qualified civil servants. Was the teaching of 

statecraft more urgent than that of moral indoctrination? The recrmtment of officials with the 

oversimplified, stereotyped e.xaminations was vigorously criticized for causing the retrogression of the 

Confucian scholarship of the times. Almost all curricula no longer stressed the significance of individual 

moral and intellectual integrity. These problems perplexed those conscientious scholars from the Sung to 

the Ming and Ch' ing dynasties. The rulers of the Ming dynasty had made efforts to recruit officials, 

extending the official school system, and simplifying the examinations. Nevertheless, the streamlined 

e.xamiaations also limited the intellectual horizons of the scholar-officials and their commitment to 

Confucian ideals, as de Bary pinpoints.^^ Therefore, scholars who examine the late Ming cultural and 

intellectual ciromistances normally criticize the fixed civil service examinations and the stultifying 

examination study. The direct evidence of disapproval is e:q)ressed in those collections of jokes, which 

interestingly enough have never drawn scholarly attention. 

30/6K/.. 334. 

^'por example, in the thirty-fifth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, one Taoist priest teased the Confucian scholar by asking him 

whether he was a virtuous Confucian scholar or an unworthy one; meanwhile, the scholar asked the Taoist priest 

whether he was a Taoist of beasts or a Taoist of hungry devils; see Ssu-shu hsiao. 36-37. 

^^Wm. Theodore de Bary. et al.. Self and Society in XSng Thought. 7. 
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II. The Awkward Situation of shih ±: 

Since sftih or shih-jen i A (scholars in a loose sense or " gentrv-Iiteratus." as Benjamin A. Elman 

translates were repeatedly targeted as the butt of jokes in Ssu-shu hsiao. it is neccssary for us to analyze 

their various images in order to know the transfomiation of the status of shih in Chinese history. Ping-ti Ho 

points out the fact that even though shih had been theoretically characterized as the members of the ruling 

class in the " Mencian principle of social stratification." in fact in the Ming-Ch'ing period, they were 

divided between the ruling bureaucracy and commoners.^'' In other words, there was no clear stratification 

of shih in late imperial China. Literacy made some of the scholars who had failed in examinations still 

superior to other constituents of" ssu-min" E3 S (four kinds of commoners), who were peasants, 

craftsmen, and merchants. Especially those degree-holders were exempt from labor services.^' When they 

attended the examinations they received a siun of money from the government. Those who failed the 

examinations could remain studying in the governmental schools and obtain a stipend regularly paid. 

These privileges enticed more people from different familial backgrounds to take the civil service 

examinations.^® and as a result the examinations became more competitive and social mobility was 

reinforced. 

As mentioned above, the symbiosis of bureaucratic and educational systems made teachers of the Ming 

dynasty serve the govenunent with muldple ftmctions. of which two — pedagogical and cultural 

noiuishment - were emphasized. But the governmental business that they were supposed to handle 

included the management of regional security, military siqjervision, and farm revenues, which could not be 

learned from the Four Books and Five Classics. The scholars' learning was not practically useful for their 

prospective official careers, though the same type of education endowed them identical consciousness and 

value standards. They were frequently characterized as the unrealistic pedants. Therefore, the teachers of 

public schools or Imperial academies were situated in absurd circumstances, wherein they were expected to 

set up the role model of ethics and morality for their students and other commoners. Besides, they were 

demanded to be excellent in terms of their knowledge of the Confucian classics, and capacities of Healing 

with public affairs. Those Confucian scholars were named as " rotten Confucian scholars" (Ju-ju ^flS) by 

^^Benjamin A. Elmar.. " PoliticaL Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service E.xaminations in Late Imperial 
China." 8. 

^•^Ping-li Ho. The Ladder of Success in Imperial China: .Aspects of Social S/Iobiiity 1368-1911 (New York & London; 

Columbia University Press, 1962; 1967,2nd printing). 17-19. 

•'^LU k'un. LU-lcu/tg shih-cheng /u. 1:1.13a. 

^^For example, in the edict of 6th year of the reign of Tien-shun (1462) of Ying-tsung Emperor, whereby the 

offsprings of the military men and commoners were allowed to participate in the civil examinations for military 
positions; see Hu Kuang el al..\Sng Ying-tsungshih-lu If 38;336.4b. 
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Feng Meng-iung in Hsiao-fu (Treasury of Jokes).^^ In his introductory statement of this section, he 

remarlced; 

Mo han-tzu says: " People fi^uently say: ' Rotten Confucians! Rotten Confucians!' which 

refers to their corruption and incapability. Since they are corrupt and incapable, how could they 

be Confucian scholars? The preceding dynasty (Le., the YUan dynasty) ranked people by 

categorizing prostitutes at the eighth leveL and Confucian scholars the ninth level, and beggars the 

tenth level. Contemporary Confucian scholars were inferior to the prostitutes and superior to the 

beggars. How pathetic it is! It is far more than fimny! (Thus I] collect the section of 'ju-

liu' ^ (the rank of rotten swine)" (2.23) 

This passage reflected the low status of Confucian scholars during the YUan times. The depravity of 

Confucianism in the late Ming was mirrored through the pedantic and ironic images of some scholars in the 

jokes collected in the second category of Feng's Hsiao-fu and anonymous editor's Ssu-shu Hsiao. The 

negative images and incongruous behaviors attributed to the late Ming Confucian scholars shed light on the 

coUapse of moral standard of these scholars resulting from the monopoly of the educational system and 

civU service examinations. More than that, the insufBdency of " academic specialization and economic 

productivity." to borrow Elman's words, was probably the major reason to put a great number of 

Confucian sdiolars in this kind of humiliating situatioa 

The study of teacher's image in the jokes of the late Ming helps us to e?q)lore the nature of the elite of that 

time and sketch out the transformation of the status of " shift" dr in the social stratification. Official 

careers and learning were essential to "shift" i for distinguishing themselves with ordinary people. With 

the increasing growth of " shih" 1: and competition in the civil service e.xaniinations. more " shih" i: 

found it impossible to fiiUill their dream to hold rank as officials. Learning became the single attribute by 

which " shih " ±r could claim their moral and cultural superiority over those who were merely wealthy or 

powerfiil. However, the deterioration of morality, scholarship, and administrative capacities made it 

possible for the late Ming humorists to scom those Confiician scholars in the jokes. 

^"'See Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fit. the 2nd section, fii-ju pu flifflSSP. See also Kung Peng-ch'eng SSI'S, "Fu-ju, pai-

ting, and suan hsiu-ts'ai: Wan-Ming hsiao-hua li te tu-shu-jen" fifflS. ST. (8^^— 

(The pedants, illiterates, and hackneyed county graduates [hsiu-ts'ai the intellectuals in the late Ming jokes), 

in Kung Peng-ch'eng, fVan XSng ssu-ch'ao 8® iW (The Trend of Thoughts in the late Ming), Appendix (Taipei; 
Li-jen shu-chU, 1994). 435-54. 

^^Benjamin A. Elman. " Political, Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service E.xaminations in Late Imperial 

China," 10. 
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I. Hie Transfomation of Shih's Status in the Sung^^ 

Peter K. Bol investigates the evolution of new "shih" ± and the decline of old "shih" ± during the 

Tang and Sung transitions. The so-called old "shih" ± referred to the great family with official tradition, 

because learning and an official carcer had been privileges to members in the elite family since ancient 

times. Until the early eleventh century, the civil service examination "made 'learning' the primary 

criterion for official service," as Peter K. Bol notes, and men who had no family tradition of high officcs 

were able to achieve an official career to establish a new type of " shih" Meanwhile, gaining office 

and rising in the bureaucracy seemed to be the invariable goal for all ambitious men. whose sine quo non 

was to become gentry officials through learning, subsequently to acquire political power and social status. 

Practical interest rather than moral superiority became the purpose of their learning. Wang An-shih 

envisioned the coordination of educational and political programs, whereby government schools produced 

shih to bear their social role and political roles, which was. in Bol's view, the fxilfillment of " antique 

ideal." Conversely. Ssu-ma Kuang paid equal attention to private academies and government schools; 

but he also considered that the shih was " a historical elite." whose scholarship was indispensable to the 

entire country for their eminent roles in terms of moral superiority, scholariy development, and 

administrative heritage."*^ During the Southern Sung, the pattern of thoughts of Tao-hsUeh it-P. advocated 

by Chu Hsi. demanded shih moral cultivation and accomplishment of sagehood. whidi represented the 

integration of Wang An-shih's "idealization of antiquity" and Ssu-ma Kuang's emphasis of morality. 

Though unlike Wang, Chu Hsi did not stress material interests of the government; and unlike Ssu-ma 

Kuang, Chu did not define the role of shih from the perspective of sen'ing the government."*^ There was a 

discrepancy between shih who succeeded in the e.\aminations to hold rank as officials and who never 

served in the government, as Bol suggests, even though they all regarded themselves as elite, and superior 

to uneducated commoners, by virtue of their educatioa But Bol goes further to point out that shih faced 

the commercialized economy and variation of social structure, thereupon, to make an effort to maintain 

their social status by four strategies; establishing their families to maintain a dominant role in their 

^^The temi. shih. according to Rober Hymes. frequently used in Sung to refer to " an uppermost social group and its 

members." and ofiiceholding was not its prerequisite. What made the shih group different from commoners was 

their " literacy, a certain leisure." and capacity of office-seeking. See Robert P. H>ines, Statesmen and Gentlemen: 

The Elite o/Fu-chou, Chiang-hsi, in Northern and Southern Sung (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1986). 

53.281nll3. 

•'^Peter K. Bol. " GcverranenL Society, and State: On the Political Visions of Ssu-ma Kuang and Wang An-shih." in 

Robert P. Hymes and Conrad Schirokauer, eds.. Ordering the iVorid: Approaches to State and Society in Sung 

Dynasty China (Berkeley; University of California Press, 1993), 128-92, 188-89. See also Benjamin A. 

Elman, " PoliticaL Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service E.\aniinations in Late Imperial China," 8-9. 

Peter K. Bol. " Government. Society, and State: On the Political Visions of Ssu-ma Kuang and Wang An-shih," 189. 

'*^Ibid. 

*^Ibid.. 190. 
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localities, shifting their goal of career from office-seeking to teaching, participating the intellectual 

canqjaign such as Tao-hsUeh*^ and building their literary fame. Linda Walton has already pointed out that 

as early as the Sung dynasty, especially Southern Sung, many Confucian scholars had been suffering from 

the pressure of uncertainty and instability in terms of " ofBcial careers dependent on the examination 

system and bureaucratic politics." as well as the " insecurity of life in a period of rapid social and 

economic change." The dilemma faced by the scholar ofBcials of the Sung had perpetuated to the 

Ming-Ch'ing era. 

Without the prospect of ofiScial careers, learning became essential for distinguishing the shih from the 

conmion people, because it allowed shih to legitimize their elite status in the social stratification over those 

ordinary people who possessed wealth or power. The literary prestige of shih required them to take 

responsibility for the public good. Some shih succeeded in the examinations to become bureaucrats, while 

other scholars could be accomplished independently of government through private learning, such as Tao-

hsUeh. to demonstrate one's idealistic and moral conunitment The e.xamination system thus provided the 

government with institutional means to ensiu"e that the social elite had a vested interest in the survival of 

the state that recognized them as shih. The restoration of a Sung-style examination system in Qiiru the 

system of state schools and ofBcial teachers in YUan, and the school and e.Namination system of Ming, with 

its formal acceptance of Tao-hsUeh teachings, all served to establish ties between local elites and the 

govenunenL"^ The differentiation of the bureaucratized "shih" ± who served the state, and 

the "shih" ± who were lettered and viewed themselves as elite distinct fix)m the " commoner" {shu fK), 

was one reason for the tension between "shih" and other constituents of the society. When it became 

impossible for the vast majority of shih to serve in the government the decline of their political and 

economic forces made the role of shih in late imperial China more complicated. 

2. Downward Transformation of Shih's Status from Yuan to Ming 

Under the ruling of the Mongols, Ju ® (Confucian scholars) were demised and degraded as the lowest 

level in the social stiattun of the YUan times. It is said that the status of ju was just in between prostitute 

and beggar, the lowest among the ten categories of the social stratum, ranging from high-ranking officials, 

low-ranking officers, Taoisl and Buddhist monks, apothecaries, carpenters, hunters, and corrunoners.'*^ 

*^Ibid., 191. 

•'^Linda Weilton. "Charitable Estates as an Aspect of Statecraft in Southern Sung China," in Robert P. Hymes and 

Conrad Schirokauer. eds.. Ordering the World: Approaches to State and Society in Sung Dynasty China (Berkeley; 
University of Califomia Press, 1993), 255-279,258. 

''^Peter K. Bol. " Goveniment. Society, and State: On the Political Visions of Ssu-ma Kuang and Wang An-shih," 192. 

•"See Hsieh Fang-te "Sung Fang Po-tsai kuei san-shan hsU" (TTie preface to say farewell 
10 Fang Po-tsai as he goes back to San-shan), in Hsieh Tieh-shan chi ^®llj ̂  (the Collection of Hsieh Heh-shan's 
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Even though the status of ju was very low in the YUan dvnasty. the position of chiao-shou 15: S (teacher) 

was still considered as that of ranked official in the bureaucratic system."*^ However, the instruaors of the 

public schools of the Ming dynasty were not ranked in the nine categories of the bureaucratic stratum. 

Thus, we notice that the profession of teaching was overlooked in Ming society. 

The large pool of shih ± serving as teachers in state and local sdioois suggested that self-advancement and 

maintenance of status turned to be more difBcult for the Ming elite than for those of previous dynasties in 

exam competitions. There were 140 prefectures (fu ^), 193 regular prefectures (chou ^ ), and 1138 

counties {hsien S) in the Ming.'*' According to Wu Chih^o's M Wft study, the instructors in govemmeM 

schools in these three levels of administrative units, including two capitals, thirteen provinces, and guards 

( "chi-mi wei-so" in the border, numbered about five thousand.^• During the first stage of 

the Ming (1368-1435), the recruitment of teachers relied on three routes: (1) the recommendation oiju-shih 

dr (Confucian scholars) by high officials or local administrators (2) the assignments of the degree 

holders of the examinations at the levels of prefectures, regular prefectures, and counties such as chin-shih 

i£dr, chU-jen (prefectural graduates), and kung-sheng (3) the ai^intments of certain 

officials.^^ It is necessary to note that those chin-shih who assumed the task of teaching, were 

candidates on the waiting list, "a subsidiary examination list" (fa-pang idl^). Compared to the the 

regular degree-holders of chin-shih ir. who were qualified for appointment to office other than teaching 

Works), Pai-pu ts'ung-shu chi-ch'eng ed., cheng-i-t'ang chUan-shu (Taipei: Yi-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1966). 2.2a-5b. 

3b. See also Cheng Ssu-hsiao F' ieh-han hsin-shih (The Historical Mind in the Iron Case) 
(Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1956X 77. 

•'^Yao Sui tt®. " Sung Li Mao-ch'ing hsU" (The preface to say farewell to Li Mao-ch'ing), in Liu Chih 

ffl Sc. Xhi-€m chifit nien-p'u (The Collection of Mu-an's Works and His life Chronology)( Taipei: 
Hsin-wen-feng t*u-shu kung-ssu, 1984), 4.53. 

•^^The numbers mentioned here are difTerent fix»m the statement of Chang Chien-jen, who points out that there were 

159 prefectures (fu /ff), 234 regular prefectures (chou ), and 1171 counties (hsien H) in the Ming, that is 

awaiting further research; see Chang Chien-jen K£ng-tai chiao-yU kuan-li chih-tu ven-chiu 

(The Study of the Educational and Administrative System in the Ming Dynasty) (Taipei: 

Wen-chin ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 108. My translations of these terms of various administrative units in different 

levels follow Robert P. Hymes's translation of Sung administrative units; see Robert P. Hymes, Statesmen and 

Gentlemen: The Elite o/Fu-chou, Chiemg-hsi in Northern and Southern Sung, xi. See also Chang Ting-yU 
iVSng shih ^ SE (Ming ffistory), Ti-li chih (Book of Geography), 40.882. 

'®To the end of NCng dynasty, the administrative uiuts under the guards ( " chi-mi wei-so" RS^W) in the border 
were 19 prefectures. 47 regular prefectures, and 6 counties; see Chang Ting-yU X£ng shih (Ming 
Ifistory), Ti-li chih (Book of Geogr^hy), 40.882. 

''Wu Chih-ho ^^^.h/Gng-tai teju-hsUeh chiao-kuan (The Instructors of Public Schools in the 

Ming Dynasty) (Taipei: HsUdi-sheng shu-chU, 1991), 19-20. Wu counted that the number of the instructors in the 
public schools within two capitals and thirteen provinces was 4886. 

'^Lung Wen-pin XBng hui-yao (The Comprehensive Book of Ming Institutions) (Taipei; Shih-chidi 
shu-chU, 1960X 48.898. 
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posts, teachers chosen from the subsidiary list were immediately considered to be less competent and 

significant^^ From the reign of Emperor Ying-tsung (r 1436-1449) onward, the selection of teachers 

mainly depended on the second and third ways, and ju-shih ffll it (Confucian scholars) were no longer 

recommended to a teaching job. This change indicated that ju-shih flSi were no longer respected for their 

scholarship by which the transformation of their social status was undiniable. Later, the status of teachers 

came to be less important: therefore, even chU-jen on the waiting list refused to take the career of 

teacher, and only kung-sheng in old age and poor condition would accept it simply for supporting 

their own living.^^ The low interest in a teaching career was owing to the impossibility of teachers 

achieving higher office, a symbol of one's success in relation to income, privileges, and prestige.^^ 

Teachers enjoyed numerous advantages and played an important role in the social stratification of the 

Sung,^^ but not that of the Ming. The low social status and heavy load of teaching, as we are told, made it 

hard to get good teachers for public schools from the mid-Ming onwards.'* 

The downward mobility of Ming teachers migjit be investigated firom the perspective that teaching posts 

were excluded from the administrators who held ranks. The instructors of the public sdiools were not 

ranked in the nine categories of the bureaucratic stratimt Professors were officially ranked at the eighth 

level in tii-j bureaucratic system of the YUan dynasty. The Ming "professor" (chiao-shou ftS )of a 

prefecture, by contrast was inferior to the ninth category (p'in S). Worse than that 

the "teachers" (hsUeh-cheng -^iE) of a regular prefecture and that of a count>' {chiao-yll lilfe) were all 

ranked as low as the "heads of petty officers in different categories of administiation" (shou-ling kuan 

and "personnel who dealt with odd jobs" (tsa-chih Like most poor teachers of the 

'^About candidates to supplement the posts of teachers, see Wu Chih-ho \Sng-tai te ju-hs(kh chiao-kuan 

26-28. 

'''The graduate students who were recommended for admission to the prefectural examination; after they had failed the 

examination, it was suggested to them that they need to study at the Imperial academy. 

''Lung Wen-pin hui-vao 41.737. 

'®The Ch'ing scholar. Yeh Meng-chu recalled that the graduate students could receive eighteen taels of silver 

for supporting their living. Once they had attained the local recommendation for admission to the prefectural exam 

and passed the exam, they would immediately be presented with a flag and tablet to honor their achievement, and 

one hundred and twenty taels of silver as the expenditure for traveling to the capital to take the capital exam; see 
Yeh Meng-chu, YUeh-shih pien !HI ffiSS, 2.29-30. 

"Robert P. Hymes. Statesmen and Gentlemen: The Elite ofFu<hou, Chiang-hsi, in Northern and Southern Sung, 33. 

'®Chin Yu-tzu:fe^5C. "Tseng Chou-kung Ming fu ch'ang-chou chiao-yU hsQ" W^^^^iit-SirH&St/^CEssay 

written for saying farewell to Sir Chou Ming, who is going to become the teacher of Ch'ang-chou governmental 

school), in Chin fVen-ching kung chi (The Collective Works of Chin Yu-tzu), the 4th year of the 

Ch'eng-hua reign of the Ming dyansty hsin-kan chiiv-shih chia-k'an pen ed. (Taipei: Chimg-yang fu-shu kuan so-

ying shih. microfilm. 1981; Taipei; Wen-hai ch'u-pan she. 1970 ). 7.50b. 

'^or e-xample, " //-mu SE S " was the head of personnel of a regular prefecture, while " tien-shih ftSE " was the head 
of persoimel of a county. 
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Sung dynasty, the Ming instrurtors of the public schools also lived on a meager salary-.^' The status of 

teachers was similar to that of the petty- officer of a courier station, geomancers. doaors. and officers of 

Buddhist monks and Taoists.^^ The self-esteem of teachers as intellectuals or elite was debased to the 

e.xtreme in terms of their low status and poor salary. 

Since the Four Books and Five Classics were the fundamental te.xts for educatioa those who had studied 

the te.xts and could write the eight-legged essays, even though had failed or not taken the civil service 

examinations, often became village school teachers to tutor the pupils of elementary education.®^ 

Teachers were assumed to be respected by the masses for their learning: however, large quantities of jokes 

targeting teadiers of varied levels shed light on the debasement of the images of these teachers. Besides, 

new e.xpectations were ascribed to Confucian scholars, which demonstrated the secularization of the 

programs of Confucian study in late imperial China. In addition to the scholarship of the Four Books and 

Five Classics, as Wang Erft-min points out Confucian scholars were expected to have studied astrology, 

calculation, medicine, divination, fortune-telling, geomancy. and how to choose an auspicious day for 

certain activities as well.^'^ In Wang's view, these miscellaneous learning made those men of letters who 

did not possess official careers to be more respectable. In fact as eariy as the YUan dynasty the institutes 

for training physicians and sorcerers had been established,^^ so that some Confucian scholars had pursued 

their careers in these two professions prior to the Ming. Therefore, a large quantity of the late Ming jokes 

with the physicians and geomancers as their butts is noteworthy, which should be investigated together 

with the jokes about Confucian scholars. The negative images of men in these professions appear 

contradiaory to the surmise of Wang Erh-min. Before we discuss two jokes about physicians in Ssu-shu 

hsiao. let us first go to examine Feng Meng-lung's point of view about these Confucian scholars at the 

^''Hu Kuang et aL. Xling Tai-isu shih-lu (Taipei; Institute of History and Philology. Acadonia 

Sinica. 1962), 130.8; Wu Chih-ho ^§"10. KBng-tai te ju-hsUeh chiao-kuan ft65fig^ft W. 11-12; HsU Kuo-

hsien XBng-tai wen-kuan feng-lu chih-tu chih yen-chiu (The Study of the 
System of Salary in the Ming Dynasty), MA thesis (Taipei: Chinese Culture University. 1986). 87-91. 

Robert P. Hymes, Statesmen and Gentlemen: The Elite o/Fu-chou, Cliiang-hsi in Northern and Southern Sung. 55. 

®^See the namelist included in Cheng-te ta-mingfu-chih E € il? (The Gazetteer of Ta-ming-fu Compiled in the 
Reign of Cheng-te), the T'ien-i-ko ts'ang Mng-tai fang-chih hslbn-k'an .=£iSfJ, 6.45a-54b; Wu 

Chih-ho .VBng-tai te ju-hsUeh chiao-kuan lln20; Kung Peng-ch'eng SRS. "Fu-ju. 
pai-ting, and suan hsiu-ts'ai: Wan-Ming hsiao-hua li te tu-shu-jen" JSSM- ST. (8^^— 
442. 

®^Wang Erh-min EUfSC. "Chung-kuo ch'uan-l'ung chi-sung chi-hsUeh yU shih-yUn k'ou-

chUeh '4'P^, Journal of the Institute of Xlodem History, Academia Sinica, 23(June 
1994): 33—64,48. 

^Ibid. 

®^For a detailed study of the establishments and functions of vi-hstleh (medical school) and vin-yang hsUeh 

see Chao Tzu-fu, .KEng-tai hsUeh-hsiao yU k'o-ch U chih-tu yen-chiu, 192-96. 
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bottom of the social stratum. Feng conjoined them to develop an individual section in Hsiao-fu. 

entitled "fang-shu" (pharmacy and sorcery), and made the following introductory comment 

Mo han-tzu says; After Confucius and Mo Tzu, the school of " Confucians" ( ju was divided 

into eight branches, while that of Moists into three branches. White was then transformed into 

black. Though it is a trivial skill, wherein there must be some fuimy things contained. [Thus 1] 

collect the section of "fang-shu " (4.101) 

It is noteworthy that Feng parodied the remarks of Tzu Hsia ^ 5, the pupil of Confucius, in the Confucian 

Analects, wherrf)y Tzu Hsia said; " Even in inferior studies and employments there is something worth 

looking at" {sui hsiao-tao pi-yu k'o-kuan che yen ii-'hiSitJ By rq)lacing the 

word, "kuan" E (look at) with the word, "hsiao" % (laugh at), Feng transformed this saying and its 

content into a humorous one: " Even in inferior studies there is something lau^ble." {sui hsiao-tao pi-vu 

k'o-hsiao che yen In terms of the phrase, "trivial knowledge" {hsiao-tao 'hiS). 

Tzu Hsia referred to the practical skills pertaining to various professions, whereas Feng referred to the art 

of joking. In fact Pan Ku WS (32-92 A.D.) had quoted the saying of Tzu Hsia, in the "Bibliographic 

Treatise" (Ti-yven chih S jt^) of the History of [the Formerf Han ( Han-shu 9lff), but he mistook it as 

the words of Confucius.®^ It is important to note that Pan Ku associated the term" trivial 

knowledge" (hsiao-tao /J^iS) with the study of " small talks" {hsiao-shuo -'J'^IS). which were coUeaed by 

petty officers from the commoners of villages and towns to provide the rulers with a reference for ruling 

Jokes were viewed as a subcategory of "petty talks." Contrary to Pan Ku who emphasized the value of 

small talks ftom a serious perspective, Feng focused on the ridiculous aspect of low-brow business. Feng 

depreciated the fimctionary role played by Coniucians, who deserted literary study to live on the shallow 

knowledge of physicians and geomancers in late imperial China. Through this statement Feng Meng-lung 

characterized his observation about the downward mobility of the descendants of the school of Confucians 

and Moists. Therefore, if we want to study the social stratification of the late Ming from a broader 

perspective, it is necessary to combine the investigation of the Confucian scholars with that of physicians 

and sorcerers. Ssu-shu hsiao did collect two jokes of this type, let us get some insights by the following 

analysis. 

®^The remark of Tzu Hsia is in ch. 4 of BK. XIX of The Confucian Analects-, see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&Q, 340-41. 

®^See Pan Ku Han-shu 81#, in Yang Chia-lo ed., Hsin-chiao-pen Han-shu ff, 5 vols. 

(Taipei: Ting-wen shu-chU, 1983), II; 1745. 
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In order to see the insufficient medical knowledge of those physicians, it is necessary to talk about the fifty-

sLvth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " The Mechanic. Who Wishes to Do His Work WelL Must First 

Sharpen His Tools" {pi hsien li ch'i cfi'i whereby it is said; 

An official is ill and calls a doctor irt The doctor is famous, but lacks enough knowledge of the 

Confucian classics. After feeling the official's pulse, the doctor says: " Your air is obstructed, and 

the principal treatment should help you breath smoothly." The official says: " What does it say in 

the medical book?" Replies the doctor, "The mechanic, who wishes to do his work well must 

first sharpen his 'tools' (i.e., air)." The official punishes him with heavy beating and then 

throws him out (65-66) 

Here the doctor mixed the word. ^ch'i" ® (air) with its homophone, "ch'i" IS (instrument or tool), so 

that he received punishment for an mappropriate quote. That mistake was either owing to his bad memory 

of the Confucian Analects or his poor learning of this canonized text As we read the first critic commented 

on this joke: 

A doctor sees the Book of Changes {I-ching M ^S) on a geomancer's desk. The doctor sighs: " My 

son should study sorcery instead of medicatioiL " People asks him the reasoa He replies; " Since 

it is called I-ching, then it must be 'easy' (/ ^), which is not like the 'difficult book' [nan-

ching in my home." 

Another doctor causes the death of a patient out of mistake. This patient's families chase the 

doctor to the riverside. The doctor jumps into the river to escape fn)m these chasers, and then nms 

back to his home. Thereupon, his son is reading the " Rhymed Prose of Medicines " (yao-hsing 

fu The doctor immediately prevents his son from reading it and tells him: "It is 

unnecessary to read the nature of all these medicines; getting used to the nature of water is more 

crucial." (66) 

The second critic, faiferior-man, commented; 

This doctor knows the Four Books and the Nan-ching-. it is needless to say that he knows well 

about the fimctions of all kinds of medicines. Therefore, he certainly becomes well-known at that 

time. (66-67) 

The first critic made ftm of the medical book. Nan-ching, and the Book of Changes {I-ching which is 

still a play of linguistic humor. The physician was pathetic because of his poor medical training and 

professional knowledge. Ironically, basing on his experience, he gave his son the advice that learning how 

to run away via river is more important than reading the book of medicine. Whereas the Inferior man's 

®*This is a sentence derived from ch. 9 of BK. XV of 77ie Confucian .Analects, whereijy Tzu-kung asked about the 

virtue of humanity and Confucius replied him with the statement, which is quoted in this joke; see James Legge. 

trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&IL 297. 

similar version of this joke is collected into Hsiao-fur, Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu, 4.105. 
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comment was more sarcastic, he conjectured that the physician rose to fame because of his broad 

knowledge of the Four Books and Nan-ching. 

In the twenty-second joke, entitled " Small Indeed Was the Capacity of Kuan Chung" (Kuan-chmg chih 

ch'i hsiao tsai ^ St)it is said: 

There is medicine called " kuan-chung;" whenever a pig affected by epidemics eats iL its illness 

will be healed. As a physician hears his neighbor reading the sentence: " Small indeed was the 

capacity of Kuan Chimg" in the Confucian Analects, he sighs: " What a great sage Coniiicius is! 

How knowledgeable he is! How could he know that side pigs can eat kuan-chung to cure their 

illness." (22) 

The critic commented; 

" But for Kuan Chung, we should now be wearing our hair unbound, and the lappets of our coats 

buttoning on the left side." That is more than curing the illness of pigs. 

The second critic. Inferior man, commented; 

"  ' I n  the  l ower  a r ea  ea s t  t o  t he  Yangze  R ive r '  (chiang-tso ff^) there is Kuan Yi-wu (the 

courtesy name of Kuan (Thung), I should never worry." That referred to the widespread plague 

of pig disease in the lower area east to the Yangze River. 

The humorist of the above joke teased the nonstandanl pronunciation of the scholars from " the lower area 

east to the Yangze River" {chiang-tso ff£). When these southerners read the pundilineAitle of this joke, 

it sounded like "Kuan Chung chu ch'ih hsiao-chai" (eating kuan-chung, pig disperses 

calamity). The fiinny effect is tied to the phonetic difference. The first critic reconte-xtualized another 

quote related to Kuan Chung, which was the utterance of Confucius to affirm the contribution of Kuan 

Chung, in The Confucian Analects with the aforementioned joke to entice more laughter. The second critic 

used the quote taken from The History of Chin {Chin-shu &S) to suggest that Wang Tao was 

considered by Wen Chiao as the Kuan Chung of the lower area east to the Yangze River, simply 

because there was pig epidemics in that region.^'' In fact the idiom " [Kuan] Yi-wu of the lower area east 

to the Yangze River" (chiang-tsoyi-wu meant a talented and capable man. who is able to save 

his country. The serious meaning of that idiom was entirely distorted within the current joke and its 

commentary, whereby the essence of incongmity was heightened in the form of parody. This joke also 

^®This is the sentence derived from ch. 22 of BK. HI of The Conjucian Analects', see James Legge. trans.. The 

Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&H. 162. 

^^This sentence is a parody of the title of this joke, which is a sentence derived from ch. 22 of BK. Ill of The Conjucian 

.Analects-, see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&D, 162. 

'^This is the sentence derived Irom ch. 18 of BK. XTV of The Confucian .Analects', see James Legge, trans.. The 

Confucian .Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&n, 282. 

^See Chin-shu ## (History of Chin) (Taipei: Ting-wen shu-chU, 1976), 67.1768. 

'̂ '̂ Ibid. 
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demonstrated that physician knew nothing about the context of the Confucian Analects, and to him. Kuan 

Chung meant a kind of medicine rather than a historical figure. The narrowness of the physician's 

knowledge is thus fiilly manifested. 

III. The Tarnished Image of Teachers 

When the national school system of the Ming was absorbed into the civil service examination the state 

schools lost their educational function. Meanwhile, the resectable role of teachers was also impaired for 

their superficial classical learning, wherein the sage-kings of the remote past were idealized and their 

dictums were exhorted. Conlucian rhetoric exalting the sanctity of the ancient sage-kings was considered a 

sign of hypocrisy, because of the linguistic discrepancy between their archaic speeches and commoners' 

vernacular language, together with their value among the elite culture yet their unfamiliarity among 

uneducated commoners. The late Ming humorists firequently degraded teadiers by enveloping their 

allusions of the words of sages in a fimny context, which was a device similar to the use of " spite 

logic" practiced in carnival humor.'^ 

The major problem of alluding to classical texts and speaking in the voice of ancient sages was related to its 

tendency to mystify the dominant values, ideas, and debates. The sense of nostalgia in Confucian thought 

was totally manifested in the belief: " The idealization of antiquity." set by the legendary sage-kings such 

as Yao and Shun, whose selflessness set up the model of an idealistic ruler. As we see. Yao and Shun were 

praised in the Confucian Analects as the greatest successful rulers, whose political and cultural 

achievements were as luminous as the bright sky.^® Their virtue of selflessness was demonstrated in the 

fact that they never perceived the nation as their own property. Confucian scholars tended to seek guidance 

from the Way of Antiquity, which had been established by the sage-kings Yao Shun and also Chou 

Kung ^ who were the founders of the ancient Chinese culture and civilization, repeatedly referred to by 

Confucius himself. Furthermore. Yao and Shim were also idealized by Moism. built up by Mo Tzu 

(fl. 479-^38 B.C.), for their strictest frugality and economy.^ The fimction of "antiquity," as Peter K. 

''Murray S. Davis sketches the logical structure of inversion in comic literature, in Andrei Siniavski' s expressions, 

such as "iwerse logic." "qjite logic" and "feminine logic;" see Andrei Siniavski. "The Joke inside the 

Joke," Partisan Review 51.3(1984); 356-66, 361. See also Murray S. Davis. fVhat's So Funny? The Comic 

Conception of Culture and Society (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1993 ), 68-69. 

'®See ch. 19 of BK VIE of The Confucian Analects, in James Legge, trans., TTte Confucian Analects, in The Chinese 

Classics, I&n. 213-14. 

^In Ssu-ma Ch'ien's jS " T'ai-shih-kung tzu-hslf S (Hie Preface to Shih-chi Historical Records 

by the Grand Historian), he referred to his father, Ssu-ma Tan's ^ .IS understanding of the philosophical school 

of Mo 5^. which also looked up to Yao and Shun for their frugal life-style and advocated following them as 

moral model to practice austerity ; see Kametaro Takigawa A/ll Shih-chi hui-chu k'ao^heng (or Shiki 

Kaichu Kosho) (Taipei; Yi-wenyin-shu-kuan, 1962, Istprt; 1972), 130.10-11. 
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Bol remarks, was to hold up "a source of values" and a set of"universal standards of moral 

judgment" promoted, e.g.. by the idealistic men of letters who had campaigned for the literary movement 

of " Ancient style" during the "Tang and Sung periods.'® Nevertheless, the over-estimation of antiquity 

by the preceding dynasties and the literati of the mid-Ming was subverted by the late Ming men of letters, 

who made up the jokes laughing at the indoctrinated Confucian teachers or students. These jokes 

manifested disapproval toward any laudatory references to the ancient sage-kings and their perceived 

meaningless viewpoint It is noteworthy that the jokesters dealt with this stereotype by focusing on 

presenting the performance of the teadiers in a memorial service to Confucius and his followers, and their 

reaction to the sacrificial pig. In other words, they were interested in the meat that they could obtain after 

the armual ritual service rather than paying due re^ct to the great master. The ritual fimction of this 

memorial service and the exhortation of remote antiquity were thus entirely obliterated. 

The pure and decent image of instructors was replaced by their imprudent behaviors and stained characters 

as they a{^eared in the armual memorial service, namely "ting-chi " T held on the date of ting for 

honoring Confucius and other great Confucian thinkers. In the forty-third joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. 

entitled "Though I Cannot Get A Great Burial [as great as a high ofilcial of the state]" {yUtsung pu-te ta-

tsang P), it is said:'' 

Having finished the memorial service for offering sacrifices to the deceased Confucius (in the 

Temple for Worshipping Confucius], two "official instructors" {kuang-wen SfX. literally, to 

promote literature) of the public school respectively catch one part of the sacrifice—a pig's inner 

organ-to fight for it The stronger teacher gets the pig's viscera, while the weaker one only 

squeezes oil out that makes his hands oily. The latter tells the former " Though I have not got the 

large orgait you do not have the oil either." (47) 

The last sentence of this joke parodies the sentence of ch. 11 of Book IX in the Confiician Analects, which 

says: "And though I may not get a great burial, shall I die upon the road 

'^Peter K. Bol. " Government Society, and State; On the Political Visions of Ssu-ma Kuang and Wang An-
shih." 128-192. 139. 

''This is a sentence taken from ch. 11 of BK. EX of The Confucian .-bialects. which says: " Though I cannot have a 

b u r i a l  s e r v i c e  a s  g r e a t  a s  a  h i g h  o f f i c i a l  o f  t h e  s t a t e ,  s h a l l l  d i e  o n  t h e  r o a d ! "  

As Confucius was very ill, Tzu-lu planned to let his ministers take care of Confucius' fimeral. However. 

Confucius reprimanded Tzu-lu's arrangement as falsificatioiu because being a commona", Confucius could not have 

ministers to manage his burial service. He thus sighed: " Though 1 cannot have a burial service as great as a high 

official of the state, shall I die on the road!" See James Legge. The Confiician .Analects, in The Chinese Classics, 

I&a 220-21. 

®°This is a sentence parodying the sentence of ch. 11 of BK. DC of The Confucian .Analects, which says: "Though I 

caimot have a burial service as great as a high official of the state, shall I die on the road! 

I ? " However, the word, "burial" (tsang M) was replaced by it 
homophone, "organ" (tra/igW). 
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" The joker replaced the term, P." (the formal funeral 

service for high ofilcials of state), with its homophone, " ta-tsang 'k.Wi." the subhuman organ. The more 

deviant the funnier it is. The natural instincts of govenunental school teachers made them expose their 

hypocrisy and greed unconsciously when they faced the coinpetition for profit Throu^ that the poverty 

of official instructors of the public school was implicated. 

The criticism of this joke leads us to another joke as follows; 

One official instructor was chosen to serve in an office; however, he acted improperly in front of 

the emperor when they were bidding farewell to the enqicror. The official in charge of the 

emperor's audience reprimanded the man's misbehavior by saying that; " If only you have one 

chance to advance yourself in your life, could you not be cautious about the courtesy?" The 

instructor rq>lied; " I was out of my mind at that very moment" The official asked; " What were 

you thinking about?" He rq)lied; " I had seen the huge elephant outside the gate of the palace: 

therefore, I was wondering how wonderful it would have been! if the sacrificial pig in the 

memorial service for the deceased Confiicius were as big as the elephant" (47-48) 

The Inferior-man conunented; 

The appearance of the sacrificial pig carmot be changed, but the only solution is to make 

Confucius bear more sotis.^^ (48) 

The joke introduced by the first comment highlighted the fact that the mind of the teacher was occupied by 

the size of the sacrificial object the pig. The decent image of a teacher was thus overlapped with the pig's 

oily and disgusting image. The analogy of teacher and pig was implicitly drawn These cynical corrunents 

on the behavior of teachers of the public schools give us the impression that they were so concerned about 

the sacrificial pig, because they could take part of it back home. The fimny narrative hinted at the poverty 

of these teachers. 

The low opinion about teachers of the governmental schools was shown in the jokes highlighting their 

greed in relation to accepting gifts fit>m their students. By associating teachers who taught in the ofBcial 

schools with a sick pig's head, the joker derided the indecent behaviors of the impeccable teachers; as a 

consequence, the term, teachers (chiao-kuan IfcW), was used in a derogatory sense. The seventy-eighth 

joke, entitled "Whenever One Talks He Must Refer to Yao ^ and Shun 0" (yen pi-ch'eng Yao Shun 

*'A simplified vereion of this joke was collected into Hsiao-fu by Feng Meng-lung, entitled "The Teacher of Official 

School Bid Farewell to The Emperor's Audience" {Chiao-kuan tz'u-ch'ao ftlTJIf y, see Hsiao-fii, 2.39. 

®^The terau "t'ien-ting originally referred to "bear one more son;" but here the implication of the 

commentator's words referred to having more sacrificial services in the Temple of Confucius, since the name of 

such sacrificial ceremony was " ting-chi TS." which usually took place on the first day of ting T of Feburary 

and August in the lunar calender. 
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is also a typical one that aimed at mocking instructors who taught at govenmiental 

schools:^'* 

One student whose surname is Yu X, went to give his teacher a sick pig's head as a gift. The 

other student whose surname is Ch'en ME, gave the teacher a pair of bronze eariike "taeis of 

silver" as a festival present The teacher accq)ted them and then weired them: the weight of the 

pighead was three kilogtams and foiu* taels. while the bronze earlike "taels of silver" weighed 

three " fens ^ " (one of one himdredth of a tael) and four " li ff " (unit of wight equals to one of 

one thousandth of a tael). The teacher left the room and made up the " riddle with the last part 

omitted" (hsieh-houyll "hsiu-ts'ai ( "cultivated talent" whose surname was 

Yu X came to give me a gift—the pighead of three kilograms and four taels: [Concerning that] 

Yao ^ and Shun # would have remarked that it is sickpig." He then made its paralleled 

couplet: "Hsiu-ts'ai whose surname was Ch'en fit. gave me the bronze eariike "taels of 

silver." which weighed three Jen and four //, and ' Yao and Shun told people that was made of 

bronze.' " These two students then responded; " We compose another riddle-like couplet to 

correspond with yours." The teacher asked: "What is it?" They said: "When the official 

reprimands the pupils, twice in his enunciation 'he makes laudatory references to Yao and 

Shun.' " ( 87-88 ) 

The first criticism on this joke is as follows: 

The instructor of the public school is very talented, and he can still take the civU service 

e.\aininatioa The two disciples were also good at the " scholarship required in the civil service 

e . x a m i n a t i o n "  { c h U - y e h  0 M ) .  

*^This is a sentence derived from ch. 1 of BK. HI of The Works ofXknciits. the sentence is translated by L^ge 

as; " [When Mencius discussed " the nature oj man is good," he] always made laudatory reference to Yao and 

Shun;" see James Legge. The Works of Mencius, in The Chinese Classics. H. 234. 

revised version of this joke was collected into Chiang Ying-k'o's 01 Hsieh-shih a§$. (The History of Humor); 

see Chiang Ying-k'o, HsUeh-t'ao hsiao-shu (The Tmy Book of Snow-Wave) (Kyoto: Chung-wen ch'u-

pan-she. 1969), 73. 

^^The term "hsiu-ts'ai is translated as "cultivated talent" by John Chaffee; John W. ChafTee. The Thorny 

Gates of Learning in Sung China: A Social History of Examinations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1985), 15. According to the study of Chao Tzu-fu, aU the students of public-schools, ranging from that of 

prefectures to counties, were fonnally called "student" (5/te/jg->'ttjn ^A), and informally "AsiH-tt'aj 
^ ̂  " cultivated talent;" Chao Tzu-fu, XGng-tai hstkh-hsiaoyUk'o-ch (1 chih-tu yen-chiu, 215. 

^^This is a sentence parodying the words of ch. 28 of BK VI of The Confucian Analects^ whereby Confucius replied to 

the question of Tzu-kung and said: " Why ^)eak only of virtue in connection with him? Must he not have the 

qualities of a sage? Even Yao and Shun were still solicitous about this." See James Legge, The Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&II, 194. 

^"^This is a sentence parodying the words of ch. 32 of BK FV of The Works of S/kncius, but the original sentence 

is "Yao and Shun were just the same as other men;" see James Legge, The Works oJKiencius, in The Chinese 

Classics, n, 340. However the humorist replaced the word, "t'ung" PI (same) with its homc^hone, " t'ung" SB 
(bronze). 
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The point of this comment was that both the teacher and his students were clever in terms of their skills of 

contriving a paralleled umt. which was indi^ensable for passing the civil service examinations, together 

with the capacity of makmg references to ancient sage-kings, Yao and Shim. The tone of the jokester and 

humorous critic was saix:astic. 

Another joke, introduced in the second comment of the above joke, was as follows: 

A hsiu-ts'ai ^ ̂  (the one who received the " cultivated talent" degree) gave his teacher a festival 

present worthy of one of three hundredths of a silver tael. The instructor said: " It is all ri^t this 

time, but 1 hope you will choose a more valuable gift in the future." The teacher then mari^ up 

the following couplet: "The bamboo grows a new branch, whose upper joint is higher than the 

lower joint" The hsiu-ts'ai responded immediately: " The plum flower must be himible when 

beneath snow; three of a hundredth of a silver tael is merely three of a hundredth of a sUver tael. 

Now you say the gift is three point four of a hundredth of a silver tael, in that I do not believe." 

[The commentator remarked]: " If the gift were meat, the instructor would have known the taste of 

meat thrice per year." C 88-89 ) 

The teacher was displeased at these two student's gifts. He quoted two sayings of the Confucian Analects 

and parodied them in order to tease these two students; One was adapted from ch. 28 of BK. VI, or ch. 45 

of BK. XTV. The sentence " Yao Shun ch'i yu ping chu ( "Yao and Shun were still 

solicitous about this") appeared in two places in the Confucian Analects. First, Tzu-kung discussed 

with Confucius about the deflmtion of "Jen " (humanity). In Confucius' view, the person who can 

confer benefits and help all people must be a sage; even Yao and Shun were all anxious about this. Second. 

Tzu-lu ^ inquired what constituted the superior maa Confucius relied: " he cultivates himself so as 

to give rest to all the people; furthermore, he pointed out that " even Yao and Shun were still solicitous 

about this. In these two anecdotes, the quotations were all related to perfect virtue, while in the current 

parody, the meaning is distorted. The joker replaced the word, "chu (this), with the word, "chu 

ft" (pig); therefore, the meaning is changed ftum "solicitous about [self-cultivationj" to "sick pig." 

By degrading the issue of morality to subhumans. the humorists could mock the teacher in the above joke. 

The device of formulating the " expression with the last part omitted" {hsieh-hou yU is a kind of 

wordplay taking place in the syntax; as a result the sentence or phrase is defamiliarized out of the dissection 

and is missing part of the whole."' This rhetorical method is employed by the teacher to insinuate that 

^^This is a sentence in ch. 45 of BK. XTV of The Confucian Analects', see James Legge, trans.. The Confiician Analects, 
in The Chinese Classics, I&U, 292. 

^Ibid. 

'°Ch'en Wang-tao illustrates the essence of " concealing words" [ts'ang-tz'u SES^) in phrases or sentences and points 

out that most of them are hsieh-hou yU For a detailed discussion on hsieh-hou yU see Ch'en Wang-
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these two students' gifts were too little. This rhetorical trope is significant because the compiler of Ssu-shu 

hsiao also used this method to make the title concise and to disguise the critical phase of this jestbook. 

According to the foreword written by an anonymous person. Hu-lu sheng (Mr. Gourd), the title 

o f  "Ssu-shu hsiao" 0 ( J o k e s  o n  t h e  F o u r  B o o k s )  c o u l d  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  Ssu-shu ma" (Reproaches 

on the Four Books). In doing so. Hu-Iu sheng also reminded us that the compiler originally entitled the 

jestbook, Ssu-shu hsiao-ma (Jokes and Reproaches on the Four Books) since "jesting and 

scolding" {hsi-hsiao nu-ma was a usage familiar to all Chinese. However, the word "ma" % 

(reproach) tended to provoke strong reactions, so that the compiler omitted it from the jestbook to maintain 

a humorous image by simply saving the word "hsiao" (laughter). The e£fect of skipping/hiding one 

charaaer resulted in concealing the critical attitude of the jokesters and compiler of the jestbook. Therefore 

the title of Ssu-shu hsiao is a good example of hsieh-hou as well. 

It is necessary to explain why the first critic commented that both the teacher and his students were able to 

succeed in the civil service e.xaminations. First their performances di^layed the capacity of speaking in 

the voice of sage-kings. Yao and Shun, which was the first criterion for essay-writing in the civil service 

examinations. Second, the critic ridiculed both the teacher and his student for being corrupted by the 

contemporary educational system and the civil service examination because they made fim of each oiher by 

producing riddles and answers, a technique demanded in the examinational essays in the form of ei^t-

legged essays The tester of the civil service examinations usually made an examination-topic 

drawn fijom the Confucian classics by elinunating some words, whereas the examinees must be able to 

figure out the source of this quotation and then write a discursive essay. The emphasis of composing 

paralleled sentences to form a couple was originally to show one's literary talent, but the humorist arfaptpH 

it to show his own witty and fimny charaaeristics. In the second comment the critic said if the student's 

gift were meat then the teacher might taste meat three times a year, by saying this, he demonstrated that the 

teacher was so poor that he could not afford to buy any meat In addition to the gift of the student what the 

critic referred to was the meat given after the two memorial services to Confucius during the spring and 

autunm festivals every year. 

The one hundred and first joke. i.e., the last joke, of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " Is There No One [to Transmit 

His Doctrines)" (jan-erh wu-yu hu erh ttifoM W¥-W)'' also teased the teachers of the public schools. 

lao StMifi, Hsiu-tz'u hstleh fa-fan (Introduction to Rhetorics) (Hong Kong: Ta-kuang ch'u-paiv-she, 

1964), 161-64. In addition. Fu Li-p'u points out the fact that the ifaetorical method of hsieh-hou is often tinged with 

a sense of humorous jesting; see Fu Li-p'u Hsiu-tz'u hstkh (The Study of Rhetorics) (Taipei; 

Cheng-chung shu-chU, 1st ed., 1969; 2nd cd.. 1971). 150-53. Hiiang Yung-wu Ai-lu t'an wen-hstkh 

Stf (Taipei: Cheng-chung shu-chU, 1993), 314-18. 

"This is the second to the last sentence of The H'orks of Kkncius, that is ch. 38 of BK VII, translated by James Legge; 
see James Legge, The Works ofMencius, in The Chinese Classics, E, 502. 
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Their images were portrayed as toothless, deaf, and with dyed wtiiskers. wliich were all tokens of failure, 

indicating that these public teachers had never succeeded in the civil service e.xaininations until their old 

age.'^ They waited in the hall for a meeting with the inspector ( "chih-chih" By chance, the 

magistiate arrived earlier and laughed at them by saying that " These three old men lack three things; one 

is toothless,'"* the other is (deaf), and another has no beard.''" Then together they paid a \isit to the 

inspector. He thought of what he had just said and then burst into laughter. The inspector was puzzled to 

raise his question. The magistrate explained why he laughed and the inspector laughed as well (111-12). 

And the critic commented: 

There were many whiskery and deaf teachers of public schools, who were so familiar with the 

[Fourl Books that they might read Mencius in reverse." Here the commentator meant that the 

joker (the magistrate) was also very familiar with the Works of Mencius that he nught quip with 

sentences adapted &om Mencius. (112) 

From the content of this joke and its comment we notice that the teadiers of the public-schools were 

usually unsuccessful examinees, which made them the targets of jokers. The magistrate here utilized the 

last two sentences of the Works of Mencius to parody these teachers' aging ^pearances. The aging student 

who had failed the dvil service examinations many times was well lampooned in two jokes collected in 

similar version was collected into Chiang Ying-k'o's Hsieh-shik, see Chiang Ying-k'o, HsUeh-t'ao hsiao-shih. 92. 

That version seemed to be earlier than the version of Ssu-shu hsiao. because the oarration of the former version was 

about a teaclier of public schooL whose surname was Wu, and the content was recorded like a true case. 

'^The term " chih-chih " S referred to the ofHcial post, set up in the dynasty, and reponsible for censorship and 

justice. These officials were usually dressed up in embroidered clothes; therefore, it was also named as " hsiu-yi 

chih-chih ^ S " (the embroidered censorial inspector). 

'"^The original line is written as " When one is ashamed of having been without shame, he will afterwards not have 

occasion to be ashamed" (wu-ch'ih chih ch'ih wu ). That is the shame as being without te^h, 

which parodies one line in ch. 6 of BK. VII. in The Works ofK-kncius, whereby Mencius said; " A man may not be 

without shame. When one is ashamed of having been without shame [wu-ch'ih chih ch'ih wu he will 

after not have occasion to be ashamed [again];" see James Legge. The Works of Mencius, in The Chinese Classics, 

n, 451. The joker replaced the word " ch 'ih " (shame) with its homophone, " ch 'ih " (tooth), in order to tease 

the old and toothless teacher of the governmental school. 

''These two lines were adapted from the last two sentences in The Works of Mencius, whereby Mencius said: " From 

Confucius downwards until now. there are only 100 years and somewhat more. The distance in time from the sage 

is so far from being remote, and so very near at hand was the sage's residence. In these circumstances, is there no 

one to transmit his doctrines? Yea, is there no one to do so? [fan-erh wu-yu hu erh ^ riff tse i wu-yu hu 

srA see James Legge, trans., q^A^enciuy. m The Chinese Classics, U, S02. Thejoker 

quoted the last two lines; however, he sk^ed two words: "hu^" and " erh W," and then these two quotations 

were transfoimed to become "Jan-erh wu-yu erh tse i wu-yu hu which 
implied that [the teacher] has no ears and the other has no beard. 
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Feng's section of Ju-liu (the rank of rotten swine), which were all entitled " Old School Boy " {lao-t'ung-

sheng ^ In the first joke, it is said: 

A dger left the mountain and later r^umed saying that he was hungry. Other fellows 

ask: " Haven't you met any man today? " The tiger replies: " I did. but I didn't eat him." [Other 

tigers] ask the neasoa " In the begirming a monk came, and for the stinky smell 1 didn't eat him 

Ne.xt a hsiu-ts'ai came, and I didn't eat him because of the sour smell. Finally, there came a school 

boy, whom I didn't eat, either," rq>lies the tiger. These tigers ask why he didnt eat the school 

boy. The tiger says: " I am afiraid of hurting my teeth." (23-24) 

Feng commented: " In the original version, the final sentence is: ' His sinews and bones are too old to be 

edible.' which is rather terse and inq)liciL " The second comment reminded the listener that young school 

boys must watch out tigers. But the image is of an old school boy, who maintained his studentship for 

never passing the civil service examinations. The humorist stressed the student's senility by depicting that 

even a tiger would rgect eating his muscles. 

Another fimny tale is as follows: 

The magistrate held the examination for governmental school boys. In the late afternoon, he heard 

the noise fiiom the comer of the e.\amination building. He then inquires, and the gatekeeper 

reports: "The school boys mistakenly take another person's stick, and they are arguing over 

there." (2.24) 

The use of stick implied that the age of these governmental school students was advanced. And the 

magistrate was giving the routine exam e.xecuted every year to inspea the progress of their learning. 

Another joke is entitled " Not Yet Being Capped," whereby it is said: 

One school boy is old and not yet capped. The examiner asks him the reason for not getting a cap. 

He replies that he is too poor to buy a cap woven by threads. The oSlcial says: "The thick 

whiskers around your mouth are enough for weaving a piece of cap." " It is improper to wear a 

white cap as a new cap." replies the student (2.25) 

Since, the school boy referred to the color of the new cap made of his whiskers as white, his age was thus 

exposed. The old student's poverty and physical trait signiiied the tortiu^ suffered from the civil service 

examinatioa 

IV. The Ineligible Instructors 

The main theme of a great deal of jokes in Ssu-shu hsiao was to ridicule the contemporary instructors' 

insufficient knowledge of the Confucian classics. Among them, the distina shortcoming, frequently 

'®Yeh Meng-chu also mentioned the selected student of old age for the civil service examinations; see Yeh Meng-chu. 

YUeh-shih pien, 2.29. 
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mocked in the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao, was the teachers' inappropriate punctuation and interpretion of the 

Confucian classics. These teachers were usually depicted as "snunbling blocks in the textuality" (yven-li 

pu-t'ung The fiinny accounts of textual mistakes contained phonetic, lexical, and syntactic 

dismembermenL The subsequent divergence of meaning was inevitable. For instance, the devices of 

contamination and degradation were employed to create jokes full of phonological and lexical mistakes in 

order to highlight the poor leaming of the village teachers. The vivid depiction of this problem is 

exemplified in the twelfth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, where it is said:'^ 

Two dead instructors went to see the King of the Hell (Yen-wang ©jE), who checked their 

records to find out that one was the type of man who usually pronounced the words mistakenly, 

while the other frequently punctuated the sentence mistakenly. After a thorough examination, the 

Hades King then punished the former to become a dog and the latter a pig. The fonner said: " I 

would not dare to reject being a dog, but Td rather be a female dog." The liades King 

asked; " Why?" The former said: " According to the Book of Rite. {Li-chi ffilE) ' Faced with a 

great deal of money, the female dog takes it; encountering peril, the female dog avoids it.' " 

The latter said: " I dare not to rqect to be a pig, but 1 am willing to be a southern pig." The 

Hades King asked: " Why?" The latter replied: " According to the Doctrine of the Mean (Chung-

yung ^ W): 'The southem pig is stronger than the northern pig.' " (12-13) 

In this joke, a coiq>le of teachers made mistakes in their quotations. In fact, that meant the joker parodied 

the Confucian classics to distort the original context with the aid of flgiuative and phonological 

ambiguities. For example, the first dead teacher repleaced the phrase. " do not illicit" {wu-kou §J^), with 

the term, "female dog" {mu-kou Thus the original saying—"According to the Book of 

Rite. ' Faced with a great deal of mone>". one must not ilUcitly take it: encountering a peril, one should not 

try to avoid it by means of Ulicit strategy.' " —is distorted as " Faced with a great deal of money, the 

'^The primaiy condition for selecting a teacher of a village school was to be able to read through the te.\ts of the 

Confucian classics without any stumbling; see Han Ch'eng & Mao Yi-lu eds.. Sui-<m hsien-chih 

5 H ."S (The Gazetteer of Sui-an), Chung-kuo fang-chih ts'ung-shu 'P (Taipei; Ch'eng-wen ch'u-pan-

she. 1983), 1.38a-38b. The reference to village teachers whose deficiency in interpreting the Confucian classics weis 

seen in Chia-ching Hui-an hsien-chih ® (The Gazetteer of Hui-an), 10;9.8b-9a. The students' abilities 

of textual interpretation were emphasized as well; see Hu Kuang fiSflf, et aL, XBng Ying-tsung shih-lu. 38:336.4b-

5a. 

'^Feng Meng-lung mentioned this joke in his comment to another joke, entitled " Mistakenly Breaking-up the Syntax 

of the Text" (tu p'o-ch 0 ). But the version referred by Feng was simplified; see Hsiao-fit, 2.48. 

''This is a sentence parodying the sentence of the Book of Rite {li-chi ^32); see li-chi, the shih-san-ching chu-su ed. 

(Taipei: I-wen yin-shukuan. 1955), 1.6b. 

'®®This sentence is a peuody of the sentence of ch. 10 of the Doctrine of the Kkan. whereby Tzu-lu asked for energy, 

and Confucius replied: " Do you mean the energy of the South, the energy of the North, or the energy which you 

should cultivate youiself?" See James Legge. trans.. The Doctrine cf the Mean, in The Chinese Classics, I&IL 389. 

""This is the direct quote of the Book of Rite {Ji-chi ®IS); see li-chi, the shih-san-ching chu-su ed. (Taipei: I-wen yin-

shukuan, 1955), l.6b. 
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female dog takes it: encountering a peril, the female dog avoids it" Likewise, the second deceased 

teacher changed the auxiliary character "chih" Z. into the word, "pig " (chu whereby the conte.xtual 

reference was transferred finom men to beast And now let us take a look at another joke told by the critic in 

his comment: 

There was a host who hired an instructor to tutor his son and the payment would be several shih S" 

of grains. Meanwhile, they had made a deal that if the instructor pronounced one character 

mistakenly, he would be punished by decreasing one sheng ff* (one of 0.1 percentage of a liter) of 

his grains. Toward the end of the year, the grains that the teacher were supposed to gain were 

deducted because of the words that he pronounced mistakenly, and the left amount was merely 

two sheng. The instructor was so disappointed that he lamented; " Of which how can I be counted 

[one|! Of which how can I be counted [onej!" {shih ho-yen hsing! shih ho-yen hsing! 

However, he mistook the auxiliary character "yf" M as the 

word, "thriving" (hsing ^). The host said: "The two sheng are also taken away, and you get 

nothing." (13) 

The Inferior-man commented: 

Since he has returned [all that he owes] when he lives. He does not need to be afiaid of any 

retribution in his afterlife. (13) 

And the second critic said: 

People say: "the word, 'love' {ch'in ^) [in the Great Learning] should be read as 'to 

renovate' (hsin Si)." Is there retribution or no retribution [for them]? (14) 

The premise of the joke and its two comments is that one would suffer greatly in afterlife for his 

wrongdoing in this life. Misreading, including all mistakes in relation to the phonetic and figurative 

ambiguities, was considered as a kind of crime, which doomed the speaker to retribution conferred by the 

King of the Hell. The joke is entangled with the Buddhist belief widely accepted by Chinese during the 

late Ming. The visible decrease of the grains that the instructor was supposed to g?»in symbolized the 

insufficiencv' of his familiarity with the text of the Confucian classics. This technique paralleled that the 

jokester did in the twelfth joke of the Ssu-shu Hsiao, wherein the dual teachers were turned into a dog and 

pig respectively for their erroneous references. The images of beasts represented that they were unfit as far 

as their teaching performances were concerned. What is more important is the last comment given by the 

'®^This joke is also collected into Hsiao-fit by Feng Meng-lung, entitled " Reading The Word With Enoneous 
Pronouciation" (fti p'o-tzu SfSSt^); see Hsiao-fu, 2.47. 

'"^According to HanyU dacidian. the weight measurement shih -ff was equivalent to 70800g during the Ming dynasty, 

while Ping-ti Ho inteiprets it as " Chinese bushels'* ; see Luo Tsu-feng, et al.. Hany a dacidian. Appendix & Index 

(Shanghai: HanyU dacidian ch'u-pan-she, 1994), 19. See also Ping-ti Ho, The Ladder of Success in Imperial China: 

Aspects of Social Mobility 1368-1911,20. 

'°'*This is a sentence derived from the Li-chi ^a2 (the Book of Rite); see chi-i SH (The Meaning of Memorial 

Service), in Zi-cAi. 14.1 lb. 
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second critic, who referred to the text of the Great Learning, wherein the word, " love" (ch'in M) should 

be read as " to renovate" {hsin for some scholars. In fact this general reference implied a critical view 

toward the exegetical note given by Ch'eng I in the beginning of the Grear Leaming}^^ When Ch'en I 

offered the exegetical note he asserted that "loving people" (ch'in-min SS) is different 

ftom " renovating people {hsin-min S)," as Wang Yang-ming pointed out in his " Inquiry on the Great 

Learning." But in Wang's view, from the viewpoint of manifesting one's character, both " loving 

people " and " renovating people " are the same. The second critic of this joke held the same view as tliat 

of Wang Yang-ming so that he teased Ch'eng I by saying that Ch'eng would probably have sufTered 

retribution for his incorrect e.xposition. 

It is necessary to introduce the seventy-ninth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. so that we can discern two issues 

related to the above joke; The thematic issue concerned with the unqualified scholarship of the teachers: 

and the critic's tendency to make the associations between various jokes. In the seventy-ninth joke, 

entitled " Ch'en Liang's piq)il Ch'en Hsiang," it is said: 

One village teacher usually enunciated the text with incorrect punctuations. When he read " Ch'en 

Hsiang, a disciple of Ch'en Liang, and his younger brother, Hsin with their plough-handles and 

shares on their backs, came from Sung to Teng...." He linked two more words of the first two 

sentences; thus it soimded like " Ch'en Hsiang, a disciple of Ch'en Liang, and his younger 

brother's newly wedded wife had an affair." lliose who heard his enunciation burst into 

laughter to comment: "To dissect the sentence into pieces is to ruin the norm of a good custom, 

because [the context of] his enunciation sounded like ' to have affairs with his brother's newly 

wedded wife.' " (89) 

Here the joker played with the phonetic ambiguities between the sentence. " his brother, Hsin, carried their 

plough-handles and shares" {ch'i-ti hsin fu-lei-ssu and the parodic sentence, "his brother's 

newly wedded wife having an affair" (ch'i-ti hsin ju-lei The joker utilized the audiences' 

voices to suggest that the incorrect punctuation would create the problem of damaging the good custom 

The teacher's lexical and phonological mistakes were thus exaggerated to become sort of crime. In other 

•OSsee Chu Hsi, Ta-hsUeh chang-chU, vaSsu-shu chang-chUchi-chu, 3. 

'O^See Wang Yang-ming, Wong Wen-ch'eng kung ch'Uan-shu (The Collective Works of Wang Yang-

ming), Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an (Taipei: Taiwan shang-wu yin-shu-kuan. 1979), 26.6b-7a. See also Wing-tsit Chan, trans. 

& comp.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 663. 

^""^This is a sentence derived from ch. 4 of BK. Ill of the Works of Mencius, whereby Ch'en Hsiang was said to be 

fascinated by the philosophy of Shen-nung promoted by Ch'en's contemporary, HsU Hsing Wff; see The 

Works cf Xlencius. in James L^ge, trans. The Chinese Classics. IL 246. The school of Agriculture (mmg-chia 

l&^) was one of a variety of schools of philosophies circulating during the period prior to Ch'in (221-206 B.C.). 

For a short discussion of the themes and bibliography of the school of Agriculture, see Pan Ku 

" Bibliographic Treatise" {Yi-wen chih SX^)mHan-shu 81 11:1742-43. 
^°^Ibid. 
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words, the incapability of these teachers was measured fix)in a broader and society-wide perception rather 

than as a matter of the individual's scholarly accomplishment. The critic commented on the above joke as 

follows: 

[The fellow] who was punished as either a southern pig or northern pig was e.xactly this rank of 

people. If there were not this rank of people, how could those " meat-eating people" (jou-shih 

che a derogatory term referring to oSidals) be found in the whole world? (90) 

The comment implies that those officials were also unlettered because they were all educated by these 

unqualified teachers. These ofBcials were dq)icted with the image of " meat-eating people." which 

alluded to the e-xpression of Tso Chuan, wherdjy the exeg^cal note of Tu YU described them lacking in 

wit (pi In so doing the critic displayed his "dialogicai imagination" to associate various sources to 

criticize both unfit teachers and officials. The systems of education, examination, and bureaucracy were 

like a network intimately cormected to one another. The critic's ironic conunents revealed his insight into 

the root of the state's fimctionary problera 

In the twenty-ninth joke of Ssu-shv hsiao, entitled "Tsai-yU Being Asleep During the Day" (Tsai-yUchou-

ch'in itissaid:"^ 

The instructor liked to sleep during the day. The pupil said; " What does it mean by ' Tsai-yU 

Being Asleep During the Day Time" {Tsai-yll chou-ch'in ?" The instruaor 

replied: " Do you know the interpretations of these four characters? The word. ' tsai' ? refers 

to 'kill' ; the word, 'yU' ^ refers to 'I.' the word 'chou' S refers to 'daytime.' and the 

word 'c/t'in' ® refers to 'sleep.* " As a whole, it meant that I must take my nap during the 

day even if I have been killed. (29) 

The critic conunented:"^ 

'"'This is an expression used in the 10th year of Chuang-kung (the Duke of Chuang) in Tso chuan (Tso's 

Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals), whereby it is sai± " Those who eat meats were shallow, because 

they cannot have forethought." According to Tu Yu's exegetical note, the so-called, " meat-eating people referred 

to those who held ofllcial positions;" see Tso-chuan, Shih-san ching chu-su ed.. 8.22b. See also the Ch'un Ts'ew. 

with the Tso Chuen. in James Legge trans.. The Chinese Classics, BK. in (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 

Press, 1970; 1960 1st ed.). 85. See also Ko Hung Pao-p'u tzu (Taipei: Chung-hua shu-chU. 1966), 5a. 
>'0/6,V/. 

* ^ 'This is a sentence derived from ch. 9 of BK. V of The Confucian Analects, whereby Tsai-yU, the pupil of Confucius, 

was reproved by the Master for his laziness and falling asleep during the day time; see James Legge. trans. The 

Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&II, 176. 

' *^Feng Meng-lung referred to this joke in his comment on the joke, entitled " Sleeping During the Day" (chou-ch'in 

ff 5S); see Hsiao-fu, 2.44. 

"^Feng Meng-lung collected this joke into Hsiao-Jit, entitled "Sleeping During the Day" (chou-ch'in SSEX see 

Hsiao-fu, 2.43-44. 
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The master [Confucius] reproved Tsai-yU with [the nomenclatures such asj "rotten 

wood" and " a wall of dirty earth." ' Tsai-yU was recalcitrant and exclaimed; " I have to meet 

the Duke of Chou (d. 1094 B.C.); why blame me?" The master said: "Is daytime the right 

moment to dream of the Duke of Chou? " Tsai-yU replied: " The Duke of Chou was not the kind 

of person who would come at night" (29) 

In this joke, first the teadier took a nap during the day. and his student teased him Implicitly by alluding to 

the record of''Tsai-yU chou-ch'in in the Confucian Analecf- he thus drew an analogy 

between his teacher and Tsai-yU. Seconi the teacher offered literal meanings of each word. However. 

Tsai-yU. the name of Confucius' pupil, cannot be interpreted literally by each word. Third, the punchline of 

the joke lay in the last sentence, whereby the teacher gave the entire meaning of the allusion to say that he 

would have fallen asleep during the day. even though he had been killed. In his comment the critic made a 

joke by conjecturing the subsequent situation described in ch. 9 of BK. V of the Confucian Analects. 

whereby no account of Tsai-yU's disobedience was recorded. Here the critic displayed his sense of humor 

by letting Tsai-yU defend himself with the e.xcuse that Duke Chou would not come at night What the critic 

did was to refer to another passage, ch. 5 of BK. VII of the Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius himself 

lamented that he had not dreamed of the Duke of Chou for a long time, and that was the token of his 

senility and decay.' As a reader, the critic linked the conte.xt of the joke of Ssu-shu hsiao with that of the 

dream experience of Confucius: in so doing, the reader's response is out of e.Npectation. and increases the 

degree of humor to its climax. It is necessary to note that when the critic of Ssu-shu hsiao wrote his 

comments, he frequently tried to find correlated elements in a number of sequential jokes and then gave 

comments that were simultaneously associated with respective jokes. For e-xample. for the twentieth joke 

of Ssu-shu hsiao. also entitiled " Tsai-yU chou-ch'in S " the critic offered the following comment: 

The Duke of Chou ^ [was said to| spew up food (as he ate meals|, and needed to hold his hairs 

[three times, because he was intenupted so many times during the process of washing his 

hairs).As a result he was not spirited at night [my italics). Thus, the code of curfew was 

enforced. How could he foresee that [someone would] contribute the institution of curfew to the 

daydream of Tsai-yU? (31) 

The critic explained that the Duke of Chou was too busy during the day so that he would not be able to go 

out at night Thus, he implemented the code of curfew to forbid people walking about at night and how 

could he visit people in their dreams? Therefore. Tsai-yU must take a nap during the day in order to meet 

the Duke of Chou in the dream. In sum. we must note that Tsai-yU's nap signified his indolence and this 

' '''See James Legge. trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&H. 176. 

196. 

"^The entire sentence refers to the idiom, "t'u-pu wo-fa" it"!!®®; see Han Ying Han-shih wai-chuan 

8^^1'flf(The Additional Exegesis of the Poetry of Han) (Taipei; Taiwan shang-wu yin-shu kuan, 1979), 3.19b. 

See also Ko Hung ® Pao-p'u tzu 2. 
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particular episode served the need of the jokesters. including both tliat of the joke and critic, to satirize 

those poorly educated instructors. Let us take a look at the thirty-ninth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. where it is 

said:"^ 

A "pedant" (hsUeh-chiu •??£) ftequently admonished his student not to fall asleqj during the 

day."^ One day, a pupil sees the "scholar" fall asleep, and says: " Sir. you reprimand people, 

yet do it yourself. Why? " " You wouldn't be able to understand. 1 was dreaming of the Ouke of 

Chou." remarks the "scholar" . The next day, the pupil deliberately sleeps [during the day]. 

The " scholar" urges him to get iq). The pupil says: " I was dreaming of the Duke of Chou, 

too." The "pedant" says: "Did the Duke of Giou say anything?" The pupil says: "He didn't 

talk about anything else, and the only thing that he said is that in faa he was not able to meet you 

yesterday. Sir!" (42) 

The critic commented: 

The Duke of Chou suflFered greatly, [because at first) there was Tsai-yU, the contemporary of 

Confucius; ftom Tsai-yU onwards, there was Pien Hsiao-hsien after Hsiao-hsien, there 

were the pair of the instructor and his pq)il. The Duke of Chou is really too busy to meet their 

needs. Later, the fellow, Ch'en Tu-nan even went to stay at the household of Chou. 

(42-43) 

A series of figures mentioned in the comment were all famous for their fondness of sleep. The sequential 

pattern could be outlined in the way that the critic delivered his comments. It took place in his act of 

conjoining different allusions as well as different jokes together. Therefore, as a reader we can figure out 

"^Feng Meng-lung collected this joke into Hsiao-fit. entitled "Sleeping During the Day" (chou-ch'in ffSE); see 

Hsiao-fit. 2.43. 

"^The so-called, " hstleh-chiu " is a derogatory terai for describing " a humorless classics teacher." and those 

who are "unduly dogmatic" or "unreasonably bookish." The characteristics a( " hslkh-chiu " might be 

said as pedantic and priggish. Here it can be translated as " pedagogue" as well, because the fellow was a teacher, 

see Adrian Room, Dictionary of Confitsing Words and Meanings (London; Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985). 178. 

See also R.H. Mathews, Kidthews'Chinese-English Dictionary (Taipei: Ta Chung-kuo t'u-shu kung-ssu. 1984). 417; 

Lin Tai-i. cd.. Tlie New Lin Yutang Chinese-English Dictionary (Hong Kong; Ta-sheng ch'u-pan yu-hsien kimg-ssu, 

1987), 847. It is necessary to note that the meaning of pedant is considered different from that of pedagogue; see 

Webster's Dictionary of English Usage (Springfield, MA; Meiriam-Webster Inc., 1989), 723. 

' "Pien Shao i§ SS, whose courtesy name was Hsiao-hsien, was famous for his literary compositions and taught several 

hundred students during the reign of Emperor Hiian of Eastern Han (147-67 A.D.). Pien was renowned for his 

fondness for sleep, and his students frequently teased him privately, see Fan Yeh. Hou-han shu (History of the 

Latter Han), ed. by Yang Chia-lo (Taipei; Ting-wen shu-chU, 1981), 802623. 

'^'^Ch'en Tuan HfW, whose courtesy name was Tu-nan IB and nickname, fu-yao-tzu ScflE ?, was bom during the 

late Tang and Five dynasties. He later went to Moimt Hua ^tlj to leam religious Taoism and avoid eating grains 

in order to become an irrunortaL Ch'en was famous for his sleep, which lasted for more than a himdred days: see 

SungShih (Mstory of Sung), ed. by Yang Chia-Io (Taipei; Ting-woi shu-chU, 1981), 457.13420-21. 
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the order of the compilei's thoughts in airanging his materials and the logic of his humorous conunents 

wherein he conducted his dialogues with the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao. 

The con:q}iler organized the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao in a particular order rather than h^hazardly. The three 

jokes, including the 45th, 46th. and 47th, are all parodies of the texts and exegesis of ch. 8. 10. and 12 of 

BK. X of the Confucian Analects', moreover, their contexts were all designed to make teachers an object of 

laughter for their misunderstanding of the Confucian classics. In the Forty-fifth joke of Ssu-ssu Hsiao. 

entitled "To Stop At The Ri^t Moment" (shih k'o erh chih it is said; 

One teacher went to the toilet and then returned. The pupil asked him; " Sir, why do you come 

back so soon ftom the toilet?" "St0R)ing oneself at the right moment one should not have a 

greedy mind," replied the teacher. (50) 

The first critic commented; 

If [he] were like Wang Tun vvho was fascinated by the "bean of soap." tsao-tou 

S a.'23 tjiis teacher would have not stopped using the toilet [so soon). (50) 

The second critic commented; 

One pupU was going to go to the toilet and he first asked the teacher " Sir, aren't you going to use 

the toilet? " The teacher said; " I feel like going, but you go first." The pupil went there, and 

foimd that somebody had already used the toil^ and then returned immediately. The pupil 

asked; " Why do you come back so soon? " " There is someone who holds the same idea like that 

of yours in the toilet" '^4 

The Inferior-man commented; 

One teacher stops [using the toilet) at the right moment one pupil knows " to decline when he 

faced the difficulty [for someon is in the toilet]" (chih nan erh I'ui SJI® ffff jl).'25 it shows quite 

'^'This is the exegesis ofTered by Chu Hsi for the sentence, " Do not eat too much" (pu tuo-shih which is 

seen inch.8ofBK-Xof£fte Confucian Analects', see Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu, 120. 

'^^Wang Tun (c. 2657-323?) was a relative of Wang Tao and married the daughter of Emperor Wu of Chin (r. 

265-290). When Wang Tun went to Shih Ch'ung's G ̂  house and used the toilet Wang changed his own clothes 

as Shih airanged. but other guests were not used to Shih's luxurious toilet and the custom of changing clothes after 

using the toilet; See the "Biography of Wang Tun." Chin-shu chiao-chu (The Collated and Annotated 

History of Chin), annotated by Wu Shih-chien ^±85 & Liu Ch'eng-kan 91^9^ (Taipei; Hsin wen-feng t'u-shu 

kung-ssu, 1975), 98.1-17. 17. 

'^^The kind of soap, tsao-tou S a, was made of the powders of pancreas, bean, and spice; the " soap " was said to be 
able to moisturize the skin and remove its calluses. 

'^"'Feng Meng-lung collected this joke into Hsiao-fit. entitled " Going to the Toilet" {teng-ch'e SSI); see Hsiao-fu. 

2.42-13. 

'^^This is an expression derived from the 28th year of Hsi-kung (the E)uke of Hsi) in Tso chuan (Tso's 

Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals), whereby it is said; " According to the NClitary manuaL chlh-chih 

* [the armyl should return [home] at the proper moment; it is also said to recede as the difficulty is known." 
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clear that the [teacher'sl " clothes and bowl" [have been handed down to his pupil] {ta-vu vi-po 

/jfli (51) 

Interestingly, a correspondence existed between the joke itself and the funny anecdote, given by the second 

critic, whereby the pupil adapted his teacher's expression into his own utterance. The student drew an 

analogy bOwcen the man in the toilet and his teacher. Therefore, the third critic was able to sketch the 

chronological and hereditary pattern of these two fiumy tales and the sense of humor shared by the teacher 

and his pupil. The joker let the teacher apply Chu Hsi's exegetical note on the sentence of ch. 8 of BK. X 

of the Confucian Analects in the case of urinating or defecating. The leachei's act of allnriing reflected the 

degree of his familiarity with the Confiician classics; however, ironically, he applied the serious quotation 

of the classics to a circumstance of defecatioa And like his instructor, the student quoted the phrase ftom 

Tso chuan ((Tso's Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals) to explain why he returned from 

the toilet so sooa In tenns of the use of allusion by both the teadier and pupil, there are two possibilities; 

Both had much in common in their senses of humor and knowing the texts of ancient canons well to a 

certain degree. Therefore, the third critic, the Inferior-man, made the ftmny comment that tiie pupil had 

inherited his teacher's "clothes and bowl." the symbol of a Zen master's "essence of 

teaching" transmitted to his disciples beyond the words of Scriptures. That meant to criticize the 

pedagogical method adopted by some Sung and Ming Confucian scholars, who tended to mystify their 

words in instructing the classics. The sarcastic tone of the Inferior-man indi«ifed the element of 

incongruity between the serious Confucian classics and the profane context of the joke. From the above 

examination, we see the the threads of " dialogical imagination" weaving the jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao and 

their commentaries into a network of intertextuality. 

Concerning the comments on the above joke, there is one more point worthy of our discussion. The 

quotation of Chu Hsi's exegesis to the Confucian Analects was related to the theme of disciplining one's 

mind and decreasing his desire, which was the core of Neo-Confiician philosophy of the Sung dynasty. 

That is why the first critic made fun of the teacher by analogizing him with Wang Tim who was e.xtremely 

fond of the particular kind of soap, ^^^'hat the critic meant was that the teacher did not see anything that 

infatuated him; if he had seen any interesting object in the toilet he would never have thought of controlling 

his desire and stopping his action at the right moment As we know, the conflia of desire and human 

nature was one of several topics discussed thoroughly by numerous thinkers. And the mainstream of Ming 

Neo-Confudan philosophy was the School of Mind led by Wang Yang-ming. If we look at the thematic 

See Tso-chuan, Shih-san ching chu-su ed, 16.19b; see also The Ch'un Ts'ew. with The Tso Chuen. in James Legge 
trans.. The Chinese Classics, BK. V, 16.19b. 

'^®The phrase, "dialogical imagination.'' is a usage borrowed fiom M. Bakhtiii; see M. Bakhtin. The Dialogical 

Imagination: Four Essays byKLM. Bakhtin, ed. by Michael Holquist, trans, by Caryl Emenon & Michael Holquist 
(Texas: The University of Texas Press, 1981). 
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issue pertaining to the above joke from the perspective of its philosophical backdrop and historical 

development of Neo-Confiicianism of the Sung and Ming, we will know the joke reflerted the main 

concern, the moral argument which drew the attention of contemporary intellectuals. Thus, the 

significance of this joke made it more a philosophical argument rather than a shallow satire. 

Teachers and tutors lived on a minuscule salary in Ming times. Therefore, jokes regarding the increase of 

salary were often seen. For instance, in the Forty-sixth joke of Ssu-ssu Hsiao, entitled " K'ang 

Tzu 'Having Sent Him [Coniiiciusl A Present of Medicine' " {K'ang Tzu k'uei-yao it is 

said; 

One tutor ftom the region. YU-yao e.xplained the passage of " fC'ang Tzu made an offering 

of Medicine" {K'ang Tzu k'uei-yiao [in the Confucian Analects] to his pupil. The 

student asked: "Was the medicine in the form of 'chien-yao' [making a decoction of 

herbal medicines], or in the form of pills?" The tutor was delighted; "Your question is very 

clever. You can tell your father to increase my salary, and I will reply to your question later." 

The pupil said; "Tell me [the correct answer] now. and I will tell my father your request later." 

The tutor said; "The interpretations [for this chapter of the Confucian Analects] vary, and mine is 

[based on] the secret message transmitted from my ancestors of YU-yao. [who instructed us] to 

conjecture through the thread of the preceding text together with that of the subsequent te.xL " The 

pupil asked; "What is the thread of the preceding text?" "The preceding te.xt is about 'the 

villagers [who] engaged in the ceremonies to drive away pestilential influences....' {hsiang-Jen no 

A fit).'28 Kang Tzu was a minister, and Confiicius was a sage. The fact that the minister 

offered the sage medicine as a present was out of emergency, so that people of the entire village 

all came to ' ch'uo-no filfii' (moving one's hands backwards and forwards to rub the substance 

of the medicine smooth in between two hands). Therefore, it must be in the form of pills." The 

pupil said: " It is [in the fomi of] pills." The tutor said; " That isnt all; it is necessary to take the 

subsequent te.\t iiUo consideration." The pupil asked, "What does the subsequent text 

say? " " The following text records that the stable had been burned because of the carelessness of 

the young boy. That was rather like the medicine made in the form of a decoctioa " replied the 

tutor. The pupil said; "The medicine is both in the form of pills and decoctioa Then which is 

it?" The tutor said; " What an even more clever question it is! I decide to hand down to you the 

'^'This is a sentence derived from ch. 11 of BK. X of The Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius refused the offering 

of medicine by Chi K'ang-lzu without knowing what it is; see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The 

Chinese Classics, I&Q, 234. 
'^^This is a sentence derived from ch. 10 of BK. X of The Confucian Analects, and my translation is adapted Erom that 

of Legge: see The Confucian Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. 

I&n. 233. 
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secret code transmitted from my ancestors into my mind: When you write compositions, one 

portion takes the form of pill, and the other, decoction: then, you make a combination of half pill 

and half decoctica The complementary of two theories will make a perfect meaning. Anyway, 

you must tell your father about the increase of my salary." (51-53) 

The critic said: 

[In the preceding joke,] the aforementioned term, " i-po" (literally, referring to the clothes 

and bowl of a Zen master, figuratively, the particular teaching skill handed down from a Zen 

master to his disciple) was what the tutor meant here, namely. "hsin-chUeh" -6^ (the secret 

code of mind). [Whatever he referred to either] the method of reading or the method of 

compositioa nothing is as important as the increase of his salary, which is the main concern of his 

mind. (53) 

The teacher was portrayed as a tridcy figure because he tried to tie the proficiency of classical literacy with 

his own secret scheme. Moreover, his interpretation was misleading and ambiguous. The act of 

misreading took place when he interpreted the word "no" 9k (the ceremony practiced in the winter " when 

the officers led all the people of a village about searching every house to expel demons, and drive away 

pestilence" )'^' as "ch'uo-no" (rubbing things in between the hands). The essence of ambiguity was 

related to the fact that he never decided whether the medicine offered by K'ang Tzu was made in the form 

of decoction or pills. Through the content of this joke, we see that the tutor did not fiilfill his duty, and his 

major concem was the matter of increasing his salary, as the critic pointed out in his comment We also see 

that his student became the mediator who assumed the role of talking to his father for the tutor's salary-

increase. The dual themes of this joke suggested that the poor scholarly training of this tutor was related to 

his suffering from poverty. In additioru the reading act of the critic was to employ the interte.\tual 

interpretation and pii^oint the correlations between the two jokes. He tried to illustrate that secret method 

of e-xposiUon kept by the tutor here corresponded to the preceding joke, whereby the pupil shared the sense 

of witty humor pertaining to his teacher. The sequel of this perception will become more clear after we 

read the following joke, entitled "The Stable Being on Fire" {chiu fen iS5S). 

In the forty-seventh joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled "The Stable Being on Fire" {chiu fen 18^),'^° it is 

said:'^' 

IZ'see Legge's exposition for ch. 10 of BK. X of The Confucian Analects, in James Legge. trans.. The Confitcian 

.•inalects, in The Chinese Classics. I&IL 233. 

'^^^This refers to the event recorded in ch. 12 of BK. X or The Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius returned from 

the court and noticed that the stable had been burned, but he only asked if anyone had been hurt; see Chu Hsi, Ssu-

shu chang-ch U chi-chu, 121; see also James Legge. trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&II. 

234. 

'^'This joke was also collected into Hsiao-fu by Feng Meng-lung, entitled "Without Asking about Ifaise" {pu-wen 

ffia ^ ); .see Hsiao-fit, 2.57-58. 
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When one official, a Tao-hsUeh hsien-sheng (i.e., the scholar of the Way), serves the 

govenunent the stable is on fire, and all young male servants go to put out the fire. After the fire 

has been e.Ytinguished. they return to make a report to their superior. The scholar of Tao asks; " Is 

there anyone injured?" The reply is. "Fortunately, there is no one harmed. However, the 

horsetail is bumed a bit" The scholar of tao gets mari and says: "Havent you heard that 

Confucius did not ask about horses? How dare you to reply about the damage to the horses." 

The official then orders them to be punished. (S3) 

The first critic conmiented; 

Because [the official's mind] was obstructed by the fact that Confucius did not ask about the horse 

[recorded in the canonj,'^^ so he behaved in a similar marmer, these people who failed in imitating 

the sages were all like this ofiflcial. The Sung Neo-Confucians were eager to achieve personal 

success in the area of officialdom; moreover, they were not able to retain their sincerity and rectify 

their minds, so that they could not contribute themselves to prevent the state from collapse. Alas! 

Where is the splendor of the School of Principle (U-hsUeh M^)? [my italics] The case in which 

singing meant without crying is similar to this case as well. (54) 

The second critic coirmiented; 

The pain of the horsetail was not like that of man's buttocks. It is not meant " to value men and 

depreciate animals. It is certainly a consequence of reasoning!" (54) 

Here the second critic emulated the joker to apply the device of parody in composing his comment He 

deliberately quoted Chu Hsi's exposition for ch. 12 of BK. X of the Confucian Analects. But he made a 

fuimy and incongruous inference, that the pain of the horsetail was not as serious as that of man's buttocks. 

The joke is characteristic of the so-called " dialogical imagination:" Chu Hsi's annotations of the 

Confucian Analects inspired the commentator of this joke to create this himiorous comment. Thereupon, 

the critic impliciUy criticized the official for his merciless and ironic act of punishing the reporter for 

mentioning the bumed horsetail. There is only one reason to e.\plain the official's wrongdoing resulting 

from his superficial understanding of the Confucian Analects. The first critic considered that this official 

exemplified the misreading and misinterpretation of the Sung Neo-Confiicians, who oriented the discussion 

of Confucian classics to a sort of stereotyped pedagogy with the ardent argtunents on the issues such as 

impeccable morality and sincere concept that metaphysical discourse got nowhere but merely led the 

country to its demise. He could not help but lament: "Where was the radiance of the School of 

'^^This refers to the event recorded in ch. 12 of BK. X of The Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius returned from 
the court and noticed that the stable had been bumed. but he only asked if anyone bad been hurt; see Chu Hsi, Ssu-

shu chang-chU chi-chu, 121; see also James Legge. trans.. The Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&II, 

234. 
'^^This is Chu Hsi's e>q)lanation Confucius' negligence about whether the horses had been bumed or not; see ch. 12 of 

BK. X of The Confucian Analects, in Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu, 121. 
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Principle? " That requires a detailed discussion in the next chapter. In sum. we discern the critic's critical 

viewpoint about Sung Neo-Confucianism. 

V. The Incapable Candidates of the Examinations 

In the Ming dynasty, the constituents of the Imperial academy, the "Directorate School" (kuo-izu chien 

conqjrised the "selected man" {chli-chien "tribute man" (kung-sheng "protected 

man" {yin-chien and "regular man" (Ji-chien Those "presented men" {chU-jen A) 

were degree holders who had passed the local examinations and were qualified for taking the civil 

examinations held in the capital. The successes of the metropolitan examinations were 

called "advanced sdiolais" (chin-shih 31 ±), while those who failed the metropolitan exams needed to 

remain studying m the Directorate School and wait for another exam. When the latter took a future exam, 

the so-called " exam for the presented man" {chll-chien and passed the exam, then they could take a 

seat as a local offlcal. But after the mid-Ming, the number of " presented man " increased so that the social 

status of "presented man" became less important And the "presented man" and "tribute man" were 

often mentioned together as the "presented and tribute" {chU-kung ^M). The lowermost type of the 

students in the Directorate SdiooL named as "regular man" {li-chien were usually those who had 

contributed grains to obtain their studentships. These svudents and others who enjoyed protections for 

being the descendants of the officials fi^uently became the butts of the late Ming jokes for their illiteracy 

or poor quality in terms of the knowledge of the Confucian classics. 

Now let us read jokes about the poor learning of these candidates of the civil service examinations. In the 

thirty-sLxth joke, entitled "Tan-t'ai mieh-ming" it is said;'^^ 

One man wearing a "the cap of a Confucian scholar" {ju-kuan boards a boat. Other 

passengers think that he is a shih ± (scholar), so they let him sit in the middle of the boat and dare 

not stretch their feet for fear of being impedimental. In the midway, a passenger asks the 

discussion of the constituents of the Directorate School of the late Ming is based on the study of Chao Tzu-fii; 

see Chao Tzu-fu, XSng-tai hsUeh-hsiaoyll k'o-chtl chih-tu yen-chiu, 224-32. 

224. 

'^^When Tzu-yu, Confucius' disciple, was the governor of Wu-ch'eng, the man Tan-fai mieh-ming, was referred to as 

an i^right person who never took a short cut to reach his goal; see ch. 12 of BK. VI of The Confucian Analects, in 

James Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&IL 189. 

similar version of this joke is also seen in Hsiao-fu. entitled " Riding the Boat" (ch'en-ch'ucm l&SS), whereby the 

characters of the Joke were a monk and a hsiu-ts'ai ( " cultivated talent" ). In the beginning the latter lay down 

horizontally in the middle of the boat so that the monk must crouch to avoid disturbing that hsiu-ts'ai. Later the 

monk asked the hsiu-ts'ai whether Yao and Shun referred to two pec^le or one person. The hsiu-ts'ai replied that he 
was sure one person. Then the monk despised the hsiu-ts'ai by stretching his feet Feng Meng-lung made the 

comment and mentioned that there was one version wherein Tan-t'ai mieh-ming was said to be two p)ersons. What 

Feng referred was the version collected in Ssu-shu hsiao. See Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu, 11: 33-34. 
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scholar " In the Four Books Tan-t'ai mieh-ming is mentioned. To how many people do they 

refer?" "Two," replies the scholar. The passenger asks again: "How about Yao and 

Shim? " " One," replies the scholar. The passenger then stretches his feet and says: " Thus, let 

me e.xtend my feet to see how many they are? " (37) 

The depiction of the scene allows us to know the fact that shih db differentiated themselves &om 

commoners by means of their attiies and literary development'^^ Nevertheless, the butt in this joke failed 

the test given by another commoner, and disclosed the inadequacy of his knowledge of the Four Books. 

What interests us is that the humorist employed the spatial distance and physical gesture of feet in the form 

of either stretdiing or twisting to emblematize the man's inner and invisible respect toward the scholar as 

well as the disai^earance of such respect Meanwhile, the joke is interesting because it played numerically 

with the names of ancient sage-kings and worthy men. 

The critic commented on the above joke by saying that: 

Sung Ou-yang Wen-chung (Ou-yang Hsiu 1007-1072) holding the e.xamination of Kung-

chuM^ ( "tribute selection" ) in the prefecture.'^' Regarding the allusions in the examination-

topic. those examinees who had doubts were allowed to raise questions. At noon, they were still 

arguing. Until afternoon. Ou-yang was able to have a good time to drink and compose poems with 

his subordinates. An examinee knocked at the curtain again Ou-yang walked out. The student 

abruptly asked: " These examinees want to use the words. Yao and Shun, but they are not sure if 

they belong to one matter or two matters. We hope to be instructed by your honor." The entire 

audience burst into laughter. Ou-yang said: " Encountering dubious things like this, you are afiraid 

of making mistakes, so that you can prevent yourself from using [these dubious allusions]." All 

the people in the room and outside had a good lau^. (37-38) 

The Inferior-man commented: 

The one who sits in the boat is like this 'presemed man' (chU-tzu After all Mr. Ou-yang 

was too gracious to give a straight e.xplanatioa (38) 

The initial comment introduced the fimny tale of the famous historical figure, whereby the examinee's 

stupid question indicated his ignorance of history and the ancient sage-kings. Instead of scorning the dope. 

Ou-yang was calm and answered the question obliquely. The Inferior-man associated it with the jokes of 

Ssu-shu hsiao to parallel the butts of two jokes. The joke of this type demonstrated the flaw of education 

and unlettered candidates. 

'3®See LU ICuiu LU-kung shih-cheng lu, 58-61. 

'^'John Chaffee translates Kung-chU S# as " tribute selection;" see John Chaffee, The Thorny Gates of Learning in 

Sung China, 15. 
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The contempt for the paucity of knowledge, especially, that of students and protective officials in the 

Directorate School who remained studying in the capital sdiool for failing to pass the former exam, is best 

nianifested in the joke of Hsiao-Ju, entitled the " Directorate School Student Fucking in the Whore

house " {chien-sheng ta-ting fTfT), where it is said; 

One man goes to the whore-house to have paid sex After having intercourse, he goes out without 

paying. The prostitute pulls him back to ask for the pay. The man replies: " I am a member of the 

public-school; according to the tradition built up by the dynastic founder. I am supposed to be 

exempt from 'levy' (ling T)." In a short while, another man comes, and does the same 

thing, and then says; " I am a public-school student." The prostitute says; " A public-school 

student! Sowhat!" "Merelyan 'illiterate' (pai-ting ST)" (1.7) 

The humor of this joke is tied to the play of homophone; the dirty word, " fiick" {ta-ting fT IT) shares the 

same sound with the word, "levy" (Jing T), as well as the expression, "illiterate" (pai-ting ST). 

Ironically, the public-school student e.xtended his privilege of exemption from the le\'y to have free sex 

with a prostitute. According to LU K'un's witaess, the public-school students of the Ming dynasty enjoyed 

respect and benefit from their studentship. Yet they were scorned as "illiterate" by the prostitute, who 

was regarded as being at the lowermost of the social stiatiiicatioa Another joke of Hsiao-fit is 

entitled " Walking Out of the Site of E.xamination" {ch'u-ch'ang where it is said; 

A public-school smdent has just walked out of the site of an examination He encounters an old 

friend, who bows down to both the student and pig shit on the road. The student asks: " Why do 

you bow down to this stinky stuff?" "It smells. It is doubtless stinky. It comes out 

from 'bowel' {ch'ang [note by the critic,} i.e., the 'site form e.xamination' ch'ang 

too." (1.8) 

The comparison of examination candidate, the Directorate School student {chien-sheng SS^) with pig shit 

is the use of degradation or " spite logic." as Murray S. Davis notes, whereby the binary incongmity is the 

core of the joke.^'*' The humorist used the stinking smell of animal defecation to contaminate the image of 

public-school students, who were supposed to be pure and untarnished.''*^ As we have mentioned above, 

in Feng's section offu-liu (the rank of rotten swine), entitied "Old School Boy" {lao-t'ung-sheng 

there was a tiger who refused to eat the old public-school student for the sour muscle and stiff bone. 

Reading that parable with the following parable, we can figure out what the characteristic of " sour and 

the public-school students' privilege of exemption from levy in the late Ming, see Ku Yen-wu, "On the 

Students of the Academies" {Sheng-yUan lun in Ku T'ing-lin shih-wen chi 22-26. See 
also Chao Tzu-fu, hsikh-hsiaoyUk'o-chllchih-tuyen-chiu. 221. 

''"Murray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society (Chicago & London: The 

University of Chicago, 1993), 68-69. 

'"^^See Han Ch'eng & Mao Yi-lu % —9 eds., Sui-an hsien-chih 1.38a. 
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stink}'" {suan-ch'ou was, an expression frequently used to label the pedantic scholars of the Ming. 

In the joke of Hsiao-Ju, entitled " Sour and Stinky " {suan-ch'ou ^ it is said; 

The little tiger tells the old tiger. " Today I have eaten a man; the taste is quite strange: the upper 

is sour, while the bottom is stinky. Who is the man?" The old tiger says: " This fellow must be 

a 'hsiu-ts'ai ( "cultivated talent" ) who had contributed grains to the government" 

(1.11) 

Feng commented on the above joke by saying that" recently the way that ' Directorate School 

student' chien-sheng acts with the air of sour, which might be called ' the stinky vinegar,' " which 

explained the source of the popular term of "sour cultivated talent" (suan hsiu-ts'ai To 

commoners these " cultivated talents" were prospective officials in the future, so that they deserved due 

respect from the masses. However, the cooperation of individual "cultivated talent" could form a 

powerftil unity to involve themselves in a variety of complicities, to force government officials to do illegal 

activities, and to gain profit by helping commoners win their legal suits.As we have discussed, in the 

late Ming, to the students of the "Directorate School" (kuo-tzu chien H^S). the quality of "seleaed 

man" {chll-chien 0§S[) and "tribute man" {kung-sheng M^) was much better than that of "protected 

man" (yin-chiert and "man selected regularly" {U-chien The worst students in the 

Directorate School were "men selected regularly" (li-chien who tended to be ignorant and 

unlettered.'"'^ It was the kind of the "cultivated talent" that Feng Meng-lung satirized. In order to 

emphasize the poor learning of those "cultivated talents" (hsiu-ts'ai Feng introuduced one more 

joke in his comment, as he said; 

One " cultivated talent" is afraid of taking an e.xamination. As usuaL on the day of e-xamination. 

he sits in the e.\anunation room till evening, but cannot complete one essay. He then writes a 

series of words in extremely large letters, of which he writes as follows: " It is because of so. 

therefore as such: if it is needed to be so. why should there must be so." When the chief examiner 

sees his essay, he laughs, saying: " The fellow is able to write out these four lines, therefore he 

belongs to the secondary cases after all." (1.11-12) 

What the butt jotted down was merely nonsense. Nevertheless, the chief examiner commented that the 

incident of this fellow was not the worst one. In other words, there were students who were not able to 

write anything. 

' •'^Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu. 1. 11. 

l^Chao Tz\i-fu. h/Bng-tai hs Veh-hsiao y Uk'o-ch U chih-tu yen-chiu, 219-21. 

^^^K'Gng-shih, hsUan-chU chih. 69.1675-76. Chao Tzu-fu, XSng-tai lisUeh-hsiao yU k'o-chU chih-tu yen-chiu. 224-32. 
See £ilso Yeh Meng-chu, YVeh-shih pien. 2.28. 

'''̂ Chao Tzu-fa. X£ng-tai hsUeh-hsiaoyUk'o-chU chih-tu yen-chiu. 22&-3\. 
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Throu^ the aforementioned jokes, we discover that three features of humor pertaining to the jokes of 

Hsiao-fu are different fix)m that of Ssu-shu hsiao: Firstly, the use of allusions and parodies endowed Ssu-

shu hsiao with a strong sense of elite culture, while compared to Ssu-shu hsiao the language of Hsiao-fu 

was rather plain. Secondly, the type of jokes that mocked the Directorate School students was somewhat 

dirtj-jokes tinged with the trait of " carnival laughter." which tended to drag down the high to the bottonL 

Thirdly, some fiinny tales of Hsiao-ju were wrapped up in the form of fables, which were more like the 

product of the popular culture. 

VI. Trading Studentships and Official Posts 

There are two jokes that mocked the corruption of late Ming schools and e.\aminations. The twenty-fiiith 

joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled "yi-kuan —S"" (consistent),'"^^ ridiculed the phenomenon of entering the 

public schools by means of bribery;^'*® 

Shih Ta-ping who was a resident of Yi-hsing ICS, was famous for his techniques of 

using sand to make teapots. His products were treasured by his contemporaries, who bought them 

to decorate their studies. Shih then used his teapots to make friends with scholar-officials and 

gentlemen, who thus helped the son of Shih enter the public sdiool. People then made up a 

succinct exposition to illustrate the incidem: "The fact that currently students are able to enter 

schools is attributable to the power of a teapot. " (my italics; 24-25) 

The term, "yi-kuan" — S" (consistence or "an all-pervading unity," represents the central belief and 

thought of Confiicius, who had addressed it twice in the Confucian Analects. The joker played the phrase 

"yi-kuan" (consistence or "an all-pervading unity." ) with its homophone. "yi-kuan" (a 

teapot): in so doing, the philosophical concept of "yi-kuan" — S" (consistence or "an all-pervading 

unity" ) in the Confucian doctrine was degraded to the materialized level equivalem to a teapot. The 

juxtaposition of a unity of inner/invisible virtue and outerMsible moral behavior with the object—a teapot— 

'•^^This is a term parodying the words of a sentence of ch. 2 of BK. XV of The Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius 

told his pupiL Tzu-kui\g, that he sought " a unity all-pervading;'' see The Confucian Analects, in James Legge. 

trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&n, 295. See also ch. 15 of BK. FV of The Confucian .Analects, where Confucius 

told his prominent disciple Tseng-seng ® # that the principle of his doctrine is to practice " chung" S. (being true 

to one's own nature) and "shu" ^.(reciprocity); see The Conjudan Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese 

Classics, I&n. 169-70. 

'"'^There is a similar version of this joke, collected in Chiang Ying-k'o's Hsieh-shih', see Chiang Ying-k'o, HsUeh-t'ao 

hsiao-shu 87. A comparison of two versions helps us know that the joke of Ssu-shu hsiao seems to be a 

revised versioiL 

'•^'The phrase "a teapot" is pronounced as "yi-kuan " —4t, whose homophone in Chinese is "yi-kuan" — ff 

(consistence or " an all-pervading unity," as James Legge translates), that was a phrase used to depict the attribute 

of the Confucian Way; see ch. 15 of BK. IV of The Confitcian .Analects, in James Legge. trans.. The Chinese 

Classics. I&Q. 169-70. 
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set up a good example of the common comic technique, that is. debasing, by associating the spiritual (a 

high category) with the material (a low category). The joke's first commentator said: 

The poem says: " wu-pu-i-chih (it is suitable for everything) which is the focal point 

of " an all-pervading imity " ( "yi-kuan " ~ff). (25) 

The second critic commented: 

Visiting the Temple of Confucius. I recall what Confucius said: " Wen-chih pin-pin 

that is the fashion of our time! That is the fashion of our time (shih-tsai shih-tsai 

(25) 

The first comment on this joke is vague, but the phrase. " wu-pu-yi-chih " denotes the meaning 

of Confucian doctrine, "yi-kvan" — S". as James Legge translates, "an all-pervading unity." which is 

suitable for everything.' Here the commentator implied that the teapot was suitable for making tea and a 

present that helped the son of the teapot maker enter the governmental school. 

Additionally, in the second comment the humorist quoted the famous expression that portrayed the feature 

of a virtuous man, " Wen-chih ping-ping as well as " shih-tsai shih-tsai SfSc 

coincidentally with Shih Ta-ping's surname enclosed. By so doing, the critic highlighted the feature 

of late Ming society, whereby the influence of materialistic and economic activities was immense, so that 

the corruption of the system of education and recruitment was inevitable. As Confucius emphasized the 

balance of the solid qualities of one's nature and the cultivation received &om education, he said: 

Where the solid qualities are in excess of accomplishments, we have rusticity; where the 

accomplishments are in excess of the solid qualities, we have the manners of a clerk. When the 

accomplishments and solid qualities are equally blended, we then have the man of virtue. 

In anciem times, virtue was the primary concern of a man's self-cultivation and educational goal. Contrary 

to the traditioiu the late Ming educational system was contaminated by the growth of market economv and 

the technological progress of new industry. The above joke utilized a famous teapot maker in porcelain to 

symbolize the defection of the educatioi\al system. More than that the pundiline. tied to " a teapot" (yi-

kuan —Ml), which phonetically corresponded to Confucius' expression, " an all-pervading unity" {yi-kuan 

— ff) results in phonological ambiguity. In particular, the acquaintances of high-ranked ofBcials could 

'^®The phrase meant that " the accomplishments and solid qualities are equally blended," and according to Confucius, 

under this situation " we then have the man of virtue;" seech. 16ofBK. VI of The Confucian Analects, in James 
Lcgge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&II. 190. 

' ̂ 'This is the expression derived from ch. 18 of BK. X of The Confucian .-Inalects, wherdjy the line is used to describe 

the motion of the hen-pheasant, and Legge translates the line as " at its season! at its season;" see The Confucian 

Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&IL 236. 

' ̂^See ch. 15ofBK.rVof The Confucian Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&IL 169-70. 

' '^See ch. 16 of BK. VI of The Confucian .-inalects. in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&IL 190. 
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buy the admission of public school for their ofifspring. which indicated the inequity of the educational 

system and civil service examinations. 

The looseness of civil sovice examinations could be examined from the beginning phase of purchasing 

studentships at the Imperial Academy. For instance, a new development which affected the training of 

prospective officials was the sale of studentships at the Imperial Academy, a practice begun in 1451 

through the policy of li-chien fi"]® (the exemplary selection). This practice reached its peak during and 

after the Lung-ch'ing reign (1567-72). The purchasable title was termed as chien-sheng (the 

selected students); it entitled a man to a minor official aiq>ointment and also allowed him to be in a better 

position to take further e.\aminations.^^' Thus, male adults from the lower class were lacking in long 

scholarly preparation, yet were able to improve their own statuses by giving away grains, horses, and fimds 

to the government. Later, in the Tien-ch'i 5c-St reign (1621-27), the obtainable smdentship included the 

lowest degree of sheng-yUan ( "licentiates" of government school).'^® Tadao Sakai describes the 

difficult situations of these licentiates who were frequently disparaged for purchasing their studentships as 

follows: 

In general the status of persons who had purchased such ranks was lower than those who had 

qualified through the examinations, although considerably hi^er than that of ordinary 

commoners. They were, in other words, a kind of intermediate group. Sometimes in their native 

places or home localities, where it was known how they had acquired their status, they were not 

held in very high esteem but elsewhere, and especially in urban areas their status was greatiy 

enhanced over that of other commoners, and they enjoyed certain tax exemptions as well. These 

titieholders contributed to the demand for popular works of Confucian culture and simplified 

means of preparing for the higher examinations. Often lacking the cultural and educational 

background of those who qualified in the regular way, they tried hard to improve themselves in 

order to live up to their new status or to achieve higher rank. 

It is natural that these degreeholders must have faced the attack for inaking their way to the schools and 

officialdom with intrigues. Moreover, the despite toward these people from the high-brows who had 

"''According to Shcn Te-fu it®??, the sale of studentship by means of contributing horses began at the period of 

Ching-fai 5^ (1450-1456); see Shen Te-fu, Wcm-li yeh-huo-pien (Private Gleanings of the Wan-li 

Reign) (Taipei; Hsin-hsing shu-chU. 1983), 282.405. 

'^^Tadao Sakai. " Confucianism and Popular Educational Works." 337. 

" sheng-yUan" was the lowest degree holders and shidents of government schools. The acquisition of the 

status. sheng-yUan, was "the prerequisite for taking the provincial examination" in the Ming and Ch'ing. The 

translation oi"sheng-yUan" as "licentiates" is made by John Chaffee; see John Chaffee, The Thorny Gates of 

Learning in Sung China, 32-33, 83. According to Elman, there were about 500,000 licentiates in a totJil population 

of 150 million in 1700; Benjamin A. Elman, "PoliticaL Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service 

Examinations in Latclmperial China." 14. 

•'^Tadao Sakai, " Confucianism and Popular Educational Works," 337. 
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monopolized literacy and bureaucracy for a number of generations was often manifested in the vi\id 

depiction of their ignorance of the Confucian classics. After alL we should notice that these phenomena 

indicated the economic and cultural competition and conflict of various classes within the social 

stratifications. 

The forty-second joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " How Glorious in the Elegant Regulations Which He 

Instituted!" Qiuan-hu ch'i yu wen-chang X^) incoiported one hsieh-hou" poem 

to tease the so-called " chien-sheng 1^4.." a graduate student who had failed the prefectural exams and 

remained to study at prefectural school; 

With three hundred taels [of silver) buying the exalted [hat].'^ 

In front of Mr. Chou's window [there were floiuishing grasses, the same thing in his bellyj.'®^ 

One day when he needs to take an exam,'®^ 

Then he was too bright to have any cent'^^ with him. 

The "heavy chariot" (ko-ch'e 1^5^)164 implies the money for bribery; the simi total should be 

three hundred taels of silver. The " exalted" refers to the lofty hat that a student of the Imperial 

'^^See ch. 19 of BK. VHI oTThe Confucian Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&IL 214. 

'"As we have mentioned above, the so-called hsieh-hau" KSt was a kind of wordplay similar to a riddle, by 

omitting the last part of an expression. 

'^Since the structure of this line is the use of " hsieh-hou" K®. the last word " hat" was left out from the original 
sentence, awaiting the conjecture of the reader. 

'^'Here the word "grass" was left out from the original sentence. "The grass in front of Mr. Chou's 

window" implies that the ignorant student was like a grass-bag, since Ch'eng Hao said; "Chou Mao-shu 

[Choa Tun-i] JSSS did not cut the grass growing outside his window. When he was asked why he did not, he 

said. ' [the feeling of the grass] and mine are the same.' ...;" which meant that " the feeling for life in things and 

the feeling for life in oneself penetrate each other" see Ch'eng L Erh Ch'eng yi-shu —Sifi#. in Erh Ch'eng 

ch'Uan-shu —(Taipei: Chung-hua shu-chU. 1966X 3:2a. See also Shih Huang ifiSt, Wu-tzu chin-ssu-lu fa

ming I4;12a. Chu Hsi Chu Tzu ytl-lei edited by Li Ching-te (Taipei; 

Cheng-chung shu-chU, 1962), 96.15a. Chu Hsi and LU Tsu-ch'ien, comp.. Reflections an Things at Hand the Neo-

Confucian Anthology, translated with notes by Wing-tsit Chan (New York; Columbia University Press. 1967), 302-

03. 

'^^Here the word. " examination" {k'ao #). is left out. In the original context the line was written as " va chao yi-jih 

kao-tseng-tsu — (one day his great great giandfathCT). It is noteworthy that the deceased " great 

great grandfather." was also referred as "k'ao in Chinese, which was an homophone of " examination" (k'ao 

^)-

'®^The phrase "wu-fen-hao referral to either "a cent" and "a bit" Here the joker implied that the 

simpleton was good for nothing, and he had used out all of his money in bribery. 

'^According to the second year of Ming-kung in Tso-chuan (Tso's Commentary on \he Spring and Autumn 

Annals), there were two kinds of chariots used in wars: the light one and the heavy one; see Yang Po-chUn. Ch'un-

ch'iu Tso chuan chu (Peking; Chung-hua shu-chU, 1993; Taipei: Chung-hua shu chU, 1993), 273. 

According to Mei Yao-ch'en, the former carried 25 soldiers, while the latter 75 soldiers; see the cluipter of Fighting 
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school wore. " In &ont of Mr. Chou [Tun-il's window" refers to the grass, symbolizing 

the quality of essays written by the e.xaminee. The "deceased great-greal-grandfather" is 

represented by the word. "Ar'ao." "Huan hu ch'i yu ven-chang "how 

glorious in the elegant regulations which he instituted!" (45-46) 

Here the "exalted hat" s>'mbolized the licentiates, who studied in the government schools but knew 

nothing. The parodied sentence. "huan hu ch'i yu wen-chang ( "how glorious in the 

elegant regulations which he instituted!" ), was taken ftam ch. 19 of BK. VUI of the Confucian Analects, 

whereby Confiicius affirmed that Yao ^ was indeed a great ruler, whose impartiality contending to the 

Way of Heaven and the virtue of Yao was indescribable. In the viewpoint of Confiicius. what Yao had 

accomplished was majestic, and " how glorious in the elegant regulations which he instituted!" 

Originally, the term "literature" (wen-chang XM) referred to the grand institution that Yao had 

established, while it referred to the literary talent that the licentiate demonstrated in his essays composed 

for the civil service examinations. However, the parodied sentence was changed into " how resplendent! 

he has not even a bit!" {huan hu ch'i yu mei fen-hao and the e.'qjression "without a 

modicum" (jnei fen-hao indicated that this licentiate was unlettered. 

This joke reflected the corruption of educational and examinational systems in the late Ming. Many 

unqualified students entered government schools by bribery and the examiners were dishonest in making 

the e.\amination-topics.'®^ Yeh Meng-chu noted that the selection of students for the Ming 

Imperial Academy relied on two sources: One source was the prefectural and county schools; the other was 

the sons of high-ranking court oSlcials. who enjoyed the "privilege of protection" (yin 1S>, and could 

enter a government school without passing the e.xaminatioa'®^ But Yeh referred to the fact that after the 

reign of Emperor Tai (1450) students could buy their way into the Imperial university, which had 

begun to deteriorate; till the times of the last two Ming emperors (Hsi-tsung 1621-1628. and Ssu-

tsung 1628-1635). the e.xaminers viewed the licentiates as the source of their fortime.'®' Through the 

comments made by the commentators of this joke we could find out that the students who bought their 

ways into the school were even illiterate; therefore, the joker highlighted this aspea by depicting their fear 

of the exams. One more joke was introduced in the comment, that treated ironically the father and his son, 

who were both students of the Imperial Academy. 

vaSun Tzu^^. S\mlismg-yeai^M.^f.etal.,Sun-tzushih-chiachui^^~\'̂ & (Ten Scholars'Annotations 

on5im Tzu) (Taipei: Kuang-wen shu-chU. 1978), 2.la-lb. 

•S^See ch. 19 of BK. VIII of The Confucian .Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&Il, 214. 

^^Ibid. 

'®^See Yeh Meng-chu YUeh-shihpien 53 tSJS. 2.35. 

'®^See Yeh Meng-chu, YUeh-shih pien, 2.28. 
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The first critic commented on this joke to say: 

One student, was afiaid of the examinatioiL had paid to become a licentiate of the Imperial 

Academy. It was necessary for him to take another exam in the Academy again. In his test, he 

wrote: " Because I was afmd so. therefore I had done so. If I must have been so, why should I 

endure such bitterness." (46) 

In the same comment another fimny story was told: 

A father and his son are both " students of the prefectural school" (hsiang-sheng When 

they heard that the chief examiner of the examination is going to come, they are afraid and discuss 

how to avoid taking the e.xam. They plan to avoid the exam by letting the father pretend to be 

dead, so that his son has to serve the mourning ritual; as a result, both can be exempted from the 

examinatioa Since the father pretends himself to be dead, one geomancer (sorcerer) is invited to 

set up a tablet as a symbol of the spirit of the deceased Thereupon, the sorcerer chants: " ' The 

deceased father' ( 'hsien-k'ao ) is someone." On hearing that, the father suddenly 

jumps up and says: "No! No! This is a deal between us. How come I need to 'take the exam 

first' ( 'hsien-k'ao )?" (46) 

The critic commented: 

Then he does not get on the cart because he is a&aid of his " great great grandfather" (kao-iseng-

tsu) (46-47) 

What the commentator implied was that the father was afiaid of "the examination" {k'ao #), whose 

homophone was one character in the nomenclature of one's deceased "great-great-grandfather" (kao-

tseng-tsu k'ao iiJ This ironic tale satirized the licentiates who had hard time to adjust themselves to 

the regular examinations held in the public-schools. The other commentator, the Inferior-man. said: 

Three hundred taels of silver is the sum total that a graduate of county school [hsiu-ts'ai 

uses to purchase his studentship. Those who gain official posts by other means instead of being a 

student of a government school need to contribute something more valuable than " a heavy 

chariot" {ko-ch'e They do not have to "take exams" {kao-tseng-tsu k'ao then 

why is it necessary for them to be brilliant in their literary talents? (46-47) 

It is necessary to point out that the comment made by the Inferior-man was a passage parodying the 

original joke. Thereby, the Inferior-man not only conducted a dialogue with the original joker, but was also 

writing with the expressions provided by the original joke, which epitomized the pattern of " narrating in 

' revised version similar to this joke is seen in Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-fa. 1. II. This passage was also mentioned 

by Shen Te-fii who mentioned that this joke had been circulated around for long time and highlighted the 

simpleton of those " despicable" students, who purchased the admissions to the Imperial Academy by contributing 

grains or money; see Shen Te-fii, Wan-Uyeh-huo pien, 26.675. 

'^'The expression " great great grandfather" (kao-tseng-tsu) i® was also the use of " hsieh-hou" wherdjy 

thelastword. "k'ao" #. was omitted; however, the word, "k'ao" ^,refenedto "examination," which fit to the 

context of this joke. 
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verse" based on another's words {Ju-te That was the stvlistic examuiatlon-topics required to 

write in the civil service examinations as well. Though those who purchased their studentships of the 

Imperial Academy were uneducated, sometimes they were able to be assigned to the posts of magistrate of 

the local govemmenL Therefore, the corriiption of the educational system and that of the bureaucracy 

should be observed together. This problem is e.xemplified by the following joke, entided " The Selected 

Man Whose Surname Is Wang" (Wang chien-sheng £S5[4.), in Hsiao-fuy^ It is said: 

One District School student's (chien-sheng Si) surname is Wang. Later he has contributed more 

grains to obtain the post of district magistrate. The first time he goes to inspect the local school. 

When the student hands in the book, the magistrate looks at the chapter of " leading the o\ to pass 

(the lower part of the hail]" {ch'ien-nu As they interpret the book, he asks 

them; "Whom did the king meet?" A student replies: "This is the elder brother of 'Wang 

Sung-chih' {wang sung chih literally, repeating the conversation to the king)." 

Later, he asks; "Then who is he?" A student replies; "This man is the younger brother 

of 'Wang YUeh-sou.' (wang yUeh sou E0S; literally, the king said old man)." The 

magistrate. Wang chien-sheng, remarics; " Alas! I am glad that the whole family of the Wangs are 

all recorded in the book." (1.10) 

Misreading is the nuance of this joke, but the magistrate was not able to correct the student's mistakes. All 

the references were mistaken as some figures' names. Undoubtedly, the lack of the knowledge of the 

Confiician classics made Wang unfit for his current job. Feng Meng-lung commented on this joke saying: 

People asks; " Can the post of magistrate be obtained by means of contributing grains?" I 

say; "That can be proven by the following poem, which says: 'To gain the official post by 

contributing grains is the same as [other means]./ There is no stinky smell but only the ftagrance./ 

If the post of the prime minister is purchasablei even let me give away the entire fortime of my 

family; it is fme with me. ' " (1.10-11) 

Ironic jokes and poems of this t\-pe shed light on the deterioration of the quality of scholar-officials because 

of trading off the official posts. The recruitment of prospective officials for the civil servic was deeply 

'^^R. IL Mathews. Mathews' Chinese-English Dictionary (Shanghai: China Inland Mission and Presbyterian Mission 

Press. 1931; Taipei: Ta-chung-kuo t'u-shu kung-ssu. rpL ed., n.d.), 291. 

'^The plot of this joke is similar to the sixty-seventh joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled " Wang YUeb-Sou" £ 0 S; 

however, the butt of the joke in Ssu-shu hsiao is a eunuch rather than a chien-sheng SS; see Ssu-shu hsiao, 77-78. 

'^•^This incident refers to the content of ch. 7 of BK. I of The Works of K{encius\ see The Works ofKiencius, in James 
Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. H. 139. 

'^^This sentence is derived from ch. 4 of BK. U of The Works ofXlencius-. see The Works of Mencius. in James Legge, 

trans.. The Chinese Classics. IL 218. In the original text the words did not represent a person's name, but here the 

magistrate treated it as a name. 

'^^These are the words derived fn)m ch. 1 of BK. I of The Works of Menciuy. see The Works of Kfencius. in James 

Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, IL 126. In the original text the words did not represent a person's name, but 

here the magistrate treated it as a name. 
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contaminated by the factors of money and morality, and became an urgent issue for people of the late 

Ming. 

VII. Jokes on the Prerequisite of the Eight-legged Essay 

The essential writing skill in the civil service examinations was the ability to write the eight-legged essavs. 

The method of composing these essays full of analogic sentences based on the given question topic, using 

an alluded sentence drawn from the Confucian classics, was coined as "Ju " SS (composing or chanting a 

poem). Chou Tso-jen A (1885-1968) describes the essence of the eight-legged essay as "to speak in 

the voice of sages and worthy men" (to/ sheng-hsien li-yen s), which might be called as "fii-

te" (to be able to compose or chant a poem based on the e.\ainination-topic). or as voicing at the 

bidding of the chief e.\aminer (including emperors when the e.xaminations were held in the Palace).'^ 

Following the chief e.xaminer's assignment to write an eight-legged essay, an e.xamince was supposed 

to "break up the topic" (p'o-t'i fi$®) Grst and then to "carr>' forward the topic" {ch'eng-t'i 

Those degree holders who succeeded in the civil service examinations were able to command the given 

topic and e.xpound on its theme within the structural and contextual regulations. 

1. Memori2ation of the Four Books and Five Classics 

Remembering the te.\ts of the Four Books was crucial for those e.xaminees. In order to master the 

e.\amination. the participants of examinations must spend six years in memorizing the repertoire of 

Confucian classics containing 400 thousand characters of te.xtual materials.'^' The political purpose 

attained by the use of memorization in curricuium and examination is best illustrated in Elman's 

comment; " Repetition as a habit of learning was the key to developing the memory as a pedagogic tool to 

produce" political, social, and cultural "uniformity" through education.Jokes concerning e.\aminees 

who could not remember the source of e.\amination-topics form a particular type among the late Ming 

'^Cho Tso-jen. " Lun pa-ku wen" SkASSiX (On ihe eight-legged essays). Appendix I. in Chou's Chung-kuo hsing 

wen-hsUeh leyUan-liu (The Origin of Modem Chinese Literanire); see Chou Tso-jen, Chou tso-

jen hsien-sheng wen-chi (The Collective Works of Chou Tso-jen), vol. X (Taipei: Li-jen shu-chU. 

1982). 124. See also Chou Tso-jen. "Kuan-yU fen-shu k'eng-ju" (About the Book-Buming and 

Burying the Confucian scholars in a Pit), in Chou's K'u-chu tsa-chi ( The Note-jotting of Bitter 

Bamboo), vol. Xn of Chou Tso-jen hsien-sheng wen-cA/. rpt ed. of Sheinghai liang-yu shu-chU ed. (1936), 31. 

"^Andrew Plaks. "pa-ku wen." in William H. Nienhauser, ed.. The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese 

Literature, 641-43. 641. 

'^^chisada Miyakawa. China's Examination Hell, trans.. Conrad Schirokauer (New Haven; Yale University Press. 

1981). 16-17; Benjamin A. Elman. " Political. Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service Examinations in 

Late Imperial China," 16. 

'^"Benjamin A. Elman. " Political, Social, and Cultural ReproducUon via Civil Service Examinations in Late Imperial 

China." 23. 
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jokes. Now let us look at one of them, which is the eighty-fourth joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled " [Shun] 

slew f/je prince of San-miao in San-wei" {sha san-miaoyUsan-wei It is said; 

The examination-topic for the examinees is " [Shun| slew the prince of San-miao H® in San-wei 

H/a." One examinee asks the other sitting next to him; "Why was the prince of San-miao 

slain?" That examinee replies; " According to the annotation, the prince was ' proud, tough, and 

insubordinate' (fu-kupu-fu The first examinee asks again; " What does it mean 

by ' proud, tough, and insubordinate?' " The one who is asked is irritated by the impoverished 

learning of the inquirer, so that he lies to the man by saying that: " ' The father died [and his sonl 

is not in mourning' (fu-ku pu-fu which means that one's father is dead [and the son) 

does not " grieve for his parent" (ting-yu T JE): that is not the behavior of filial piety and the son 

should be sentenced to death penalty." The inquirer believes what he said and begins to reproach 

the fellow's undutifiil behavior. (94) 

The critic commented; 

Since these two men [were merely sitting together by chance], the one [who replied to the 

inquirer's question) did not care about [that lying might damage] his " unpublicized virtue" {yin-

chih P^SS). But the inquirer, a candidate of [poor classical literacy), would remain reproadifiil 

even if the fellow had told him the con-ect explanatioa Therefore, the man only needs to reply to 

him in the same manner so that he will have a good laugh. (95) 

The critic's comment was unique because he presented his viewpoint in karmic terms. In additioa he 

pointed out that the inquirer could not tell the lie from the truth; therefore, he was turned into a 

laughingstock for our amusement 

The joker played the game of homophone and puns. It is noteworthy that the examinee referred to the 

aimotation of Chu Hsi in the punchline of this joke. His act of alluding demonstrated the common ability 

that all candidates of the civil service examinations were required to possess. Yet when he drew this 

reference, the uneducated examinee sitting ne.\t to him could not understand. The fallacy taking place in 

their conversation engendered the laughable situation, and reflected the diversity of candidates in terms of 

their scholarly training. The equal importance of the Four Books and (Thu Hsi's annotations in the civil 

service examinations was fully manifested in this joke. 

'®'This is a sentence derived from ch. 3 of BK. V of The Works ofMenciuy. see The fVorks of Xfencius. in James 

Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics, n, 349. 

' ®^This is Chu Hsi's exegetical note to ch. 3 of BK. V of TTte Works of Xfenciusi see Chu HsL Xleng-tzu chang-ch U chi-

chu, ia Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu. 305. 
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Another joke with similar narrative st> le demonstrated the defects of examinadons of the Ming, that is the 

ninetieth joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled "Having Five Friends" (yu yu wu-jen yen It is 

said; 

One examiner selects the question topic [from the Works of Mencius as follows], which is: " Meng 

Hsien-tzu 'the chief of a family of a hundred chariots.' having five friends" One 

examinee foiTgets the words of the alluded source, and then secretively asks the other sitting aext 

to him: "What are the names of these five persons, would you kindly tell me?" The man 

replies: "The following text refers to YUeh Cheng-di'iu and Mu Chung " The 

inquirer counts his fingers and aaxiously remarks: " There are three other persons." The man 

remarks: "Three others whose names that I have forgotten." The inquirer is upset and 

says: " At this moment, how could [you| still spend time on smoothing out [the uneven part of] the 

primary text" (101-02) 

The dialogue between these two e.xaminees is fuimy because the one who remembered the text of Mencius 

chanted the exact words of the primary text while the one who had forgotten the wonJs of Mencius could 

not know that what he heard was exacUy the correct words of The Works ofXkncius. In The Works of 

Mencius. Mencius himself did not mention the names of three otiier persons. That is why the critic of this 

joke said: " Mencius has forgotten more than half of the five persons' names, so that he should be graded 

the lowest degree if he took the examination." (102) Another ironic aspect of this joke is that the inquirer, 

who had totally forgotten the primary text^ blamed the man for smoothing out the textual lumps of The 

Works of Mencius. In fact it was the inquirer himself who could not remember the primaiy text and 

initiated the whole process of smoothing out the alluded passage in the primary text; the one who deserved 

the blame started incriminating the person who helped him. That is why the critic of this joke suggested 

the njan to reply to the inquirer in the following way: " Since our purpose is to make an effort to smooth 

out the text then he only needs to say: ' If we try to make iq) the names of three other persons, it will be 

inauthentic and disputable!' " (102) The examinees were demanded to smooth out the te.xt based on their 

remembrances during the process of the examinations, so that the joke highlighted the fallacy resulting 

fn)m inadequate learning and depleted memory. 

In addition to memorizing the textual and exegetical context of the Classics, participants of the civil service 

examinations must display their capacity by explicating the given topic to enlarge it into a discourse. This 

particular form of exegetical examination on Confiician classics was known as "ching-yi" in the 

Tang and Sung dynasties. Inheriting the legacy of ching-yi, the governments of the Ming and Ch'ing 

'^^This is a sentence derived from ch. 3 of BK. V of The Works of Mencius-, see The Works of Mencius. in James 
Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics. DL 377. 

^ '̂*Ibicl. 
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incorporated it into the writing of eight-legged essays. Through the thirtieth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. 

entitled; "Tsai-yU Being Asleq) Lhiring the Day Time" {Tsai-yUchou-ch'in we can see the 

essential feature of this type of state examinations. It is said; 

During the reign of Cheng-ho [Emperor Hui-tsung ® ̂  of the Sung dynasty. 1111-16], all 

e.xaminees needed to take the tests of ching-i [ "e.xegetical examination on the Confucian 

classics" One student whose major was Chou-li (the Rites of the Chou Dynasty), saw 

the examination-topic as " Forbidding to Walk at Night" {chin hsiao-hsing che He 

then composed the following essay to write; 

To walk at night is something incriminating. All robbers, thieves, sneaky people, and the flock of 

drinkers committed their crimes. It is said that they cannot e.^ose their deeds, so that they have to 

secretively gather together at daik night Though we tiy hard to catch them, we carmot recognize 

them. Therefore, the ancient sage-kings instituted the official position of 5A/7r" 

(the ofScial responsible for curfew) and the legal code to prohibit sauntering at night That was 

quite appropriate! Otherwise, how come Confucius was mad when he saw Tsai-yU fall asleep 

during the day? The chief examiner liked his examination-essay very mudi and considered his 

discussion was quite meaningful. But the chief examiner did not know the implication for using 

the case of Tsai-yU as a proof, so that he called the examinee in to have an inquiry. The student 

remarked; " Daytime is not for sleep. Now that Tsai-yU had a sound sleep, he must have intended 

to sneak out at night to ramble about for illicit activities." Hearing that the chief examiner had a 

good laughter. (29-31) 

The examinee construed the reason of Tsai-yU's nap by inferring that Tsai-yU must have sauntered about at 

night to commit crimes. His essay was based on assimiption rather than truth; however, the chief e.xaminer 

thought that the essay was well written. Obviously, the critic intended to mock both the e-xaminer and 

e.xaminee. Therefore, the critic himself followed this pattern to make up his own e.xplanation for the 

practice of curfew in his comment. That is certainly ironic, as we read; 

'^^This is a scntcncc derived from ch. 9 of BK. V of The Confucian Analects, whereby Tsai-yU. the pupil of Confucius, 

was reproved by the Master for his laziness and falling into asleep during the day time; see James Legge, trans.. The 

Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&n. 176. 

'^The so-called, ching-yi essays, referred to the "exegetical examination on the Confucian classics as the major 

medium for the state examinations;" in other words, the examination-topic was drawn from the classics. The state 

examinations with ching-yi essays as their fundamental form were practiced during the Tang and Sung 

dynasties, and then re-instituted in the YUan. In the Ming dynasty, the temi, ching-i essays, was used as the 

equivalent of"eight-legged essay" {pa-ku wen See Andrew Plaks, "pa-ku wen," in William H. 

Nienhauser. ed.. The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature. 642. 

' ®^This is a sentence derived from the " ch'iu-kuan " (Autumn Officials), in Chou-li fSi (The Rites of the Chou 

Dynasty), whereby the ofBcer. ''Ssu-wu shih" (the word. " wu" SS. meant being awakened at night), who 

was in charge of curtew enforced at night; see Chou-li Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an ed. (Shanghai: 
Shangwu yin-shu-kuan, 1936), 184. 
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Chou Kung [was said to] spew up food [as he ate meals), and hold his hairs (three times, 

because he was intemq)ted so many times when he washed his hairs). As a result he was not 

spirited at night. Thus, the code of curfew was executed. How could he predict that [in the ftiture 

someone would) contribute the institution of curfew to the daydream of Tsai-yll. (31) 

Both the words of the examinee and those of the critic are surmises. Their acts of writing higfcdighted the 

characteristic of inauthenticity involved in the metalanguage contrived by the participants of the civil 

service examinations. Compared to the text of the Confucian classics, the ching-yi essays or the 

eight-iegged essays were sort of metalanguage, which was the n^roduction of the concepts and words of 

the prior texts. If the examinee had no ideas about the primary texts, then he would make q} something 

imagined and absurd. Regardless of its flaws, this form of essay-writing e.xisted as the main strategy for 

state examinations and recruitment of bureaucrats for centuries in late imperial China. Jokes of this type 

aimed at scorning this defective system. 

2. Speaking in the Voice of Ancient Sage-Kings 

In addition to memorizing the classics, a young boy must leam the skills of poetry composidon and eight-

legged essay style as early as twelve years old.'^' The implementation of Confucian classics proved an 

aspirant's elite cultivation and literary prestige, whidi was fully demonstrated in the device of speaking in 

the voice of ancient sage-emperors, the primary condition of essay-writing in the civil service 

examinations. Let us observe this characteristic from the ninety-second joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, 

entitled "Tang"° Was Nine ch'ih R. (Legge translates it as 'oibits' ) high" (Tang chiu ch'ih 

It is said; 

During the reign of Ch'ing-li [of Emperor Jen-tsung of the Sung dynasty, 1041-48). 

there was an e.\anunation- topic: "The Altitude of the Emperor's Hall was Nine ch'ih." 

The "composer" (fu-che IS#) wrote [the following couplets); " When Ch'eng Tang stood 

on the stairs, he fit the hall; When Confucius mounted the stairs, he was six ch'un T^ taller than the 

'^'Frederic Wakeman. Jr., The Fall of Imperial China (New York; Free Press, 1975), 23; Benjamin A. 

Elman. " PoliticaL Social, and Cultural Reproduction via Civil Service Examinations in Late Imperial China," 16. 

'̂ ®Founder of Shang dynasty (r. 1751-1739 B.C.); see Wing-tsit Chan. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. 62. 

"'This sentence is derived from ch. 3 of BK. VI of The WoHcs ofKkncius-, see The Works ofMencius  ̂ in James Legge, 

trans.. The Chinese Classics, 0,424. 

"^It is a sentence derived from the chapter of "Ritual Utensils" (li-ch'i ^S) in the Book of Rite (Li-chi fl3E), 

whereby it is said: " Tallness was considered a token of nobility. The hall of the emperor is nine ch'ih high; that of 

a feudal lord is seven ch'ih. that of minister five ch'ih-. that of a literate man three ch'ih. The gates of emperors and 

feudal lords are elevated as high stages to signify their nobility." See Li-ch'i, in U-chi Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an ed., 

(Shanghai: Shangwu yin-shu-kuan, 1936), 13b. See also Sun Hsi-tan Li-chi chi-chieh 

(The Collective Explanations of the Book of Rite) (Taipei: Wen-shih-che ch'u-pan-she. 1976; rpt. ed.), 

23.582. 
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hall." He refcired to the Works ofXkncius. whereby Ts'ao Chiao 32 said that Tang was nine 

ch'ih tall.^'^ And according to Shih Chi S&o£ [Records of the Grand Historian], Confucius was 

said to be nine ch'ih and six ch'urt tall. (103) 

The first critic commented: 

It was the type of essay written by the successful candidate: and his words were entirely made up 

by himself without drawing any direct references. Truly it is! Tnilyitis! (103) 

The prerequisite of essays written for the civil examinations was to recognize the alluded source of the 

given topic and then to expound it with words firom the Qassics. The second requirement was to formulate 

paralleled units. Le.. the couplets. Under this condition, the butt encoimtered such questions of 

measurement to devise the above-mentioned coiqilet. which comprised analogic structure and sounded 

logical, but was simply nonsense. 

The second critic commented: 

In the past people tended to exaggerate the tallness of some famous figures. Let us think if King 

Wen [of the Chou dynasty]"^ was ten ch'ih tall and the altitude of the Hall of the emperor was 

merely nine ch'ih, how could he fit it? Possibly there was a difference between the ofliciai 

instnmient of length measurement and private tool of length measurement then! (103-04) 

The psydiological faaor involved in the exaggeration of altitude was hidden in the misconception that 

tallness was an indicator of nobility. The second comment ridiculed the unreasonable exaggeration that 

violated the logic. The nuance of this joke is tied to the omitted sentence, that is the sentence prior to the 

alluded question derived fit)m the chapter of "Ritual Utensils" {U-ch'i ®ll) in /Ae Book of Rite (Li-chi 

Mn£). whereby it is said: " Tallness was considered a token of nobility. The altitude of an emperor's 
hall is nine ch'ih: that of a feudal lord is se\'en ch'ih: that of a minister is five ch'ih: that of a literate man is 

three ch'ih. The gates of emperors and feudal lords are elevated to use high stages to signify- their 

nobility." The main point of this allusion was to stress that tallness meant nobility, however, simply 

looking at the question of the examination we cannot figure out this implication. The couplet made up by 

the examinee could not demonstrate this focus; but both two critics recognized the problem of the 

examination-topic of this type so that their comments dealt with the problem of fabrication and incongruity. 

The joke revealed that essays written by the successful candidates contained these problems; henceforth, 

"^This sentence is derived from ch. 3 of BK. VI oiThe Works ofXkncittr. see The IVorks ofMencius. in James L^ge, 

trans.. The Chinese Classics. IL 424. 

"•^According to the "Family Chronicles of Confucius'* (K'ung-tzu shih chia in Shih-chi S5S, people 

were amazed at the tallness of Confucius, who was nine ch'ih and six ch'un. See Kametaro Takigawa. 31 ill Sl;(c35. 

Shiki kaichu kosho 47.728. 

"^Founder of the Chou dynasty (r. 1171-1122 B.C.); see Wing-tsit Chan. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. 6. 

"®See£,/-cA'/", iaLi-chi Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'em ed. (Shanghai: Shangwu yin-shu-tcuan. 1936). 13b. See 

Sun Hsi-tan ^#M., U-chi chi-chieh (The Collective Explanations of the Book of Rite) (Taipei: Wen-
shib-che ch'u-pan-she, 1976; rpt ed.), 23.582. 
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the propriety of recriiiting government personnel from the civil service examinations was questioned from 

the angle of using the eight-legged essays. 

Let us tiun to look at another joke targeting illiterate eunuchs within the context of examinations. In the 

thirty-eighth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled "Even Yao and Shun Were Still Solicitous About This" (Jao 

Shun ch'i-yuping chu it is said: 

In the Mansion of Eunuch there are some " selected men." (chien-sheng [the attendant of 

Imperial Academy who served his apprenticeship to work in the eunuch's officel. Before the date 

of the Grand Examination, the eunuch himself o£fers them an examination, and those who succeed 

in the examination can participate in the prefectural examination again One eunuch who does not 

know the meaning of the Classic says: " Now you do not have to conqiose any essay, and those 

who can make up a good parallel unit will be selected." He then gives the following 

sentence: "Tzu-lu ^rode a fat horse." Those examinees then lower their heads and think 

how to write the correspondent verse. One witty fellow devises the following paralleled 

sentence: "Even Yao and Shun rode a sick pig" (Yao Shun ch'i-yu ping chu 

The witty examinee played the game of punning with homophones, by replacing the word, a pronoun, ch'i 

with the word "ride" {ch'i ^), and the word "various" {chu with the word "pig" {chu ^t). Thus 

the original text that "even Yao and Shun were still solicitous about this" {Fao Shun ch'i-yu ping chu 

^ I? is transformed into an amusing sentence: " Even Yao and Shim rode a sick pig" {Yao Shun 

ch'i-yu ping chu Only the person who was familiar with the primary texL the Confucian 

Analects, and could read alternatively, could contrive such a fimny parody. In doing so. the ancient sage-

emperors were put into a derogatory context to become laughingstocks. 

Several satires were offered to respond to this joke. Following this joke there is a note: Tzu-lu carried rice 

to walk for a hundred // M .2™ if he had had a fat horse to ride, why didnt he put the rice on the horse's 

back? The first critic of the above joke, the Inferior-man. introduced another fimny tale: 

'^^This is a sentence derived from ch. 28 of BK. VI and ch. 45 of BK. XTV of The Confucian .•Uialects-, see James 

Legge, trans.. The Confxtcian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&n, 194,292. 

l^^Tzu-lu (542-»80 B.C.) was one of the eminent pupils of Confucius and famous for his courage, tfis family name 

was Chung and courtesy name Tzu-lu. ffc was only nine years younger than Confucius. See Wing-tsit Chan. 
Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 24n44. 

"'This is a sentence parodying the sentence, " even Yao and Shun were still solicitous about this" {Yao Shun ch'i-yu 

ping chu whereby the word "ride" {ch'i SJ) is used to replace its homophone, a pronoun, ch'i 

and the word " pig " {chu SS) is used to replace its homophone, " various" {chu ^). 

According to R. H. Mathews, li is "a measure of length reckoned at 360 paces, or about 1890 feet English 

measure;" see R. R Mathews. Xfathews Chinese-English Dictionary, 564. 
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One officer was in a huny to deliver an official document. His superior gave him a horse to ride. 

But instead of riding the horse, the man walked behind it People asked him; "With such 

emergency why don't you ride the horse to rush ahead?" He said; " Isn't walking with sLx feet 

faster than four feet?" [The Inferior-manj then commented; "Tzu-lu probably shared the same 

viewpoint with this [fool]," (41) 

The other joke was introduced in the comment too. as we read; 

Chang Tuan is an officer who works in the Office of Record {Ssu-lu fu When a 

sacrificial pig for worshipping the God of Land has been bought back and given to the magistrate, 

the pig ran into the hall of Chang Tuan. who has slain it Another petty officer informs the 

magistrate, who then interrogates Chang Tuan. Chang relies; "According to the legal 

code, 'all' {chu those who sneakily enter people's houses, can be killed by the host 

immediately. No di^utation." The magistrate bursts into laughter and orders the purchase of 

another pig. (41-42) 

The Inferior-man commented: 

The word "all" {chu ^) refers to the word "pig" (jchu fS) which was ridden by Yao and 

Shun. (42) 

These commentary jokes could be viewed as the sequel of the first joke. Taking these jokes together, we 

can sketch the particular behavior of joke-telling, which is the dialogjcal response between the addresser 

and his audience/addressee; the latter made up other jokes to convey their opinions and correspond to the 

initial joker. 

One more joke ridiculing eunuchs, who performed improperly as the chief examiners, is the fourth joke of 

Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled "To Refer to the Great Virtue [Whose Goodness that People Won't Forget]" (tao 

sheng-te chih-shan iSStS M #).^°' It is said: 

One eunuch leaves his station to test the students. Opening up the book to look for an 

examination-topic, he remarks: "To refer to the great virtue" tao sheng-te chih iS^iS£). All 

the students put down their pens and look at one another. Another inspector stands beside 

saying: " How about adding one word to it?" The eunuch says: " Sir! [Being an honorable elder.] 

when you suggest adding something, how could we limit it to merely one word? All the other 

words following the phrase. ' good people' (shan-min #S) are all added [to the question], " (5) 

The critic commented; 

^°'This sentence is an ex^etical note of the sentence. "An elegant and virtuous man will never be forgotten" {yu-fei 

chlh-tzu chungpu-k'o hstlan hsi see Shih-hsUn liSHI, in Erh-ya Ssu-pu t'sung-k'an 

ed. (Shanghai: Shangwu yin-shu-kuan. 1936). 12b. See also Ta-hsUeh U-chi ^r2. Ssu-pu 

ts'ung-k'an ed. KS SP ftf"!41.8b. 
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This eunuch was at ease! If tl\is event look place in the present, those who executed the law would 

have one word deleted. (6) 

Here the eunuch made the mistake of pimctuating the original text; He firstly omitted one word, and then 

allowed two additional characters to be added, and finally went to the extreme to allow all the subsequent 

words to be added. His behavior was regarded at ease as well by the critic. By contrast the critic implied 

the stringency of the ciuient government e.xecutives. who would be so tough and strict to take out one more 

word, because the omission of one word would have increased the difficulty of the e.xaminatioa 

3. Mastering the Art of " Nanating a Verse" { f u  j g ^  

Parallelism was an essential component pertaining to almost all traditional Chinese essays. However, it 

became a strict requirement in the eight-legged essay style reinforced by the civil service e.xaminations 

during the Ming and Ch'ing. The particular device to employ the technique of parallelism to write essays 

which explicated the given topic drawn from the Confucian classics was called ® (composing or 

chanting a poem), a conventional term for rhymed prose composed in the Han dynasty-. But it turned into a 

popular term depicting the fimctionary role of the e.xaminees. who were manipulated as the supporters of 

state ideology and speakers on behalf of legitimate culture. Its negative implication is shown in the 

criticism of Chou Tso-jen A. who notes the art of composing an eight-legged essay as "JU-te" 

(to be able to compose or chant a poem). This special skill meant not only to tune the entire piece of one's 

work with the voice of sages and worthy men, but also to voice at the bidding of the major examiner 

(including the emperor who was the premier examiner to hold the Palace E.xaminations).^®^ From this 

perspective, they were rather like actors who performed roles outside of themselves.Their speech 

dintinished the temporal and spatial distances between remote antiquity and the present. Yet this stylistic 

writing encouraged intellectuals to speak and write pretentiously. In the nincty-second joke of Ssu-shu 

Hsiao, we have already seen that the examinee, named as " composer" (fu-che ®#) composed a 

paralleled couplet based on the e.\amination-topic, "Tang was nine ch'ih R high." In that case, we see 

the examination-topic actually generated the whole essay composed by the examinee, who tended to draw 

references fnjm various classics. If the examinee did not have a clear and correct memory of the Classics, 

or if his inferences were illogical, then incgonruity ensued to aeate a fimny effect The following joke 

^"^Cho Tso-jen, " On pa-ku wen" (On eight-legged essays). Appendix I, in Chou's Chung-kuo hsing wen-

hsUeh teyUan-liu 03 Wf (The Origin of Modem Chinese Literature); see Chou Tso-jen, Chou tso-jen 

hsien-sheng wen-chi vol, X. 124. 

^O^For the intimate relationship between drama and pa-ku essays see Chiao HsUn Yi-yU ylkh-lu Si^SriS. 

(Taipei; Wen-hai ch'u-pan-she, 1967), 20.403-04. See also Tu Ching-i trans. Cheng Pang-chen 

SPSS®. "Ts'ung wen-hsUeh kuan-tien lun pa-ku wen" (On eight-legged essays from the 

perspective of literature. 174. See also Wu Mei Ku-ch'U chu-t'an (Taipei; Kuang-wen shu-chU, 

1962), 164. 
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serves as good evidence. In the fifty-eigjith joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " In Teaching There Should Be 

No Distinction of Classes" {vu-chiao wu-lei it is said; 

The participants of the examination were given the topic. "In teaching there should be no 

distinction of classes" (yu-chiao wu-lei Wit.lSJ®). One examinee "composes" (fit IS) the 

following parallel sentences to simulate the given topic [as he writesj; Like a lion the bear turns 

upside-down in front of the Temple of Prime Minister (hsiang-kuo ssu ^): [Like a girl] the 

donkey performed the dano: of che-chih 45 outside the Gate of Ch'ang-an (68) 

The first critic commented: 

The " composition" {fu ®) is not elegant but it sounds very meaningful. 

The second critic commented: 

Emulating the chief examiner's comment [the critic writes;] The [e.xaminee's] imaginary 

depiction fits the scene, and his remarks are marveUous. Highly recommended! Highly 

recommended! (68) 

This humorous examinee tried to expound the given topic by personifying animals, whose upgrading 

seemed to fit the premise of impartiality of educational opportunity, yet created an absurd effect 

According the examinee's description, the bear could turn his huge body topsy-turvy like a lioit while a 

donkey could dance like a giri with flowers and ditmis. The incongruity of this parody is tied to the 

portrayal of animals as human beings. The logic of the parallel sentences seems to be reasonable; however, 

it is incredible in the real worid. The first critic's comment tended to be funny and ironic. The second 

critic's comment imagined the comments of the chief examiner and praised the examinee's technique for its 

expertise. The affirmation of such an illogical yet amusing couplet was also a way to show contempt 

toward the e.\amination system, because the stereotyped eight-legged essay had reduced it to the symbolic 

and formal level regardless of its content. 

VIII. Summary 

Who were the himiorists presenting the fimny pictures of these teachers and students so poorly trained in 

their classical scholarship? Psychologically speaking, these jokesters must be classified into the group of 

^'^'*This is a sentence derived from ch. 38 of BK. XV of The Confucian Analects', see James Legge. trans.. The 

Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&II, 305. 

is a kind of plant, whose flower is yellow and leaves can feed silkworais. Here it refers to a kind of dance, which 

originated in Central Asia and was introduced to China during the Tang dynasty (618-907). Later it became 

popular in the mid-Tang and Sung dynasty (960-1279). The dancing girls usually wore the flower of Che-chih, and 

moved around along with drumbeats. The original perfonnance consisted of two girls, but the performance was 

exhibited by a team of dancing girls in the Sung dynasty. 

^"^The capital of Tang dynasty (618-907). 
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failed candidates in the examinational competition by contriving these jokes to release their frustration and 

dissatisfaction. Tumbling in the process of pursuing their oSicialdom. these men of letters composed funny 

tales to amuse themselves and their audiences. However, when most of butts in these jokes were scorned 

because of their lack of classical literacy, the importance of linguistic competence of classical Chinese was 

implicitly emphasized as an emblem of civilized cultivation. The jokes provided an arena where those who 

discerned the drawbacks in the current selection process and examination process could maneuver their 

attacks and contentions in camouflage. Socially speaking, these jokes manifested the inner tension hidden 

in the uniformity of the Confucianized elite and the unquelled dissent of a few marginal figures. These 

jokers wr^ed up the quips of Confucian classics in a humorous conte.xL which revealed the fact tfiat they 

were able to employ alternative perceptions in their reading, inteqireting, and writing to suipass the 

singular mode of thinking. The act of parodying was in fact meant to contaminate the canonized orthodox 

texts, and further destroy their sanctity. Paradoxically, the importance of linguistic competence and 

excellence addressed in most jokes reflected that the humorists were proud of their classical erudition, 

which difierentiated them from those ignorant officials and other illiterates. In other words, these jokesters 

had internalized the conventional value-concept that demanded literati to be able to master classical 

language to perform congruously in their speeches and acts. The displacement of the Four Books and Five 

Classics in an absurd and ridiculous conte.xt allows us to estimate the efifea of the civil service examination 

and its negative impaa on educationaL social and political systems more perceptively. These jokes 

exemplified the dynanuc power and unlimited potential engendered from reproducing and undentuning 

these stereotyped Confucian classics. 
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Chapter Three 

The Comic Attacks on Neo-Confucianism 

This chapter focuses on the t>pe of jokes revolving around the mode of thought claimed by the " school of 

Principle" {li-hsUeh in its pedagogical icAsvity—chiang-hsUeh ( "lecturing" or "learning by 

discussion" )—and the pedagogical authority represented by the Sung Neo-Confiicians,' the Ch'eng 

brothers and Chu Hsi. These jokes reflected the peculiar inteUectual and cultural phenomena from the 

Sung to late Ming periods. The content of these jokes allows us to discem how the art of joking is " a play 

of form." as Mary Douglas notes.^ The humorists of the time fomiulated their jokes by highlighting the 

discrepancy between the moral appeal raised by philosophers in their metaphysical discourse and the moral 

failing in their social experiences. The belief of perfectibility and sacredness was reduced to symbolic 

attributes and denigrated by the humorists. The jokesters employed the logic of humor to challenge the 

degree of rationality of Neo-Confiician philosophy and test the limit of knowledge and control as well. 

Conflia and tension are subdued in the pleasure of hidden wit The marginal literatiu'e. jokes, thus 

implicitly subverts the dominant thought— " tao-hsUeh" "the learning of the Way" or "True Way 

Learning." 

The comic device of parody displays the decentering of the authoritarian voice, and the replacement of a 

parodied voice makes the new te.xt oblique and obscure.^ Robert Phiddian remarks that " parody is always 

an ironic and critical strategy which explores the cultural and te.xtual terms of construction of 

discourses." Therefore, in this chapter I deal with the criticism on Confucian scholars of the Sung 

dynasty and their adherents in the Ming, since these laughtable matters reveal the incongrmty within 

cultural and philosophical institutions of late Imperial China. A comparison of quotations from the 

parodied texts and the distorted words in their new contexts allows us to discem the parodist's attempt to 

reestablish his own authority in a new te.vL 

'The translation for"chiang-hsUeh" is made by de Bary; see Wm. Theodore de Bary, "Li Chih: Arch-

Individualist" in Wm. Theodore de Bary and the Conference on Seventeenth-Century Chinese Thought, The 

Unfolding of Neo-Confucianism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1975). 203-70,221. 

^Mary Douglas, Implicit Xleanings: Essays in .Anthropology (London. Henley & Boston; Routledge & Kegan Paul 
1975). 90-114.92. 

^Robert Phiddian. Swift Parody (Cambridge. UK; Cambridge University Press. 1995), 1-2. 

*lbid.. 2. 
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The attack on the Confucian scholars of "True Way Learning" was a prevailing phenomenon in Sung 

times. Until the Ming dynasty, the Ch'eng-Chu school dominated the educational curricula e.xaminational 

criteriotu intellectual orientation, and political ideology, while humorists used parody to make fiin of the 

ludicFOusness and impracticality of this doctrine.' Even though we are not sure whether the jokes of Ssu-

shu Hsiao were produced in the Sung or Ming, nor we are sure whether the composers of these jokes were 

the tliinkers of the opposite side of the Ch'eng-Chu school, we are reasonably sure that these jokes were 

widely spread within the academies. These witty intellectuals implanted Neo-Confiician verbalism and 

tenets in a variety of amusing contexts; in doing so, they both smck to and stood out from the intellectual 

tradition to enjoy the pleasure of playing, as well as reviving the burdensome study and boring academic 

atmosphere. 

The play of form manifests the play of distinrt perceptions and conceptions. The humorists scrutinized the 

explicit/implicit and metaphysical/utilitarian spheres involved in the Sung philosophy so that they adeptly 

manipulated manifold incongruence to invite laughter. The Ch'eng brothers (Ch'eng Hao. 1032-1085; 

Qi'eng L 1033-1107) engendered the mode of thought, tao-hsUeh and inculcated a variety of 

disciples. Their epistemological and pedagogical endeavor entailed " the complexities or diversities of 

their ' schooL' " as Tillman writes, which disintegrated into " a spectrum of orientations during the eariy 

and middle decades of the twelfth centurv ." ® Chu Hsi (1130-1200) synthesized the Confucian classics 

and doctrinized the Mean, the essential timeless principle of Neo-Confiician learning. The ideological 

polarities of the tao-hsUeh branches are usually divided into two strains of thoughts; Chu Hsi's scholarship 

emphasizes "intellectual emdition" but Lu Chiu-yUan's (1139-1193) scholarship emphasizes "ethical 

intuition." ^ Meanwhile, the disagreement about value judgment and priorities between the utilitarian 

thinker. Ch'en Liang (1143-1193) and Chu Hsi. was that the former tended to highlight the political and 

ethical principle in historical studies while the latter focused on the timeless ethics of personal cultivation 

in the Confucian classics. Furthermore. Wang Yang-ming (1472-1529), who led the school of Mind-and-

Heart and was influenced by Zen Buddhism to advocate " percq)tion " and enlighteiunent. debunked the 

broad learning and critical study of the classical learning stressed by Ch'eng-Chu school of Principle (//-

hsUeh The discords among varied schools were tied to the fact that the definition of "practical 

'Chung-ying Cheng points out that both Confucianism and Neo-Confucianisra should be characterized as a philosophy 

of "moral practicality" instead of " utilitarian practicality" ; their teachings were practical for keeping the social 

and political activity in order with morality, but were not practical at all in terms of boosting economy and 

technology, see Chung-ying Cheng, " Practical Learning in Yen YUan. Chu Hsi and Wang Yang-ming," in Wm. 

Theodore de Bary & Irene Bloom, eds.. Principle and Practicality: Essays in \'eo-Confucianism and Practical 

Learning York; Columbia University Press, 1979). 37-38. 

^Hoyt Cleveland Tdlman. Utiltarian Confucianism: Ch'en Liang's Challenge to Chu Hsi (Cambridge & London; 

Council on East Asian Studies. Harvard University. 1982), 15. 

''ibid.. 25. 
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learning" (shih-hsUeh and " empty learning" (hslt-hsUeh difTered from time to time and from 

school to school: each school denounced the learning of other schools as not practical.^ The competition 

turned into a political contention rather than an intellectual one because Chu Hsi's school of principle later 

became the state ideology and orthodox teaching fiom the fourteenth century to nineteenth century. How 

would the large number of the followers of the philosophy of Wang Yang-ming respond to the dominant 

Ch'en-Chu thought upheld by the regime? Some jokes in Ssu-shu Hsiao did provide the o{^x>nents 

peripheral voices and raillery. 

In addition, there was a deep animus against the academic activity of " lecturing" (chiang-hslkh M^). 

Even those Ming scholars who accepted and preached the humanist teaching of Ch'eng-Chu. were called 

the "scholars of 'True Way Learning' " (jao-hsUeh hsien-sheng and became the butts of the 

jokes. The positive connotation of the Way was referred to in the conte.xt of transcendent value and 

guidance of hiunan behavior.' however, the derogatory term, the " scholar of True Way Learning," was 

applied to suggest scholars who covered up their pretentiousness and insincerity in the name of the Way. 

These jokes mirror some major issues in Qunese intellectual history from the Sung to the late Ming in 

miniature. The unending rancorous arguments among contetnporary scholars were due both to the 

antagonism among philosophical schools and also to the diversity of individual interest A careful 

investigation of these jokes does shed light on the tension of factional contention, the shifting of societal 

trend as well as intellectual divergence. 

A reappraisal of the value of Sung Neo-Confudanism underlies the comic feature of these jokes, which 

rcflect the negative perceptions about the dominant educational curricula and leading pedagogical 

^Okada Takehiko has summarized the variation of practical learning from the studies of Han to that of Sung together 

with the different perception of practicality among the schools of the Sung philosophy; see Okada 

Takehiko. " Practical Learning in the Chu Hsi School: Yamazaki Ansai and Kaibara Ekken." in Wm. Theodore de 

Bary & Irene Bloom, eds.. Principle and Practicality: Essays in \'eo-Confucianism and Practical Learning, 231-

305. 231-32. In his philosophical work Yen YUan (1635-1704) criticized Buddhism. Taoism, and the Neo-

Confucianism of Chu Hsi and Wang Yang-ming as the dotrine of " emptiness:" Yen's conception represented the 

new development of "practical learning" regenerating in the seventeenth century, which was interested in meeting 

the needs and promoting the visible benefits of the society; see Chung-ying Cheng, " Practical Learning in Yen 

YUan. Chu Hsi and Wang Yang-ming," 38-45. In his smdy, Chung-ying Cheng tries to convince us that both the 

teaching of Chu Hsi and that of Wang Yang-ming were practical in some way; moreover. Chu Hsi was the first 

person to use the term "practical learning" {shih-hslkh 99^), while Wang emphasized the unity of knowledge and 

action to fomi the essential ground of "practical learning" and his achievement in military and political career 
proved his practical practice in public affairs, 51-62. 

'The Way also referred to " the Way of the sage-kings," wWch has been dealt with in Chapter three. That was the 

cardinal concept of Confucianism and Neo-Confucianism. coined as shen-hsUeh as de Bary succinctly 

depicted: "an ideal of the human community ruled by the wisdom of sages and governed through sagely 

institutions;" see Wm. Theodore de Bary, Neo-Confucian Orthodoxy and the Learning of the S/find-and-Heart, xv-

xvi. 
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representatives. Some Ming intellectuals attacked Sung Neo-Confucians from the following perspectives: 

The philosophical approach of the Sung Confucians was the evolution of conventional Confiicianisni and 

had disassociated itself firom the deep involvement of the practical matters of daily life.'® Sung 

philosophers were blamed for indulging themselves in the development of metaphysical discoune and paid 

no attention to the pragmatic matters of statecraft J' The critical issues addressed by Sung Confucians 

were limited to the connotations of certain denominations such as humaneness (Jen t), ming 

tranquility (ching ^), and the "extension of innate knowing" (chih liang-chih These motifs 

featured the characteristics of "impractical idealism [and] naive optimism" in Sung "True Way 

Learning," but remained the main topics of the discursive essays written by their proponents in the 

Ming dynasty." Like Ch'en Liang, Hsidi Chao-che l&Sc® (1567-1624) argued that the curriculum with 

the "sincerity of will and rectification of mind" {ch'eng-yi MM. cheng-hsin iE'6) as its tenet was 

absolutely useless; he would rather teach youngsters the historical texts such as Tso-chuan (Tso 

Documentary). Kuo-ytl H . Shih-chi S&IE (Records of the Grand Historian), and Honshu 81 § (History 

of the [Former) Han).'® Hsieh's contrary perception signified the legacy of udlitarian thought wherein 

"^rien Yi-heng B3 criticized the Ming intellectuals who followed in the steps of the Neo-Confiicians of the Sung, 

but were really rebellious against Confucianism; Tien Yi-heng, Liu-ch'ing jih-chi SUBS (The Journal of 

Leaving Green) (Taipei: Kuang-wen shu-chU. 1969), 245. 

"Hsieh Chao-che noted that the Sung thinkers indulged in dealing with empty words and neglected 

practicality; see Hsich Chao-che Wu Tsa-tsu Efl® (1608), reprinted ed.. (Taipei: Wei-wen t'u-shu ch'u-

pan yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1977), 13.348. 

' ̂The idea of ming was habitually associated with that of hsing ( " heaven-conferred nature " ) to indicate " ' what is 

decreed' from the imperatives of moral striving;" see Thomas A. Metzger, Escape firom Predicament: Neo-

Confucianism and China's Evolving Political Culture (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977). 132-34. See 

also Wm. Theodore de Bary, The Trouble with Confucianism. 11. 

'^HsU HsUeh-mo " Chai-ytf SFS (Words of A Study), in Huang Tsung-hsL ed., S/Sng wen-hai (The 

Sea of Ming Literature), Ssu-k'u ch'llan-shu cheng-pen ed., the 7th collection (Taipei: Taiwan Shang-wu yin-shu 
kuan,n.d.), 480.13b. 

'•'See Wm. Theodore de Bary, The Trouble with Confucianism. 54. 

'^See HsUdi Hui SS (1489-1541). "Ta yu-jen shu" (Letter to A Friend), in HsUdi Hui, K'ao-kung chi 

(The Collective Work of K'ao-kung [lang-chungj of [the Department of Personnel] ), Ssu-k'u ch'ikm-shu 

chen-pen ed.. the 4th collection (Taipei; Taiwan Shangwu yin-shu kuan. 1973), 9.27b-30b. See also HsUeh 

Hui's "Tsai-ta ChUn-ch'uan shu" 9 (The Second Letter to ChUn-ch'uan), Ibid., 9.5a-13b. It is 

noteworthy that HsUeh Hui utilized the expression " chiang-hsUeh" 31^ (lecturing) in his two letters ot Ts'ui Tzu-

chung, whereby HsUeh delivered a thorough discussion about Sung Neo-Confucianisnu see " Ta Ts'ui Tzu-chung 

shu" (The Letter Replying to Ts'ui Tzu-chung). Ibid, 3b-l8b; "Tsai ta Tzu-chung shu" 

(The Second Letter Replying to Tzu-chung), Ibid., 18b-20a. See also Wang Ting-hsiang Wang-shih chia-

ts'ang chi iKSKjKSl (The Collection Preserved by the Family of the Wangs), 5 vols. (Taipei: Wei-wen t'u-shu 
ch'u-panshe, 1976), vol, 3, 1656-59. 

'®HsU HsUeh-mo '̂ Chai-yll" flf® (Words of A Study), in Huang Tsung-hsi, ed., XSng wen-hai 53X^5, 

13.347-48. 
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scholarly study and cultural pursuit were ultimately grounded in history rather than the timeless ethics of 

the Confucian classics. Likewise, Li Qiih (1527-1602) also treasured the value of history.'^ 

Literati who received Confucian education were all conscious of their duty of cultural transmission and 

leadership f\mction to influence the majority of people of the world; "lecturing" or "learning by 

discussion" {chiang-hsUeh was one method of achieving this goaL Both Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yUan 

lectured at academies to set examples for the movement of lecturing in the Ming period.'^ Those who 

undertook the academic activity called "lecturing" {chiang-hsUeh were normally the "presented 

men" {chU-jen $^A) who had obtained the second-highest degree of the civil service examinations and 

then started to teach before taking the metropolitan examinatioiL^^ They gave either a ^eech on the 

Ch'eng-Chu philosophy or instruction on the required knowledge of the civil service examinations. The 

former was to pursue spiritiial perfection, while the latter sought a bureaucratic post These two objectives 

were held in low estimation during the Ming dynasty. For instance. HsU HsUeh-mo (1522-1593) 

lamented that the Ming instructors and students could not emancipate themselves from the stereotyped 

philosophy formulated by the Sung thinkers.^'' He also mentioned that the ending years of the niler. Chia-

ching (r. 1522-66), enhanced the academic activity of " lecturing" {chiang-hsUeh in order to cleanse 

the corruption of politics.^' However, most intellectuals still employed this device to acquire fame and 

wealth. Therefore, the act of "lecturing" (chiang-hstkh was inhibited and no private academy 

could be established without government premission during the reigns of Lung-ch'ing (r. 1567-72) 

and Wang-li MM (r. 1573-1619).^^ Nevertheless, the literati of Ssu-chou inclined to resent and 

criticize the scholarship of "True Way Learning" to address the problem of sophistication, deception, and 

studying for passing the civil service e.\amination.^ These men of letters of southeastern China were fond 

'^Wm. Theodore de Bary. "Li Chih: Arch-Individualist," in Wm. Theodore de Bary. et al.. The Unfolding of \eo-

Confucianism, 220. 

'^Wing-tsit Chan, " Chu Hsi and the Academies," in Wm. Theodore de Bary & John W. ChafTee, eds.. Neo-Confucian 

Education: The Formative Stage (Berkeley; University of California Press, 1989), 400. 

"Wu tCuan SH, " Chieh-yUan He-chUn mu-chih ming" (The Epitaph of Mr. He Who Was A Cut 

Above the Rest in One County Examination); see Wu K'uan, P'ao-wong chia-ts'ang chi M (The Familial 

Collection of Sir Gourd) (Taipei; Taiwan Shangwu yin-shu kuan. 1979), 60.6. See also Chien Chin-sung iff 

Mng-tai wen-hsUeh p'i-p'ing yen-chiu (The Study of the Literary Criticism of the Ming 
Dynasty) (Taipei; HsUeh-sheng shu-chU, 1989), 99. 

20/fcjy., 480.17b. 

480.13a. 
22/6^.. 480.13b. 

^Chu YUn-ming fiiycW,"Ta Chang Tien-fu hsiu-ts'ai shu" (Letter to Reply the " cultivated 

talent" Chang Tien-fu); see Chu YUn-ming, Huai-hsing t'ang chi (The Collection of the H^ of 
Embracing Stars), compiled together with Hu ChU-jen's S t //« fVen-ching chi Sfl ST ® I! (The Collective Woik 

of Hu Wen-ching) (Shanghai: Shanghai Ku-chi ch'u-pan she. 1991), 12.17b-28a. See also Chien Chinrsung 

X-Iing-tai wen-hstkh p'i-p'ing yen-chiu W5S (The Study of the Literary Criticism of the Ming 

Dynasty), 92. 
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of poetry, painting, calligr^hy. novels and drama: they clashed with the scholars of" True Way 

Learning " for the characteristic of exclusiveness in the singular mode of their thought 

To break through the monolithic mode of Neo-Confiician thought humorists tended to apply verbal 

distortion and deliberate pollution as the main devices of intellectual humor The Confucian scholars of the 

Sung dynasty are ridiculed in the Ssu-shu hsiao. as the following joke demonstrates. In the seventy-sixth 

joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled" [Regarding] Virtue as the Common E*roperty of Himself and 

Others" {shan-ytljen t'ung it is said: 

Once the examinees of a E*rovincial Examination are required to compose an essay on the 

examination-topic: "The great Shun ^ regarded virtue as the common property of himself and 

others." A "presented men" [chll-jen $A) is dismissed firom the examination and later 

complains about the unjust treatment This examinee expounds the examination-topic to 

paraphrase it as follows: " In the past there was a great [sage]. Shun, who had a benevolent heart: 

although his Way had lasted for ten thousand years, [he regarded] virtue as the common 

property of himself and others." Someone conaments: " He is surely destined to fail the 

examination, because he uses 'diamber-vessel' [literally, urine pot) to correspond to 'oil 

can.' " (86) 

The first critic commented; 

The examinee who had really composed the essay [with e.xpressions like] urine pot and oil can 

would not necessarily be dismissed from the examination. Besides, the ancient rite had not 

avoided these wordings. The examinee who was dismissed was simply unfortunate. (86) 

The second critic commented: 

[The examinee's] e.xplanation for the saying "the same as others" was as such. But [his 

e.\pIanation for the sentence) " [regarding] virtue as the common property of himself and 

others" was different This scholar is also one of those " Confucian scholars of the Sung" (Sung 

ju SfcflS). What is the right meaning of this sentence? (86) 

The conte.xt of the joke reflects the fact that any e.xaminee who took the civil service examinations would 

not be able to pass the examination if there was any inappropriate expression in his examination essay. The 

joke depicts one humorous reader's intentional deviation in his interpretation by stigmatizing the original 

conte.Yt with a dirty implication: for example, "though prevail" {sui kuan StS") was analogized 

to "chamber-vessel" {niao kuan IRSI), whereas "the same as" (yu t'ung JSI^) signified "oil can" (yu 

t'ung ). This sudden di^lacement from the original to a " bisociated concept" is a way to implant 

^''This is a sentence derived from ch. 8 of BK. II of The Confucian .Analects-, see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian 

.Analects, in The Chinese Classics, II. 205. 

^^Ibid. 
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incongniity.^® The sparkle of laughter is engendered from the irrelevanL abrupt and illogical association. 

The punchline of the joke shifis our attention from the e.\amination prose to the impartiality of the 

e.xamination system. Accordingly, the first critic made a cynical comment to suggest that those unlettered 

e.\aininees who composed the absurd essays could still pass the examinations: his criticism reflected the 

low quality of successfiil candidates and the nature of inequalit\' of the civil service examinations 

Unlike the first critic who was concerned with the examination svstem, the second critic emphasized the 

flaw of accepting Chu Hsi's authoritarian exegesis. The second critic firstly pointed out that the way the 

examinee expounded his e.xamination-topic was based on Chu Hsi's exegetical note to this passage 

pertaining to ch. 8 of BK. n of The Works of A'kncius. Interpreting the sentence (i.e.. the punchline of this 

joke) "shan-yllJen t'ung Chu Hsi noted: "He [Shun] considered as public-common—the 

good of the whole world, and did not think of himself...." (kung t'ien-hsia chih shan erh pu-wei ssu yeh 

The second critic questioned whether Chu Hsi's exegesis really fit the 

original context or not In his view both Chu Hsi and the examinee stressed unselfishness, which was the 

moral theme repetitively called for by the Simg Neo-Confucians. Displaying his doubt about the absolute 

exegesis given by Chu Hsi, this late-Ming critic implicitly suggested that there was potential for alternative 

explanations. That was fully revealed by the use of punning by the jokester in the above joke, which 

qiitomized the dynamic of " the play of the words" and " the play of ideas." In sum. the second critic 

was interested in textual criticism, the validity of interpretation, and code signals in an ambivalent context 

I. The Criticism on ^Lecturing" or earning by Discussion35#) 

The most prominent opponent of the activity of " lecturing " " chiang-hsUeh " was Li Chih. a " post-

Wang iconoclast" in Charles O. Hucker's term:^' however, de Bary notes that 

Li's "disillusionment" e.\tended ftom the received tradition of Confiicianism to the"moralism and 

humanitarianism" of the Wang Yang-ming school.^" Li Chih characterized the pedagogical curriculum 

of " learning by discussion." encompassing the thoughts passed down from the line of the thinkers of 

conventional Confucianism and Neo-Confucianism ranging from Yen Hui, Tseng Sen, Tzu Ssu, Mendus, 

Chou Tun-i, the Ch'eng brothas. Chang Tsai. to Chu Hsl^' Li Chih rejected any involvement in this kind 

Arthur Koestler. The Act of Creation (New York; Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1964), 32-36, 59, 77. 
the translation is based on James Legge's note to the sentence. 

Arthur Koestler. The Act of Creation  ̂65. 

^'Charies O. Hucker, " The Tung-lin Movement of the Late Ming Period." in John K. Fairbank, ed.. Chinese Thought 

and Institutions (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957), 132-62, 144. 

^®Wm. Theodore de Bary. "Li Chih: Arch-Individualist," in Wm. Theodore de Bary, et al.. The Unfolding cf Neo-

Confucianism, 221. 

^'Li Chih, Fen-shu 5E (Burning Book) (Taipei: He-Io fu-shu ch'u-pan-she, 1974), 45-46. 
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of learning, arguing that the claim of a timeless ethic and the omniscience of ancient worthy men by the 

contenqwrary scholars of "True Way Learning" was not even persuasive because virtue could not be 

taughL^^ Therefore, when late Ming intellectuals mentioned the pedagogical activity, "chiang-

hsUeh" 31^, and the sdiolars of "True Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh" most of the time the 

label "pseudo-learning of the Way" (chia tao-hsUeh " was applied. In order to clarify this point, 

let us read a joke in Chiang Ying-k'o's flIS# (c. 1593) History of Humor {Hsieh-shih which reads 

as follows: 

In county Huang If SP, there is a poor student who claims himself as being " chiang-hsUeh " SI-?. 

The local gentry says: " He is really a wilful young man." and then gives him an ox as a present 

The poor student leads the ox back home. His brother uses the ox to plow his land. The young 

student is very upset His brother says: "To share your belongings with those who do not have 

the thing [is what you should do); why are you angry? " The young student responds: " Why. you 

yourself have nothing to do with the business of "chiang-hsUefi" Otherwise, you would 

have been given an ox. too." Meanwhile, "a student who receives the stipend from the 

govermnent" (lin-sheng also claims himself an activist oi "chiang-hsUeh" When 

the stipend is distributed, the head of the students takes more. The student tells other students 

that: " He takes more. You folks should have rq}rimanded him " His classmates say: " Why 

don't you scold him yourself? " The student replies; " I am a person of ' chiang-hsUeh' so 

that I am not supposed to criticize him." Alas! Though these two episodes are small cases, the 

minds of these scholars of "True Way Learning" are clearly manifested. One eminent 

predecessor said: " 1 prefer to be a true scholar rather than a ' pseudo scholar of True Way 

Learning' {chia tao-hsUeh " Truly, it is!^' 

These two protagonists are described as learners who are interested in "chiang-hsUeh" but instead 

of self-cultivation what they really care about is the material profit of ox and money. It makes us recall the 

viewpoint of Li Chih. who pointed out that these scholars who gathered crowds of followers to preach the 

philosophy of conventional thinkers of Confucianism as well as that of Sung Neo-Confiidans were in fact 

pursuing high official positions in the name of moralitj .^'* Li Chih considered that the Ming pedagogues of 

Sung Neo-Confiicianism destroyed the good custom because of their main concern with material benefit 

^^Wm. Theodore de Bary. " Li Chih: Arch-Individualist," in Wm. Theodore de Bary, et ai.. The Unfolding of h'eo-

Confucianism, 221. 

^^Chiang Ying-k'o, HsUeh-t'ao hsiao-shu ̂  ? (The Tiny Book of Snow-Wave) (Kyoto: Chung-wen ch'u-pan-she. 
1969), 76-77. 

^'•Li Chih. Fen-shu % 45-46; see aslo Wm. Theodore de Bary. " Li Chih; Arch-Individualist" in Wm. Theodore dc 

Bary, et al.. The Unfolding ofNeo-Conjucianism- 224. 
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The scholar of "Trae Way Leaming" was disdainfully illustrated by Li Chih for cunningly applying the 

sayings taken from the canonized text to make an excuse for his wrongdoing, a stigma pertaining to the butt 

in the following joke. '̂ This particular joke is related to the theme of " lecturing " {chiang-hsUeh 

the eighty-nineth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled "He Would Not Give A Single Straw" {i-chiefi pu-yU 

—where it is said: 

A man is stingy but likes depredatioa Some people disparage his stinginess. He responds; " Do 

not give a single straw. That is the way of sagehood." 37 «jq you think about ' not taking 

a single straw' ? " 38 jjg replies; " I have learned [sagehood] but cannot put it into practice." 

(101) 

The critic commented; 

He commits himself to the Way of sagehood when he decides not to give [a single straw). When 

he rq>lies about why " not taking [a single straw)," his words sounds humble. He is surely the 

best follower of the sage. There is nobody better than him, since he is adept in " lecturing [the 

teaching of the sage)" (chiang-hslkh M9=). (101) 

Before we discuss the major problem raised by the critic, we must talk about the backdrop of the above 

joke, that is about the fact of the Way {tao iS) of sage-kings. Yao and Shun, practiced by I-yin and 

referred to by Mencius in ch. 7 of BK. U of The Works ofXkncius. According to Mencius, when 1-yin was 

a fanner in the territory of the prince of Hsin he was delighted in the Way of Yao and Shun. I-yin 

would not accept the offering of a throne or " a thousand teams of horses," if they were given to him 

against the principle of righteousness.^' And I-yin " would neither have given or taken a single straw," if 

he supposed it violated the principle of ri^teousness,'"' Taking and giving a single straw became a 

symbolic act to signify one's moral a.xiom. The premise of I-yin was to abide by the timeless ethic of the 

sage-kings. In contrast although the thrifty protagonist of the above joke assumed himself a follower of 

the principle of sagehood, he was unwilling to share money with others, and instead wanted to have more 

of whatever he desired. His selfishness contradicted the principles of benevolence and righteousness 

glorified by the ancient sage-kings. The critic of the above joke revealed his contempt when he praised this 

tight-fisted man who crookedly defended his tluift by applying the Way of the sage as a pretext, and 

pretended that he could not learn well the sage's Way. The critic intended to utilize this man to heighten 

the faa that most scholars who preached the Way of ancient sage-kings. i.e.. these Confucian scholars, 

were clever at getting their way by hook or by crook. The critic vividly depiaed the man's inconsistency in 

Chih. CAWan £•/«'(Taipei: Han-ching wen-hua shih-yeh yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1982), 19.328. 

3^This is the sentence adapted from ch. 7 of BK. V of The Works of Mencius-, see James Legge, trans.. The IVorks of 

Mencius, in The Chinese Classics, IL 362. 

^"^Ibid. 

^hbid. 

^Vbid. 

^Ibid. 
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tenns of his adherence to the principle of the sage-king with two kinds of symbolic action; the physical 

imagery of "twisting one's body" {ch ' U-t'i ft 19) and the humble verbal expressioa By doing so, the 

critic suggested the spontaneous makeshift utilized by these sdiolars to meet their needs in accordance with 

their circumstances, and as a result they had no moral ground at all. What made a scholar different from 

illiterate commoners was that he was able to quote Confucian rhetoric either as an excuse or as a disguise 

for his behavior The jokester made a double play to mediate the relevant structure by drawing the parallel 

of I-yin and the butt of this joke and that of verbalism and action to challenge the dominant intellectuals 

and belittle thent 

The following discussion will show how the unfathomable metaphysical discourse of Ch'en-Chu 

philosophy was associated with human experience: in other words, the category of thought was arbitrarily 

structured in an alternative form of reality, which highlights the absurdity of " metaphysical jokes," to 

borrow Douglas' term.'*' What was the main theme that the so-called " scholars" (chiang-hstkh die 

asserted in their teaching? In Neo-Confiidan education, morality was the primary concern. 

However, the second joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled " ming-te " W mocked the Sung Neo-Confiicians 

for their emphasis on the notion of " illustrious virtue," a major concept pertaining to the book, the 

Great Learning: 

Those "scholars who conduct lecturing" (chiang-hsUeh che deliver speeches on the 

concept of" illustrious virtue" (ming-te All their disciples are very respectful and 

obedient to their teachers, and all the questions raised are solely concerned with " illustrious 

virtue," which is related to clothing, eating, walking, living, sitting, and sleeping. One day, it 

happens to be the day of "abstinence" (chai-ming and one student asks; " Is ' illustrious 

virtue' the diet of 'Aw//' [food containing animal products]? Is it 'su' M [vegetarianl?" 

Others are shocked to re^ond; " How could ' illustrious virtue' be discussed firom the viewpoint 

of nonvegetarian and vegetarian? " One witty fellow says; " It should be vegetarian, but can not 

be sure yet" Other people ask; " Why?" He replies; " Master Chu previously says: ' some 

times we are nonvegetarian/confused' Useyu shih erh hun H #fff ifo (3-4) 

The critic commented: 

The term, "illustrious virtue," refers to the nonvegetarian and vegetariart Every time the sage 

refers to "chai-ming" (abstinence), which explicitly refers to vegetariatL The 

'^'Mary Douglas, Implicit Meanings: Essays in Anthropology, 110-12. 

''^The phrase "ming-te" is translated by James Legge as "illustrious virtue," while Wm. Theodore de Bary 

translates it as "lucent virtue" and "the moral virtue," and Wing-tsit Chan translates it as "the clear 

character," see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&IL, 356; Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's 

Self: Essays on the Individual in Sea-Confucian Thought, 120; Wing-tsit Chan, trans.. Source Book in Chinese 

Philosophy, 660. 

"*^11 is Chu Hsi's conunentary to the first chapter of The Great Learning;, sse Ssu-shu chang-ch (1 chi-chu, 3. 
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word, "/ef" tS (virtue) means "to gain:" if acquisition becomes the goaL it is 

too "stinky" (hsing-shan referring to the offensive smell of fish, sheep, and goats). (3-4) 

The claim of " illustrious virtue" {ming-ie by the scholars of "True Way Learning" was to assert 

one's humane endowment and capacity of self-cultivation. It was the primary issue addressed in the initial 

chapter of commentary of the Great Learning, whereby four quotations were used by Confiicius' disciple. 

Tseng Seng to emphasize the significance of "illustrious virtue." and were recorded by Tseng's 

followers as follows;"*^ 

1. In the "Announcement to K'ang" {K' ang-kao 0oa), it is said, "He was able to make his 

virtue illustrious." 

2. In the "Tai Chia" it is said. "He contemplated and studied the illustrious decrees of 

Heaven." 

3. In the " Canon of the Emperor Yao," it is said, " He was able to make illustrious his lofty 

virtue." 

4. These passages all show how those sovreigns made themselves illustrious. 

The above first chapter of commentary explains the illustration of illustrious virtue. 

To sunmiarize the main idea of these four passages: " illustrious virtue" is an endowment by nature, and 

we are able to project this iimer virtue ourselves. We should not ignore the preaching of this conception by 

referring to the words of ancient sage-kings taken from three chapters of The Book of History (Shang-shu 

1^ S^): The Book of Chou's {Chou-shu ^ §). " the Aimouncement to K'ang" {K'ang-kao ^HS). The Book 

of Shang (Shang-shu's ^ ̂ ) " Words of Tai Chia " ic ¥. and The Book of VU (I'U-shu I® If) " The Canon 

of the emperor Yao" {Yao-tien ^ft). The notion of"illustrious virtue" was deeply involved with 

political philosophy, that is the "decree of Heaven" (t'ien-ming 55^). In Tseng Seng's view, the 

ruler's "illustrious virtue" led those sovereigns to success and peace, so "illustrious virtue" is the 

prerequisite for a good leader. Thus we know the significance of "illustrious virtue" and why Sung 

Confucians recommended the Great Learning in their educational curriculiun. Its value can be e.\plained 

by the words of Ch'eng I, as he said: " The Great Learning is a Book transmitted by the Confucian School 

•*^The following five passages of translation were adapted from James Legge. trans.. Die Chinese Classics. I&IL 361. 

According to Chu Hsi's exegesis, the emperois were referred to both Yao and Shun; see Chu Hsi. Ta-hsUeh chang-

chtL 'va Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu, 4. 
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and forms the gate by which first learners enter into virtue." And as Daniel Gardner notes. Qiu Hsi 

evolved his " program of self-cultivation " principally from his reading of the Great Learning.'*'̂  

Returning to Ssu-shu Hsiao, the superlative virtue is degraded to become a laughingstock as the humorist 

played the game of puiuiing and intended witticisra In the end of the joke, the witty fellow said: " Master 

Chu previously said: 'sometimes he is confiised' {tse yu shift erh Hun' S!! S)," which is a 

parody of Chu Hsi's commentary of " ' human mind is obstructed by his desire' {jen yUso pi 

i.e., 'sometimes he is confused' (tse yu shih erh hurt M!l §); 'but his flmdamental substance is 

illustrious' (Jan ch'ipen-t'i chih ming ' which has never ceased [its fimctioningj' (tseyu 

wei-ch'ang hsi yeh S!l #.&#)." What Chu emphasized was that man is bora with "illustrious 

virtue." but his desire shrouds his mind and causes a state of confusion: however, the 

mind's "substance" (peng-t'i ^19), namely, its virtuous nature, has never ceased its fiinctioning. The 

humorist of Ssu-shu hsiao paiodied the original expression of Chu Hsi by changing the word " hun " § 

(confusion) with its homophone " hun " H (nonvegetarian). Agaia this is the intellectual humor with pua 

This is the application of "binary incongruities" to transfer the element of a philosophical system to that 

of food; the displacement is irrational and absurd, causing the ensuing " intellectual fallacy." The joker 

mocked the lofty ideal of " illustrious virtue," while the critic's conunents deflected Chu Hsi's exegesis to 

ridicule Chu for denoting the word "virtue" (te iS ) as "acquisition" (te #). That criticism was based on 

Chu's words, "the illustrious virtue is what man receives from Heaven" (ming-te die, jen chih so te hu 

t'ien..M'^~^. The critic suggested that Chu's perception was too pragmatic and 

despicable, since he viewed virtue as a property given to men by Heaven. The moral stipulation of the 

Great Learning and Chu Hsi were thus distorted to result in the e.xtremely negative, yet humorous effect 

The commentator thought that Chu Hsi's c.\planation was too "offensive" for its "smell," that is, 

too " stinky" (hsing-shan SS.M. i.e.. the offensive smell of fish). This attack is not unique, since Wang 

Yang-ming interpreted "to manifest the illustrious virtue" (ming ming-te from the viewpoint 

of " loving the people." Wang said: " Hence manifesting lucent vimie consists of loving the people, and 

loving the people is the way to manifest lucent virtue." ^' When Wang Yang-ming elaborated the concept 

•^James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&U. 355. 

•*"^0311161K. Gardner. Chu Hsi and the Ta-hsOeh: Neo-Confucian Reflection on the Confucian Canon (Cambridge. MA: 

Council on East Asian Studies H^ard University Press, 1986), 47. 

•**It is Chu Hsi's commentary to the first chapter of The Great Learning; see Chu Hsi. Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu, 3. 

'^^Muiray S. Davis, (Vhal's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society. 68-69. 97-101. 
^°Ibid. 

Wang Yang-ming, "Inquiry on the Great Learning," in Wang Yang-ming ch'tkm-chi (The Collective Works of 

Wang Yang-ming), Wen-chi (Shanghai: Ta-tung shu-chu. 1935). vol. 6. 89-90; Wm. Theodore de Bary trans, 

ad^ted from Wing-tsit Chan, Instruction for Practical Learning (New York: Columbia University Press. 1963). 

272-73; Wing-tsit Chan, Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 659-70; Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's 

Self: Essays on the Individual in Sfeo-Confucian Thought, 120. 
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of " illustiious virtue" as the fundamental " Way of the Great Learning" he tried to stress it as 

a principle of human relationship, whereas Giu Hsi simply emphasized it as man's original moral nature 

and stressed the necessity of renewing it In contrast to Qiu Hsi's emphasis of self-cultivation, Wang 

Yang-ming's philosophy sounds more dynamic and unselfish, in de Bary's view, because Wang made an 

effort to awaken people the sense of social responsibility and willing to fulfill "active moral" role.^^ 

Thus, the appearance of a joke of this type reflected the bickering of different philosophical schools. 

Now let us look at another joke dealing with " lecturing" (chiang- hsUeh in Ssu-shu Hsiao, whereby 

the criticism on the moral principle of the "True Way Learning" and school of Principle {H-hsUeh 

was also revealed. In the fourteenth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " Ne.xt to the above is to write the iyric 

songs" (ch'i-ts'u chih-ch ' U it is said;^"* 

Wang Po-yll, who used to be a sub-Prefect {ssu-ma and has retired from the position, 

composed some "lyric poems" (tz'u and songs {ch'U ft). But he tells his guest; "In the 

world there are ' three things that do not decay' {sanpu hsiu ' The best is to establish 

oneself by virtue;' however. I am insufficient in my moral cultivation, so that I dare not to dream 

of [being the best). The next is to establish oneself by deeds, whereas I am too old to have any 

achievement. The next is to establish oneself by words, yet the route to the school of Principle 

and the treasury of the classics is too nebulous. What I can do is simply to compose some lyrics to 

amuse myself." The guest says; "This is also a kind of eternity." Wang asks; "What is it?" 

The guest says; " Next to the above is to write the lyric songs." Wang then claps his hands. 

(14) 

The critic commented; 

The poetry of the Tang dynast\-. the lyric poems of the Sung, and the songs of the YUan are all 

means to establish one' s literary ability, which will never decay. But the sub-Prefect looked at 

them as two different things so that he was surely degraded by his guest. 

The Inferior man commented; 

^^Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Neo-Confitcian Thought, 120. 

^^This is the sentence adapted from ch. 23 of the Doctrine of the X'fean, whereby the sentence is originally translated by 

Legges as follows: " Next to the above is he who cultivates to the utmost the shoots of goodness in him;" see James 
Legge, trans.. The Doctrine ofKlean. in The Chinese Classics. I&IL 417. 

'"•One similar version of this joke is collected into the section of " ffistory of Humor" (Hsieh-shih SffSE) in Chian 

Ying-k'o's Hstkh-t'ao hsiao-shu (The Tiny Book of Snow-Wave) (Kyoto: Chung-wen ch'u-pan-she, 

1969), 84. In that version, the guest's name was told as Pan Wei Sll®. who lived in the same region together with 

Wang Po-yU. 

^'See Tso-chuan (Tso's commentary to Ch'un-ch'iu). Juan YUan k' e Shih-san ching chu-su ed. (Taipei: Yi-wen 

ying-shu kuan. 1955). 35.24. This is the " ancient from the Tso-chuan (Hsiang 24)," as Owen notes; see 

Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 70. 

^^Ibid. 
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The sub-Prefect should be afiaid that these scholars would argue with him about their position in 

terms of the order of the namelist. (15) 

This joke is related to the following issues; What is the proper standard to measure one's achievement? 

Should we categorize individual achievement hierarchically containing moral supremacy, career success, 

and literary work? How did literati justify their value judgment? Which one is more valuable as far as wen 

(literature) and tao (the Way) are concerned? As we see, the joker tried to degrade the school of Principle, 

because Wang Po-yll thought that the study of the school of Principle should be listed on the third category, 

which was merely superior to the composition of lyric songs. That was why the critic, the Inferior-maiu 

pointed out that those scholars who engaged themselves in "lecturing" (chiang-hsUeh would have 

argued with Wang for their low position in this hierarchical anangemenL Apparently, the scholars who 

studied the Principle rated themselves quite high, but were deprecated by other people as low as the 

composers of lyric-songs. Moreover, this joke reflects the abolishment of the conventional intellectual 

approach by imbuing oneself in all sorts of cultural inheritance, by which a variety of poetic genres fixjm 

Tang to YUan are included. The punchline of this joke is that the humorous guest quoted the sentence from 

ch. 23 of the Doctrine of the h'kan in a parodic way. He distoned the alluded sentence. " one half or a part 

(of the shoot of goodness]" (chih-ch' U & ffi) to refer to the " composition of ' lyric songs' {ch' U 

ffl)." The original te.xt's emphasis on the seed of moral cultivation was thus obliterated and replaced by 

the composition of poetry. The shift from stressing moral primacy to creative composition of lyric songs 

was against the perception of Chu Hsi, who placed moral education above literary skills since internal 

sustenance of tao (the Way) was more precious than the e.xtemal performance of wen (literature).^^ 

It is noteworthy that the jokester utilized the strategy of degradation by equating the scholars who viewed 

themseh-es as the promoter of "learning by discussion" (chiang-hsUeh to females to show their 

contempmous attitude toward tiiese scholars. In the forty-fourth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitied " I Would 

Wait for one to Offer the Price" (yvo tai kuche yeh it is said;^' 

The jester Li K'o-chi was good at jesting. Once in a festival, first some monks were 

invited to chant scriptures and deliver a sermon. The ne.\t performance was by some actors. K'o-

chi wore splendid clothes and a broad belt to ascend the hall. He then announced that he was 

'^Peter K. Bol. "Chu Hsi's Redefinition of Literati Learning." in Wm. Theodore de Bary & John W. Chaffee, eds., 

Neo-Confucian Education: The Formative Stage. 151-85. 184-85. 

'^This is the sentence derived from ch. 12 of BK. IX of the Confucian Analects, whereby Tzu-kung sai± " There is a 

beautiful gem here. Should Ilay it up in a case and keep it? Or should I seek for a good price and sell it?" The 

master said; " Sell it! Sell it! But I would wait for one to offer the price;" see James Legge trans.. The Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&EL 221. 

^'One veision of this joke is also collected in Yang Mao-ch'ien's Hsiao-lin p'ing (Commentaries on 

the Forest of Joke); see Yang Mao-ch'ien. Hsiao-lin p'ing (Commentaries on the Forest of Joke) (Taipei; 

Tien-i ch'u-pan-she, 1985), H, 50-51. 
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going to supplement " the discourses of three teachings" {san-chiao lun-heng A man 

asked: " Since you claim that you are an expert of three teactunp. do you know who Sakyamuni 

is?" Replied LL "Woman." The man was amazed to ask: "Why?" "In Chin-kang ching 

^ SH ^ [Chin-kang po-Jo po-lo-mi ching], it is said: ' To wear cassock to sit there' (Jii tso erh tso 

jfn ' If the person were not a woman, why is it necessary to ' sit after the husband has 

sat down' (fu tso erh tso e.\plained LL The man then asked: "Who is the 'Old 

Ultimate Deity' {t'ai-shang lao-chth :^Ji:fe©)?" Li replied. "Woman, too." The man 

asked: "Why?" Li explained "In the Book of Tao-te ching, it is said: 'The reason why I have 

great distress is that I have a body. If I had no body, what distress would I have?' ^ If I were 

not a woman, how will I suffer ftom pregnancy?" The man then asked: " Who is king HsUan of 

Ch'i?" Li replied. "Woman, too." The inquirer asked: "Why?" Li explained. "In the 

Confucian Analects, it is said: ' Sell it! Sell it! But I would wait for one to offer the price.' If 

the king were not a woman, why should he wait for somebody to 'marry' (phia The 

emperor was very pleased with Li's explanation, so he gave Li lots of presents. (48-49) 

The first critic commented: 

"Waiting for the high price" (tai-chia hou meant to marry [a wealthy j man. In Lieh-

t2u. Yen Hui married to the State of Wei.^^ In Chan kuo-ts'e Feng T'mg 

"married" [in fact "maliciously harm" (,chia-huo Chao.®^ Both [Yen Hui and 

Feng Ting] were men, yet they were married to someone as well. (49) 

The second critic, the Inferior-man. commented: 

In Buddhism, there is [Kuan-yin] ta-shih ic in Taoism, there is Ma Tzu-jan M : both are 

female. Then why is there no person like them in Confucianism? The Inferior man said: " Do 

you think that all those who ascend the hall to ' lecture' (chiang-hsUeh H-?) are male? " (50) 

^®This passage is based on the translation of Robert G. Henricks; see Robert G. Henricks. trans.. Lao-tzu: Te-tao ching 

(New York; Ballantine Books, 1989). 212. 

^'This is the sentence derived from ch. 12 of BK. EX of the Confucian Anaiecty, see James Legge uans.. The Conjucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&H, 221. 

®^The critic mistakenly suggested that Yen Jiii was married to Wei fW; in fact, it was that Lieh Tzu himself 

encountered a famine and then decided to go to Wei; see " T'ien-jui" ^58. in Lieh-tzu, annotated and translated by 
Wang Ch'iang-mo (Kuiyang; Kui-chou jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 2. 

®^Feng Ting was the guard (second captain) of Shang-tang -h H, at State of Han in 263 B. C.; when Ch'in ^ invaded 

Han. Feng Ting went to Chao to make a concession of seventeen towns to Chao voluntarily, but in doing so he 

intended to make Ch'in believe that Cfaao had seized these towns with force, so that Ch'in attacked Chao rather than 

Han immediately. See Miao Wen-yUan SXiS. Oum-kuo-ts'e hsin chiao-chu S (New Collation and 

Annotation of Intrigues of the Warring States), 2 vols. (Chengtu: Pa-shu shu-she. 1st pt.. 1987; 2nd prl, 1992), IL 

618-23. 

^'^This is the male Buddhist saint, Avloldtesvam, who " was portrayed according to Indian concepts of beauty—i.e. with 

feminine softness of curve and well-developed breasts." That was probably why Kuan-yin was regarded as a 
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The third critic commented: 

During the Sung dynasty, there was a tame prostitute good at teaching the Works of Xfencius. 

Probably some gentry received education fiom her. Therefore, we cannot say there is no [great 

female figure in Confucianism]. (SO) 

The punchline of this joke was derived firom ch. 12 of BK. DC of the Confucian .Analects, whereby Tzu-

kung used jade to symbolize a worthy man. Confucius instructed him that one should wait for serving a 

suitable man similar to a jade sold to the man offering a good price. The exegetical note given by Chu Hsi 

for the pronounciation of the word, "chia" W (price), was the word, "chia" !$• (many). Chu's exegesis 

inspired the humorists to create such a fiumy tale. From this per^ctive. the joke and its comment were all 

sequels of the commentary of the Conjucian Analects by Chu Hsi. and the humorists conducted dialogues 

with CHm Hsi through their jokes. The selection of this passage firom the Confucian Analects was not 

accidental, because the reference of "cA/o" M (price) implied that contemporary men of letters were 

similar to merchants in a commercialized society selling themselves at the expense of their morality. That 

recalled to us the analogy of men of letters and merchants by Li Chih.^^ 

Furthermore, in the forty-fourth joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, both the humorists (jokester/critic) utilized the 

homophonic wordplay to replace the word, "chia" M (sell) in their references to the Confucian Analects 

with the word, " chia" (many). In so doing, the original jokester suggested that the sacred figures of 

Buddhism and Taoism to be women, and even king HsUan was woman as well. And the humorous critic 

distorted the episodes about Lieh Tzu and Feng t'ing, whereby the word "chia" ^ (marry) meant bringing 

evil to others instead of " marry," so that he could go further to satirize the scholars of Neo-Confiicianism 

being women as well. Moreover, in the last comment the critic referred to the prostitute's opacity of 

interpreting the Works of Xfencius and suggested her role as a teacher, which was also a strategy to deride 

contemporary scholars who were proud of their roles in the field of " lecturing" {chiang-hsUeh M^). In 

other words, regardless of the joke's content the critic could always get across sexual and philosophical 

boundaries to create a very amusing pun. It is interesting that the protagonist of the joke. Li K'o-chi was 

an aaor and jester, whose act of performing and parodying was emulated by the joke's critic. One critic. 

Yang Mao-ch'ien offered his comment on this joke by saying that " more than having a mouth, this 

jester did have learning." ^ Yang praised Li's art of jesting by focusing on his insight rather than on his 

articulation. This joke proved that the spite logic involved in Chinese jokes was fi^equently related to 

goddess from the 9th century onwards in China. See Wolfi^ Eberhard. A Dictionary of Chinese Symbols: Hidden 

Symbols in Chinese Ufe and Thought, trans. G. L. Campbell (New York & London; Routledge, 1986), 135. 

®'For a thorough discussion about the fact that Li Chih viewed scholar-officials the same as or worse than merchants, 

see Wm. Theodore de Bary, Leamingfor One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Neo-Confucian Thought, 224-25. 

^^ang Mao-ch'ien, Hsiao-lin p'ing (Commentaries on the Forest of Joke) (Taipei: Tien-i ch'u-pan-she. 1985), 

0.51. 
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gender, which was put into practice by the opponents of Sung Neo-Confiicians in their composition and 

reading of those finuiy tales. 

Additional remarks should be addressed here concerning the forty-fourth joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao. The 

syncretism of Buddhism. Taoism, and Confucianism had begun as early as the SLx Dynasties (265-589) and 

remained continuous in late Inq}erial periods.^' The Ming emperors from Tai-tsu (r. 1368-1398) onwards 

enhanced the oneness of Three Teachings.®* This syncretic movement reached its peak when late Ming 

thinkers, especially those of Tai-chou school not only wove the concepts of Buddhism and Taoism into 

their interpretations of Confucian classics, but also stressed the harmonious relationships and equal 

importance of these three strains of thought.®^ Since Li Chih was one member of Tai-chou school, and Li 

was assumed to be the coirmientator of &u-5/ru Hsiao, the inclusion of this joke concerning the similarity of 

Three Teachings into Ssu-shu Hsiao was notewoithy because it did correspond to Li Chih's mode of 

thought.™ The thirty-fifUi joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled "The Mean Confucian" {Hsiao-Jen ju Afif),"'' 

deals with the theme of oneness of three teachings, as we read;^^ 

A Taoist priest teases a " scholar" {shih ir) by remarking; " You are a Confucian scholar, is that 

of a 'nobleman' (cAih-tewyi/S^-^) orthatofa ' mean vaan {Hsiao-Jen ju-'b Xf^)' ?" The 

®^For a thorough discussion of the syncretic tradition of three teachings in China, see Edward T. Ch'ien. Chiao Hung 

and the Reconstructuring of Neo-Confuciansim in the Late KSng (New York; Columbia University Press. 1986), 5-

30. Liu Ts'un-yan. "Taoist Self-Cultivation in Ming Thought," in Wm. Theodore de Bary and the Conference on 

Ming Thought, Self and Society in XSng Thought (New York: Columbia University Press, 1970), 308. See also 

Sakai Tadao. Chugoku zensho no kenkyu (Tokyo: Kobundo, 1%0), 226-27; Araki Kengo, "Confucianism and 

Buddhism in the Late Ming," in Wm. Theodore de Bary and the Conference on Seventeenth Century Chinese 

Thought The Unfolding of Neo-Confucianism. 53-54. 

^^Yang Ch'i-ch'ao " Ming-tai chu-ti chih ch'ung-shang fang-shu chi ch'i ying-

hsiang" (The Emperors' Belief in Occultism in Ming dynasty and its Impact). 

Hsin-ya shu-yUan hsUeh-shu nien-k'an 4 (1962):71-147. See also Sakai Tadao, Chugoku 

zensho no kenkyu, 227-33; Araki Kengo, K'Bndai shiso kenkyu (Tokyo: Sobunsha, 1972), 165-66; Mano 

Senryu. "Mindai ni okeru sankyo shiso; loku ni Rin Choon o chushin to shite." Toyoshi kenkyu 

12.1(1952): 18-34. Edward T. Ch'ien, Chiao Hung and the Reconstructuring of Neo-Confucianism in the Late X-Sng. 

26. 

®'Sakai Tadao. Chugoku zensho no kenkyu. 234-48. 

™For a thorough discussion of Li Chih's belief m the Three Teachings as one, see Wm. Theodore de Bary, " Li Chih: 

Arch-Individualist." in Wm. Theodore de Bary and the Conference on Seventeenth-Century Chinese Thought. The 

Unfolding ofWeo-Confucianism 229-30. 

^'This is the phrase derived from ch. 11 of BK. VI of TTie Confucian .Analects, whereby Confucius said to Tzu-

hsia: " Are you a scholar after the style of the superior man, and one after that of the mean man;" see James Legge, 

trans.. The Conjucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&n. 189. 

^^This joke is also collected into Teng Chih-mo's Hsien-hsien p'ien ffiffiSI, entitled " Superior Man as the 

Confucian Scholar" {chlh-tzuju seeTeag Cbih-mo. Hsien-hsien p'ien.'Vol.3. 5.3Sa. It is also collected in 

Yang Mao-ch'ien's #^31^ HsUHsiao-lin p'ing (The Sequel of Commentaries on the Forest of Joke), 31. 
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The critic commented; 

The nomenclatures of "beast" (ts'u-sheng and "hungry ghost" (erfi-kui are the 

expressions of Zen Buddhism. There is "mean man" {hsiao-jen ju in Coniiicianism. 

and "beast" and "hungry ghost" in [religious] Taoism; they [together] form oneness of three 

teachings. (37) 

This fiumy tale described the argument between the Confucian scholar and Taoist priest Ironically, the 

humorist utilized the six types of transmigration in Buddhism to suggest that the "tao" of Taoist priest 

could be either the category of beast or that of hungry ghost^ The critic's incongruous composite 

reminded us that inipurit\- was the characteristic of religious Taoism; yet associating the Taoist priest with 

beast and hungry ghost was the aiq}lication of double degradation. It is noteworthy that Yang Mao-ch'ien 

offered his comment on this joke; "The Taoist priest was likely to be defeated. However, there are only a 

few Confucian scholars who are superior men, whereas [true] scholar is not yet seen." Yang's sarcastic 

comment epitomized most people's low opinion about contemporary Confucian scholars. 

In the sixty-seventh joke of /isiao, entitled "The King said; 'Sir' " {wangyUeh sou it 

is said;'® 

One eunuch goes to Hang-chou to participate in the lecture of the school A student gives him the 

book [the fVorks of Mencius] and he comes upon the chapter of " the king saw [a man] leading an 

ox past [the lower part of the hall]." ^ During the process of discussion, the eunuch suddenly 

raises the question: "Who was it that 'the king saw' (wang chien chih Replies 

the lecturer. "This is the yoimger brother of Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303-ca. 361)." The 

eimuch then asks; "Who was it that 'the king said so' (wangylleh jan iHftI)?" Replies 

the lecturer. "This is the elder brother of 'the king said sir' (wangylieh sou E0 g.). " The 

'^This is the so-called " samsara" (the wheel of transmigration) in Buddhism, that human beings will be transmigrated 

into six ways in their next lives according to their merits in this life. These six categories consist of the tao of 

heaven, men, .4sura (whose retribution is out of wine), beast hungry ghost and hell. 

''*Yang Mao-ch'ien's St HsUHsiao-lin p'ing 31. 

'^This is the second sentence of 7%e Works of Mencius-, see James Legge, trans.. The Works of Mencius  ̂in The Chinese 

Classics, n, 126. 

have referred to a similar joke appearing in Hsiao-fu, entitled "The Selected Man Whose Surname Is 

Wang" (Wang chien-sheng in chapter III of the current work; see//jiao-yi/, 1.10. 

^This refers to ch. 7 of BK. I of The Works of Mencius, see James Legge, trans.. The Works of Mencius, in The 

Chinese Classics, II, 131-49. 

'^^Ibid., 139. 

'^ang Hsi-chih was the nephew of Wang Tao and one of the most well-known calligraphers in Impeiiai China; 

sssChin-shu WS (Official Ifistory of Chin). 80.2093-2103. 

^®This sentence is derived from ch. 7 of BK. I of The Works cf Mencius; see James Legge, trans.. The Works of 

Mencius, in The Chinese Classics, II, 140. 
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eunuch remaiks; "Wonderful! Wonderful! The whole family of Wangs are all recorded in the 

book." (78) 

The critic commented; 

Since this eunuch knows to raise questions, he must have gone to the school with admiration for 

the "learning of the Way" (tao-hsUeh The several questions raised by him are all 

concerning the family name of Wang. Owing to the fact that he is so pleased about numerous 

Wangs being written in the texL this eunuch must be the flock of Wang Ching and Wang 

Chen (78) 

The butt of this joke is an eunuch, whose ignorance of the Confucian classics is fully manifested in the 

fimny tale. The critic deliberately implied that the eunuch was interested in " learning of the Way " (too-

hsUeh iS'̂ ). a reference by which we can notice his contempt about the act of " lecturing" {chiartg-hsUeh 

M^). The absurdity was tied to the realization that all these phrases in the fVorks of Mencius were 

personified and mistakenly perceived as real figiues by the eunuch. The dialogue of this joke implicitly 

attacked the activity of " lecturing" or " learning by discussion " (chiang-hsUeh M^). 

The above jokes deal with complex problems related to the activity of "lecturing" or "learning by 

discussion" ; The discrepancy between the scholars' moral belief and action questions the practicability of 

Confucian idealism. The low appreciation of literature in the hierarchy of value and achievement reflected 

the teleological nature of Confucian thought Followers of Confucianism were inevitably oriented to 

commercialism and profit-making in the socio-cconomic environment of late Imperial China, which shed 

light on the conflict between idealism and realism. The mode of learning by discussion could reveal the 

rusty inculcation of those so-called " scholars" and the decline of the educational system. The function of 

joking is to penetrate the limit of knowledge and control to prove that virtue cannot be taught The timeless 

Confucian ethic faced challenges with time and situation. The power of pedagogical authority of the 

Classics and Neo-Confiicianism was both enhanced and weakened by its singular mode of thought The 

pluralized value judgment in a secular world did threaten the purity of the philosophical ideal. 

II. The Attacks on Neo-Confucian ''True Way Learning" (Tao-hsUeh ) 

1. Disputes over LegHimacy and Illegitimacy in the Sung Dynasty 

^'Wang Ching was a crooked eunuch during the reign of Emperor Hsien-tsung (r. 1465-87); see Yang Chia-lo, et al.. 

X-Hng-shih, 304.7783. 

^^Wang Chen was a renowned wicked eunuch during the reign of Emperor Ying-tsung (r. 1436-1449); see S/Sng-shih 

W (IBstory of Ming). 304.7772-74. 
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The attack on the "True Way Learning" (tao-hsUeh) tradition is probably the most signiHcant theme in 

Ssu-shu Hsiao. The term tao-hsUeh signified an intellectual tradition and a sense of fellowship, referring to 

the community of a group of scholars and officials who identified themselves with the doctrine of the Way. 

It meant to glorify the Confucian " Way" (the /ao)-the ethical and spiritual principles-for the associates 

and followers of the Ch'eng brothers; while to their rivals, it was a term with rather a derogatory 

connotatioa Chu Hsi was well known for his solicitous concern about the restoration of " the orthodox 

line of Too learning" {tao-l'ung and the transmission of "True Way Learning" (tao-hslkh 

which came to be his mission in the world. As Hoyt C. Tillman remarks; 

During the 1180s, he [Chu Hsi] had coined the term Tao-t'ung (transmission of the succession of 

the Tao) to crystallize the notion of the transmission of the Tao which had long been at the heart of 

Tao-hsUeh. In the prefaces to the Great Learning {Ta-hslkh and the Doctrine of the Mean 

{Chung yung literally, Centrality and Commonality), he set forth the idea of the Tao-t'ung 

and the role of the Ch'engs in reviving iL By mentioning his opportunity to study their works as 

well as by writing this commentary. Chu was implicitly claiming to have inherited the Tao-

t'ung.^ 

Chu Hsi selected the following four thinkers in both the I-Lo yUan-yUan lu (Record of the 

Origin of the School of the Two Ch'engs. compiled in 1173) and the Chin-ssu lu (Reflections on 

Things at Hand, compiled in 1178). They were ChouTun-i (1017-1073), Chang Tsai (1020-

1077), Ch'eng Hao (1032-1085), and his brother Ch'eng I (1033-1107).^' The four masters were 

considered as the indispensable representatives of the genealogy, and were involved in the evolutions of the 

Confucian Tao in the Sung. Chu Hsi's systematic edition of the Confucian classics and his pronouncements 

about preceding thinkers and his contemporaries as cmcial members of "True Way Learning" made him 

to borrow Hoyt C. Tillman's words, the greatest " synthetic theoretician of Confucianism." But at the 

same time Lu Chiu-yUan PS (1139-1193) was cautious to warn about the danger in using the term tao-

hsUeh as he wrote: 

How can we not be delighted about people being out^oken regarding their learning? However, 

the Tao is essentially in everyday conduct; recent scholars contrarily limit it to one activity 

^^The terai "tao-t'ung," according to James T.C. Liu, refers to "a singular lineal transmission of exclusive 

orthodoxy," and it "does not seem to be much in use for Neo-Confucianism till the Southern Sung." For a 

thorough e^planation of the afliliation of this temi with " the l^itimacy of dynastic successions" and the Buddhist 

practice of transmitting their teachings, see James T. C. Liu, " How did a Neo-Confucian School Become the State 

Orthodoxy?" Philosophy East & fFejr. 23.4(C)ctober 1973):483-505,490nl5. 

^Hoyt C. TiUman, " A New Direction in Confucian Scholarship; Appiroaches to Examining the Diflerences Between 

Neo-Confucianism and Tao-hsUeh," Philosophy East & (fejr 43.3(July 1992):455-474, 464. 

®^Wing-tsit Chan, tians.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. 482, 520, 589. 

^^Hoyt C. Tillman. Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy, 1-4; the revised version of the book in Chinese is 

Chu Hsi te ssu-wei shih-chieh ® by Hoyt C. Tillman 03 fS (Taipei; YUn-ch' en wen-hua shih-yeh 

ku-fen yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1996), 15; see also Wing-tsit Chan, trans.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 588-92. 
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[abstract philosophizing], so the name inflates an empty rqjutation and exceeds reality. This 

causes people to be uneasy. Therefore, those who use the e.xpression Tao-hsUeh are certain to be 

profoimdly rqected and vigorously censured. As soon as this wind prevails, wont it be fearful?^"^ 

Lu's words were insightful to manifest the drawbacks of the term tao-hsUeh from three per^ectives: first it 

increased the pride of tao-hsUeh scholars for considering themselves the best and purest Confucians. 

Second, it distanced tao-hsUeh scholars from other sdiolars. Third, the indignation of other contemporary 

scholars was unavoidable and perceivable. Therefore, the claim of tao-hsVeh propelled the intellectual and 

political battles and disputes that lasted for centuries. 

The traditional perception of "True Way Learning" (tao-hstkh) originated from the narrow scope of Tao 

learning set up in the" tao-hslkh chuan" ("Biographies of the Tme Way Learning 

Philosophers" ) in Sung-shih 5SS& (Sung History), compiled under the Mongols in the 1340s. In this text 

only several Northern Sung Confucian scholars with Chu Hsi as their central figure were mentioned, and 

that range was in fact too small to characterize the divergent communities of Tao learning in Sung times. 

Confucianism went through a process of revival in the Sung dynasty; but in Tillman's view. Tao-hsUeh was 

only one branch of Sung Confucianism and the Ch'eng-Chu school was also merely a sub-group of Tao-

hsUeh}^ The Ch'eng brothers were the forenmners of "True Way Learning," illuminating it in the 1060s. 

and leading the movement of "True Way Learning" to flourish in the mid-I080s.*' Later, Chu Hsi 

claimed to dedicate himself in propagating tao-hsUeh.^ The Mongol rulers of China in the Ytlan dynasty 

paid sole attention to Chu Hsi rather than to other thinkers, and decreed Chu's exegeses of the Four Books 

to be the main text of the civil service examination in the fourteenth century. Thereafter, Chu Hsi's 

philosophy represented the core of Confucian orthodo.xy from the twelfth-century oa'' Though the 

Chiu-yllan. Lu Chiu-yUan chi (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chU, 1980), 35.437; Hoyt C. Tillman. "A New Direction 

in Confucian Scholarship; Approaches to Examining the Differences Between Neo-Confucianism and Tao-

hsUeh." 464. 

^^Hoyt C. Tillman. Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy. 2-3; Hoyt C. Tillman fflfn. Chu Hsi te ssu-wei 

shih-chieh tS^. 17-8. 

®^i Hsin-ch'uan Tao ming lu iS (The Record of the Destiny of the Tao), in Wang Ming-hsin iSia e/ 

al., Sung-shih tzu-liao ts'ui-pien (The Collection of the Materials of Sung tfistory), the 3rd 

collection (Ta^ei: Wen-hd ch'u-pan-she, 1981), 1.23-24; for an account oi " tao-hsUeh" tradition, regarding the 

facts that Ch'eng I's use of the term " tao-hstleh" and his fellowship with other contemporary scholar-ofilcials, see 

Hoyt C. Tillman. Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy, 5-6: Hoyt C. Tillman BB ffi. Chu Hsi te ssu-wei 

shih-chieh 22-3. 

'^Chu Hsi, "Chi LU Po-kung chu-tso wen" (The Eulogy for LU Tsu-ch'ien), in Chu HsL Hui-an 

hsien-sheng Chu-wen-kung wen-chi rpt ed., two vols. (Taipei: Ta-hua shu-chUX H, 87.12b-

13b; Hoyt C. Tillman, Confitcian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy, 131; Hoyt C. TUlman B3 Chu Hsi te ssu-

wei shih-chieh 183-84. 

"Hoyt C. Tillman, Confitcian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy, 1; Hoyt C. Tillman BBJu. Chu Hsi te ssu-wei 

shih-chieh SSISS?-, 15. 
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doctrine of Ch'engs and Chu was merely one particular wing of " True Way Learning." Chu Hsi's 

orthodox role in the lineage of "True Way Learning" and examinational system caused him and the 

Ch'engs to be the targets of mockery in the ^Qng jesd>ook. Ssu-shu hsiao. The content and tone of the 

jokes in Ssu-shu hsiao shed light on how the rivals of the Qi'eng-Chu school viewed the philosophy of 

Ch'eng-Chu and what contemptuous attitudes they held toward the thoughts of" True Way 

Learning" (Tao-hsUeh). 

Although the caricatures of the "True Way Learning" Q}nfucians in Ssu-shu hsiao were compiled in the 

seventeenth century, a survey of the history of "True Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh) in the Sung enables us 

to realize that the relentless criticism and blasphemy toward the scholars of the Way were out of political 

con^Ktition rather than intellectual disputes. Tracing back to Sung times, we find out the fact that the 

campaign of severe attacks on Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi was initiated from the officials and intellectuals taking 

different stands on the political and philosophical issues. Thus, the arguments among intellectual groups 

were entangled with factional disputes among politicians. One famous attacker of Ch'eng I was Ch'en 

Kung-fu (1076-1141). Ch' en seemingly condemned Ch'eng I for viewing himself as the 

successor of Confucius and Mencius to form his own faction as well as to win personal fame and profit in 

1136.'^ According to Coruad Schirokauer, Ch'en's purpose was to please the minister CTh'in K.'uai 

(1090-1155), by holding an anti-war stance.'^ Ch'in K'uai also accused that the philosophy of Ch'eng I was 

sort of "special" (chuan-men ^P1) in front of Emperor Kao-tsung (r. 1127-62) of the Sung dynasty 

in 1143The teaching of the Ch'eng brothers was charged with "crooked learning" {ch'U-hsUeh ffi-?) 

and seriously attacked before the death of Ch'in K'uai (1155), simply because the members of the school of 

the Ch'engs were considered to be advocates of the pro-war policyCh'in K'uai also made an effort to 

prevent the disciples of the Ch'engs to pass the civil service examinations lest they increase their influence; 

nevertheless. Chu Hsi still became the "advanced scholar" (chin-shih iffi±) in 1148. In the last decade of 

the twelfth century, Han To-chou (d. 1207) succeeded in his contest with the chief minister Chao 

Ju-yU (1140-1196), who had been ousted from power, some officials associated with Chao, 

^^Tao-ming lu, 3.89-94. 

'^Conrad Schirokauer. " Neo-Confucians Under Attack; The Condemnation of Wei-hstkh" in John W. Haeger ed.. 

Crisis and Prosperity in Sung China (Tucson. AZ: The University of Arizona Press. 1975). 164; the Chinese 

version of C. Schirokauer's article, "lun wei-hsUeh chih chin" trans. He Kuan-huan in Tao 

Chin-sheng W# eJ al.. Sung-shih Iwt-wen chi ^ (Papers on the History of the Sung) (Taipei; Kuo-Ii 

pien-yi-kuan. 1995), 160; see £ilso Terada Ko. Sodai Kyoiku shi gaisetzu (A General History of Sung Education) 
(Tokyo: Hakubunsha, 1965), 227£T. 

'̂ ^Tao-ming lu, 4.123, 129. Ch'in K'uai's political opponent, Chao Ting iffl® (1085-1147) was alleged to have built up 

the specialist^ learning; see Tao-ming /«. 4.131; see also Coiu^ Schirokauer. " Neo-Confiicians Under Attack; The 

Condemnation of fVei-hsUeh," 166; Conrad Schirokauer trans. He Kuan-huan "lun wei-hsUeh 

chih chin" 161. 

^^Ibid..A.\25, 127 
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including Qiu Hsi, faced the charge of " wei-hstkh" (false learning). These negative perceptions 

about the Ch'eng brothers and their followers highlighted the fear of a seizure of power by the fellows of 

the school of the Ch'engs in both political and intellectual arenas. The way that they claimed the 

siq)remacy of their learning to be able to r^resent the orthodox lineage of Confucianism made their 

opponents to accuse them with the ambition to monopolize intellectual legitimacy. 

To portray tao-hsUeh Confucians as spurious was already the favorite strategy of their rivals in the Sung 

and was still in existence until the seventeenth century. The criticisms of the Ch'engs' philosophy were 

related to the cardinal concepts in their teachings; The talk about "hsing-li" (human nature and 

principle) was rather lofty and insincere. Naming themselves as " lo-hsUeh" (the doctrines of Lo),'^ 

the Ch'engs separated themselves from other shools. And they were criticized for utilizing the ethics 

of "sincerity" (ch'eng IS) and "seriousness" {ching ®C) to cover up their hypocrisy.'^ The Censor 

Ch'eng Chia % S condemned the Ch'engs' philosophy and their followers by designating their learning 

as "True Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh "false learning" (wei-hslkh &•?). and "deceiving the 

world and stealing a name," {tao-shih ch'i-ming as Schirokauer succinctly notes, to "set the 

tone for many of the attacks which followed and contained allegations which were ofiten repeated." 

Nevertheless, Tillman's comprehensive study indicates that the complex constituents of" True Way 

Learning" (tao-hsUeh ifi-?^) Confucians were far broader than members of the Ch'eng-Chu school. The 

scholars of the Sung dynasty a£51iated themselves with the leaders of "Tme Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh 

(e.g., Chang Shih 1133-1180, and LU Tsu-ch'ien 1137-1181) either for succeeding in 

the civil service e.xaminations or assenting to their moral and political ideal. The concern of Chu Hsi was 

broad and balanced, because he not only developed the metaphysical and epistemological system of Neo-

Confucian philosophy, but also postulated the ethics of political institution and local community grounded 

on the valuable asset of conventional culture. Those who targeted the Ch'eng-Chu school deliberately 

ignored its emphasis on pragmatic affairs but narrowed down its scope to the philosophical proposaL 

the "True Way Learning" with lofty disdain. Furthermore, the Tao-hsUeh Confucians became the label of 

members of the school of the Ch'engs and Chu Hsi, who were degraded as narrow-minded, selfish, and 

?S refers to Lo-yang W where the Ch'eng brothers taught and lived. 

'^See Chao Yen-chung's memorial to Emperor in 1180, in HsU Tzu-chih t'lmg-chien (Taipd: 

Hung-yeh shu-chU. 1974), vol. 147; see also Coiuad Schirokauer, " Net>-Confucians Under Attack; The 

Condemnation of fVei-hsUeh." 168; Conrad Schirokauer trans. He Kuan-huan "lun wei-hsUeh 

chihchin" 162. 

^^Tao-ming lu. 5.146-9; see also Conrad Schirokauer. " Neo-Confucians Under Attack; The Condemnation of (Vei-

hsUeh." 169: Conrad Schirokauer trans. He Kuan-huan " lun wei-hsUeh chih chin" 
164. 
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against human nature, as a consequence of their emphasis on the chastity of widows, their formation of 

faction, and the exclusive nature of this fellowship.^ 

2. Jokes CD the Scholars of «True Way Leaming" 

The scholars of "Trae Way Learning" were criticized either for their lack of flexibility in treating 

Confucian classics or taking too mudi leeway in their crooked explanation and witty citatioa In the 

preceding chapter, we have already dealt with the forty-seventh joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled " The Stable 

Being on Fire" {chiu fen However, it is necessary for us to quote the joke again and reexamine it 

&om the perspective of its attack on the scholar of "True Way Learning," as follows:"" 

When one official, a "True Way Learning" Coniiician (J^ao-hsVeh hsien-sheng 

serves the government, the stable of his office is on fire, and all young male servants go to put out 

the fire. After the fire has been extinguished, they return to make a report to their superior. 

The "True Way Learning" Confiician asks; "Is anyone injured?" The reply is: "Fortunately, 

there is no one injured. However, the horsetail is burned a bit" The "True Way 

Learning" Confucian is so mad that he says: " Havent you heard that Confucius did not ask about 

horses?'®^ How dare you to reply about the damage to the horses." The official then orders the 

servants to be punished. (53) 

The most important evidence concerning the opposition of scholars of " True Way Learning" is di^layed 

in the first critic's conmienL as follows: 

^Chu Hsi expressed his sense of fellowship of the scholars of True Way Learning with the phrase " wu tang" 

(our faction) in his eulogy for LU Tsu-ch'ien (1137-1181); see Chu Hsi, "Chi LU Po-kung chu-tso 

wen" Sf (The eulogy for LU Tsu-ch'ien), in Chu Hsi, Hui-an hsien-sheng Chu-wen-kung wen-chi 

n, 87. 12b-13b; parts quoted in Huang Tsung-hsi (1610-1695X et al.. Sung YUan 

hsUeh-an (The Records of Sung and YUan ConfuciansX 3 vols. (Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1961), 950. 

Tillman also points out that the word "fang" IS, (faction) was conceived negatively "ever since Confucius' 

warning against factions (in Analects, 15/22);'' Ffoyt C. Tillman, Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's .4scendancy, 

131; Hoyt C. THlman BBfS, Chu Hsi te ssu-wei shih-chieh 183; Hoyt C. Tillman, "A New 

Oirection in Confucian Scholarship: Approaches to E.xainining the Differences Between Neo-Conflicianian and 

Tao-hsUeh," 463. 

'®®This refers to the event recorded in ch. 12 of BK. X of The Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius returned from 

the court and noticed that the stable had been burned, but he only asked if anyone had been hurt; see Chu Hsi, Ssu-

shu chang-chU chi-chu, 121; see also The Confucian Analects, in James Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&n, 
234. 

'°^This joke was also collected into Hsiao-fu by Feng Meng-lung, entitled "Without Asldng About Horse" (pu-wen 

ma ^ ®); see Hsiao-Jit, 2.57-58. 

'O^See ch. 12 of BK. X ofThe Confiician Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&II, 234. 
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Because [the oSicial's mind] was obstructed by the fact that Coufiicius did not ask about the horse 

[recorded in the canonl,'°^ so he behaved in a similar manner, these people who failed in imitating 

the sages were all like this ofiHcial. The Sung Neo-Confiicians were eager to achieve personal 

success in officialdom; moreover, they were not able to retain sincerity and rectify their minds, so 

that they could not contribute themselves to prevent the state ftom collapse. Alas! Where is the 

splendor of the School of Principle (li-hsUeh (my italics] The case in which singing meant 

without crying is similar to this case as well. (54) 

It is noteworthy that the Sung Neo-Confucians were described as teleologists; their pragmatic goal was 

contradictory to their idealistic belief. The critic thought that the scholars of the Principle were inconsistent 

in terms of the moral piinciples of sincerity and rectitude. E^ecialiy. the first critic e.\pressed his 

viewpoint about the cluttered minds on the part of Sung Neo-Confucians when they interpreted the 

Confucian classics, and their impractical interest in metaphysical discourse. 

The high moral standard sa up by Neo-Confucianism marked its diSerence from other scholarships. Neo-

Confucians stressed the introspection of self-cultivation by means of one's personal retrospect For 

instance, the fifteenth joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, is entitled "To Introspect Three Times" (san-hsing 

but its content targded the scholar of " True Way Learning," in particular. Chu Hsi. The joke is as 

follows: 

A student is driven out of the academy because of his miscondua. The other people suspect and 

raise the question; " Whether has he been proved guilty of the imposition? To be punished for 

such a guilt, how can he live as a man? " One man says; " Master Chu [Hsi] has already taught us 

the method." The folk ask; " What is it?" The man replies; " If you have wrongdoing, correct 

it (yu-che kai-chih St-i); otherwise, urge yourself to guard against it (wu-che chia-mien 

(16-17) 

The critic commented; 

"Whenever the scholars of 'True Way Learning' face doubts or slanders, they 

always ^ply these two proverbial sayings to respond; yet there are circumstances to which these 

two sentences are inapplicable." (16) 

'®^This refers to the event recorded in ch. 12 of BK. X of The Confucian .Analects, whereby Confucius returned from 

the court and noticed that the stable had been burned, but he only asked if anyone had been hurt see Chu Hsi. Ssu-

shu chang-chll chi-chu, 121; see also The Confucian .Analects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, l&n. 
234. 

^°'*This is the phrase derived from ch. 4 of BK. I of The Confucian Analects', see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian 

.Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&EL 139. 

'"^These are the exegetical notes given by Chu Hsi for ch. 4 of BK. I of The Confucian Analects-, see Chu Hsi. Ssu-shu 

chang-chUchi-chu, 48. 
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In the above joke, the jester quotes Giu Hsi's exegetical notes to the fourth chapter of BK. I of the 

Confucian .Analects, whereby Tseng Seng stressed the significance of introspection in the process of 

self-improvement: 

Tseng Tzu said, "I daily examine myself on three points:— whether, in transacting business for 

others. I may have been not faithful;—whether, in intercourse with friends, I may have been not 

sincere;—whether. I may have not mastered and practiced the instructions of my teacher." 

Chu Hsi's original interpretations of the above passage are; "Tseng Tzu examined himself on three aspects 

everyday. If he had any wrongdoing, he would correct it; otherwise, he would guard himself against 

the error. How sincerely had he been in disciplining himselfl He was really the man who had obtained 

the foundation of learning." The joke is very cynical because the jester employed such an occasion to 

reveal the pretentiousness underlying the statements of apologia voiced by Confucians and Neo-

Confiicians, who crookly applied the sayings of the Confucian classics to assert their belief in the 

perfectability of human nature and to defend moral failure. In the above joke, the student's impropriety 

e.xposed the problem between " knowledge" and "actioa " Confucian and Neo-Confiician idealism made 

those believers become "apologists." who were used to utilizing ambiguous words to avoid any kind of 

embarrassment. The foregoing remarks made by the commentator, once more criticized the Confucian 

scholars of "True Way Learning" about their vague citations, either quoting the words of predecessors 

without careful thinking, or beating around the bush for upholding their Utopian idealism. The apothegem 

was reduced to a fossil when it was quoted in different time and situation, while wrongdoers alluded to 

these aphorisms to justify or veil their mistakes. 

The attack on pretentiousness of the scholars of " True Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh hsien-sheng 

by some late Ming thinkers could be e.\emplified by the following joke and its critic's cortunenL In the 

seventy-seventh joke of Ssu-sfiu hsiao. entitled "May Not Expose to the Wind" {pu k'o-i feng 

it is said:"" 

A man abides by [the code of conduct that is.) not to utter inappropriately, i.e. the so-

called "Uang-chih" S.® ( "the iruiate knowledge of the good" or "the doctrine of irmate 

'°^The translation is mostly based on the translation of James Legge, except I have made a minor change in the first 

sentence for the name of Tseng Tzu @ ̂ ; see James Legge, trans.. The Conjucian Analects, in The Chinese 

Classics. ISLU.. 139. 

'®''See Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-chu chi-chu. 48; James Legge. trans.. The Confucian .-inalects, in The Chinese 

ClassicsA&Yi. 139. 

"'^This is the sentence taken from ch. 2 of BK. n ofThe Works ofMencius, whereby the king of Ch'i pretended that he 

had caught cold and wanted Mencius to wait on him. while Mencius also pretended that he was too ill to go to pay 

the king a visit at his court; see James Legge, trans.. The Works of Mencius, in The Chinese Classics, U, 210. 
109it is noteworthy a similar joke, whose narration is more complicated, recorded in Keng Ung-hsiang's 

^^l^Ch'Oan-tzu see Chiang Ying-k'o, Hstkh-t'ao hsieh-shih L 3a-3b. 
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knowing." )"° Mr. Hsin-chai (literally, purifying the heart the courtesy name of Wang 

Ken £§.. 1483-1541) intends to enli^ten this person and remarks; "Lying is also 'liang-

chih.' " The man is shocked and grudging. One day, a local gentry comes to visit [this man], 

who tells his gatekeeper to tell the visitor that he is out Mr. Hsin-chai then asks the man, who is 

regretful about his mistake. Mr. Hsin-chai says: "There is no harm, since [tliis prete.\t| is like 

what Mencius said: ' [I have got a cold, and] may not e.\pose myself to the wind.' " "' (86-87) 

The critic commented; 

A lie of this type made by the scholar of "True Way Learning" was considered a witty response; 

but if it were done by ordinary people, they would have been criticized for using a trick. If the 

scholars of "Trae Way Learning" had seen other people behave this way. these scholars would 

have blamed others for "Phony Learning of the True Way " (yvei tao-hsUeh C&ifi^). If the 

scholars of "Tme Way Learning" acted so themselves, they would have claimed it as a measure 

of e.xpediency. (87) 

Wang Ken was one of the prominent disciples of Wang Yang-ming. Wang Ken weitt to attend Yang-

ming's lecture on "liang-c/iih" in Chianghsi in 1520. Two years later, Wang Ken went to receive the 

education of Yang-ming in Chechiang. The critic e.xplidtly e.xpressed his disparagement about the double 

standards of moral judgment applied by the scholars of "True Way Learning," who tended to criticize 

others stringently but treat themselves with more leeway. 

Another joke deals with the essential theme of Neo-Confucian discourse, " liang-chih." and was related to 

Wang Yang-ming as well. It is noteworthy that this joke was collected into Ssu-shu hsiao. Chiang Ying-

k'o's ilS# HsUeh-t'ao hsieh-shih (The History of Humor by HsUeh-Tao). Yang Mao-ch'ien's 

Hsiao-linp'ing (Commentaries on the Forest of Joke), and Teng Chih-mo's Hsien-

hsien p'ien (The Te.xt of Carefree), which reads as follows; 

One intellectual is studying with [Wangj Yang-ming £1^03. When he firstly hears the 

ierni " Uang<hih" ("the innate knowledge of the good" or "the doctrine of iruiate 

knowing" ). he carmot understand. He abrijptly stands up to ask; " What is ' liang-chih' ? Is it 

black or white? " To their dismay, all the other disciples become quiet. The young man's face 

turns into red because of embarrassment. Master pt'ang-mingl speaks slowly; " ' liang-chih' is 

neither white nor black, and its color is e.xactly red." As all the disciples are perple.\ed, the 

* ^°The term " liang-chih" & 5® is translated by Wing-tsit Chan as " the innate knowledge of the good," while by de 

Bary as "the doctrine of innate knowing" or "innate knowing;" see Wing-tsit Chan. Source Book in Chinese 

Philosophy. 656; see also Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Xeo-

Confucian Thought. 127. 129. 

'' 'This is the sentence taken from ch. 2 of BK. II of The Works ofS/fencius, whereby the king of Ch'i pn^cnded that he 

had caught cold and wanted Mencius to wait on him. while Mencius also pretended that he was too ill to go to the 
court to pay a visit; see James Legge, trans.. The fVorics ofKfencius. in The Chinese Classics. II, 210. 
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master says: " Rigjht at this moment our friend reveals the [red] color in his face, which is exactly 

[the token of] ' liang-chih.' 

The critic commented; 

It was the same as the person who asked about " lucent virtue" (ming-te ), but the answer to 

the question was [difTerent because] one was humorous and the other serious, [indicating that if 

there was a] chance, [he] could be enlightened."^ 

The theory of "the knowledge of the innate good" was the core of Wang Yang-ming's philosophy. The 

commentator's remarks were insightful to address the intimacy between "the doctrine of innate 

knowing" {liang-chih and "lucent virtue" {ming-te which signified the moral ground of 

human nature proclaimed by the scholars of "True Way Learning." The aforementioned two jokes 

manifest the stupid questions raised by the inferior students, who didn't understand the moral nature 

relevant to "liang-chih" and "ming-te" respectively. The error occurred because of the 

wrong approach of intellectual inquiry employed by those students. The joke of this type was possible to 

hint at the mistakes frequently committed by most followers of Chu Hsi, who emphasized the e.xtemal 

pursuit of the principles in things without knowing the fact that the principles in mind are identical wfth the 

principles in things. It is clear, as Wang Yang-ming taught, that only by examining oneself inwardly can 

one really perceive the clue of the knowledge of innate good, since it is like "lucent virtue" {ming-te 

"an inherent perfection within." as de Bary notes.However, the teadier deliberately comforted 

the student to hint that the red face owing to his shame was an indication and reflection of innate 

knowledge of the good. In so doing, the jester's strategy was to bring the inherent outward, to make the 

implicit e.xpliciL More than that the teacher of the above joke replied to the question in a serious and 

direct marmer. while in the joke " ming-te," the jester en^loyed worc^lay to tease both Chu Hsi and the 

inquirer. Since "to e.\tend the irmate knowing" {chih liang-chih was the major concept in Wang 

Yang-ming's philosophy, and there are so many jestbooks collecting this joke, we notice the more serious 

the subject was the more often it came to be the target of modcery during Ming times. The doctrine 

of " irmate knowing " became an object of loathing either for the purpose of subverting the conventional 

authority or for entertaining students in the boring academic atmo^here. We are not sure if the composer 

of this joke was Wang Yang-ming's opponent Comparing the critics' tones of the above two jokes, we also 

feel the attitude of the critic of the joke. " irmate knowing," seemed to be more friendly toward Wang 

Yang-ming than that of the critic of the joke of " lucent virtue " toward Chu Hsi. 

The teaching of Wang Yang-ming was normally considered more dynamic than that of Chu Hsi, because he 

diverted the intellectual approach of Chu to the internal cultivation, and stressed the unity of knowing and 

'' ̂This is the ninety-fourth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao; see Ssu-shu hsiao. 104-05. 

' '^Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Neo-Confiidan Thought, 128. 
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actioa Wang's effort not only revived Neo-Confiicianism during the sLvteenth century but also established 

his teaching to become a fashionable philosophy. The significance of his doctrinal teaching " innate 

knowing" (liang-chih), in teims of its contribution to Chinese intellectual history might be illustrated with 

de Bary's utterance; 

It was this new learning, as encapsulated in the doctrine of innate knowing {Uang-chih) 

and "extending mnate knowing." that transformed the Sage learning, understood as " learning to 

be a sage" and made it far more accessible to Everyman, to a degree that Chu Hsi had hoped for 

but in ways he had not conceived. Wang thereby opened the way to a kind 

of " popular" movement involving a greater potential participation of ordinary men in the 

fulfillment of Neo-Confucian Ideals."'* 

Through this passage we realize how the philosophical and intellectual development of the Sung dynasty 

could be transformed into a movement of moral and social awakening to attract more conunoners to 

participate in this movement during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. With Wang Yang-ming as a 

pioneer, it is not strange to see Tang Hsien-tsu (1550-1617). Li Chih, and YUan Hung-tao (1568-1610). 

who also propagated Wang's teaching to liberate oneself Grom epistemological tradition and inviolable 

authority. 

In the ninety-seventh joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled" The Prince's Residence, Carriages, and 

Horses" {wang-tzu kung-shih chU-ma it is said; 

The scions of the Imperial house of the present dynasty increase to a large niunber, and they are 

unable to live on the grains given by the emperor. Many of them become rascals. A fellow is 

used to buying goods with counterfeited taels of silver. He even uses this copper to purchase 

houses, carts, horses, and clothes. When others refuse to trade with hira he then says; " Havent 

you read the Works of S>knciusl" " What do you mean?" This fellow replies; " In the Works of 

Mencius. it is said; ' The prince's residence, carriages, horses, and dress are the same as those of 

others ([note;] "copper" (r'ung ffi) is equivalent to "same" U'ung 1^)-' " 

The critic commented; 

The Imperial code established by the dynastic founder inhibits the descendants of the Imperial 

house to participate in the civil service examinations, which obstructs their access to advancement. 

Some of them turn into laborers and people call them " Your highness, beggar." while they call 

themselves "Land Board (or Meal)" {t'u-shan ±^). Thus, the dignity of the Imperial scions is 

' ''*Wm. Theodore de Bary, Learning for One's Self: Essays on the Individual in Neo-Confitcian Thought, 129. 

"^This is a sentence derived from ch. 36 of BK. VU of The Works ofMencius-, see James Legge, trans.. The Works of 

\iencius. in The Chinese Classics, IL 470-71. 

' ̂^Ibid:, the original sentence contains the word " same" (/'«/ig ^), but the jokester changes it into " copper" (t'ung 

ffl). 
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completely destroyed. The new edict permits them to receive education and participate in the civil 

examinations. There must be some of them who can build up their own independent status, and 

hopefully diange a bit of the deteriorating phenomenon. (108) 

The second critic commented; 

The way Mendus talks sounds very cunning in this chapter, and fortunately he later adds two 

subsequent sentences whidi contain the phrase " wide house" {kuang-chU BiM). ( "That he [the 

prince] looks so is occasioned by his position. How much more should a peculiar air distinguish 

him whose position is in the 'wide house' (Jcuang-chU 91®) of the world!" "^1 So he does 

retain the standard style of the scholar of "True Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh lE-ft). Otherwise, 

people will mistake his words as toadying to those in power. (108) 

The first critic was concerned about the degradation of scions of the Imperial house, whereas the second 

critic made fim of Mendus by comparing him to the type of the scholar of " Tme Way Learning." First 

the critic suggested that Mendus talked like a toady to the men of royal status, when he said that the 

residence, carriages, horses, and dress of a prince were the same as that of other people. Next the critic 

pointed out the fact that if we took together the subsequent sentences of the primary, parodied te.xt into 

consideration then we would have known; Mendus maintained his role the same as what these scholars 

of "True Way Learning" did, because he remembered to remind other people whose positions allowed 

them to live in the "wide houses" which affeaed their comportment and nurtured their sense 

of " humaneness." Why is it so? Since eaiiier m ch. 2 of BK. in of the fVorks of Xkncius. Mendus 

defined what was a "great man" (ta-chang-Ju A:^)? He dwelled "in the wide house, to stand in the 

correct seat of the worid, and to walk in the great path of the world;" if he could obtain an offidal post he 

could "practice his principles for the good of the people." and if he failed in wish-fulfilment he should 

carry out these prindples himself."® The exegetical note of Chu Hsi deserves our attention, as Chu 

suggested that "the wide house" (Jcuang-chU J®®) embodies the concept of "humaneness" (Jen 

Thus, the metaphorical function of the "wide house" {kuang-chU tSS) is to illuminate the cardinal 

prindple of humanism in Confucianism and Neo-Confucianism. The second critic then recontextualized 

the joke's context with the significance of " humaneness," which was symbolized by the " wide house," to 

make fim of Mendus and the contemporary scholars of " True Way Learning," who never forget to 

address the importance of moral cultivation. Nevertheless, it is so easy for humorists to find the 

discrqiancies in between their words and behaviors. 

' "These are the sentences pertaining to ch. 36 of BK. Vn of JTie fVorks of Mendus-, see James Legge, trans.. The 

Works ofKiencius, in The Chinese Classics, II, 470-71. 

' '^These are the sentences pertaining to ch. 2 of BK. HI of The Works qfXIencius; see James Legge, trans.. The fforks 

ofKkncitis. in The Chinese Classics. II. 264-65. 

' ̂ ^See Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu. 6.266. 
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In summary, the above discussion is meant to investigate the sarcasm of the scholars of " True Way 

Learning" from the Sung dynast\' to the late Ming through the comic form of jokes with the aid of 

historical development of intellectual tiaditioa The outline of jokes and relevant sources enables us to 

understand that in the beginning the study of "True Way Learning" was despised as "crook 

learning" and " false learning" as early as the twelfth century, such unjust conmient gradually became the 

real characteristic of the followers of the Ch'en-Chu teaching in the Ming times. These jokes include 

improper application of the allusion and intentional distortion of the primary text But most of the 

criticisms on the scholars of " True Way Learning" are all retained in the critics' comments rather than the 

contexts of the jokes. These jokes reflected the recurrence of the jesting tradition in ancient Qiina. wherein 

the critics adopted the indirect and comic medium to convey their critical opinions. Ironically, the moral 

ideal of these scholars of "True Way Learning" infused their teaching and learning, which turned into 

empty words when contrasted with their loose self-discipline and inconsistency. The hypocrisy of double 

standards in the application of moral principle was their major drawback. The jokesters humorously 

manipulated the Neo-Conftidan logos of "liang-chih" (the doctrine of innate knowing) and "ming

le " Gucent virtue) to reveal the incongruence of the binary structure of metaphysics and experience. The 

hierarchy of the dual levels of concept and behavior indicates the use of the comic logic of degradation as 

well as the failure of scholars of "True Way Learning" in terms of putting their moral beliefs into practice 

in the secular world. 

For the purpose of difTerentiating the distinct mode of joking pertaining to Ssu-shu hsiao and Hsiao-Ju. we 

had best read three other jokes colleaed in Hsiao-fu by Feng Meng-lung to discover the new pattern of 

comic attack on the scholars of "True Way Learning" (tao-hsUeh hsien-sheng That can be 

termed "atypical actions," as Murray Davis coins, by "transferring characteristics between roles." 

For instance, in the joke entitled, " The Jap Makes a Bow " (wo-rru lio-i it is said: 

A scholar encounters a "Japanese dwarf-pirate" (wo ^), so he hides himself in a cave lest he 

should be found. But the Jap still discovers him; the scholar claims himself a scholar of "True 

Way Learning" and asks the Jap to free him. The Jap says: " Since you are a scholar of 'Tme 

Way Learning,' you get out of the cave to make a bow." The scholar says; " 1 am afraid of your 

knife. General. Would you please hold it in your mouth? " The scholar then says: " I am afraid of 

the point of your sword. Would you please hold it toward yourself?" The J^ believes in the 

fellow's words and does as he asks. The scholar gets out of the cave: as soon as he bows, he 

suddenly uses his hand to beat the back of the knife, which cuts the pirate's face. The Jap holds 

the knife in his mouth and tells the scholar. " What a scholar of ' True Way Learning!' " (59-

60) 

'^®Murray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society. 189. 
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In contrast to our expectation of the role of the scholar of "True Way Learning," he was depiaed as a 

crafty figure, who cunningly deceived the Japanese pirate. The humorist di^laced the trait of this 

occupation, the gesture of bowing, by depicting that the pirate had more interest in it than the scholar. The 

jokester also extracted the trait of courage from the disdainfiil pirate to the scholar. The traits of the scholar 

and the pirate were transplanted reciprocally: In the beginning, the Japanese pirate unexpectedly 

commanded the scholar to bow. which functioned as a symbol of a scholar of " True Way Learning." And 

in the latter half of this funny episode, laughter was engendered because the sdiolar's courage reversed their 

stereotyped cowardice. The scholar of "True Way Learning" could get positive recognition, simply 

because his rival was a Japanese pirate. In other words, this joke belongs to the type of ethnic 

discriminatiotL Feng Meng-lung commented on this joke: "This scholar of 'True Way Learning* has 

displayed a bit of ftmction. Honorable! Honorable!" Feng's sarcastic tone reflected his low appreciation 

of the scholar of " True Way Learning." 

It is noteworthy that the other two jokes of Hsiao-fu targeting the scholar of " True Way Learning" are 

entangled with se.xuality. Since Neo-Confiicians were required to display deconmi or perform proper 

conduct conforming to the moral code of "seriousness" {ching ®C), the way these scholars of "Tnie Way 

Learning" acted in their bedrooms became an objea of curiosity to all outsiders. The first joke is 

entitied " Intercourse" {hsing-fang ff^). as follows: 

A scholar of "Trae Way Learning" is going to have se.\. He firstiy takes off his underwear and 

then makes a bow. " Rather than out of my lust I do it for the purpose of continuing the ancestral 

line of my family," he says and then penetrates once. " Rather than out of my lust I do it for the 

purpose of increasing the population of the Imperial court" he says again and then penetrates 

twice. " Rather than out of my lust I do it for the purpose of promoting the nurturing of Heaven 

and Earth," he says and then penetrates thrice. A man asks what does he say about the fourth 

penetration? There is a clever man who insightfiilly remarks: "A scholar of 'True Way 

Learning' like him is exhausted after having penetrated three times. What else can he say?" 

(2.58-59) 

By stressing the essential traits of the scholars of "True Way Learning," who were always concerned 

about their responsibility to the family. Imperial court as well as Heaven and Earth, the humorist 

highlighted their incongruousness and their pretense in terms of hiding one' s se.\ual desire by declaring 

his sexual behavior in the name of duty. The personal dilemma of the scholar of " True Way 

Learning" was fiiUy manifested in between the conflict of ritual confinement and sexual instinct The 

comic is intensified in this joke by unveiling the bedroom scene and three penetrations in the public sphere 

to disrupt the proper image of the scholar of " True Way Learning." In the joke entitied. " Female scholar 

of True Way Learning" (nUtao-hsUeh we perceive that the humorist deliberately shifted the role 
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element fix)m the scholar of " True Way Learning" to the heroine in order to satirize their essential 

comportment of " seriousness." as follows: 

A daughter of a Confucian scholar is newly-wed. In the course of love-making she makes 

advances to the groom with her vagina. The bride suddenly rises to her feet and puts her clothes 

on. She tidies her appearance and then makes a bow toward the husband on the bed. Her husband 

is puzzled to ask her what's wrong. She replies: " Sorry. I exceed the ritual limit!" (60) 

The fimdamental structure of Chinese society of the past is dominated by one principal belief: Inferior 

women and superior men. From this perspective, the above joke was designed to make a lower status role 

possess attributes of the hi^er status. To create a female scholar of the Way was intended to provoke 

laughter and disparage the male scholars of the Way simultaneously. The serious image and re^ctable 

status of the scholar of "True Way Learning" is thus undone. The above three jokes emphasized the 

impact of ritual bondage on the scholars of "True Way Learning" and the concern of formality was the 

root of pretense and incongruity. 

3. The Disputes among Various Schools 

The discord among scholars of variant schools during Ming times is demonstrated in the fifty-seventh joke 

of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled " Demanding People" {ch'iu chuJen A), as follows: 

Two men quarrel on the street One man says to the other " You deceive your own mind!" The 

other replies: "You deceive your own mind!" The first man says: "You lack the 'principle of 

nature' " t'ien-li" )." The second man replies: " You lack the ' principle of nature.' " 

A "scholar of 'True Way Learning' " {tao-hstkh has heard their argument and then 

tells his disciples; "Have you heard their serious 'learning by discussion' (chiang-hsUeh 

The students reply: "They are quarrelling instead of 'learning by discussion.' " The 

master says: " [Since they mention] the declaration of mind as well as that of the principle of 

nature, if they are not talking about learning, then what would it be?" The students [askj: " If 

they are discussing philosophy, why are they bickering?" [The master replies:] " It is because 

people only know to 'demand others' rather than turn inward to introspect themselves." (67) 

It is necessary to point out that in one version of this joke collected into Hsiao-JU, entitled " Quarrels 

between the Scholars of 'True Way Learning' " (tao-hsUeh hsiang-ma the last remark made 

by the instruaor was as such: "Look at those scholars of 'True Way Learning' nowadays! Who is 

'There are two versions of this joke: The most popular version is seen in Ssu-shu lisiao, Hsiao-fit, Kuang Hsiao-fu. 

and K'u-ch'a an hsiao-hua hsU, whereby the man is referred to as a scholar of " True Way Learning" {tao-hsUeh 

iS^). Yet another version appears in (Ying-hsieh lu )in Cliiang Ying-to's fllfiPl- HsUeh-t'ao hsieh-shih 

SE, whereby the man is referred to as Mr. [Wang] Yang-ming. 
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harmonious [with others]?" Demanding of others rather than of oneself certainly resulted in the 

tension among various schools and academies during the Ming times. What deserves our attention is the 

critic's comment on the above joke; 

The philosophy of "True Way Learning" can be applied to any circumstance. Nevertheless, the 

teaching of Lu Hsiang-shan (the courtesy name of Lu Chiu-yUan 1139-1193) is 

said to be afHliated with Ch'an Buddhism: [such comment] is rather like speaking for Tzu-yang 

jSf (The courtesy name of Chu Hsi)!'^3 (67-68) 

The above joke was widespread in late imperial China, since it was collected into the jestbooks such as 

Chiang Ying-k'o's HsUeh-t'ao hsieh-shih (The History of Humor by HsUeh-t'ao), Feng 

Meng-lung's 2® #15 Hsiao-Ju (The Treasury of Jokes), and an anonymous compiler's Kuang Hsiao-fit 

(The E.xpanded Treasury of Jokes). Feng put this joke in the section of fit-liu iSSK (pedants) and 

entitled it " tao-hsUeh hsiang-ma" (the quarrel of the scholars of "True Way Learning" ). The 

naming of fu-liu (pedants) was derogatory to reflect the negative perception about the scholars 

of " True Way Learning." 

The Ming critic's remarks on the above joke seemed to try to defend Sung thinker, Lu Hsiang-shan. whose 

teaching was called the sdiool of Mind {hsin-hsUeh '09 ), and who was the opponent of the school of 

Principle {li-hsUeh S^) held by Chu Hsi and his followers. In fact Ku Yen-wu (1613-1682) has argued 

that both the teachings of Lu Hsiang-shan and of Ch'eng-Chu were all somewhat related to Ch'an 

Buddhism, as Ku remarked: 

Nowadays those who delight in talking about the Learning of the Mind-and-Heart disregard the 

original conte.xt and concentrate only on the mind of man and the mind of the Way. The worst of 

them just seize upon the two words " Way mind" and proceed to speak of the mind as the Way. 

This is to fall into Ch'an Buddhism and realize that one is departing far firom the basic mandate 

transmitted by Yao, Shun, and YU.... In Ch'an principle is considered an obstacle [because of its 

fixity] and Ch'an Buddhists point only to the mind [of nondiscriminadonj, saying that one should 

not try to define things in words but just transmit the implicit "seal" of the mind.... In Chu Hsi's 

Conmientary on the Mean he cites the words of Ch'eng L saying this section [of the Record of 

Rites] represents the system of the mind-and-heart Qisin-fa) as transmitted in the Confucian 

school. This too is borrowing the language of Buddhism.^^'* (Translated by de Bary) 

'^^Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu, 2.56. 

^^Ssu-sku hsiao, 67-68; Tzu-yang is the name of an academy on a hill in Anhwei bmlt up by Chu Sung 

whose son Chu Hsi ^ M also studied there. 

^^^Ku Yen-wu, Jih-chih /M H SliS (Record of Daily Knowledge) (Taipei: Wen-shih-che ch'u-pan she, 1979), 20.528-

29. The translation is ofTered by Wm. Theodore de Bary; see Wm. Theodore de Bary, Seo-Confucian Orthodoxy 

and the Learning of the S/Snd-and-Heart, 172-73. 
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Though Ch'eng-Chu emphasized the signiilcance of univeisai principles to impress people with their 

rational tendency, the practice of quiet-sitting and a new emphasis on spiritual training of self by Ch'en-

Chu, in de Bary's view, may be influenced by Ch'an Buddhism.'^5 Moreover, the teaching of Ch'eng-Chu 

was later elaborated by its follower, Chen Te-hsiu (1178-1235) using Buddhist language to 

formulate the system of mind-and-heart embodied in the sixteen words of the Book of Documents {Shang-

shu ^ ^), which may be viewed " a sign of infiltration ftom Ch'an Buddhism " as well. 

In order to understand the cultural phenomenon of factional dispute and the attad^ on the scholar of " True 

Way Learning," we can take a look at the joke of Hsiao-Ju, entitled " Inquiring Confucius" {wen Kung-tzu 

7L ^). as follows: 

Two scholars of "True Way Learning" are debating and cannot reach an agreement. Each of 

them declares that he owns "True Way Learning," and disclaims the legitimacy of the other. 

After a long debate, they still cannot resolve their problem, and they go to ask Confucius for help. 

Confiicius walks down die steps and respectfiiUy bows to them, saying: " My way is great Why 

should you be the same as the other? You two old gentlemen are real scholars of ' True Way 

Learning,' whom I have always been admiring. Is there anything counterfeited?" These two 

men are elated. Confucius' pupil asks: " Master! Why did you toady to these two fellows?" 

Confucius replies; "To people like them we only need to deceive rather than prick them " (2.57) 

The jokester wittily used Confucius' authoritarian voice to claim the essence of accommodation rather than 

confrontation in his teaching. The above joke is very revealing because the humorist indirectly criticized 

the controversy and tension among Neo-Confiicians fhjm the Sung to the Ming era. Hoyt C. Tillman has 

reconstructed the debates within the group of "True Way Learning" scholars of the Sung era, as well 

as " the group's conflict with the government over policy and ethics." In other words, embedded in a 

joke of this type was the problem of the Justification of legitimacy deeply entangled with the identification 

of cultural legacy, the diversity of the epistemological approach, and the ruler's recoginitioa The evolution 

of Neo-Confucianism in Ming thought was rqjresented by the philosophy of Wang Yang-ming, who 

identified the substance of mind to the nature of principle. The Ch'eng-Chu school's rational intellectual 

tradition was thus diverted to a more intuitive direction by Wang, who wanted to balance between objective 

observation and subjective contemplation in terms of one's self-cultivatioa 

Theodore de Bary, Neo-Confitcian Orthodoxy and the Learning of the S^Hnd-cmd-Heart. 127; see aslo Wm. 

Theodore de Bary. "Neo-Confucian Cultivation and the Seventeenth-Century 'Enlightenment' " in Wm. 

Theodore de Bary & the Conference on Seventeenth-Century Chinese Thought eds.. The Unfolding of Neo-

Confucianism, 141-216, 153-62. 

Theodore de Bary, Neo-Confucian Orthodoxy and the Learning of the S/Snd-and-Heart, 98-128. 

'^^Hoyt C. Tillmaiu Confucian Discourse and Chu Hsi's Ascendancy. 7-9. 
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The rational trait of Neo-Confiician piiilosophy is embodied La the concept of" e?£tending 

knowledge" {chih-chih Sc^), but it is presented as oblique as a riddle in the following joke, whereby 

Master Wang Yang-ming instructed his disciples concerning the essence of intellectual pursuit with this 

ambiguous riddle. This joke demonstrates the comic device of converging a great philosopher's serious 

words with vulgar content—a riddle produced for the lantern-festival—which entails the so-

called " incongruous hybrids;" such cross-border performance reflects the tran^iosition of the properties 

taken from the lower to the upper in the stratified cultural institutions.'^^ 

Once there was a riddle devised for the Lantem Festival of Hang-chou , which says: " left 

more left, ri^t more right: upper, a bit upper, lower, a bit lower, e.xactly, exactly; heavier, a bit 

heavier, lighter, a bit lighten which is a riddle to insinuate the act of scratching the itdu " Master 

Yang-mmg hears this riddle to tell his students that this riddle subtly embodies the concept 

of " extending knowledge" {chih-chih Sc®). Yoimg men, you should memorize 

Wang Yang-ming thought that riddle was very instructive. He employed the attribute of vagueness of the 

riddle to highlight the elements of uncertainty and obscurity in the process of intellectual e.xploration: 

though it soimds fimny and ironic, the characteristic of spontaneity in the teadiing of Wang Yang-ming was 

demonstrated. But obscurity was also the drawback of Neo-Confiidan philosophy and pedagogy, as de 

Bary notes; 

There is an intended ambivalence in Neo-Confucian teaching between reason and intuition, 

objective and subjective learning, observation or contemplation of the world and active 

involvement in it A balance was sought among the inteUectuaL moral, and spiritual claims on 

one's self-cultivation. 

Wang Yang-ming e.xemplified the act of "faulty reasorung," when he irmiitively analogized the 

elaborate description of scratching with its incompatible counterpart, the normative claim and philosophical 

speculation of " extending knowledge. " so that the subsequent confusion was inevitable. The faulty logic 

is highlighted by the discrepancy between an abstract concept of a metaphysical idea and the ambivalent 

depiction of scratching. The goal of the undertaking of " e.\tending knowledge" {chih-chih Sc^) is in 

pursuit of rationality, while Wang Yang-ming simplified it to a rather oblique sketch. The art of humor 

here is related to "e.xtrapolation" and "implicitness" embedded in the joke. 

4. The Equalization of '^ao-hsOeh'^d ^han-jen" 

'^^Muiray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society, 195-98. 

'^'See Keng Ting-hsiang's Ch'Uan-tzu in Chiang Ying-k'o's Hstkh-t'ao hsieh-shih L 

2b. 

Theodore de Bary, Neo-Confitcian Orthodoxy and the Learning of the KBnd-and-Heart, 196. 

'^'Murray S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society, 66. 

Arthur Koestier. The .4ct of Creation, 96. 
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The comparison and contrast of two tvpes of intellectuals of the late Ming. i.e.. the scholar of " True Way 

Learning" and the "recluse of mountain" {shan-jen llj is another device that the late-Ming critics 

and jokers used to convey their antagonism. A number of literati called themselves with pseudonyms 

coined together with the nomenclature. " recluse of mountain " (shan-Jen llJ A), though they were not 

necessarily living in isolation: that was a special cultural phenomenon of the late Ming. The group of 

intellectuals who called themselves " recluses of mountain." as Sakai Tadao notes, consisted of dissatisfied 

local elite, rich merchants, and even rascals of low social status: most of them were unsuccessful 

participants of the civil service e.xaminations.'^'* Most of them were also residents of the rich Yangze delta 

area.'^' They distinguished themselves from the scholars of "True Way Learning" (especially, the 

scholars of Mind led by Wang Yang-ming) to promote a new trend of popular culture. They engaged in 

producing morality books, pure-words, encyclopedias for daily life, painting, calligraphy, novels, and 

dramas. They were not only the producers but also the major consumers of printed works. 

Although "recluses of mountain" received almost unanimously negative assessment'^^ their active 

involvement with the production of a variety of cultural and maiket products enabled them to influence the 

formation and orientation of late Ming art and culture. 

In fact the trend of intellectuals declaring themselves as " recluses of mountain " could be traced back to 

the late Sung era. but it resurged during the periods of Chia-ching (1522-1566) and Wan-li (1573-1619) 

reigns in the late Ming.'^^ Most of them were men of letters capable of composing poems and essays as 

Theodore de Bary translates it as "mountain-men:'' see Wm. Theodore de Bars'. Learning for One's Self: 

Essays on the Individual in \'eo-Confucian Thought. 224. 

'^"'Sakai Tadao Chugoku zensho no kenkyu. 78-137; Sakai Tadao, " The Morality Books and the Educated 

Ccrrunoivers of Late Ming and Early Ch'ing Society." in Sakai Tadao. ed., Dof<yo no sogoteki kenkyu 

(A synthesis of studies on Taoism); Ch'en Wan-u iVan-Ming hsiao-p'in yU\Bng-chi wen-jen 

sheng-tmo. 52-56. 

'^'According to Tsou Ti-kuang Si!iS3t. almost all recluses of mountain dwelled in the Wu and YUeh areas; see Tsou 

Ti-kuang, "YU Ch'en Hsiao-he" (Letter to Ch'en Hsiao-he), in Tsou Ti-kuang, Shih-yU chai wen-chi 

•ETHflFS:® (The Literary Work of the Studio of Stone Words), microfilm of the Wan-li (1573-1619) ed. (Taipei: 

National Central Library. 1981), 23.20a-21a. See also Ch'en Wan-i, Wan-KDng hsiao-p'in yll S,Sng-chi wen-jen 

sheng-huo. 60-61. 

'^^Ch'en Wan-i. ff'tm-AIing hsiao-p'in yllXfing-chi ̂ en-jen sheng-huo. 56. 

'^^When Liu Tsung-chou was the censor in the late Ming, he issued thirteen regulations to confme the illegal 

activities of gamblers, thieves, prostitutes, monks. Taoist priests, relatives of officials, soldiers, retired ofQcials, 

recluses of mountain, and men of letters; Liu Tsung-chou, Uu-tzu ch'Uan-shu (The Complete Work of 

Mr. Liu), Tao-kuang ed., 6 vols. (Taipei: Hua-wen shu-chU, 1969), 6:40.3437. 

'^^See the entry of " pseudonymity of mountain-recluse" (shan-jen ming-hao tlj A ̂  %), in Shen Te-fu (Van-

li yeh-huo pien (Taipei; Hsin-hsing shu-chU, 1983), 23.585. See also "The Mountain-recluse Wu 

K'uo" (Wu shan-jen K'uo A8I), in Ch'ien Ch'ien-i Lieh-ch'ao shih-chi hsiao-chuan 
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well as painting, by which they approached their rich and powerful patrons, who were either scholar-

officials or successful merchants, to get financial support and earn their own living.'^' Therefore, while 

they singled themselves out of other literati in the name of solitude and purity, they were belittled for their 

tactfiilness in entreating the favor of high ranking officials.''"' That was the issue raised by the humorous 

critic in his commentary to the sLvty-sLxth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " Mencius Paid Homage to King 

Hui of Liang" (Xieng-tzu chien Liang Hui-wang as follows:''*^ 

Wang Sheng-mei £ § H was not yet renowned when he was a magistrate.''*^ He went to visit an 

important official, who was discussing with a guest about the Works of Mencius and who paid no 

attention to Wang. Sheng-mei felt fimny when he heard their discussion. The official abruptly 

asked Wang: " Have you read the Works ofXknciusf" Sheng-mei replied; " I have always liked 

this text all my life, yet cannot understand its meaning." The ofTicial asked; " What is that you do 

not imderstand?" "What does it mean by 'Mencius paid homage to king Hui of 

Liang ? asked Sheng-mei. The high official was suprised by his question and answered; " Is 

there any deep meaning embodied in this sentence?" Sheng-mei remarked; "Since there is a 

saying that ' Mencius would not see any feudal lord,' why did he pay homage to the throne of 

king Hui of Liang? " The hi^ official was stunned and did not know how to respond. (75-76) 

In this fimny anecdote, the protagonist Wang Sheng-mei was a witness who observed the discussion 

between the high official and another guest Wang then proposed an absurd question to stun the official; in 

so doing, he intended to laugh at those incompetent readers of the Confucian classics, who assumed that 

they had understood these texts quite well. The jokester played the game by weaving pieces of evidence to 

(1649). 2 vols. (Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU. 1961). I. 453-4. Ch'en Wan-L Wan-KEng hsiao-p'in yUKBng-chi weti-
jen sheng-huo. 44. 

'39see HsU Ying-lei " Tu Yen-chou shan-jen chi" llj (Reading the Collective Works of Recluse 

of Mountain of Yen-chou), in Huang Tsung-hsi. ed., XSng v/en-ltai Sfl (The Sea of Literature of the Ming 

Dynasty), chUan-shu chen-pen ed.. the 7th collection (Taipei: Taiwan shang-wu yin-shu kuan. n.d.), 253.2a-

3a. See also Ch'en Wan-L Wan-KUng hsiao-p'inyUKfing-chi wen-Jen sheng-huo. 49-50. 

'''"See the entry of " the foolishness of mountain-recluse" (shan-jen yU-wang ih ASS), in Shen Te-fti . fVan-

li yeh-huo pien 3liS. 23.586-7; Sakai Tadao. " The Morality Books eind the Educated Commoners of Late 

Ming and Early Ch'ing Society," in Sakai Tadao. ed.. Dokyo no sogoteki kenkyu WW5C (A synthesis 

of smdies on Taoism) (Tokyo: Kokusho kankokai, 1977), 370-93, 382-87; Ch'en Wan-i, Wan-XBng hsiao-p'in yU 
X'fing-chi wen-jen sheng-huo, 48. 

''*'Thisjoke was also collected into (Vu Tsa-tsu 5JIM; see Hsieh Chao-che Wu Tsa-tsu, 16.430. 

'''^This joke is also collected into Yang Mao-ch'ien's HsU Hsiao-lin p'ing, Yang Mao-ch'ien. HsU Hsiao-lin p'ing 

•"•^Wang Sheng-mei was assigned to the post of censor by Wang An-shih i-lc-S (1021-1086). and occupied several 

important positions in the court during the reign of YUan-yu TCW (1086-1093). Sheng-mei was looked down upon 

by other officials for his cruel treatment of Tsu Wu-tse . who was the opponent of Wang An-shih; see Sung-
5/IJ7I (The History of Sung) 5f;S£ (Taipei: Ting-wen shu-chU. 1978). 329.10612-3. 

'•'"'These are the words of Ch'en Tai . the disciple of Mencius; see Chu Kkn-tzu chi-chu in Ssu-shu 

chang-chUchi-chu, 6.264; see also James Legge. trans.. The Works ofKfencius, in The Chinese Classics, II. 261. 
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create a false image that Mencius was inconsistent in his thought and action. In other words, the humorist 

tried hard to show the paradox of the Confucian classics, particularly, the ffbr/is of Mencius. Firstly, he 

used the first sentence of the Works of Mencius— " Mencius paid homage to king Hui of Liang" —as the 

punchline to stress its contradiction with another sentence— " Mencius would not see any feudal lord." In 

fact the latter was not articulated by Mencius himself but by his disciple. Ch'en Tai. The dissection and 

pastiche of aibitraiy sayings of the Confucian classics are again the application of " faulty reasoning." It 

is noteworthy that the critic of this joke also quoted the words of the Works of Mencius and imitated the 

jokestei's strategy to offer his comment The critic said: 

The words of Mencius are very flexible. Yet to those who could not understand his words, they 

merely feel that these inconsistent statements seem to be uttered by two persons. For instance, 

[when Mencius left Ch'L hej dwelt in Chou S, he e.xplained, ".... When I went away because I 

did not find in him (the king of Ch'i) a ruler, to suit me. was that what 1 desired to do? " When 

[Mencius left Ch'i, he] dwelt in Hsiu he said; ".... To remain so long in Ch'i was not my 

purpose...." Then which one was his trae will? If [Mencius] were not the worthy man who 

secretly viewed Confucius as his role modeL we doni know how those " Sung Confucian 

scholars" (Sung ju could apply the notions such as the "rectification of one's 

mind" {cheng-hsin iE'lL») and the "sincerity of one's will" (ch'eng-i 2S-S) to discipline him. 

(76) 

Here the critic addressed the problem of self-contradiction within the canonical work. That is why the 

humorist could make use of the technique of paradox and parody to create his own joke. This joke 

e.xemplifies the strategy of reconte.xtualizing and interpolation used by those jokesters when they faced the 

canonized classics. That was to degrade the Confucian classics by means of discovering their 

heterogeneities and to undermine these canons with an alternative interpretation. Another point is to 

ridicule the over-emphasis on sincere will and rectified mind advocated by Sung Confucians, because the 

critic deliberately wove two utterances of Mencius together to prove that even the ancient worthy man was 

inconsistent in his various statements. There is always discrepancy between iruiate knowing and e.xtemal 

action. 

Another significant a^ect is to know more about how heavily an intellectual joke like this relies on 

adapting and alternating the original context the other way around. For e.xample. when the critic mentioned 

that when Mencius left Ch'i, he dwelt in Chou S. he said; ".... When 1 went away because I did not find in 

'''^See Chu Hsi, Kien-tzu chi-chu 56S. in Ssu-shu chang-chu chi-chu, 4.249; see also ch. 13 of BK. II of The 

Works of Mencius, in James L^ge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. IL 230. 

'•^See Chu Hsi. Men-tzu chi-chu in Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu. 4250; see also ch. 14 of BK. II of The 

Works of Mencius. in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. II. 233. 
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him [the king of Ch'i] a ruler, to suit me, was that wliat I desired to do?" Therdiy. the preceding 

sentence. " when I came a thousand // to wait on the king, it was what I desired to do." was left out. 

Following it there is a long passage: " When I went away because I did not find in him a ruler, to suit me. 

was that what I desired to do? I felt myself constrained to do it When I stopped three nights before I 

quitted Chou. in my own mind I still considered my departure speedy. I was hoping that the king might 

change. If the king had changed, he would certainly have recalled me." Recapitulating the omitted 

sentences was indispensable, because through them we mi^t realize the variation of Mencius' mental state 

concerning whether to see those feudal lords or not Mencius seemed to be inconsistent because sometimes 

he felt that he had stayed in Ch'i too long, and sometimes he felt his stay was too brief. Such an 

incongruous impression resulted from the act of dissecting the words out of their original context which 

was a device finequently manipulated by the humorists of Ssu-shu Hsiao. This joke implicitly raised the 

question of the validity of interpretation when "frames of reference" and "associative contexts" varied, 

that Arthur Koestler calls for our attention in the study of the art of humor. 

The second critic, the Inferior man, utilized the theme of this joke to criticize the social and cultural 

phenomenon of the flourishing of "recluse of moimtain" (shan-jen llJ A). Preceding the Inferior man's 

comment was a comment made by an anonymous person; 

If, as we are told, Mencius went to pay homage to these feudal lords such as king Hui of Liang, 

king HsUan of Ch'i. and the Duke Wen of Teng, then how could he [Mencius] say that he did not 

want to meet these feudal lords? " All of the meetings were all resulting from the requests of 

these feudal lords, so that Mencius met them; what Mencius did not meet were all those who did 

not want to meet Mencius." e.\plained someone. 

The Inferior-man commented: 

"Thus. Mencius was really a man of great spirit; he would not act like the 'rccIuse of 

mountain' of present time, who visit eadi glamorous household to ask for a dwelling place. 

[Someone asked:] "How did the men patronized by those feudal lords act at that time?" 

Those 'recluses of mountain' would reply: ' At present there are surely no patrons who display 

a lot of humility and bestow gifts generously. How can we act as serious as Mencius? Even if the 

patrons were like king Hui of Liang who had a deep sense of humility and conferred upon those 

visitors many presents, the aa of [asking for a meeting] practiced by Mencius is indispensable; 

otherwise how can they meet [these high ranking oflBcials]?' " (76-77) 

'•^^See Chu Hsi, Men-tzu chi-chu in Ssu-shu chang-chu chi-chu, 4.249; see also ch. 13 of BK. II of The 

Works of Mencius, in James Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics, IL 230. 

'̂*^Ibid. 

Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation, 96. 
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The Inferior man diverted his criticism to target " recluses of mountain" {shan-jen lU A), which deserves 

our attention because the commentaries of Ssh-shu hsiao were attributed to Li Giih. who also expressed 

strong contenq)t about " recluses of mountain" in his works. In his letter to Chiao Hung (c. 1540-

1620), Li Chih described two kinds of literati with a cynical tone, as he wrote:"® 

Those "recluses of mountain" were fortunate for being able to write poems. By contrast those 

who called themselves " sages" (sheng-jen S A) were unfortunately incapable of writing poems, 

so that they dedicated themselves to lecture on "innate knowing" (Jiang-chih S.^). These two 

types of men were not different fix)m ordinary merchants in terms of profit-pursuit with the 

conuneFcialized properties such as poedc works and moral discourse. 

The binary structure pertaining to the criticism of Li Chih on "recluses of mountain" and that of Inferior 

man epitomized the essence of incongruity regarding the belief and action of " rccluses of mountain" and 

scholars of "True Way Learning." These two groups of intellectuals were analogized because they 

materialized and conunerdalized their ^ecialties. Now let us read another tale to see the antjignnism 

between the " recluses of mountain" and the scholar of " True Way Learning;" 

A " recluse of mountain" often scolds others after he gets drunk. He claims that [he 

considers] "riches and honours" as unimportant as "a floating cloud." I [Chu Kuo-chen] 

respond. " Let me expound the sage's words for you; you'd better not dissect the begirming and 

ending of the original words and misuse them. For instance, the premise of this saying 

is ' uruighteousness' (pw-yi so that ' riches and honours' is ' a drifting cloud;' and there 

is 'to me' which meant to Confiicius himself, while the 'ridies and honours' resemble 'a 

drifting cloud.' In case the ' riches and honours' are obtained by righteousness, then that is the 

oSicial position rather than ' a floating cloud.' To me that is another issue. The case is merely 

applied to Confucius. If I were not Confucius, how could I view [ ' riches and honours' ] as ' a 

floating cloud?' " The man remains reticent and then says: "[You] scholar of 'True Way 

Learning.' " 

The ending remark of this satiric tale reflected the faa that whenever people of the time disagreed with 

others, the term "True Way Learning" would become a derogatory denomination, hi addition. Chu Kuo-

Chih. Fen-shu  ̂W. 45-47. 

'Ch'en Wan-i names this particular type of literary writings as ** literature against mountain-recluses" (fan shan-jen 

wen-hsUeh SlU see Ch'en Wan-i. WanS/Sng hsiao-p'in yllX-Sng-chi wen-jen sheng-huo, 44-49. 

' ̂^This is an expression adapted from ch. 15 of BK, VH of The Confucian Analects, wherrfjy Confucius said; " Riches 

and honours acquired by unrighteousness are to me as a floating cloud;" see Ch Hsi, Lun-yU chi-chu Sft® in 

Ssu-shu chang-chtl chi-chu, 4.97; see also The Confucian Analects, in James Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics, n. 
200. 

•53see the entry of "chieh t'ou-wei" fiSI^(Cutting the head and end), in Chu Kuo-chen 5^ HIS, Yung-ch'uang 

hsiao-p'in (Taipei; Kuang-wen shu-chU, 1991), 17.16. See aslo see Ch'en Wan-i, Wan-K£ng hsiao-p'in 

yU\rSng-chi wen-jen sheng-huo, 51. 
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Chen's account embodied two problems related to the behavioral patterns of scholars of " True Way 

Learning:" First they tended to adapt the phrases taken from the Confucian classics regardless of the 

propriety of these usages. Second, both allusion and parody are duplication of the primary text to scholars 

of " True Way Learning" referring to the timeless principle of antiquity was a glorious commitmeivt while 

to those parodists the duplicity of classical sayings became a moral stigma When those men of letters 

(including "recluses of mountain" ) argued with scholars of "True Way Learning" about their different 

mode of thought and interest they all faced the pressure of a materialized and commercialized society 

whereby their own specialties eventually became commodities. 

III. The Attacks on The Ch'eng Brothers and Chu Hsi 

Intellectuals always face the dilemma of either following in the footprints of their predecessors or 

distancing themselves ftom the impact of the past Li Chih represented the type of intellectual who wished 

to approach the Confucian classics rationally and critically. In Li's essay, "On Child's Mind" (t'ung hsin-

shuo 18). he took a very skeptical attitude toward the e.Yenq)lariness of antiquity, as he argued thai the 

antiquity described in the Confucian classics was excessively idealized, and contemporary works were 

unfairly belittled under this biased atmosphere. He questioned the traditional perspective that asserted the 

'mviolable authority and "time-honored ideology" of the Six Classics, the Confucian Analects and the 

Works of Xlencius and advocated the necessity of carefiil reexanunatioa'^'* Apparently. Li Chih iittended 

to challenge the common belief of Neo-Confucianism and traditional Confucianism wherein the sage-kings' 

model was a " nostalgic Utopian ideal." Though Li Chih proclaimed the necessity of dealing with the 

canons rationally, he was never an anti-Confiicianist. What he disapproved of were those contemporary 

scholars who used the philosophy of Confucius. Mencius, and Sung Confiicianists to reach their goals. But 

after Li Chih. we perceive that his thought did entail the uprising trend against Confucian ethical and socio

political principles. That signified the change of intellectuals who finally could liberate themselves from 

the confinement of the orthodoxy. In the meantime, the thriving of jestbooks of the late Ming witnessed 

the conventional bondage and distorting impact on the Neo-Confiidan scholars, and indicated how they 

targeted the scholarship handed down from the Sung philosophers. 

Sq>arating the Great Learning (Ta-hsUeh firom the other chapters of the Record of Rites (Li-chi 

1S3E), Chu Hsi stressed its merit for the revelatory content providing a step-by-step procedure of self-

cultivation and a systemized educational program. Chu ptaised the Ch'eng brothers in his preface to the 

Commentary of the Great Learning, because they reaffirmed " the inherent goodness of man's nature" and 

recognized " the true worth of the Great Learning as the Classic par excellence, unequaled for its 

''"^Chow Ts'e-tsung, "The Anti-Confucian Movement in Early Republican China." in Arthur F. Wright, ed. The 

Confucian Persuasion (Stanford: Stanford University Press. I960), 309. 
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combination of principle and practicality in the nurturing of man's moral nature." The distorted 

explications of the classics by the Ming jokesters not only undermined the officially canonized 

interpretations offered by the Qi'eng-Chu school scholars, but also made fim of their seriousness. These 

late Ming Confucian critics parodied the Confucian Classics to destroy the orthodox exegesis offered by 

Ch'eng Hao (1032-1085), Ch'eng I SSI (1033-1107) and Chu Hsi (1130-1200). The Ch'eng 

brothers and Chu emphasized the signiilcance of the Great Learning :k.^ to suggest that it fimctions as a 

reflection of "the order of ancient learning," and the threshold of virtue for the beginners of 

Confiicianism,^^® whereas the compiler of Ssu-shu Hsiao arranged the order of his jestbook with the first 

joke mocking the "Preface to the Grea/£eam//7g" The joke is as follows; 

Once a husband was going to buy a concubine, his wife said: " One husband matches a wife. 

Which book refers to the acquisition of concubines?" The husband relied: " According to the 

W o r k s  o f  M e n c i u s  t h a t  ' t h e  M a n  o f  C h ' i  h a d  a  w i f e  a n d  a  c o n c u b i n e  ^ A  — S  — a n d  

Mencius also said: 'the prefer way of being concubine and wife ^4S.2.iS.' therefore people 

got concubines since ancient times." The wife said: " As far as the words of ancient books are 

concerned, I should get the other husband, too." The husband asked: "Why?" The wife 

answered: "Havent you heard of the saying, 'Ms. Ch'eng of Henan had two husbands 

And people said: 'In the FTorfcs q/'^V/enc/wj there are big husband [great man) 

and little hu^and [mean man) 

This joke is a parody of the words of the Works of Mencius and the Great Learning. The humorist 

recont&xtualized Chu Hsi's "Preface to the Great Learning" {Ta-hsUeh chartg-chUhsU The 

original and complete saying should be read as "the two Ch'eng masters of Henan" (henan ch'eng-shih 

Uang-fu-tzu however, the joker omitted the word, "to/" ^. Thus, the comic effect is 

engendered firom the new. distorted context- "Ms. Ch'eng of Henan had two husbands" (henan ch'eng-

shih Uang-fu The ludicrous effect is tied to the discrepancy between "two 

masters" (Hang fu-tzu and "two husbands" (Uang-fu M^). This intentional nusreading 

exemplified the fiindamental reading strategy used by the jokesters and the critics of Ssu-shu hsiao when 

they faced the Confiician classics and the exegeses offered by the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi. That aa of 

reading was to practice " insulting the sages and worthies by means of dissecting the (Confucian classics 

"^Chu Hsi, preface to Ta-hsUeh chang-chU. in Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu. 2; see also Wm. Theodore de Bary & John 

W. Chaffee, eds.. Neo-Corfucian Education: The Formative Stage. 193. 

'^^See the introductory note, by Ch'eng I, to the Great Learning, see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, five 

volumes (Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc. reprint of 1895 ed., 1994), I&n, 355. 

^''Anotherversionof this joke was told in Chiang Ying-k'o's Hsieh-shih 39 S£ (History of Humor); see Chiang 

Yiag-k'o, HsUeh-t'ao hsiao-shu %. A similar joke was translated by Howard S. Levy. But in that 

version all the allusions to the Great Learning and the Works of Mencius were not mentioned; see the fifly-eighth 

joke, "Little Hu^and," in Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times, trans. Howard S. Levy (Taipei: The Orient 

Cultural Service, 1974), 105. 
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and their commentaries." The wife skipped one word of the Great Learning to reply her husband, who 

alluded to the Works ofXfcncius. Their dialogue was not only funny but also witty, because the couple's 

dialogue accidentally corresponded to Chu Hsi's words in his preface to the Great Learning: " Henceforth, 

the two Ch'eng masters rise up to inherit the legacy passed down by Mencius." Here the joker 

incorporated Chu Hsi's narration into the joke's narrative structure as well as its plot 

How can we be so sure that the joke targeted the philosophical school established by the Ch'eng brothers? 

First the proof resides in the critic's conunent concerning, the "inferior man" (Hsia-shih T±). whereby 

it is sai± " Observing the [abovej two (jokes), only people who leam the philosophy of the Ch'eng school 

have not heard and transmitted." Because these two jokes dealt with the tension of spouses as well as 

widow fidelity involved in familial institutions, to which we wiU return with a detailed elaboration in 

Chapter five, these were seemingly tabooed issues rarely touched by Neo-Confiicians of the Sung dynasty. 

To implant Chu Hsi's words in such s context is in fact to cross the border between the Familial and cultural 

institutions and then exchange their components reciprocally. It is an act of textual contamination in order 

to secularize and degrade Chu Hsi's philosophy. Second, the compiler of Ssu-shu hsiao entitled this joke, 

i.e.. the uutial joke of his jestbook, "The Preface to the Great Learning" which once more 

e.iq)licitly revealed his parodied target Furthermore, two additional jokes introduced in the conunentaries 

are both related to the entangled themes of widow fidelity and remarriage, which contradicted the moral 

belief— " loyal subjects do not serve two masters, and chaste women do not serve two hii.«J^anris " — as Ssu-

ma Kuang (1019-86) asserted.'®' and widely supported by Sung Confucian scholars such as Ch'eng 

I and Chu Hsi. Insisting on " widow fidelity." Ch'eng considered that " losing one's integrity" was 

worse than " starving to death." 

We find more evidences of resentment against the philosophical school of Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi in. for 

example, the third joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled "The Chapter of Gassic on the Right" (yu-ching yi-

chang S SS — ^). It is said in the joke; 

In the capitaL there was a man who contrived one riddle for the Lantern Festival, written as 

such; " The widow remarries a man. which refers to one sentence in the Four Books." Nobody 

'58see the critic's comment to the ninety-ninth joke Q{ Ssu-shu hsiao. 109-10. 

'^'See Chu Hsi. Ta-hsUeh chang-chUhsU in Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu. 1. 

Ssu-shu hsiao. 3. 

'®'Ssu-ma Kuang, Chia-fan 10 chlkm, Chung-kuo che-hsUeh ssu-hsiang yao-chi san-pien ed. (Taipei: Kuang-

wen shu-chU, 1995), 8Jb; for a thorough discussion of Ssu-ma Kuang's extoUment for widow's chastity see Patricia 

B. Ebrey, The Inner Quarters: Marriage and the Lives of Chinese Women in the Sung Period (Berkeley: University 

of California Press. 1993), 198. 

'®2patricia B. Ebrey, The Inner Quarters: Xkirriage and the Lives of Chinese Women in the Sung Period, 199-200. 

'^^Ch'eng Hao & Ch'eng I. Erh Ch'eng chi two vols. (Taipei: Han-ching fu-shu kung-ssu, 1983), 22B.30I. 
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could unravel this riddle, and went to ask him of the answer. He replied; ''Isnt it the so 

called ' opening her vagina again' (you-chingyi-chang XS—i.e., ' the chapter of classic 

ontheri^t' 

Three commentaries are given by anonymous critics as follow; 

Riddles like such are too difScult to be solved. He. who could figure it out must be the Ch'eng 

of Henan. 

A widow remarried someone. When the couple were making love, the wife didn't know if the 

husband's prick had penetrated her body or not. Therefore she inquired; "Have you entered 

yet?" He said; " Yes. I do." She then finwned and said; " Therefore I feel a little pain." 

The Inferior-man said; "It is unknown whose disciple recorded this [fiinny anecdote), 'the 

chapter of classic on the right' (yu-ching yi-chang—$?)" (5) 

It is noteworthy that the title of this joke— "the chapter of classic on the right" (yu-ching yi-chang 

originally referred to the first chapter of the Great Learning, containing two hundred and five 

Chinese words, attributed to Confucius himself and recorded by his pupiL Tseng Seng The first 

critic's comment suggested that the riddle was so difficult that only the philosopher Ch'eng himself was 

capable of uruavelling it; in saying so, the critic implicitly ridiculed the Ch'eng brothers. The second critic 

introduced another joke, which highlighted the remarried widow's pretentiousness as a pseudo-virgin 

during sexual intercourse, which emphasized the hidden meaning of the original joke's punchline. It is 

undeniable that the second critic intended to deride the Neo-Confiician scholars' hypocrisy in terms of their 

animosity against the remarriage of widows, or worse than that using such a gross joke to irritate them. 

The sarcastic comments offered by the first critic and Inferior-man obviously were motivated by a desire to 

attack Ch'eng I and his followers, including Chu Hsi. In order to clariiy the hidden criticism of these 

conunents. it is necessary for us to quote Chu Hsi's comment on the first chapter of the Great Learning-. 

The preceding chapter of classical text is in the words of Confiicius, handed down by the 

philosopher Tsang [Tseng Sengj. The ten chapters e.xplanation which follow contain the views of 

Tsang [Tseng], and were recorded by his disciples. In the old copies of the worie, there appeared 

considerable confusion in these, ftom the disarrangement of the tablets. But now. availing myself 

of the decisions of the philosopher Ch'ang [Ch'eng], and having examined anew the da^ical text 

I have arranged it in order, as follows.... (James Legge trans.. 360) 

The new textual order of the Great Learning rearranged by Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi later evoked numerous 

arguments. First they divided the original text of the Great Learning into two portions; the first part 

contained the words of Confucius, and the second contained ten chapters which were corrmientaries written 

'^This is oae sentence taken from The Great Learning, whereby it is said; " The preceding chapter of classical text is 

in the words of Confucius, handed dawn by the Philosopher Tsang [Tseng Seagj;" see James Legge. The Chinese 

Classics, I & N. The Great Learning, I, 350. 
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by his disciple. Tseng Seng. Second, they changed one character, "dear" (or intimate, ch'in M), in the 

quote of "the Atmouncement of K'ang" 0no: thus "to be intimate with people" (tso ch'in-min 

was changed into "to renew people" {tso hsin-min which referred to when K'ang-shu MSL was 

asked to assist the King of Chou ^ to subdue the people of Yin who had just surrendered.'®' Third, Chu 

Hsi placed the commentary which explained the meaning of " investigating things and carrying knowledge 

to the utmost extent" previous to the section that e.vplained the meaning of "making the thr>iight«! 

sincere." simply because Chu thought that "principle" i.e., "the reason of being," was inherent in 

things.On the contrary, Wang Yang-ming considered that "principle" was "inherent in the 

mind." so that " ' sincerity of the will..' must come before the investigation of things." Therefore. 

Wang rejected Chu's new textual arrangement and interpretation of the " investigation of things." The 

renovation of the text and order of the Great Learning by Chu Hsi entailed the bifurcation of subsequent 

Neo-Confucianism and evoked, as Wing-tsit Chan notes, vehement debates for centuries.*®' Given the 

summary of the difference between Ch'eng-Chu and Wang Yang-ming about the te.\tual order and 

'mterpretation of the Great Learning, we know very well the above joke of Ssu-shu hsiao must be 

composed by the opponent of Ch'eng-Chu learning, who exploited the expression of Chu Hsi to diminish it 

and elicit laughter. 

Jokes relating to the toilets belong to the category of scatology. as G. Legman notes, and are one of the 

favorite subjects intriguing to readers.In the Forty-fifth joke of Ssu-ssu hsiao. entitled " To Stop At The 

Right Moment" (shih k'o erh chih i® ih),'"" it is said: 

Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu 5; James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. L 361; Wang 

Yang-ming, "Inquiry on the Great Leaning," in Wing-tsit Chan, trans. & comp.. Source Book in Chinese 

Philosophy. 663 . 

'®®Chu Hsi. Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu, 6-8; James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, L 365-67. See also Wing-tsit 

Chan, trans. & comp.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 84. 

'®^Wang Shou-jen, Ch'uan-hsi lu ffSiS (Instructions for Practical Living). "Ta Ku Tung-chiao shu" 

(Reply the Letter of Ku Tung-ch'iao) (Tapei; Cheng-chung shu-chU. 1954), 2.33-47; Wing-tsit Chan, trans. & 

comp.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 84, 654-57. See also Jung Chao-tsu Chung-kuo li-tai ssu-

hsiang-shih SBiS'R.SSi (The History of Chinese Thoughts), vol. 5, Ming-tai chUan (the volume of Ming 
dynasty) (Taipei; Wen-chin ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 211-20. 

Ifi^wang Yang-ming, "Ta Lo Cheng-an shao-chai shu" Cone^ndence to reply Lo Cheng-

an), in Ch'uan-hsi lu ffSH, 2. 61-64. Jung Chao-tsu Chung-kuo li-tai ssu-hsiang-shih 4" 

215. 

'^'Wing-tsit Chan, trans. & con^.. Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. 85. 

'^®G. Legman, Rationale of the Dirty Joke: .4n Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series (New York; Bell Publishing Co., 

1975), 810-11. 

'"This is the exegesis offered by Chu Hsi for the sentence, " Do not eat too much" (pw tuo-shih which is 

seen in ch. 8 of BK. X of the Confucian .Analects: see Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu, 120. 
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One teacher goes to the toilet and then returns. A pupil asks him; " Sir. why do you come back so 

soon from the toilet?" " Stopping oneself at the right moment one should not have a greedy 

mind." replies the teacher. (50) 

By situating the pedagogy within the scatological scene, the humorist intended to project the instinct of the 

butt, whose role as a teacher propelled him to apply allusions regardless of their propriety. The teacher 

inappropriately used Chu Hsi's exegetical note on the sentence of ch. 8 of BK. X of the Confucian Analects. 

which became ludicrous, because the transcendent theme concerning how to discipline oneself in terms of 

unconstrained desire was degraded to the mundane matter of defecation and urination. When the teacher's 

professional characteristic of alluding was transferred to mingle with the profane and daily affair, the 

underiying implication of dirtiness and disparagement was disguised within the form of humor. 

The use of man's body part, particulariy his or her buttocks, is also a device of comic degradation. That is 

the case of the forty-seventh joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled "The Stable Being on Fire" {chiu fen 

too. Since we have already discussed the content of this joke, we will not do so here again. But what 

deserves our attention is the second critic's comment; 

The pain of the horsetail was not like that of man's buttocks. It is not meant " to value men and 

depreciate animals. It is certainly a consequence of reasoning!" (54) 

The critic's analysis was based on Chu Hsi's exegetical note for ch. 12 of BK. X of the Confucian Analects. 

whereby Qiu noted that Confucius did not ask about the damage of to the horse because himian beings 

were more important than other animals. But Chu claimed that Confucius loved the horses, too. Chu's 

rational logic was challenged by the question raised by the critic; " The pain of the horsetail (burned by 

firel was not like that of man's buttocks [burned by firej." The critic's question was anomalous, and his 

analogy between horsetails and men's bottoms sounded fuimy. According to Legman, those jokes 

containing the material relevant to men's buttocks belong to the kind of "scatalogical jokes." They 

are "among the most primitive and direct requiring nothing more than the mere mention of the taboo 

object or action to achieve the effect of anger, terror, shock, offense, or laughter—that is to say, humor— 

upon persons controlled by the taboo and thus responsive to its verbal flouting." The reference 

to " dirty words and defiling images " not only blemished Chu Hsi's exegesis but also was an assault on the 

listener as well. 

Likewise, similar to scatological jokes, degrading Chu Hsi's words was also a strategy to show disdain for 

the authorized exegeses. In the fifty-third joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. a misquote of Chu Hsi's annotation for the 

'^^This is Chu Hsi's explanation of Confucius' negligence about whether the horses had been burned or not; see ch. 12 

of BK. X of The Confucian Analects, in Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu, 121. 

' Legman. Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis ofSexual Humor. 2nd series. 811-12. 
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word. " kou " ^ (roughly) in di. 8 of BK. XIII of the Confucian Analects was implanted into the dialogue 

of a couple during their se.xual intercourse.'The wife skipped one character. " IUeh" (not exact) from 

Chu's original exegetical note, "kou liao-ch'ieh ch'u-lUeh" literally, "kou" meant roughly 

and not detailed), so that Giu Hsi's words were exploited to indicate her husband's penis as "dog's 

balls" {kou-liao Such sexualization of the great thinker's utterance was the application 

of "perverse transformation'' to "grotesque" or "ugly humor." that we will discuss in chapter five. 

In the eighty-fourth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled " [Shun] slew the prince of San-miao in San-wei" {sha 

san-miaoyllsan-wei the jokester parodied Chu Hsi's exegetical note, "proud, tough, 

and insubordinate" (fu-ku pu-fu to transform it as follows; " ' The father is dead [while his 

son! is not in mourning' (ju-ku pu-fit :S^SC^M), which means that one's father is dead [and the son) does 

not 'grieve for his parent' {ting-yu T S)." A somewhat witty downtransformation took place in the 

replacement of the joke's punchline with its homophonic words, whereby the issue of the requirement of 

mourning service practiced by the deceased's descendants was brought ia When Chu Hsi's exegeses were 

orthodox te.xts required to be studied by intellectuals for passing the civil service e.xaminations, the joker 

conduaed a game of wordplay and deliberately misread them for the purpose of depriving the authoritarian 

utterance and depicting the stupid audience's laughable response. The humorist enjoyed the pleasure 

generating from the e.\periment of dissection, deconstruction. defamiliarization. and demystification of the 

canonized works. The heterodox reading exposed the instability of any written text whose destructive 

force was beyond the imagination of those traditionalists. Nevertheless, the parodists of Ssu-shu hsiao 

forced them to admit " a dialogical interplay of recognitions and judgements," in Phiddian's words, within 

any textual reading. 

"^This joke is also seen in another jestbook, Hsien-hsien p'ien ®fl5S3. compiled by Teng Chih-mo (1559-?), 

3 volumes, vol. III. chUan 5; see Teng Chih-mo. Hsin-k'o Hsien-hsien p'ien (New Printing of The Text 

of Unrestraint), in the Center of Classical Novels of Natioiuil Cbengchi University, ed., XSng-Ch'ing shan-pen 

hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'an ch'u-pien the 7th collection Teng Chih-mo chuan-chi 

IP ^15 (The Special Collection of the Works of Teng Chih-mo) (Taipei: Tien-i ch'u-pan-she, 1985). 47b-48. 

' ̂®Munay S. Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society, 138. 

'^This is a sentence derived from ch. 3 of BK. V of The Works ofMencius", see The Works of hAencius, in James 

Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, IL, 349. 

'^^This is Chu Hsi's exegetical note to ch. 3 of BK. V of The Works of Kiencius-. see Chu Hsu Kkng-tzu chang-ch U chi-

chu. in Ssu-shu chang-ch U chi-chu, 305. 

' ̂ ^obert Phiddian. Swifi Parody, 138. 
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In addition to the jokes listed in this section, we have discussed earlier the second joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao. 

entitled "illustrious virtue" (ming-te and the fifteenth joke, entitled "To Introspect Three 

Times " {san-hsing H wherein Chu Hsi's words were all parodied, downtransformed. and flouted. 

It is interesting to note that the logos of Ch'eng-Chu learning is " principle " (// S). which signifies the trait 

of rationality. The e.xalted content of philosophical debate is characterized by its seriousness and sincerity. 

However, the comic deviation and distortion nullify rationality, as Munay Davis notes: when ridicule is 

used, then comic logic immediately replaces rational logic so that " rational arguments become less 

persuasive." even though the jokesters employed " faulty reasoning" to reveal the hollowness of moral 

value and the limit of rational logic pertaining to the school of Principle. The inquiry of jokes 

encompassing the parody of Ch'eng-Chu teaching necessitates us to gain the profound insight by means of 

arbitrary and irrational connection to comprehend the relative truth hidden in the unity of rationality and 

comedy. 

IV. Summary 

My aim here has been to investigate the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao and Hsiao-fa to reflect the spectrum of Neo-

Confiician strains from the nonrnaterialistic Ch'eng-Chu to the utilitarian Ch'en Liang, as well as the 

antithesis of the Chu Hsi School of the Principle and the Lu-Wang School of the Mind. The binary 

structure of percq^tion and conception is embedded in the reconstruction of Confucianism from the Sung to 

the Ming dynasty. Generally speaking, the humorist repeatedly applied the basic mode of comic 

thinking, " binary logic." to criticize the flaw of each school in terms of the congruency of the idealistic 

belief and real action. A comic contradiction is also hi^ilighted in the bickering between those rivalry-

schools. The comic simile dwells in the comparison and argument of " man of sagehood" {sheng-

yen)/scholars of " True Way Learning " and the " recluse of mountain " (shan-jen), a small group of literati. 

When the scholars of "True Way Learning" were portrayed as "Phony Learning of the True Way" by 

their opponents, the schema of duality and the logic of reversal were again played in the battlefield of 

partisanship. It is necessary to trace back to historical accounts to know the fact that the pedagogic action 

of the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi moved their school ftom the firinge to the mainstream of intellectual 

development Their pedagogic authority from the outset formed an intellectual community to exercise their 

power, which was recognized as the state orthodoxy to become a legitimate practice during the reign of 

'^''This is the phrase derived from ch. 4 of BK. I of The Confucian Analects-, see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian 

.Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&II, 139. 

'^'Murray S. Davis. What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society. 107. 
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Emperor Li-tsung of the Southern Sung (r. I225-I264). The pedagogic action of the school of Principle 

was stereotyped and merely retained its pedantic image and symbolic value. In other words, these jokesters 

tried to use joking and sarcasm to demystify and damage the authority of Ch'eng-Chu orthodox, intellectual 

tradition and other Sung-Ming philosophical schools. 

The comic or satiric logic applied by the jokesters was to transpose the assumed rational properties of Neo-

Confiician philosophy into the irrational and trival for the purpose of evoking laughter and testing the limit 

of rationality in reality. As Henri Bergson suggests, " The most common of these contrasts is perhaps that 

between the real and the ideal, between what is and what ought to be." For instance, like most other 

cumulative intellectual tradition, the principal moral themes of Neo-Confucian discourse. i.e. " the doctrine 

of innate knowing" (Jiang-chih), "lucent virtue" (ming-te), "to manifest the illustrious virtue" {ming 

ming-te), were turned into ironic overstatement or empty rhetoric. So was the Way (the tao), which 

embodies the moralistic idealism ostensibly asserted by the scholars of "True Way Learning." All these 

hyperbolic expressions became trivialized into ordinary language such as jargon, cliche and gibberish, as 

we see in the aforementioaed jokes. The type of " discursive learning" conducted by Neo-Confucian 

scholars, termed as "chiang-hsUeh" was "in any case among a comparatively limited, literate social 

stratum, as well as one of debates largely carried on in schools and academies." The outsiders of the 

community of "True Way Learning" satirized these scholars by merging the elevated style with vulgar 

content These jokes incorporated with the parodic sayings adapted from the Confucian classics. And the 

activity of "chiang-hsUeh" was transformed into a sort of ritual performance with merely symbolic value. 

The alternative explanations offered by the satirists for these quotations taken from the Confucian classics 

and Neo-Confucian teachings enable us to ree.\amine the kind of "faulty reasoning" intertwined with 

rationalistic thoughL What differentiated the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao and that of Hsiao-fit stylistically were 

the intriguing dialogues between the parody and their pre-texts within the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao. which 

cannot be found in the jokes of Hsiao-fu. 

The significance of these jokes is that they shed light on the perceptual and conceptual collisions in 

aesthetic, intellectuaL and moral realms. Truly, all jokes contain the characteristic of economy and 

simplification, which we should bear in mind when we use thse materials to discover and comprehend the 

problems involved with the intellectual history of the time. Above alL the humorists enjoyed the pleasure 

^^^Chou Mi Ch'i-tungyeh-yti (Shanghai- Shang-wu yin-shu kuan, 1939), 16.1 Ib-12a; John Winthrop 

Haeger, " The Intellectual Context of Neo-Confucian Syncretism," Journal of Asian Studies. 31.3(May 1972);499-

513,512. 
'^^Henri Bergson, " Laughter," in Wylie Sypher. ed. Comedy (Doubleday Anchor Book, 1956; Baltimore & London: 

The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), 142-43. 

Theodore de Bary, The Trouble with Confuciamsm (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1991). 80. 
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of creation and limited originality by parodying the classics. Paradox is the most prominent feature of 

these jokes in terms of the entanglement of sincerity and pretense, the elevated and the vulgar, as well as 

the parodied work and its parody. The heterodox reading conducted by the parodists demonstrated how 

unstable the textual imerpretation could be and how hilarious the study of the Confucian classics could be. 

Those parodists transformed the epigrams of the classics into figures of the parody, when they degraded 

and subverted the canons, they elongated and revived the trite sayings in new conte.xts. Moreover, the 

parodists of Ssu-shu hsiao generated the dynamic dialogue with previous thinkers and their contenqrararies 

in Older to display their distinct views and creative mindset Similar attributes could be found in these great 

thinkers such as Chu Hsi, Wang Yang-ming, Li Chih and so foith. too. The contribution of these humorists 

is that they probed the stagnation of conventional philosophy, propelled the surge of jestbooks, and 

disfigured the facade of elite culture. 
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Chapter Four 

Sexual Humor of the Bawdy Jokes 

Jestbooks and pornography are not traditionally regarded part of literature. Within the forest of all sorts of 

jestbooks. Ssu-shu Hsiao was the most marginal of a marginal literature produced by some humorous 

literati who aimed to attack and undermine the connerstone of orthodox literature, the Four Books. Ssu-shu 

Hsiao singled itself out by means of the device of parody. Moreover, Ssu-shu Hsiao was the output of an 

elite culture, which excluded non-literate commoners firom its audience, because the creative pattern of its 

humor relied heavily on lexical and phonological ambiguities. A detailed study of the stylistic form of Ssu-

shu hsiao allows us to comprehend the diversity and complexity of this jestbook, the multiplicity of which 

was far beyond the percq}tion of T. R. Shultz. who limits his discussion of the mode of Qiinese jokes to 

problems of social relationships.' The dirty jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao were in its periphery when they were 

compared to other comic anecdotes that lack se.xual fantasy and pornographic representations. Jokes with 

the descriptions of body parts and sexual intercourse were considered lewd and offensive and were hardly 

seen in any anthology of conventional literature. But these materials are crucial for a better understanding 

of all phases of traditional Chinese culture ftom the perspective of sociology, anthropology and 

psychology. Unravelling the complex threads of " despite logic." cultural and institutional attacks, as well 

as " pornographic imagination" ^ entangled in the bawdy jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao is the main goal of this 

chapter. For displaying the parodic structure and the defense mechanisms involved in the obscene jokes of 

the Ssu-shu hsiao, my analytical approach is to compare them with the jokes of similar themes in Feng 

Meng-lung's Hsiao-fu. The most despised jokes in a jestbook like Ssu-shu Hsiao were in effect the best 

cultural indices for our appreciation of its incongruotis configuration of polar extremes: highbrow and 

lowbrow, fine and coarse, and moral and immoral. The research of the late Ming jokestei's mentality, witty 

disposition, and gender perception is helpful for our reconstructing the tradition of Chinese humor and the 

spectrum of Chinese culture of that time. The concomitant purpose of the present study is to illustrate a 

variety of " moral obligations" in late inq)erial China in terms of wifely fidelity, hideous speech, and the 

transmission of ancestral line. Under the contemporary ethic standard, widow-remarriage and same-sex 

'T. R. Shultz. " A Cross Cultural Study of the Structure of Humor." in It's a Funny Thing, Humor, eds. A. J. Chapman 

and H. C. Foot (London; Pergamon Press, 1977). 175-79. 178. 

^Susan Sontag outlines the common belief about the classification of literature into two categories: the serious literature 

is the genuine one, while pornography is normally labeled as inauthentic and unable to be counted as true literature 

because its pornographic content is no more than trash; see Susan Sontag, " The Pornographic Imagination." in her 

Styles of Radical Will (New York& London: Doubleday, 1966; Anchor Books. 1991), 35-73. 
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sexual relationship were unacceptable and reproachable to conservative moralists; yet these controversial 

issues were ordinary reality that many people needed to deal with in real life. 

L Money, Morality, and Entertainment 

The d^erioration of morality resulting from industrial and economic growth as well as the increased flow 

of social mobility produced in some literati of the late Ming a strong sense of insecurity and aaxiety. For 

the purpose of reestablishing the conventional ethical norms, they utilized the advance of the printing press 

and commercial development to publish numerous books such as Confucian Classics. Charity books, plays, 

novels, and books of wisdom shaped with illustrations as a medium of value concepts. De^ite the moral 

purpose of these publications, however, the deluxe editions were coveted by connoisseurs to become their 

e.xcellent collections. Evelyn Rawski analyzes the varieties of commercialized te.xts in relation to moral 

inculcation, elementary education, and religious belief circulated in market towns along the Lower Yangtze 

river and the surrounding countryside.^ Katherine Carlitz studies various versions of Liu Hsiang's SI 

(C.79-C.6 B.C.) Lieh-nUchuan Plicff (Biographies of Notable Women) to uncover the coniple.x motivation 

held by the publisher and reader.'* Further, the survival of the te.xts like Lu K'un's (1536-1618) Kuei 

fan S® ( "Female Exemplars, " ^ as Katherine Carlitz translates, preface dated 1590) and Lvt-ch'uang 

nUrshih { "Women Scholars of the Green Window." as Katherine Carlitz translates) allows us 

to ^prehend the major instrument of moral education for women of the Ming times.^ These two books 

represented two archetypes of ancient Chinese te.xts for women's education; Like Liu Hsiang's Lieh-nii 

chuan. Lu's woric provided e.xemplars of repectable women worthy of emulatioiu whereas L Ihch'uang nu-

shih belonged to a type of indoctrination' The latter consisted of Nu Lun-yu icSkM (The Analea of 

Confucius for Women) by Sung Jo-hsin 5^^^. "a consort of Emperor Te-tsung (r. 779-805)," and her 

^Evelyn S. Rawski, "Economic and Social Foundations of Late Imperial Culture," in David Johnson. Andrew J. 

Nathan, and Evelyn S. Rawski, eds.. Popular Culture in Late Imperial China, rpt. ed. (Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc.. 

1985). 3-33. 

Katherine Carlitz. " The Social Uses of Female Virtue in Late Ming Editions of Uehn U zhuan," Late Imperial China. 
12J (December 1991): 117-52. 

^Katherine Carlitz. " The Social Uses of Female Virtue in Late Ming Editions of Uehn u zhuan," 117; The translation 

of Kui-fan is "Standards within Women's Quarters, " by Sharon Shih-jiuan Hou. "Women's Literatiire," in 

William H. Nienhauser. Jr., ed. & comp., Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, 175-94, 178. 

^Lu-ch'uang nu-shih ( "Women Scholars of the Green Window," ), the Ming edition, ipt. in S/Bng Ch'ing 

shan-pen hsiao-shua ts'ung-k'an 1st ser. (Taipei; Tien-i ch'u-pan she, 1985); Katherine 

Carlitz, "Desire. Danger, and the Body: Stories of Women's Virtue in Late Ming China," in Christina K. 

Gilmartin. et al.. Engendering China: Women, Culture, and the State (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 
1994), 109. 

'For the classification of two types of texts for women's education, see Yamazaki Junichi , " Oima Shisho to 

Shinfufii no Sekai" (The World of the Female Four Books and Teachings for the Bride), Chugoku Koten Kenkyu. 
16 (June 1969): 119^6, 130. 
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younger sister. Sung Ju-chao (?-825),^ Nu Hsiao-ching (Book of Filial Piet\' for Women) 

by the wife of Ch'en Miao (n6e Cheng ®) of the Tang dynast\'.' ,Vw Chieh by Pan (Thao 9EBg 

of the Han dynasty, and NuFan ic® by N^e Hu from Liu CTh'eng All these works focus on 

teaching women how to handle familial work, how to serve their parents, husbands, and in-laws, as weQ as 

how to nurture themselves to establish a pure image and fine character. In contrast to these texts for 

inctilcating womanly propriety, ironically, jestbooks containing jokes with debauched women as their 

heroines were also the byproduct of the economic growth but rq)resented the commodity of another type of 

taste for amusing the reading masses. Jestbooks must play a major role for some merchants to pass time 

during their trips, and for contemporaries to have fun in their leisure time. 

Obscenity was one strategy that a few humorists who made the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao applied to attack the 

cultural and social institutions and light up the sparkle of laughter. These jokes are intertwined with the 

stereotype of woman's image, ranging fix)m the appropriation of womanly speech. widow-chaslit>'. to 

adulterous relationships. Comparison is necessary for illuminating the textual significance of these jokes 

parodying the Foxir Books. With the jokes taken from Feng Meng-lung's (1574-1646) the "Section of 

Womanly Airs" (kuei-feng pu BSMSP) in Hsiao-fa (Treasury of Jokes), we can realize the stylistic 

difference between that and Ssu-shu hsiao. Furthermore. Lu K'un's (1536-1618) Kuei fan will be put 

side by side to exemplify the polar extremes of women's images were portrayed by late Ming literati. The 

influence of these two texts is widely claimed by scholars because of their extremely large audiences.'' 

With the comparison of jokes in two different books, we might perceive the complex meanings hidden 

beneath the paradoxical portraits of both purified and sullied womea The contrast of two late Ming 

^Hu Wen-k'ai Li-tai fit-nii chu-tso ic'ao (The Woiks of Women Writers Chronologically 

Arranged). Rev. ed. (Shanghai: Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan she. 1985), chuan 2. 22-23; see also Sharon Shih-jiuan 

Hou. "Women's Literature." in William H. Nienhauser. Jr.. ed. & comp.. Indiana Companion to Traditional 

Chinese Literature. 178-79.. 

'HU Wen-k'ai Li-taiJu-nilchu-tso k'ao, chuan 2. Tang dynasty, 32. 

'"There is also a record about \'u Fan by the wife of Chung Ping (N6e Wang), eight chuan. in Hu Wen-

k'ai. Li-tai fu-nu chu-tso k'ao; see Li-tai fii-nu chu-tso k'ao. chUan 5. 92. It seems to be different &om the version 

collected in L ihch 'uang n 0-shih. 

"in Ch'en Hung-mo's (1696—1771) foreword to Lu Hsin-wu Kuei-fan. he states that there were tens of 

thousands copies produced and the book had moved numerous women to behave piously; see Ch'en Hung-mo. ed., 

Chiao-nUyi-kuei (The preceeding precepts for teaching girls), 3 volumes, in Wu-chungyi-kuei SSiSS 

(Five kinds of preceeding precepts) (Taipei; Te-chih ch'u-pan-she. 1961), II. 4; See also Joanna F. Handlin. "Lu 

K'un's New Audience: The Influence of Women's Literacy on Sixteenth-Century Thought" in Margery Wolf & 

Roxane Witke. eds.. Women in Chinese Society (Stanford, CA; Stanford University Press, 1975), 13-38, 36-37. 

Regarding the value of Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-fu. see Uemura Koji, " The Study of Hsiao-fa." in Bungaku 

Kaishi th published by Yamaguchi University, vol. HI. 2 (1952), 54-64; see also Matsueda Shigeo 

& Muto Sadao. eds. & trans. , Chugoku showasen: Edo Kobanashi to no majiwari 

"J. 15th printing (Tokyo: Heibonsha. 1972), 356-57. See also Ching-sheng Huang, " The Study 
of Feng Meng-lung's Treasury of Jokes," Journal cf Chinese Arts, 4% {J\3ly 1996); 79-149. 
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Jestbooks. an anonymous compilei's Ssu-shu hsiao and Feng Meng-Iung's the " Section of Womanly 

Airs" {kuei-feng pu o?) in Hsiao-fu permits us to take a close look at the thematic issues involved in 

the aggressive jokes of these two texts. In Ssu-shu hsiao, there are thirteen jokes whose themes or plot-

structures are directly related to gender differences, sexual preferences, and repulsive implications, but 

masked by comic activity. Thematic issues related to women such as widowhood, lemarriage. concubines, 

and adultery were demonstrated in a funny way in Ssu-shu hsiao: the profound implications embedded by 

the jokers and commentators wait for our exploration. Patricia Ebrey discusses these diverse aspects of 

cultural constructs to di^lay marriage and the lives of Chinese women in the Sung period. My research 

will supplement the peculiar traits pertaining to the marginal literature, jokes, to project men's perceptions 

of women in the late Ming period. 

II. Bawdy Jokes: Psychoanalysis and Social Reality 

1. Dirty Jokes and Human Consciousness 

What is the relationship b^een bawdy jokes and the human se.\ual constitution? Sigmund Freud 

considers the behavior of producing and telling a joke as a token of aggressiveness. Man's 

hidden " ambitious urge," in Freudian terms, could be discerned in the tendency of displaying one's 

cleverness and capacity via the way of producing iimocent jokes mingled with se.xual " e.xhibitionism." 

Most repulsive jokes reflect a great deal of tension resulting ftom the suppression of" inhibited 

instincts" and a kind of "instability" that are deeply related to man's "sexual constitutioa" Freud 

concludes; " A whole class of obscene jokes allows one to infer the presence of a concealed inclination to 

e.\hibitionism in their inventors; aggressive tendentious jokes succeed best in people in whose se.xualit\' a 

powerftil sadistic component is demonstrable, which is more or less inhibited in real life." Freud 

stresses the belligerent constituents of a joker's mentality and the joke's controversial factors. As we read 

the jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao, the unconscious flow embedded in that kind of militant, self-assertive attitude, 

wrapped up in humor and wit. highlights its heterogeneous and contradictory characteristics. Their 

criticism of the surrounding environment and cultural constitution deserves our particular attention. 

'^Patricia B. Ebrey, The Inner Quarters: Kiarriage and the Lives of Chinese Women in the Sung Period (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1993). 

'^Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, 1st ed., I960 (New York & London; W. W. Norton & 
Co., 1963), 143. 

'̂̂ Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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2. Dirty Jokes and Social Reality-

Murray Davis emphasizes the distinction of everyday reality and erotic realitj' empirically. He studies se.\. 

pornography, smut jokes, and comedy with the binary system, which is similar to Freud's approach. In 

Davis" view, the fimction of laughter lies in its distancing power. The practical function of jokes is that 

laughter decreases the tensions of erotic scenes or contradictions in real life. Davis illustrates the strildng 

similarity between humor and eroticism, as he says: 

Humor and eroticism have surprisingly similar psychological rhythms. In both, tension slowly 

increases before suddenly decreasing. But laughter releases this tension much sooner than orgasm, 

making humor a powerfiil anaphrodisiac. By shortcircuiting sexual arousal before a person can 

slide very far into erotic reality, humor constrains its anarchic potential more effectively than do 

other Naturalist filters. Consequently, those who fear eroticism might be wiser to demand that 

sexual activities be depicted only in humorous conte.xts rather than only in serious—artistic or 

scientific-ones.'® 

From this perspective, the production of humorous Jokes indicates the jesters' deliberate deviation and 

concealment when their perceptions and values are incompatible with that of the real world. 

3. Dirtv' Jokes and Pornography 

Like Freud. Susan Sontag defines pornography as authentic as other serious literature, since it is " one of 

the e.xtreme forms of human consciousness." In her view, the literary mode pertaining to both comic 

and pornographic literature is of no difference. The dynamism of these two types of marginal literature is 

tied to the manipulation of the aesthetic principle in all sorts of art that is the play of " fantasy" for 

enticing laughter or sexual e.\citement. In Sontag's perception, it is because of the incamation 

of "originality, thoroughness, authenticity, and power or..[thel deranged consciousness itself." that the 

literature of comedy and pornography can be regarded as works of art'* Sex is humorized in dirty jokes 

and pornography, whereas all personages are mechanized or dehumanized in a staged spectacle. Sontag 

argues that the aim of pornography is " to inspire a set of nonverbal fantasies in which language plays a 

debased^ merely instrumental role." that the same linguistic functionary is deployed in dirty jokes, too.'^ 

In an attempt to demonstrate the similarity and difference of comedy and pornography Sontag writes: 

For the most part, the figures who play the nole of sexual objects in pomogr^hy are made of the 

same stuff as one princ^al "humour" of comedy.... The familiar structure of comedy which 

features a character who is a still center in the midst of outrage... crops up repeatedly in 

'^Murray S. Davis. Smut: Erotic Reality/Obscene Ideology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1983), 228. 
I'Susan Sontag, " The Pornographic Imagiiiation.'' in her Styles of Radical Will, 46. 

^^Ibid.,Al. 

^"^IBID., 39. 
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pornography. The personages in pornography, like those of comedy, are seen only from the outside, 

behavioristicaiiy. By definition, they can't be seen in depth, so as truly to engage the audience's 

feelings. In much of comedy, the joke resides precisely in the disparity between the understated or 

anesthetized feeling and a large outrageous event Pornography wotics in a similar fashioa The 

gain produced by a deadpan tone, by what seems to the reader in an ordinary state of mind to be the 

incredible wntfe/reacting of the erotic agents to the situations in which they're placed, is not the 

release of laughter. It's the release of a sexual reaction, originally voyeuristic but probably needing 

to be secured by an underlying direct identification with one of the participants in the se.xual act. 

The emotional flatness of pornography is thus neither a failure of artistry nor an index of principled 

inhumanity. The arousal of a sexual response in the reader requires it Only in the absence of 

directly stated emotions can the reader of pornography find room for his own responses.^" 

Through this passage, we realize that decreasing the sympathy of audience lies in the degradation of the 

stereotyped figures of comedy and pornography to the state of being affectionless or emotionless, and in 

turn the spatial distance is created to solicit lau^ter or sexual excitement. That is the so-

called "deadpan" effect; as Sontag notes, it can be characterized as one type 

of " dehumanization," because of the " deadening or neutralization or distancing of the audience's 

emotions" on the one hand, and subsequentiy devoiding their " ability to identify in a ' humane' way and 

to make moral judgments about situations of violence" on the other hand.^^ Furthermore, both bawdy 

jokes and pornography are considered dangerous from religious viewpoint because their tremendous 

impaa makes their audience to be obsessed with the unacceptable and gross things.^^ Since the present 

research is focusing on the parody of Ssu-shu Hsiao. Sontag's insightfiil conunents on the relationship of 

parody and pornography is worthy of our attention. She says: 

For pornography isn't a form that can parody itself. It is the nature of the pornographic imagination 

to prefer ready-made conventions of character, setting, and action. Pornography is a theatre of 

types, never of individuals. A parody of pornography, so far as it has any real competence, always 

remains pornography. Indeed, parody is one common form of pornographic writing. 

The parodic nature of pornographic works refers to the aspect of dehumanization and mechanization 

Those also characterize the prevalent atmosphere that we feel as we read the dirty jokes of late Ming 

jestbooks, Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsiao-fu. 

^°Ibid.. 54. 

55. 

^^Ibid.. 47-48. G. Legman points out the repulsive element of jokes to say that " there is a bad conscience about jokes, 

not only about ' dirty jokes.' whether sexual or scatological, but about all jokes of the aggressive punchline type;" 

G. Legman, Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series (New York; Bell Publishing Co., 

1968-1975), 27. 

23susan Sontag, " The Pornographic Imagination." in her Styles of Radical Will, 51. 
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Concerning the aggressKe aspect of jokes, G. Legman describes the jokesters" whims and inner needs by 

saying that All sort of jokes, parables, and lies were simply the reflections of their tellers' 

"aaxieties." "repressions" and "their neuroses." 2'* He also points out that "all these habitual and 

professional jokesters. pranksters, fakers and fictioners" used their " art or public activity, not just to earn 

the obvious money and acclaim, but to send out a desperate psychological S.O.S... under the antick disguise 

of humor or entertainment and often under the terrible disguise of truth." The essence of deception 

involved in the task of joke-telling is rather like the paiodic nature of comic and pornographic literature 

stressed by Sontag. The most interesting points relate to the relationship of jesters and their listeners, as 

Legman asserts; 

Plainly stated, the listener or audience is not ever being amused or entertained, except accidentally, 

and is really being made the object the confederate, the confidante, and often only the victim, the 

patsy, or butt of the teller's expurgated and parabolic self-unveiling. Thus understood, the joke, and 

especially the dirty joke, unveils as little and is as far fit)m the truth-even about the teller— as a 

striptease in a rain-barrel. Yet it is the truth nonetheless.^^ 

Thereby we see how the audience of dirty jokes and all other jokes in general share complicity in the 

schemes of the jokesters, and in timi become victimized by them. In sum, the psychoanalysis of joke 

theories, in particular that of dirty jokes, of Freud. Davis. Sontag^ and Legman helps us understand the 

dynamic interaction between the jokesters and their audience. 

III. Conflicting Images of Women 

Women were portrayed with conflicting images in late Ming male writers' works. Li Yu-ning's study 

demonstrates the polar images of traditional Chinese women in literature of the time.^^ My research will 

focus on the contradictory works by Lu K'un and Feng Meng-lung. Positive images were manifested in Lu 

K'un's Kuei fan. who compiled this didactic book in order to instruct women in general and rectify their 

degenerated behaviors by requiring them to emulate those notable women's "good deeds" {shan hsing 

Sff). Not only unmarried giris who displayed the respectable attributes such as filial piety, chastity, 

heroism, wisdom, and literary talent were praised: married women who performed their 

dignified " ways" (tao iS) in the husband-wife relationship, in motherhood, and other kinship relations 

were celebrated as well. By this means, women's wishes and desires were either erased or wrapped up in 

the fiilflllment of piuity and fidelity. To the extreme, chastity and sacrifice were practiced by a few heroic 

G. Legman. Rationale of the Dirty Joke: .4n Analysis of Sexual Humor. 2nd scries, 45. 

^^Ibid.. 45-46. 

^^Ibid.. 46. 

^^Li Yu-ning, ed.. Images of Women in Chinese Literature (Indianapolis: The University of Indianapolis Press, 1994), 

30-52. 
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women.^® By contrast Feng Meng-lung developed a " Section of Wonianly Airs " {kuei-feng pu 

Bf® PP )in his jestbook. Hsiao-fu to present ttie eroticized images of women whose utterances 

exposed their suppressed desires. Lu K'lm emphasized the propagation of moral messages and wished to 

make his work an indi^ensable text for women's education, whereas Feng rendered a work to amuse his 

reader and himself. But the radical jokes provided by Feng may produce negative influence on the whole 

society. Most importantly, these two works reflect traditional Chinese men's " contradictory attitudes of 

glorification and di^aragement" toward women.^' 

In late Ming philosophers and literati had increasingly focused on the subject of "feelings" (Ch'ing t^). 

Joanna Handlin thinks that though Lu K'un wanted to move his readers with "feelings" {ch'ing), he still 

considered that feelings should be constrained by // S (reason) and laws.^° Lu's perception is in fact quite 

conservative, as he stressed the necessity of restricting one's " feelings." as he said: " The myriad things 

are bom in nature, but die in feelings. Therefore, the wise man eliminates feelings, and the virtuous man 

rectifies his feelings. The mass let their feelings take their way. while the evil man does not restrain his 

feelings." Lu also demonstrated his negative perception of human desire. In this reject we cannot say 

he holds any positive view about the "feelings" of bisexuals. It is necessary to point out that like Lu. 

Feng was also interested in the education of commoners; but Feng wanted to cultivate both men and 

women with passionate love as the strategy that he took was to edify the mass with " feeling" {ch'ing tS 

or " love" )?^ that was supposed to be purified or restrained for Lu. Like La K'un. Feng glorified chaste 

widows since he placed women who behaved with the virtue of fidelity above other kinds 

of "love" performances in Ch'ing shih ( "The Anatomy of Love." dated after 1628).^3 pgng-g 

^^Regarding the positive images of Chinese women, especially those wto became the embodiment of chastitv and 

sacrifice, portrayed in Ming and Ch'ing literature, see Li Yu-ning, ed.. Images of Women in Chinese Literature. 36-
39. 

2^0 borrow E. Ann Kaplan's words, see E. Ann Kaplan, "Is the Gaze Male," in Marilyn Pearsall, ed.. Women and 

Values: Readings in Recent Feminist Philosophy. 2nd ed. (Belmont. CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co.. 1993). 258. 

^®Joanna F. Handlin. " Lu K'un's New Audience: The Influence of Women's Literacy on Sixteenth-Centurv 
Thought" 32-34. 

^'See Lu Kun. Shen-yin y(J (Words of Groan), annotated by Wang Kuo-hsUan & Wang Hsiu-mei (Peking: 

Hsueh-yuan ch'u-pan-she, 1994), 81-82. Katherine Carlitz also points out that Lu K'un opposed any sexual 

connotation of ch'ing in terms of the relationship between men and women; see Katherine Carlitz. " Desire. Danger, 
and the Body: Stories of Women's Virtue in Late Ming China." 120. 

^^For the detail of Feng Meng-lung's conception oi " ch'ing-chiao" If It (Teaching of Love), see the Prefaces of 

Ch'ing-shih, by Lung Tzu-yu and Chan-chan wai-shih which are believed the pseudonyms 

contived and widely-used by Feng; Feng Meng-lung, Ch7ng shih, in Wei Tung-hsien, eds., Feng Meng-lung ch Uan-

chi vols. 37 & 38 (Shanghai; Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1993). Also see Ch'en Wan-i 

RtSS. "Feng Meng-lung 'ch'ing-chiao shuo' shih-lun" (On Feng Meng-lung's Theory of 
Love-Teaching). Han-lisUeh ven-chiu. 6.1 (June 1988): Vn-Vfl. 

"It is noteworthy that Feng defmed chastity based on the acts of both huAand and wife, and he did not leave 

concubines and prostimtes out when he selected exemplar models. In Feng's view, maintaming one's widowhood 
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equal emphasis on moral significance and passionate love mailced him as an advanced thinker rather 

different fiom the moralist La K'UIL 

The depictions of women's images in the books of LQ and Feng signified two extremes of male perceptions. 

By different designatioa fan <5 (exemplar) and feng SL (air), what did Lu and Feng mean? There is no 

doubt that the word, fan, is an indicator for guidance and emulation. And the term, feng fan ® refers to 

individual's proper behavior, ordinary custom, or models that provide the guidance for others to imitate: 

frt)m this perspective, Lu K'un's Kuei fan is certainly a proper denomination retaining its traditional trait 

while the coimotation of Feng's nomenclature, kuei-feng, is so ambivalent that it deserves further 

expositioa Ancient Qiinese imagined that "winds" are both cosmic breath and personal breath, as 

Shigehisa Kuriyama notes on Chuang tzu?'^ Therefore, she characterizes the implications 

of " wind" ranging from the airs of outer ^ace and local customs to one's iimer feelings, dispositions and 

deportment^' The proper/timely and evil/untimely winds might affect man's physical being to cause its 

harmony and irregularity. Ancient Chinese conceived "wind." another form of "air." as the disorder 

and affliction of cosmic breath and speculated its relation to the inharmonious body and irregular bearing of 

self. In my view, Feng Meng-lung designated the "wind" or "air" of women in the iimer quarters to 

suggest those women who made themselves spectacles would leave the spectators with an impression of 

indisoedoa The purpose of Lu K'un's work was to reinforce women's recognition of their own boundary, 

while Feng Meng-lung revealed " female grotesques " under a male gaze with the eroticized women on the 

screen (i.e., the concealed and mystical inner quarters) enveloped in the form of jokes.^® In doing so. Feng 

intended to employ "carnival laughters" to expose the hypocrisy resulting from the repression of desire 

was not the primary condition for preserving chastity, in other words, he was not against the remairiage of widows. 

See Feng Meng-lung, Ch'ing-shih L91-98; see also Hua-yuan Li Mowry. Ch'ingShih and Feng Meng-lung. 

PhD dissertation (Bericeley: University of California, 1976), 70-81. In her discussion on Feng Meng-lung's 

perception of "c/i'ing," Cariitz refers to Wei Yung's words, wherein Wei emphasized the mystical force 

of "ch'ing" that allowed the reunion of lovers regardless if one of them was passed away, see Ylkh-jung pien 

collected in Lli-ch'wmg nU-shih, vol. 7. 1. In fact Wei Yung's idealized notion of the power 

of "ch'ing" echoed the call of Pang Hsien-tsu's concept of " ching" in his preface to Kfu-Um t'ing chi 

(The Peony Pavilion); see Tang Hsien-tsu. Ch'ung-k'o hui-chiao Xhi-tem t'ing huan-hun chi 

in Un-ch'um ssu-meng in Juan-hung shih hui-k'o ch'um-ch'i 

KSE^#^<¥^(Yangchou; Chiang-ssu Kuang-ling ku-chi k'o-yin she, 1990), 98; see also Katherine 

Cariitz. " Desire, Danger, and the Body: Stories of Women's Virtue in Late Ming China," 120. 

^''shigehisa Kuriyama, " The Imagination of Winds and the Development of the Chinese Conception of the Body," in 

Angela Zito and Tani E. Barlow, eds.. Body, Subject & Power in China (Chicago & London; The University of 
Chicago Press, 1994), 23-41. 

^^Ibid. 

^^o borrow Mary Russo's words, see Mary Russo, " Female Grotesques: Carnival and Theory," in Marilyn Pearsall, 
ed., fVomen and Values: Readings in Recent Feminist Philosophy, 269-80. 
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deqjly rooted in the dominant culture.^"^ Rather than ridiculing the impropriety of the female characters in 

these bawdy jokes. Feng's standing point was more close to a humanitarian view. 

The usual way that late Ming writers used to affirm female performance was frequently to stress their 

purity and fidelity.^® Meanwhile, the dangerous image of women is tied to female aggression figured in 

the themes of jealousy, shrewishness, and licentiousness.^^ In this regard, a good woman was supposed to 

be able to "control and conquer the weaknesses of the flesL" as Li Yu-ning notes, and woman's 

wickedness has to do with her " sexual wantoness." cruelty, and domineering character."*® In his Prefaces 

to Kuei fan and Kuei chieh (Precepts of Imier Quarter),'*' Lu K'un addressed the infiportance of 

women's education because the lack of learning resulted in unruly women with a pugnadotis temperament 

and insubordination. If Kuei fan set up the positive models for other women's imitation, then Lu K'un's 

Kuei chieh was fiill of admonitions about women's misconduct and widcedness. By composing thirty-

seven songs, wang chiang-nan ^ (Seeing Chiang-nan), Lu depicted various women with respective 

defects and bad bearing, and hoped to teach illiterate women through the chanting of folk songs. Like Lu 

K'un. Feng Meng-lung also collected thirty four anecdotes of jealous wives and fierce viragos in Ku-chin 

t'an-kai (Talks Old and New. 1620) and titled the particular section with the name, kuei chieh pu 

® IS (The Section of the Admonitions for Inner Qiamber). In his Preface to this section, Feng remarks; 

Tzu-yu [Feng's pseudonym) said; The evil of woman's characteristic is no more than licentiousness 

and jealousy; yet jealousy [is also thej ground of licentiousness. For e.\ample. an offidaL whose 

mind is not greedy, will not envy other worthy men's ability. However, most husbands are fearful 

of their wives, and from emperor to commoners none of them is exceptional. Why? It is 

^*Kuei Yu-kuang felt iiritated and criticized the tendency Uiat people often questioned the chastity of those faithful 

wives who died after sexual assaults; see Kuei Yu-kuang " Chen-fu pien" (Treatise on the Chaste 

Woman) " Shu Chang Chen-nu ssu-shih" (On the Death of the Chaste Woman Chang), "Chang 

Chen-nu yu-shih" i&M (On the Case of Imprisoning the Chaste Woman Chang), "Ta Tang Ch'ien-po 

shu" (Reply Tang Ch'ien-po's Letter), "Wang Lidi-fu mu-chieh" (Chaste Woman 

Wang's Tomb Tablet), and biographies of either heroic or chaste wives in volume 27 in Kuei Yu-kuang, Cheng-

ch ' turn hsien-sheng chi (The Complete Work of Kuei Yu-kuang), Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an ed. (Taipei: 

Shang-wu yin-shu-kuan. 1979), 69-11.96-97, 315-16, 340-42. 

^'por a detailed discussion about negative images of women in classical Chinese literature, see Li Yu-ning, ed.. Images 

of Women in Chinese Literature, 44-52. 

^Ibid,5\. 

"^'See La Kun. "Kuei-chieh yin" (Introduction to PrecqJts of Inner Quarter), in La hsin-wu ch ' tSan-shu 

S iSf (The Complete Works of Lu K'xm), 38 chUan, Microfilms (Taipei: National Library, 1989?), 31a-32b. 
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said: " When it [the bond] is necessary to be split yet you do not break it and then you are 

doomed to the subsequent chaos."*^ 

Wanton and jealous women were disgusting to both Feng Meng-lung and Lu K'un. Late Ming literati were 

not unique when they condemned wifely aggression and derided heiqjecked husbands. However, they 

appreciated women's virtue, and they were unique in their acknowledgement that women ftequently 

surpassed men with their heroic and loyal performances. Feng Meng-lung figured this perception in a 

metaphorical way as he cited Hsieh Hsi-meng's words: "The heroic airs [or spirits] of Heaven and Earth 

are not endowed in men but womea " Such a compliment of women's Mfillment of heroism echoed the 

aforementioned popular moral principle concerning chaste widowhood and heroic sacrifice. That was still 

the position of a female subject created by men and marked with masculine fiinctions. 

Feng Meng-lung was conscious of the fart that the stereotype of women was the result of a male 

perspective and the measiu^ent of valued traits was somehow prejudiced, as he argued in his E'reface to 

the " Section of Women's Airs " {kuei-Jeng pu ) in the joke book. Hsiao-Ju 

Mo han-tzu"^ says: " It is said; ' Woman has no virtue, and she is considered to be virtuous only if 

she lacks talent' Thus, it is a trend that women whose talents are praiseworthy are deprecated: 

there is no need to mention those who come to e.\ist as a butt to light up our laughters. We thus 

•^^Feng Meng-lung. "/cuei chieh pu" B9 W (The Section of the Admonitions for Inner Chamber), in Ku-chin t'an-kai 

(Talks Old and New), in Wei Tung-hsien. eds.. Feng Meng-lung ch'tkm-chi. vol. 39 & 40, chlian 19. 

39.753. 

•*^Hsieh Hsi-meng was Lu Chiu-yUan's (1139-1193) student Lu repetitively reprimanded Hsieh for 

fooling around with prostitutes. Liter. Hsieh built up YUan-yang lou (Building of Mandarin Oucks) for those 

prostitutes and told Lu the words in his essay written for this building. See Feng Meng-lung, chOan 30. " Wei-tz'u 

pu" (The Section of Disapproval Remarks), in Ku-chin t'an-kai vols. 39 & 40. 40.1303. Feng 

gave another anecdote in Ch'ing shih with a sequel, whereby Hsieh later left the prostitute without informing her. 

As she chased Haeh to the riverside. Hsieh told her to leave and give her love to another man. To the sudden 

change of Hsieh's behavior, Feng Meng-lung commented that Hsieh demonstrated the spirit of a bohemian to 

achieve enlightenment gradually by entirely relying on his own effort; a person like Hsieh did not need Lu Chiu-

yUan's admonition. Recently scholars often cite the words of Hsieh Hsi-meng as an evidence of lauding women's 

virtue, but they leave out the sequel and Feng's comment without mentioning it Only reading the anecdote together 

with Feng's comment we can realize the deeds of Hsieh Hsi-meng represent the unrestrained literati of late Ming 

See Feng Meng-lung, Ch'ing shih, "ch'ing-hao lei" (Love Embodied in Undaimted Spirit), V.427-29. Also 

see Cheng Pei-k'ai fiPiSJffl, "Tien-ti cheng-i chin chiai yU fu-nU: Ming-ch'ing te ch'ing-se yi-shih yU chen-yin 

wen-t'i" (ThejusticeofHeavenandEarthisonlyperceived 

in women's behaviors: On the issues of eroticism, chastity, and licentiousness of Ming and Ch'ing dynasties), Con-

Temporary, 16(August 1987): 45-58,17(September 1987): 58-64. 

'^^Mo han-tzu (Inkstick Fool) is one of Feng Meng-lung's pseudonyms, and he used it when he delivered his 

commentaries to Hsiao-fit. 
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know the source of airs originates firom mea So I collect [jokes to set up] the Section of " Women's 

Airs." 

By saying that "the source of airs originates from men," Feng suggested that all the Judging standards 

applied to evaluate women's behaviors were conceived by meiL In other words, man's view determined the 

propriety of womanhood and the transgression of women was demonstrated in jokes. Feng's reserved 

statement tantalized the reader's following questions; Is it out of fear that man dislikes talented woman? Do 

the staged heroines of bawdy jokes reveal the sexual desire of man rather than that of woman? If the 

talented woman was demanded to conceal her intelligence, and the stupid woman became a spectacle 

produced by man. then the perceivable femininity was merely a masquerade. 1 think that Feng was fiilly 

aware of the invisibility of woman's true nature in all kinds of historical and literary discourses. 

Women's intellectual pursuit was prohibited based on Feng's verdict The refiisal to recognize women's 

intelligence is reflected in the exclusion of women from participation in the civil service examination and 

from entering into " a male world of literature and civility (wen)." as Dorothy Ko notes."*^ The reason why 

we know little of women's activities is simply because of the divorce of women's virtue from intellectuality 

that predestined their absence in written history. In other words, most ancient Chinese women were 

nameless and silenced in literature and history.'*' Recently, the research of both Ko and Kang-i Sun 

Chang^^ on the literate women of Oiiangnan gentry family, as well as some contemporary courtesans 

based on their literary works and traveling accounts, improve our understanding of women's literary 

achievement and life-style in the seventeenth century. These studies supplement the conventionally ignored 

role of women in the history of gender and literacy. What interests us is why the uncovered women's 

writings were almost completely limited to the gerue. i.e., "poetry" (shih and "song-lyric" (iz'u ^). 

The generic trait is patenUy characterized by rhymes. Why did not women writers engage themselves in 

composing prose? Possibly the reasons were related to two aspects;"*' First, the educational system 

•^^Feng Meng-Iung, Hsiao-fu "Section of Women's Behaviors" (kuei-feng pu ®®S5), in Wei Tung-hsien 

® et al.. FengK feng-lung ch'Van-chi (The Collection of Feng Meng-lung's Works), 9. 275. 

•'^Dorothy Ko. Teachers of the Inner Chamber: IVomen and Culture in Seventeentii-Century China (Stanford. CA; 

Stanford University Press. 1944), 19. 

•^^Rubie Watson points out that naming was critical to ancient Chinese men because the more individuated and 

socialized an ancient Chinese man became, the more names he possessed. In contrast, women, especially married 

women, were given no names. See Rubie Watson, " The Named and the Nameless: Gender and Person in Chinese 

Society." American Ethnologist 13 (1986); 619-31, 619; see also Dorothy Ko. Teachers cf the Inner Chamber: 

fVomen and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China. 276. 

•*^Kang-i Sun Chang, The Late h&ng Poet Ch'en Tzu-lung: Crises of Lave and Loyalism (New Haven: Yale University 

Press. 1991); see also Kang-i Sun Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies of Women's Poetry and Their Selection 

Strategies," in Ellen Widmer & Kang-i Sun Chang, eds., iVriting Women in Late Imperial China (Stanford, CA; 
Stanford University Press, 1997), 147-70. 

my discussion of the relationship of women's writing and rhymed genre, and the divorce of women from prose-
writing, I am indd}ted to Kei-chi Chang. 
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excluded women's paiticipadon. which in turn led women to write for personal pleasure and liteiarv-

performance, rather than to practice and foster the skill of formulating " eight-legged essay" (pa-ku wen 

an indispensable capacity for the candidates of the civil service examinations. Therefore, they did 

not have to be familiar with the discourse of prose. Second, women began their study from the type of 

book. Yu-hsUeh ch'Ung-lin fraught with the "antithetical couplet" (tui-tzu MIF). Their 

learning focused on familiarizing themselves with the literary technique of " supplying couplet" {tsu-tui 

). the basic element of poetry, and never went beyond this sphere. Besides, women in seventeenth-

century frequently enjoyed the performances of "speak-and-sing popular literature" {shuo-ch'ang wen-

hsUeh including t'an-tz'u (pluckingrhymes) andpao-chtkm "S# (precious scrolls) at their 

leisure. These cultural phenomena featured the distinctive nature of contemporary women's literacy, which 

was intimately related to rhymed genres. This fact in turn sheds light on the fimdamental nature of 

women's education, which was highly dependent on oral process rather than writing. That was why Lu 

K'lm selected the lyric songs, wang-chiang-nan to embody the precepts for women of the inner 

quarters, because he knew very well the tremendous impact of aural and oral communicatioa^  ̂

The way that Feng named the jokes (mostly bawdy ones) about women with such titles as the " Section of 

Women's Airs" (kuei-feng pu SSL® ) and the content of his preface highlighted the male power of 

naming and the subdued women. Feng did not call these female charaaers of his jokes evil, but the &ct 

that they were butts for male jokers and hearers reflerted men's prejudice—not necessarily the personal 

view of Feng, but rather the special feature of a patriardial culture. The crucial point of Feng Meng-lung's 

remarks was that men made fim of women to portray them as fools in order to show male superiority, 

which makes us recall what G. Legman says: "jokes are a male art," ' ̂ and the male-centered ideology 

permeated all jokes. Therefore, women's se.xual desires were envisioned in the men-made jokes, which 

reflected the se.xual consciousness of men rather than that of women in fact 

Traditional Chinese culture tended to be ascetic.̂  ̂ Only in orally transmitted folklores can we find bawdy 

and obscene jokes with se.Yual or scatological elements. But the Ming dynasty was exceptional since the 

enormous written works and visualized art of erotica were in print Taken together, the large quantity of 

popular books that contained guidance and erotic paintings, the so-called "pictures of the vernal 

^"See Lu FCun's " Preface to Precepts for Inner Quarters" (Kuei-chiehyin Lu hsin-wu ch ' Uan-shu, 3la-

32b. 
^'G. Legman, Rationale of the Dirty Joke: .-In Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series, 147. 

^^Derk Bodde analyzes the ascetic nature of Confucianism, Taoisni, and Buddhism; see Derk Bodde, Chinese Thought, 

Society, and Science: the Intellectual and Social Background of Science and Technology in Pre-modem China 

(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1991). 270-84. 
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palace " or " pornography " {ch'un-kung hua #S $ ) the excessive illustrations of copulation in one of 

the most famotis erotic novels, Ching-p'ing-mei as well as a great ntimber of dirty jokes 

contained in the Ming joke books, we notice that the discourse of sexuality was never an enclosed and 

sanctioned stibject in Ming times. In the Classics and other mainstream literature, penis, labia, and vaginas 

were regarded as too disgusting to be speakable. Besides, homosexuality was the foibidden theme never 

touched in those heterosexual discourses. In contrast in popular literature ranging &om Taoist scriptures to 

novels and Jokes, these symbols and themes of honxir were explicitly and obsessively discussed, e^ecially 

in late Ming literature. For example, one finds thirteen dirty jokes in Ssu-shu Hsiao, whereby one himdred 

and one jokes were colleaed. And there are fifty-three bawdy jokes collected in Feng Meng-lung's 

" Section of Women's Airs " in Hsiao-Jit}^ In fact tens of bawdy jokes among four hundred and thirty 

jokes are coUected in Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-fu, and at least twenty-seven of these are considered too 

filthy to be included in one of its modem reprinted versions in mainland China'^ In this reject the 

parameters for dealing with the subject of se.\uality, whether it was by talldng, writing, portraying and 

printing, applied by Ming intellectuals were not as stringent as those of present time. 

IV. The Laughter of Camivalesque and Grotesque 

Now let us consider the issue of carnival laughter in European culture, as Bakhtin notes, whidi was usually 

shaped in dualistic patteriL The so-called "camivalistic act" involved "the mock crowning and 

subsequent decrowning of the carnival king." which is characterized as the act of "degradation" in 

ancient western civilizatioa^' Regarding carnival laughter, three features deserve otu" attention;^® First the 

characteristic of subversion was tied to the reversal of authority, truth, and worid orders. Second, the 

ambivalent natwe of carnival laughter came from " all forms of ritual laughter [which] were linked with 

^^See Wang Erh-ming EWSSC, ,VSng-Ch'ing shih-tai shu-min wen-hua sheng-huo (The 

Cultural Life of the Ordinary People in Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties) (Taipei: Chung-yang yen-chiu yUan Chin-tai-

shih yen-chiu-so, 1996), 188-9, 191-2, 195-9, 201-3. Regarding the study of books with erotic paintings, the so-

called " pictures of the vernal palace" (,ch 'un-kung hua # S 2 ). see R. H. Van Gulic. Erotic Colour Prints of the 

\£ng Period H with An Essay on Chinese Sex Life from the Han to the Ch'ing Dynasty, B.C. 206-A.D. 

1644, First privately published in Tokyo (1951), ipL edn, (n-p., n.d.). See also R. R Van Gulic, Sexual Life in 

.•indent China ^ first published, 1961; rpL ediL (Leiden. Netherlands: E.J. Brill, 1974). 

^''por further discussions on the significance of Chin-p'ing-mei as an erotic novel and other contemporary erotic novels 

of the Ming times, see Wang Erh-ming 3EW®t, hSng-Ch'ing shih-tai shu-min wen-hua sheng-huo 

203-208. 

^'in fact the thirty-third joke, " scolding the son" {ch'en erh "St54). has two jokes undo- the same title. In addition, 

there are two jokes' commaits which reflectively introduces one joke. Therefore, the sum total of jokes in this 

section numbers to fifty six. 

'^See Feng Meng-lung, Hsiaofu proofread by Chu ChUn (Fuchou: Hai-hsia wen-i ch'u-pan-she, 1991). 

^^Mikhail Bakhtin. Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, ed. & trans, by Caryl Emerson, intro. by Wayne C. Booth 

(Mimieapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984X 124. 

^^Ibid.. 127. 
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death and rebirth, with the reproductive act with symbols of the reproductive force." Since parodies of 

sacred te.xts and rituals were produced in great number during the Middle Ages in the West carnival 

laughter tended to level the noncaroival official ideology to replace it with temporary but impartial pleasure 

and amusement. Third, in the carnivalized literature, the folk humor and serious orthodox culture formed a 

dialogical interaction. 

As Bakhtin illustrates, the hierarchical structure and order of ordinary life were suspended during the 

carnival. The disappearance of distances and hierarchical barriers was legitimatized during carnival 

festivities resultant from "free and familiar contact among people." In carnival, 

the "eccentricity" of "sensuous form (that was] the latent sides of human nature" ju.xtaposed with "the 

all-powerful socio-hieiarchical relationships of noncamival life." ^ Carnival brought together " the 

sacred with the profane, the lofty with the low, the great with the insignificant, [and] the wise with the 

stupid." The use of profane debasing and fleshly desire was the same in western carnival laughter and late 

Ming jestbooks. The European Carnival fools were religious leaders such as priests, bishops, or popes, 

who were crowned in place of a king and then decrowned,®' whereas the scholar-ofiicials became the 

targets of derision in late imperial China, as we have discussed in Chapter Three. 

Our venture into Chinese bawdy jokes in Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsiao-fii enables us to delineate three recurring 

motifs in their verbal humor. " female grotesques." " heterogeneous elements." and " camivalesque 

body." the general themes of " carnival laughter." The carnival folk culture in the Middle Ages of the 

West is known for its laughter along with ritual spectacles and uruestrained speech About the Russian 

scholar Mikhail Bakhtin's concept of " camivalesque." Mary Russo asserts that it " has translocated the 

issues of bodily e.xposure and contairunent disguise and gender masquerade, abjection and marginality. 

parody and e.\cess, to the field of the social constituted as a symbolic system." Most significantly, by 

shifting the examination of the carnival materials from historical performance to semiotic performance, 

Russo aims to develop " a new social subjectivity." that configures the interrelation between " the 

symbolic and cultural constructs of femininity and Womaness and the e.\perience of women." That is 

also a goal that I intend to accomplish in this chapter. The grotesquely comic depiction of female body 

exposed in the public sphere, in Russo's view, suggests " an ambivalent redeployment of taboos." ^ while 

most female grotesque takes the form of women's improper speech rather than their bodies. But Russo's 

^Ibid. 

^^Ibid.. 124. 

®^See Mary Russo, "Female Grotesques: Carnival and Theory," in M^yn Pearsall, ed.. Women and Values: 

Readings in Recent Feminist Philosophy. 269-80. 269. 

"ibid.. 270. 
^fbid. 
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insight may be adopted to describe the transgression of the jesters who made up the bawdy jokes of Ssu-shu 

hsiao, since they knew how to parody the saying of the Four Books dexterously to perpetrate a pun and 

liberate themselves from the boundary of the dominant literature. As far as the forbidden themes are 

concerned, the bawdy jokes of Feng Meng-Iung's Hsiao-fu created the same efifecL Women's 

contamination in terms of their talk and deeds involved with sexuality, premarital sex. adultery, and 

widow's remarriage served the need of those humorists as symbolic models of in£ringement in 

contravention of conventional cultural constmcts. All parodies of Ssu-shu hsiao consist of 

"heterogeneous elements." Bawdy jokes increase the degree of heterogeneity because of the 

convergence of baseness and uibanity. which is closer to the reality of life than the pure orthodox literature. 

By unifying the language of highbrow/lowbrow, academy/marketplace, and purity/filthiness. the conte.xt of 

jokes reveals the dynamic interactions amongst cultural constituents of various categories. In this respect, 

the plural nature and dialogical structure of these bawdy jokes help us realize the late Ming intellectuals' 

aSlrmation of human desires and the esthetic of broader vision. Thus, incongruity was not turned down for 

irrational and illogical. Bearing these features in miruL we know the fact that the tendency of cultural 

multiplicity thrived at that time, and it is impossible to maintain the orthodox or elite culture by enhancing 

educational social, and political systems. 

The " female grotesque" of the late Ming bawdy jokes is mostiy manifested in women's reference to man's 

penis in their utterances rather than displaying the ugly body of a hag or of a pregnant womarL The jokes 

in the " Section of Women's Airs" in Feng Meng-Iung's Hsiao-fu with their dialogues bring forth the 

cackle of urunarried giris and married women, overheard by the authors of those jokes. Thus the indecent 

and obscene gossip and tittle-tattie originally confined to the isolated and individual space of the itmer 

quarters was suddenly made to be a spectacle. Thereby all issues related to the rite of wedding became 

joking matters. These scenarios consisted of various kinds of dialogues that took place between the 

irmocent bride and her mother or sister-in-law. who taught her the form of man's body (Feng 276-77). For 

instance, the joke entitled " Bowel" {tu-ch'ang 5t®) says; 

Once the giri happens to see her father's penis, and then asks her mother what it is. Instead of 

telling her daughter the truth, the mother finds it hard to e:q)lain explicitiy so that she tells her that is 

a bowel. Later, the girl is married and returns to visit her natal home. When they have a chat the 

mother is concemed about the poverty of the son-in-law. yet the daughter says; " He is certainly 

poor, however, his 'bowel* is really good." (Feng 277) 

Another joke. entiUed as " Comment on Penis" (p'ing yang-wu says; 

Two sister-in-laws are discussing privately about the penis. One says; " It is made of bone and 

flesh; otherwise, how can it become tough?" The other says; " It is one kind of sinews; otherwise, 

how can it be either tough or soft firom time to time?" They argue ceaselessly. Their husbands' 
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younger sister, who hears their discussion in her inner quarter, walks out her room to pound the 

table and say; " There is no doubt that it is made of sinew." {Ibid.) 

Feng Meng-lung's comment on this joke introduced another funny anecdote, which said; 

It is said that Mr. [Wang] Yang-ming (1472-1529) studied upstairs. As he heard the discussion 

about the penis, whether it is bone, or it is sinews, or that it is the rise and descent of airs. Mr. Yang-

ming pounded the table and harshly uttered; " The theory of air is absolutely right." (Feng 277-78). 

The distinct identity of Wang Yang-ming, as a respectable thinker, is blurred by the participation of the talk 

concerning genitalia That is " the material bodily lower stratum," in Mikhail Bakhtin's words, the filth and 

forbidden topic for women of inner quarters.®^ Their discussions might sound grotesque. However, the 

ciuiosity of ordinary women about male body was very natural: and even Wang Yang-ming, the famous 

philosopher, coidd not lessen his interest The grotesque nature of these bawdy jokes is heightened by the 

combination of informal talk conducted by women of inner quarters and the philosophy of the Neo-

Confiician master. Wang Yang-ming. The weaving of private and academic discourse produces a 

chimerical effect and generates a spark of laughter. Such "heterogeneous elements" scratch off the 

dignity of a great philosopher,^ Wang Yang-ming, and his philosophical school to lend him the trait of 

incongruity. 

In Ssu-shu hsiao. the fifty-third joke presents the scenario of a couple's intercourse,®^ and the wife refers 

her husband's penis as " dog's balls" (kou-Hao 5^M). As we will see later, that is a mistaken quote of Chu 

Hsi's aimotation for the word. "ATOM" ^ (roughly) in ch. 8 of BK. XIII of the Confiician Analects. She 

dropped off one character. Itkh" (not exact) from Chu's e.xpression, "kou Uao-ch'ieh ch'u-

lUeh" literally, "kou" meant roughly and not detailed), so that the original connotation is 

replaced by referring to the size of a man's se.xual organ. In order to gain a better understanding of the 

humorist's parody, it is necessary to introduce this joke, entitled " Ha! Here Is A ' Copulation' ! [kou he i 

which says:®' 

®^MikhaiI Bakhtin, Rabelais and His IVorld. trans., H^lene Iswolsky (Bloomington. IN: Indiana University Press, 
1984), 109. 

®®To borrow the term of Bakhtin; Ibid. 

®^This joke is also seen in another jokebook, Hsien-hsien p'ien ififfiSS, compiled by Teng Chih-mo (1559-?), 3 

vols, vol. in, chlkm 5; see Teng Chih-mo, Hsin-k'o Hsien-hsein p'ien (New Printing of Carefree), in 

the Center of Classical Novels of National Chengchi Univeisity, ed.. SSng-Ch'ing shan-pen hsiao-shuo ts'ung-k'an 

ch'u-pien the 7th collection Teng Chih-mo chuan-chi t? (The Special 
Collection of the Worics of Teng Chih-mo) (Taipei; Tien-i ch'u-pan-she, 1985), 47b-48. 

James Legge translates " kau he i as " Ha! here is a ' collection' !" But the word " he 'a" should refers 

to the intercourse of the couple in the joke's context; therefore, I replace it with " copulation." See James Legge, 
trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&n. 266. 

^^The couple's utterances of this joke were all derived from ch. 3 of BK, XHI of the Confucian Analects, whereby the 

Master affirmed Ching jf?, a scion of the ducal family of Wei. for his capacity of managing the economic business 
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Both the husband and wife are literate. When they are malting love {yUn-yU "wind and 

cloud" ). the husband remarks: "Ha! here is a 'cxjpuiation' ! [kou he i ^J" When it is 

done, he laments; "It is completed {kou wan i The wife then asks the husband how 

did he feel? He replies: " 'That was perfect' [kou mei i however, my desire has not 

been satisfied yet" The wife pinches the husband's penis and then laughs to 

say: "the 'penis' is 'huge' ." (60-61) 

In the joke one-scene exliibition of sexual intercourse is brought before the reader. Its trigger lies in the 

dual allusions and puns of the Confucian Analects properly used by the husband on the one hanH- in 

contrast the wife seems want to show off her classical learning and improperly quotes Chu Hsi's annotation 

in a competitive way. The sparkle of laughter is lit up as she drew reference to Chu Hsi's annotation for the 

word, "kou W" however, the exegesis of this word given by Chu was "Uao ch'ieh ch'u Itkh" (not 

exactly or roughly). The wife omitted a character and mistakenly cited it to depict the size of her husband's 

penis. More than that, she coincidentally used the vulgar marketplace e.xpression. "kou Uao (dog's 

balls). The improper citation of Chu Hsi's words results in the distortion and contamination of great 

master's seemingly missing adjectival words. This phenomenon recalls Ihab Hassan's words. " In the end 

the distance between the sublime and the ridiculous is contracted into a pun and expanded into endless 

parody. The mixture of sacred text and the great thinker's words with the wife's vulgar e.'qiression 

epitomized that elitism and popular culture became one in daily life. The heroine's ribaldry not only ruined 

her own decent image but also violated "the Three Obediences and die Four Virtues" (san-ts'ung ssu-te 

HIS), in which one of four valued feminine traits. " womanly speech," (Ju-yen iS^) was stressed. 

of family. Concemmg the gradual growth of his wealth, the restricted mamier of Ching was illustrated as 

such; " When he began to have means, he said, 'Ha! Here is a collection! [kou he i When they were a 

little increased, he said. 'Ha! This is complete! [kou wan i When he had become rich, he said, 'Ha! 

This is admirable! [kou mei i " See James Legge. trans., the Confucian .Analects, in The Chinese 
Classics. I&n, 266. 

James Legge translates this sentence as "Ha! This is complete! [kou wan i But the word "wan 

% " should refer to the completion of the intercourse; therefore, I replace it with " complete." See James Legge. 
trans., the Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&n. 266. 

James Legge translates this sentence as "Ha! this is admirable!" But the word "mei should refer to the 

beautiful or perfect in the joke's context; therefore, I replace it with "perfect" See James Legge, trans., the 
Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&n. 266. 

'^Ihab Hassan. The Postmodern Turn: Essays in Postmodern Theory and Culture. 103. I quote Hassan's remarks on 

Joyce's flnnegans Wake, for the purpose of shedding light on the applicability of "postmodern imagination" to 

illustrate the construction of Ssu-shu hsiao, although it was a seventeenth-century Chinese jestbook. 

^According to "Chiao-te-sheng" in Li Chi -SSE (Book of Rites), "Three Obediences" {san-ts'ung ssu-te 

ESiS) demanded ancient Chinese women to obey her father before marriage, her husband during married life, 

and her son in widowhood. " The Four Wtues" refer to women's performance in terms of fidelity, manners, 

propriety in speech, and housework. See James Legge, trans., the Chinese Classics, I: 441; see also Noel Jia-mey 

Ding, " The Manipulation of Gender Stereotypes in Humor A Sociolinguistic View," 4. Dorothy Ko nairip*! it 

as "Thrice Following" and thinks that represents "an attempt to signify women by the occupational 'class' of 
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Furthermore, the joke's provocative rhetoric can be looked as a stiaip-edged satire, which shed light on 

some contemporary humorous literati's challenge to Confucian precepts about womanhood and put its 

doctrinal rigidity under the microscope. 

What is more interesting is the critic's counterpoint about this joke. The joker contextualized or edited his 

te.xt with the threads taken from Ch. VIII of BK. XIII of the Confucian Analects', likewise, the commentator 

also contextualized other sentences of the same chapter to increase the comic effect of his comment He 

intended to tease the students, who were immersed in the Confucian classics but incapable of using allusion 

properly, as he said: 

The couple " used allusions [of the Confucian Analects]" (tiao-shu ^ to apply indirect 

references) when they were making love; it is proper to say that they are able to " live well at 

home." But why did they categorize themselves as " dogs" ? Is it because of the resilience of 

dogs, so that they compared themselves with dogs? The wife could " recite the commentaries and 

annotations of the Classics." whidi revealed her literary cultivatioa and should be recorded as the 

model for numerous "learned men" (shih ±). (61) 

The critic deliberately used the same quote as the husband used to praise the couple for quoting the 

Confiician classics in their conversation during the process of copulation. The critic's satirical mimicry 

highlights the essence of parody. Secondly, instead of pinpointing the heroine's mistake, the critic praised 

the wife's ability to quote sayings of the classics and their coirunentaries. yet made fiin of the couple for 

equating themselves to dogs. When he went further to urge other literati to emulate the wife as their 

exemplar, his satiric and comic tone revealed his dissatisfaction with the education of contemporary 

academies. 

The focal point of this joke is to call our attention to the pedago^cal methods of memorizing, alluding, and 

quoting, and in turn to prove one's erudition with straight or indirea references. The premise that a 

woman's talent contradicted her virtue made the heroine's ability to cite the Classics seem to be 

inappropriate. More than that that her mistaken quote made the couple a butt heightened the problematic 

allusion out of bad memory and poor pedagogy. Ssu-shu Hsiao's critic expressed his disgust and cynicism 

about the act of tiao-shu elsewhere in his comment about the thirty-first joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, 

entitled " On the Capitals of the Small Pillars the Shape of Hills Was Carved, and the Figure of Duckweed 

the paterfamilias in each stage of her life cycle: father, hud)and, son;" see Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner 
Chamber: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China. 6. 

^•'Here the commentator quoted the sentence, " knew the economy of a family well" (shan ch U shih ^ ̂  ̂ ), as Jame 

Legge translates, from ch. 3 of BK. XIH of the Confucian Analects, but I translate it this way to adjust to the context 

of this joke. See James Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&IL 266. It is noteworthy that the commentator 

deliberately quoted this sentence which corresponded to the alluded passages of the main text of the joke. Thus the 
funny effect is reinforced. 
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Was Decorated on the Small Pillars above the Beams Supporting the Rafters" {shan-chieh tsao-chuo 

as he said: "hsiao-p'in (imitating to one' s disadvantage)^® and tiao-shu (to 

apply indirect references)'^ are quite ridiculous...." (32) Thou^ the critic criticized the defea of imitation 

and allusion, he deliberately compiled a jestbook, Ssu-shu hsiao. a parodic work filled with comic mimicry 

and distorted allusion as a contraposition to mock traditional pedagogy. 

The essential characteristic of " Camivalesque" is the play of degradation and regeneration involved with 

the grotesque imageries of the material body and the festival laughter. The following two jokes 

demonstrate how ancient humorists parodied the sayings of the Classics and replaced the theme of virtue 

with that of se.xual implication embodied in the lowly imagery of material body for the purpose of 

generating comic effect and engendering laughter. The Joke that exaggerates women's body parts and 

tinges itself with " carnival lau^ter" is the fifty-second joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, wherein it is said; 

A whiskery man toudbes his whiskers and says: " A superior man has a lot of whiskers" {chUn-tzu 

tuo hu tsai The other man teases him by contriving the corresponding 

couplet "An unworthy man has a lot of beards" (hsiao-jen fan-hsilyeh'h 

In this joke we perceive that hiunorists induced laughter to use men's physical traits such as whiskers, 

beards, and mustaches, and we find other evidence in Hsiao-fu as well. It is necessary to point out: Firstly, 

the jokes pertaining to mustaches and beards were fi^uently linked to the Confucian Analects, because 

numerous sentences are ended with the e.\clamatory mark. "hu" ?•. The direct evidence is seen in the 

^^This is a sentence taken from ch. 17 of BK. V of the Confucian .Analects, and the sentence refers to an ornate 
architecture: see James Legge. trans., the Confucian Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&Q. 179. 

'^See Chuang Tzu, Chuang Tzu chi-shih (The Collective Annotations of Chuang Tzu), annotated by Kuo 

Ch'ing-fan with the reading guidance by Hsieh Hao-hsiang (Taipei; Kuan-ya ch'u-pan-she, 1991), 

515. 

^See the Biography of Peng Li-yung in Ma Ling's M .Wan Tang shu (Mstory of Later Tang ) 

(923-936). Pai-pu ts'ung-shu chi-ch'eng ed. the 47th chi, vol. 3 (Taipei: Yi-wen yin-shu-kuan. 

1966), 25.3-4b. Instead o( " tiao-shu " Chou Shou-ch'ang (1814-1884) notes that the phrase, " tiao-

shu-tai " is a popular usage, which is also called " tiao-wen" (to apply literary quotations; Chou 

Shou-ch'ang, t'angjih-cha tL (Daily Notes of the Hall of Beneficiallhoughts) (Changsha; YUeh-lu 
ch'u-pan-she. 1985), 248-49. 

'^This sentence is adapted from ch. 6 of BK DC of the Confucian .Analects, whereby the original sentence is translated 

by James Legge as " Must the superior man have such variety of ability." see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese 

Classics. I & n. 218. However, the humorist replaced the original word, "hu" ^ (an exclamation), with its 
homophone, "hu" S (whisker). The distortion generates a comic effect 

'^This sentence is adapted from ch. 4 of BK XHI of the Confucian Analects, whereby the original sentence is translated 

by James Legge as "A small man, indeed, is Fan HsU;" see James Legge, The Chinese Classics, I & IL 265. 

However, the humorist replaced the original words, " Fan HsU" SIS, the name of Confiiciusf disciple, with the 

homophone, "fan-hstl" K 81 (a lot of beards). In so doing, the antithetical effect is created to engender a good 

laugh. 
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joke under the title of " Same Beards" (yi-pan-hu —1^81) in " Section of Physical Body" {ffsing-t'i pu 

in Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-fu. which says; 

People mocked the bearded man to say; "The Confiician Analects is a book full of sayings 

on ' men of whiskers' {hu-tzu ). [In the opening diapter of the Conjucian Analects the three 

sayings]; Is it not pleasant [to learn with a constant perseverance and application|?^° Is it delightfiil 

[to have friends coming ftom distant quarters]?®' Is it not a man of complete virtue...?®^ These 

three 'hu' (exclamatory mark) are good 'beards.' Whether have I been faithful 'in 

transacting business for others' ? Whether have I been not sincere 'in intercourse with 

friends' 7^* Whether have I ' mastered and practiced the instructions of my teacher' These 

three 'hu' (exclamatory mark) are bad 'beards.' [The Master said. 'If, because a man's 

discourse appears solid and sincere, we allow him to be a good man,] is he really a superior man? or 

is his gravity only in appearance?' One of these two ' hu' is good, and the other bad." People 

asked. "How to interpret 'A messenger indeed! A messenger indeed' {Shih-hu shih-hu 

^^^^)?''87 He rqjlies; "The upper beard is the same as the lower beard." (322) 

The humorist teased the Confucian Analects as "a book fiill of sayings on 'bearded men' {hu-tzu 

Sf)," since there are numerous sentences in the Confucian Analects shaped in the form with the 

exclamation mark. "hu" ?•. Another e.xainple is seen in the joke, entitled "The Whiskers Replies the 

Mockery" {hu-tzu ta ch'ao whereby Confucius' students—Yen Hui HHI. Tzu Lu ^!^—aad 

his son Po YU were conducting a private discussion; "The Master is only interested 

in 'mustache' (AM S); therefore, he always puts the word 'hu' ^ in his remarks." All the parodied 

sayings of the above joke e.\emplify the wordplay of homophones, "hu" ^ and "hu" S, by dragging 

down the former to the lower stratum of material body. That is e.\actly to use the carnival device, as 

Bakhtin notes; "The spiritual content was combined with worldly tunes and with elements of material 

bodily degradation." The existence of jokes of this type not only reveals the indispensable 

sentence is taken from ch. 1, BK I of the Confucian .Analects: see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. I & 

IL 137. 

^^Ibid. 

^ybid. 
^^The sentence is taken from ch. 3. BK I of the Confucian Analects', see Jeones Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. I & 

n. 139. 

^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 

®®The sentence is taken Horn ch. 20. BK XI of the Confucian .Analects', see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics. 

I & n, 244. 

*^It is taken fix)m ch. XXVI, BK XTV of the Confucian Analects ,̂ see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I & H, 

285-86. 
®®Feng Meng-lung, Hsiaofu. 322-23. 

^'Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His Worid. 79. 
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entanglement of "laughter and the bodily principle" ^ as well as the paiticipation of members of 

academia in the composition of these jokes. The act of parodying was the practice of reproduction in order 

to accomplish the goal of publicity; no matter whether it was good publicity or bad. The parodies on the 

Four Books could be contaminative and contagious. Nevertheless, these punning words made the audience 

rethink the fixed meaning of the original te.xt and its new implication within a new context. 

Another interesting point worthy of our attention is that man's mustaches were often associated with 

woman's pubic hairs to indicate her genitals and form a type of female grotesque in ancient Chinese jokes. 

In other words, women were reduced to these body parts, by which men's projection of women as being 

eroticized and objectified were revealed. Two proofs are found in Ssu-shu hsiao. firstly, as the commentary 

of the fifty-second joke says: 

Wu Tzu-hsU might be considered as Whiskery Wu {EMS. Likewise, [viewing that) Fan 

HsU {as a man of) "a lot of beards" {fan-hsU^Si) is also fine. Whiskery Wu is fortunate to have 

the lady. Aunt Tu Ten to become a couple with him. We do not know if " having a lot of 

beards" (tuo-hu ^ S), the antithesis of " a lot of beards" (fan-hsU SEIS), is a woman or not? The 

Inferior Man says: " Since [the person) is ' having a lot of beards.' then how could it not be a 

woman?" (60) 

It is widely known that ancient Chinese literati were familiar with the literary technique of " supplying 

couplet" {tsu-tui ), and the skill of an contriving antithetic unit was applied in playing games, too. 

By the above Joke's commentary, we see the himiorist utilized a homophone and numbers to configure the 

antitheses: First the surname of Wu Tzu-hsU. "wu" ffi (five), and the first name of Tu Shih-L "shih" + 

(ten), form an antithetical unit Second, as far as the homophone is concerned, the name of Wu Tzu-hsU 

was replaced by Whiskery Wu ffiSIS, while Fan HsU's name was rqjlaced by "a lot of 

beards" (fan-hsU RS). Thus, "whiskery" or "bearded" becomes a laughingstock to engender the 

pleasure of gameplaying and comic effect. What interests us is that " a lot of beards" {tuo-hu ^ St) is also 

a token of women's private parts. The other critic, the Inferior Man. added more fire to the laughter, since 

he reaffirmed that the whiskery person must be a woman. In this regard, the first critic was quite bri^t to 

use the third person. Inferior Man's, viewpoint to justify the critic's own assumption, which was universally 

"^Ibid.. 80. 

9'Wu Tzu-hsU ffi (?-483 B.C.) was bom in Ch'u j©. but later became a famous general of Wu a state existing 

during the Period of Spring and Autumn (722-481 B.C.). Wu Tzu-hsU helped the King of Wu. tfc LU 00 defeat 

the army of Ch'u and conqurc its capital. And Wu Tzu-hsU then destroyed the tomb of King Ping of Ch'u £ 

to slash his corpse, because he had killed Wu Tzu-hsU's father and brotho-. Later, Wu Tzu-hsU served the son of He 

LU SB IS. Fu Ch'ai who defeated the King of YUeh Kou Chien who bribed the minister of Wu, Pi IS 

to slander Wu Tzii-hsU. Therefore. Fu Ch'ai bestowed Wu Tzu-hsU a sword to commit suicide; see Ssu Ma-ch'ien, 
Shih-chi hui-chu k'ao-cheng, chUan 66, 848-53. 
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accqited to emphasize women's genitals with the metonvmic image, their bristles, and substitute the whole 

with the part 

Instead of using the image of breasts and buttocks, ancient Chinese jokers were fond of playing jokes on 

women's pubic hairs, a symbol of sexual organs. Another attestation is seen in the comment to the fifty-

fifth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled as " shih-hu shih-hu" "A messenger indeed ! A messenger 

indeed!" whose commentary retained twelve modieries at beards and whiskers along with the quotes 

of the Four Books to serve as parodies. Among them, two comments on whiskers whose contents are 

related to our theme, pubic hairs as a symbol of " female grotesque," applied to ridicule the eleventh and 

twelfth whiskers. My translation is as follows; 

Whiskery Eleven says: the hairs of w>i ^ (women) and [that ofj yang ® (men) claim that they have 

known each other for long time. Under the Heaven, nothing is more "honorable" {tsun W) than 

Whiskery Elevea The criticism says: " How could we who have one [kind of hairj ignore those 

who possess the other [kind of hair)." Whiskery Twelve says: " Two lips hid themselves deeply 

inside the hairs. Under the Heaven, notliing is more secretive tiian Whiskery Twelve." The 

criticism says: "And for what reason you want to see it? (ch'ieh chUn chihytlchien chihyeh, he we/ 

yeh tsai (65) 

^^James Legge makes the translation; see James Legge, trans.. 77ie Chinese Classics. I & 0, 285-86. See also ch. 

XXVI. BK XrV of the Confucian Analects, whereby Ch'U Po-yll jS'ffiS sent a messenger to give his regards to 

Confucius. When the latter asked the messenger about the business that Ch'U was engaging in, the messenger 

replied that his master was anxious to reduce his own faults. Therefore. Confucius praised the messenger for his 
proper answer. 

'^There are two other jokes, which arc similar to this joke, collected in Yang Mao-ch'ien's HsU Hsiao-lin Fing 

(The Continuation of Criticism on Forest ofJokes) (the last joke of the jokebook) and Feng Meng-lung's 

Hsiao-fu (322-25), entitled ** The Bearded Responded to the Ridicule" (hu-tzu ta-ch'ao It is 

noteworthy that the critic quoted the words of Yang Mao-ch'ien's Hsiao-lin p'ing (Criticism on Forest of 

Jokes) in his comment on the fifty-fiflh joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, though the quote is roughly like the original text. 

Based on the textual evidences, we may surmise that Yang's version was the earliest, and Ssu-shu hsiao was the 

second. Feng revised the original version and produced the latest version. See Ch'ing-sheng Huang. " Li Chuo-wu 

p'ing Ssu-shu hsiao chih hsieh-ni hsing-chih" (The Parody of Li Chuo-wu's 

Criticism on Jokes on the Four Books), Journal of Chinese Arts 51, (forthcoming). 

'''This phrase is taken from ch. 2 of BK. II of the Book ofMencius, wherrfjy Mencius said; " In the kingdom, there are 

three things universally acknowledged to be honorable. Nobility is one of them; age is one of them; virtue is one of 

them. In courts, nobility holds the first place of the three; in villages, age holds the first place; and for helping one's 

generation and presiding over the people, the other two are not equal to virtue. How can the possession of only one 

of these be presumed on to despise one \*iio possesses the other two?" See James Legge, trans.. The Book of 

Mencius, The Chinese Classics, I & Q, 213. 

''This sentence is taken from ch. 7 of BK. V of the Book of Mencius, whereby Wan Chang ^ inquired Mtarcius 

regarding "what is the principle of righteousness involved m a scholar's not going to see the princes?" Mencius 

then asked Wan Chang: " For what reason does the prince want to see the scholar?" {ch'ieh chth chihytl chien chih 

yeh, he weiyeh tsaFf, see James Legge, trans.. The Book of Mencius, in The Chinese Classics, II, 388. 
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It is noteworthy that these two comments which teased Wiskerv Eleven and Wiskerv- Twelve are entirely 

parodies of the Book ofXkncius. wherein virtue was the primary concern. The first quote is situated in the 

circumstance, whereby Mencius illustrated three elements indlspensible for an honorable man By 

comparison, "virtue" is more significant than both "nobility" and "age." Contrary to the original 

te.xt, the humorist of Ssu-shu hsiao had seemingly retained the discursive theme of " honor," but his act of 

replacement resulted in degradation and humiliation since he dianged Mencius' empha«a<; of " virtue" into 

the lower category of material body. Furthermore, the quote taken directly from the Book of Xkncius was 

distorted to refer to the idea that men should not despise wometL On the one hand, gender difference was 

featured respectively by the hairs of wn/female and >'ang/male, with men's mustaches and women's pubic 

hairs as synecdoche, for the purpose of stressing that women deserved equal respea as men on the other 

hand. We really do not know if the critic's proposal of impartiality between dual sexes was serious or not 

As we see in the second quote, the women's pubic hairs became a token of female " secrecy" and an 

emblem of sexuality that anticipated men's curiosity as the critic implied in his comment 

There are eight jokes related to the theme of men's beards and mustaches in the " Section of Physical 

Body" (Asmg-f'/ptt/Kit n?) in Hsiao-fu. Although under the title of " mustache" {hu-tzu Sl^), some of 

them in fact refer to women's pubic hairs. For e.xainple. the joke entitled " Inviting Beards" {ch'ing hu-tzu 

) says; 

There is a widow who is going to remarry. One night when she is sitting inside the basin to clean 

her private part, she looks at it and says: " Alas! Mustaches! You are going to have some stuff to 

eat" The whiskery man who lives ne.xt to her house then responds; "Madanu they have not 

invited me." (320-21) 

The comment for this joke is: " It is all right to interriipt a feast of this kind." (321) 

By the voyeur/whiskery man's witness, we as readers also notice the fact that even the woman herself raiic 

her private parts " mustache." The popularity of this figiuative expression at that time goes without 

saying. The metonym of whisker or beard was the slang synonym for vagina used to generate verbal 

humor. What is even more amusing is that the heroine's utterance manifested the widow's strong sexual 

desire and the ingestion of semen as nourishment that made this joke rather unique in that it is seldom seen 

elsewhere. The dynamism of the comic effect of the above joke is created by its dialogical structure, and is 

reinforced by the third person's response, that is both the voyeur's reply and the critic's conunent It is 

noteworthy that the heroine paralleled sexual intercourse with gounnandize. Hence, the critic also made 

use of the figure of banquet to entice our laughter. Bakhtin indicates that in Western literature medieval 

festive laughter was charaaerized by the gaiety of the banquet as well as material bodily element'' The 

James Legge. trans.. The Book of Mencius. in The Chinese Classics, Q, 213. 

"Mikhail Bakhtin. Rabelais and His World. 80. 
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critic's comment suggests that the essence of a wedding party lies in its being public celebration and 

enteitairmient; therefore, the voyeur's participation with the couple's intercourse is not problematic. The 

jester's viewpoint contradicts the Confucian social and moral code. Yet using "a marketplace feast" to 

oppose " the protective, timeless stability, the unchanging established order and ideology," and to 

stress " the element of change and renewal," as Bakhtin notes, were the prominent components of 

medieval carnival lau^ter.'* Likewise, the unity of the low stratum bodily element and the image of 

gluttony at a feast are used to turn over the traditional ethics in Chinese jokes simply for sharing merriment. 

The displacement of men's mustaches and mouth with women's private part for provoking laughter 

indicates that this type of metaphor was imagined and created by men. The following joke in particular 

demonstrates the imagination of men of letters, as we read the joke under the title " Pornography " {ch'un-

hua #S): 

A man sees a pornographic painting and remarks; "This is not an 'ch'un-hua #S' (spring 

painting)^ but a summer painting. If it is not so, why are they naked? Another man says; " It is 

not surruner painting either, this is actually winter painting." He is inquired how could he know 

[the season]. He replies; "Havent you seen 'the mouth of the whiskers' (hu-tsui is 

exhaling airs to warm up ' the head of the frozen pen' (tung-pi-t'ou ($1131)?" (321) 

The critic commented; 

" What did they write after having warmed up the frozen pen's head? " It is said; " The whiskery 

has no ' inks' [a figurative e.xpression for literary cultivation] at all, so that he must have written 

some '' erroneous words' (pai-tzu (321) 

The image of "mouth of the whiskers' {hu-tsui vividly gives a picture of women's private part. 

And it is also a case epitomizing the use of metonymy and slang, which associates se.xual intercourse with 

the act of ingestion. The audience through verbal depiction visualizes the naked figures of this 

pornography. The gesture of copulation is mediated in the rubbing motion of " the head of frDzen 

pen/penis " by " the mouth of the whiskersA'agina " The humorist dealt with these taboo themes of human 

sexual organs and intercourse by means of metaphor and pictorial images. Moreover, the critic's 

subsequent comment intensifies the laughter by indicating that the incorrect words have been written by a 

pen of no "inks" . The meaning of this statement is hazy, because we are not sure whether the 

expression " a pen of no inks" refers to the penis as a " fake" pen or the hero as an impotent maa In any 

case, both the jester and critic must be men of letters who adopted the images of pen and their own physical 

trait which are their most familiar figures, to make this joke. This recalls Murray Davis' insi^tful remarks 

regarding the subtle nuance of a "pun" in a humorous and bawdy joke, as he writes; "The sudden 

78-84. 
''The fiasse, " ch'un-hua #2," idiomatically means "erotic painting" but the man deliberately referred it 

as "spring" painting because the word, "ch'un." literally means "spring" . 
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drownlng-out of a word's ordinary denotations by its sexual connotations produces the incongruity behind 

the humor in sexual wordplay.... But laughter releases this tension much sooner than orgasm, making 

humor a powerfiil anaphrodisiac." Thus we realize that these men of letters concealed their sexual 

fantasy and pornographic pictures in a dirty joke, employing it as a medium of erotic reality to activate the 

dull pedagogical atmosphere in academia. 

The theme of the overiarge vaigina and the metonymic use of mouth as a representation for vagina are also 

seen in the twenty-four joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled "On Top It Is Not Broad" (chU-shang pu-k'uan 

It is said; 

When a couple is having sexual intercourse, the husband complains about the wife's wide vagina. 

She says: " It is not difBcult if I were on the top, and you would have felt its tightness." The 

husband asks: "Why?" She replies: "On top it is not broad {chU-shang pu-k'uan " 

(24) 

The critic's comment on this joke says: 

" When it is wide, where could [his penis] meet with the [loose-fitj of her mouth [i.e.. vagina]? It 

is said: ' The worldly people want to borrow the saying to prevent any accusation. Confucius can 

not be responsible for so many businesses.' " (24) 

A joke of this kind demonstrates the wife's wit and intellect The original meaning of the quote refers to a 

ruler who lacks the virtue of generosity, while the jester relates it to the figurative image of bodily element 

The travesty of the words of ancient worthy men was meant to tinge the joke with se.\ual and obscene 

connotations. The critic's comment denoted the fact that mouth was the marketplace language for labia. 

The second witty comment offered by the critic revealed his sense of humor and bright insight because he 

pinpointed the nature of "borrowing" in the activity of parody. Distortion takes place in such art of 

appropriation, and the critic's comment uncovers the faa that nobody can retain his original connotation 

and protect it from being corrupted when it is transposed into a new conte.xt. By the way. Legman studies 

Western jokes of the overiarge vagina to note that most jokes of this type highlight the excessive sexual 

desire of women and the fear felt by their male partners.'®^ In contrast to its Western counterpart we do 

^"^Muiray S. Davis. Smut; Erotic Reality/Obscene Ideology (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press. 

1983), 228. 

""This sentence is taken from ch. 26 of BK. in of the Confucian Analects. My translation has been adapted to the 

joke's context The original meaning, in James Legge's translation, is " high station filled without indulgent 

generosity..." see James Legge, trans.. The Confucian Analects^ in The Chinese Classics. I & IL 164-64. 

'"^G. Legman. Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor. 2nd series (New Yoit Bell Publishing Co., 

1968-75), 449-55. According to Legman, the joke concerning the overlaige vagina belongs to the type of " vagina 

dentata." which symbolizes the power or threat of women; in order to heighten that horror the image of 
the " symbolic teeth" is exaggerated (450). 
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not see the same implication in the joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. but the comparison and difference makes our 

reading more interesting. 

Furthermore, this joke deserves our attention for its contextualizing the theme of " women-on-top," the 

symbolic gesture of reversal in sex roles.The female persona's suggestion of sexual topsy-turvy was 

iimocent. The multivalent images of " sexual inversion" were related to two aspects; First her citation of 

the words &om the Confucian Analects was improper for a modest womaa Secon± her bold proposal not 

only made her seem to be lustful and aggressive, but also reversed the hierarchical subordination, the 

assumed role-played by women within the domestic, societal and political systems. More important, the 

male joker created this kind of disorderly heroine to produce the " camivalesque fimctions of mocking and 

unmasking the truth." for instance, the disputable issues such as the tightness of vaginal size and the 

necessity of overpowering female speech and body.*®'* 

V. The Manipulation of Gender Stereotypes in Humor 

Black humor usually drives the audience into laughter for its ludioousness, while the themes of subversion, 

deviance and liberation embedded in jesting are ignored. It is only in jokes that we can see the entrenched 

image of Chinese women atten:q}ting to break their perpetual bondage and speak for their individual wills. 

However, we need to bear in mind those female gestures and voices were actually the inauthentic 

representations constructed by the camouflaged male jokesters. Certainly male writers created these 

deviant feminine images for the purpose of soliciting their audience's laughter. Hence the utterances and 

acts of the jokes' female characters were far from the women of real life. We cannot regard those atypical 

imageries as the signal of subjugated women's resistance and inversion toward the ideal norms prescribed 

by official ideology and Confiician ethics. Nevertheless, we can glean to a certain extent women's 

fhistrations and oppressions from the patriarchal society and Confucian ethical system with the aid of the 

following jokes. 

I. Concubinage 

Four jokes reflected the problems of spouse relationship and gender stereotype in Ssu-shu hsiao. Within 

these jokes, women were endowed with "atypical" traits; being active, competitive, aggressive, and 

coarse, which qualities were totally contrary to submission and docility, the idealistic feminine virtues 

valued by the ancient Chinese. Noel Jia-ruey Ding outlines the characteristics of the conventional 

"'^For a detailed study on the sexual symbolism of "women on top" in the plays, comic literature and festival 

inversion in Europe finm the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries, see Natalie Zemon Davis, " Women on Top," in 

her Society and Culture in Early lifodent France (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1965). 124-52. 

136. 
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stereotype of women: being passive, subordinate, noncompetitive, illogical, ignorant talkative, nagging 

and gossiping.'®^ In Ding's study on hiunor in the modem comic strips, she concludes that the gender 

stereotypes relating to female protagonists are no other than being active, dominant competitive, 

aggressive, illogical, ignorant, talkative, nagging, gossiping, and suspicious."^ We find similar aggressive 

actions carried out by the female characters in the Ming jestbook, Ssu-shu hsiao. 

However, tolerance was the primary merit among a set of values that wives were supposed to possess in a 

society where polygamy was practiced. For example, in the begiiming of Ssu-shu hsiao. the first joke 

presented a couple's argument Like most ancient Chinese men. the husband considered that concubinage 

was not a big deal: and the trigger of the joke lay in the punch line that his wife challenged him by 

expressing her equal right to get a little (or young) husband for herself. The first joke in Ssu-shu Hsiao, 

entitled the " Preface to the Great Learning" {Ta-hsUeh-hsU is as follows:'®^ 

Once a husband was going to buy a concubine, his wife said: " One husband matches a wife. 

Which book refers to the acquisition of concubines?" The husband replied; "According to The 

Works of Xfencius. 'the Man of Ch'i had a wife and a concubine (ch'i-Jen yi-ch'i yi-ch'ieh 

— and Mencius also said: 'the proper way of a concubine and wife cA/A 

tao ^4®.21x1);' therefore, obtaining concubines has been a custom since ancient times." The 

wife said: " As far as the words of ancient books are concerned. I should get one more husband, 

too." The husband asked: " Why? " " Havent you heard of the saying; ' Mrs. Ch'eng of Henan 

had two husbands And it is also said; ' In The fVorks of \kncius there are big 

husband [great manj and little husband [mean man) 3t replied the wife. 

Here the wife's competitive attitude infringed her presumed role, and transgressed the inviolable 

precept: " superior man-inferior woman " (nan tsun n U pet ^ ^ ;6: #). Besides, acquiring concubines was 

perfectly acceptable and a way to display men's wealth, political power, and virility throughout the imperial 

period. However, the joker manipulated the e.\pressions of the Confucian Analects to formulate the wife's 

""Noel Jia-ruey Ding, "The Manipulation of Gender Stereotypes in Humor A Sociolinguistic View." VLA. thesis 

(Taipei; Graduate Institute of English Literature in National Taiwan Noraial University. 1992), 37. 
lO^oel Tia-ruey Ding, 100. 

'"'This joke is revised and entitled. "Two Husbands" {liang-fu S^), in Chou Tso-jen ed., K'u-ch'a an 

hsiao-hua hstkm (Taipei: Li-jen shu-chU, 1982; reprinted the edition of 1933 by Pei-Hsin shu-chU), 

132-33. 

'"^A similar joke was translated by Ifoward S. Levy, while in that version all the allusions of Great Learning and the 

Book ofMencius were not referred; see the fifty-eighth joke, "Little Husband," in Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional 

Times, trans. Howard S. Levy (Taipei: The Orient Cultural Service. 1974), 105. 
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image as a strong-willed and intellectual woman, which completely contradicted the image of oidinary 

women's volimtary compliance. 

Scholars have commented on the increase of learned women: Both Ellen Widmer and Dorothy Ko confinn 

the encouragement of female literacy by either wealthy or commoner's families for elevating their 

daughters' marriageability. Dorothy Ko has studied the lives and liteiaiy works of the women of a 

seventeenth-century elite family in the Chiangnan area, to show that since certain women received an 

education, the "patriarchal values" that viewed "women as inferior moral and intellectual beings" were 

called into question.'®' Though the number of literate women was limited at that time, Ko claims that 

many of them enjoyed unparalleled "visibility" compared to their predecessors.Most significantly, as 

Ko notes, "the propriety of women's education was never challenged:" in other words, there was no 

contradiction between female talent and virtue.''' The restriction of " womanly ^eech," (fit-yen ® s") in 

particular, emphasized the suppression of the intellectuality of women within four elements of female 

virtue (ssu-te HfS) since Pan Chao's NU Chieh 'klSL (Lessons For Women) did not effectively constrain 

the rise of women's reading, writing, publishing, and painting. Ellen Widmer e.xplores the epistolary works 

of women in the third collection of Modem Letters (Ch'ih-tu hsin-yU kuang-pien to 

e?q>ound the friendship and mutual support of literary creation among talented women finom various 

localities, the sustenance of their artistic output by female and male consumers, and the commercialization 

of these women writers' publications."^ Kang-I Sun Chang outlines the collections of women's poetry 

fiiom the seventeenth century on. highlighting the literary accomplishment of female poets and appreciation 

of female talent by their contemporaries.'All these studies enable us to envision the flourishing of 

women's education and the unprecedented active association of women with their female acquaintances and 

male patrons. The subversion of the conventional image of obedient women was the natural result of a new 

cultiual atmosphere. 

Moreover, women enjoyed a certain degree of power and authority in terms of being a true household 

manager in domestic life. In this case, the argument over the acceptance of concubinage between husband 

and wife as the above joke demonstrated was quite possible one of family affairs, which was rarely being 

'"^Dorothy Ko. Teachers of the Imter Chamber: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-Century China. 11. 

' '°Dorothy Ko. Pursuing Talent and Virtue; Education and Women's Culture in Seventeenth-and Eighteenth-Century 

China," Late Imperial China, 13.1(June 1992): 9-39, 10. 

"'KO, " Pursuing Talent and Virtue: Education and Women's Culture in Seventeenth-and Eighteenth-Century 

China," 10,28-29. 

''^EUen Widmer, "The Epistolary World of Female Talent in Seventeenth-Century China," Late Imperial China. 

10.2(December 1989): 1-43. 

"^Kang-I Sun Chang, "Ming and Qing Anthologies of Women's Poetiy and Their Selection Strategies." in Ellen 

Widmer & Kang-I Sun Chang, eds.. Writing Women in Late Imperial China (Stanford: Stimford University Press, 

1997), 147-70. 
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referred to elsewhere. The wife in the above joke opposed her husband's acquisition of a concubine, which 

revealed the wife-concubine dilemma The hostility between wives and concubines was inevitable 

since "wives saw concubines as schemers." as Patricia Ebrey notes."'* Chia-lin Pao Tao sketches some 

wives' abhorrence of concubinage, the charaaerization of jealousy as a kind of vice, and the demand of 

tolerance for wives involved in a polygamous situation."^ She tries to analyze the psychic factor related to 

the issue of wife-concubine animosity to suggest that when wives faced the unfaithfulness of their husbands 

the only way to release their anger was to go against those concubines who meant to deprive them of their 

husbands' love and attention."® As we know, most concubines were acquired from the lower class.' so 

that the wives demised them, who regarded concubines as their rivals. Wives possessed the legitimate 

status of property holding and kinship produdng. while concubines were destined to inferior and servile 

status for their inability to command household property and to produce kinship. Ruble S. Watson argues 

that concubines were marginal and menial figures in their households in late imperial and Republican 

China."* But taken together, the highlighting of the jealousy of concubines in the early Ch'ing novel. 

Dream of the Red Chamber {Hung-lou meng and the continuities in Chinese mairiage 

practices, we believe that the above aspects regarding concubine's status were quite similar to the 

concubines of Ming times. 

"''Patricia Ebrey, The Inner Quarters: Xtarriage and the Lives of Chinese Women in the Sung Period (Berkeley; 

University of California Press. 1993). 234. 

"'Chia-Iin Pao Tao. "Women and Jealousy in Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties." Paper presented in The Conference of 

Social and Cultural Mstory of Late Imperial China (July 14-16. 1990), 1-28. 
"®/foit/.24. 

' "Bao-Hua Eisieh studies the acquisition of concubines from the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries with the material 

taken from novels, legal codes, and miscellaneous notdiooks. She outlines several facts concerning the issue of 

concubinage: First the number of concubines signified a man's wealth and social status. Second, a man can acquire 

a concubine through the following three processes: (1) by marriage with a betrothal ceremony (2) from a market 

whereby commercial traffic in women was practiced (3) promoting a maid to concubinage. Third, two phases 

surrounding the issue of concubinage deserve our attention: The traffic of women shed light on the inequality of 

socioeconomic resources in the Ming and early Ch'ing era. As Hsieh notes. " women experienced considerable 

physical and social mobility through concubinage." See Bao-hua Hsieh. "The Acquisition of Concubines in 

China. 14-17th Centuries." in Research on fVomen in Modem Chinese History {Chin-tai Chung-kuo fu-nU-shih 

yen-chiu), l(June 1996): 125-200, 164-67. 

"^Rubie S. Watson. "Wives, Concubines, and Maids: Servitude and Kinship in the Hong Kong Region, 1900-

1940," in Rubie S. Watson & Patricia Buckley Ebrey eds.. Xtarriage and Inequality in Chinese Society (Berkeley. 

CA: University of California Press. 1991), 231-55. 

* ^^The anger of Chao I-niang JS. Chia Cheng's concubine was jealous for the prerogative status of Pao-yU 9S 

and Wang Hsi-feng S-.'iRH. in the Chia Household, so that Chao asked a Taoist nun to anesthetize them and 

endanger their lives; see Ts'ao HsUeh-ch'in ST'^ff, Hung-lou meng chiao-chu (The Proofread and 

Annotated Dream of the Red Chamber), proofread and aimotated by Feng Ch'i-yung (Taipei: Li-jen shu-
chU. 1984), ch. 20,25. 
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Only one joke involves the issue of the acquisition of concubines in Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-fit. featuring 

men's preference for virgins. The joke, entitled "The First Wedded Concubine" {t'ou-hun ch'ieh 21!®^). 

said; 

A man wants only to obtain virginal concubines. He has been taught to show his balls to the girl on 

the wedding night and if she does not know what it is she must be a virgin. The man does as he has 

been told. When he holds his scrotum to his concubine, she says; " It is liu-ch'i (phallus)." 

The man gets angry to say; " You even know the nickname of it You are not a true virgin." He 

drives the concubine away. He then marries another giri, and raises the same question displaying 

his scrotum. He becomes upset again to say; " You know the courtesy name [of penis]. You are 

surely not a virgin," and the girl is e.xpelled again. Finally, he gets a very young girl and asks her 

as usual. " I dont know," replies the girl. He says; " This is scrotiun." The girl rq)lies; " I dont 

believe that 'balls' (/waw . or testicles) are of such small size." (299-30) 

Feng commented on this joke; There was also one version whose final sentence was. " IVe never seen such 

small balls." which was also good. In a joke of this type, the man insisting on the marriage with a virgin 

as his concubine makes himself a butt but it also reflects the importance of purity in terms of female virtue. 

A detailed discussion follows. 

2. The Remarriage of Widows 

Scholars have done thorough studies to prove that the stress on chastity for widows was not necessarily a 

collective social norm since remote antiquity.For centuries, it had been doctrinaire, and until the Ming 

and Ch'ing times in late imperial China the custom of chastity remained a cult The maintenance of 

taintless widowhood is for the purpose of displaying wifely fidelity to their late husbands in daily solitary 

activities. On the other hand, the resistance of remarriage by widows not only helped maintain the integrity 

of their indq)endent household but also fulfilled their duty to take care of their parent-in-laws by filial 

piety. Widows were doubtless in vulnerable situations firom the perspective of their financial independence 

and the perpetuation of the family line. Yet Sung Neo-Confucian like Ch'eng I urged women to endure 

poverty and pursue the glory of physical purity by refiising remarriage. Thus, widows were doomed to be 

trapped in poverty, entirely lacking any material and spiritual support Instead, they lived to meet the 

e.xpectations of their family, neighborhood, and state, as well as to obtain the symbolic recognition and 

award conferred by the state. It is noteworthy that the method used by the ruler to e.\alt their venerable 

'^Opung Chia-tsun SSCiS, " Ts'ung Han tao Sung Kua-fu isai-chia hsi-su k'ao" (On the 

Custom of the Remairiage of Widows From Han to Sung), in Chia-lin Pao Tao, ed., Chung-kuo Ju-nll-shih lun-chi 

4" H JS ir 3ft % (The Anthology of Papers on the Bfistory of Chinese Women), ipt ed. (Taipei; Tao-hsiang ch'u-

pan-she, 1988), 139-64; Jennifer Holmgren, "The Economic Foundations of Virtue: Widow-Remarriage in Early 

and Modem China." The Australian Jovmal of Chinese Affcurs, 13(January 1985): 1-27. 
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deeds was to bestow upon them various objects such as " honorary banners, grants of grain, or tax 

exemptions." These accolades not only compensated their sacrifice but also symbolized their fortitude. 

Ironically, Neo-Confucians insisted on the importance of female morality regardless of material and 

economic inadequacy, while the scheme of gloriiying and comforting chaste widows relied on pragmatic 

articles. By this means, women's chastity was transfigured to certain objects, and their body and heroic 

behavior were reduced to the level of "materially subhuman." Widow-fidelity shed light on the 

subservient status of a married woman akin to a piece of property in her husband's family.^^ The chaste 

widow's body was actually the empty signifier waiting to be inscribed by the husband, his clan, and the 

state and objectified by the male dominant culture. In other words, the ideal of chaste widow represented 

the ddiumanization of women, who lived as empty tokens and the erected monimients of chastity, chen-

chieh p'ai-fang S?5 )t¥, a symbol of eternity and transcendence of the flesh. 

Jeimifer Holmgren argues that widow-fidelity was mainly a matter of economic consideration and 

particulariy necessary for those women fiDm the middle to lower classes of society, if we take a closer look 

at the dowry system and legal code of patrimony in practice.'^"* First, she suggests that a widow's dowry 

and inheritance from her natal family determined people's attitude toward widow-fidelity and remarriage 

from the Han onward.Though many widows faced the dilemma of either accepting a second marriage 

arranged by her paternal relatives or displaying fidelity to her deceased husband between Han and eariy 

Tang, remarriage was highly flexible and not as unfeasible as it came to be in later times.She goes 

further to illustrate the diverse choices made by widows in a stratified society, in particular during the Tang 

and YUan times, wherein the widows of the upper class had more fle.xibility. while those in between it was 

more difficult to contract a second marriage for lack of dowry. Those from a lower level possibly fell 

into levirate marriage. And down to the seventeenth century, when women could earn their own living in a 

r a p i d l y  c o m m e r c i a l i z e d  s o c i e t y  a t  a r e a s  o f  s o u t h e r n  C h i n a ,  w i d o w - r e m a r r i a g e  w a s  n o t  n e c e s s a r y . I t  i s  

widely believed that since the Sung philosopher, Ch'eng L asserted that " a widow should starve to death 

rather than remarry," the condemnation of widow's remarriage became a trend and was strengthened in 

'^'Patricia Ebrey, The Inner Quarters: Marriage and the Ltves of Chinese Women in the Sung Period. 195. 

'^^Muiray Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society y 134-37. 

'^Jennifer Holmgren. "The Economic Foundations of Virtue: Widow-Remairiage in Eariy and Modem China," 2. 

'^"^Holmgren. 13. 20-21; Ann Waltner. " Widows and Remarriage in Ming and Early Qing China," in Richard W. 

Guisso & Stanley Johannesen, eds.. Women in China: Current Directions in Historical Scholarship (Youngstown. 

NY: Philo Press. 1981), 129-46. 
l25Holmgrcn, 1-27,10-11. 

l^^Tung, " Ts'ung Han tao Sung Kua-fu tsai-chia hsi-su k'ao," 139-58; Holmgren. 7-8. 

'^'Holmgren, 11,20-21. 

'^^Holmgren. 13. 

Hsi & LU Tsu-ch'ien, Reflections on Things at Hand: The Neo-Confiician Anthology, trans, with notes by 
Wing-tsit Chan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967), 177-78. 
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late imperial Qiina.'^" Ebrey points out the fact that compared to previous times the reference to widows' 

remarriages came to be fewer in the thirteenth century, which was probably as a result of the influence of 

Neo-Confucian thoughts.'^' Nevertheless, second marriages of widows were not prohibited and 

condemned during the Sung dynasty since plenty of evidence testified to the remarriage of widows in the 

families of both elite and commoners. According to Jing-shen Tao If based on fift\ -two cases of 

women's remarriage of the Northern Sung times, more widows remarried than those who chose to remain 

chaste in Northern Sung; and " the large mmiber of mu-chih [fimeral inscriptions] of chaste women" did 

not necessarily mean that " a large niunber of widows did not remarry." This is also applicable to the 

Southern Sung widows, whose remarriages must be more than that we have knowiL'̂ '̂  Echoing 

Holmgren's viewpoint Lau Nap Yin remarks that the thriving of industrial and economic 

development allowed some widows to support themselves financially as well.'^' However, we should 

'^'^Tung, " Ts'iwgHan tao Sung Kua-fu tscd-diia hsi-su k'ao," 161; Nien Ts'ung-ch'i NU-tzu tsai-chia wen-t'i 

chih li-shih te yen-pien JtWStS (The Ifistorical Change of the Issue of the Remarriage of 

Women), in Chia-lin Pao Tao, ed. Chung-kuo fu-nti-shih lun-chi. 128-138. HsU Ping-yU delineates the 

increase of heroic women and chaste widows under the ruling of the Mongols as a result of the internalization of the 

concept of chastity emerging in the Sung and its practice, see HsU Ping-yU, "Liao Chin YUan san-tai fu-nlichieh-

lieh shih-chi yll chen-chieh kuan-nien chih fa-chan" 31 (The 

Development of the Heroic Events and Concept of Chastity of Women in Liao, Chin, and YUan Dynasties^ Shih-

huo 10.6(1980); 21-33. 28-29. See also Mark Elvin, "Female Virtue and the State in China." Past and 

Present, 104 (August 1984): 111-52,112, 118-23. 
'3lEbrey,205. 

'^^The Sung poet, Li Kou (1009-1059), wrote a poem, "Mourning for an Old Woman" (ai lao-fU to 

show his sympathy for an over sixty years old widow, who must remarry a man so that she could help her son to 

pay the tax that they owe the government; but in the latter half of the poem Li turned to stress the necessity of 

proclaiming the chastity of widows by Sung emperors. Therefore Ch'ien Chung-shu was critical about Li's self 

contradiciton and inflexibility, because some of Li's contemporaries, for instance. Fan Chung-yen's (989-

1052) mother and daughter-in-law and Wang An-shih's £5-5 (1021-1086) daughter-in-law all were remained; 

see Ch'ien Chung-shu SEtSff, ed.. Sung Shih-hsUan (The Anthology of Sung Poems) (Taipei: Shu-lin ch'u-

pan-she. 1990), 73-74. 

'^^For the evidence of Northern Sung, see Jing-shen Tao, " Women's Remarriage in the Northern Sung," .Vew History, 

6.3(September 1995): 1-28. 13-14. 

'^"^For the evidence of Southern Sung, see Yeh Ting-kuan MSiS,"Chao Yung k'uang-chih shu nU tsai-

chia" ISffi (Referring to His Daughter's Remarriage in the Inscription of the Tomb Tablet of Chao 

Yung), in Yieh Ting-kuan. Ch'ui-wang lu (The Record of Blowing Net) (Taipei: Taiwan Shang-wu yin-

shu-kuan. 1976), 3: lOb-I la See also Wang Ying-k'uei's note on "kai-chia" ScJ? (Remairiage), in Liu-

nan sui-pi (Random Notes of Liu Nan), in Pi-chi hsiao-shuo ta-kuan the 18th collection, 

vol. 7 (Taipei: Hsin-hsing shu-chU, 1977X 4: 3b-4a; Chou Shou-ch'ang's note, "Tang Sung Jen pu-chung fu-

chieh" (Tang and Sung People did not Stress Women's Chastity), in Ssu-i-t'ang jih-cha, 54-55; 

Ch'ien Chung-shu, ed.. Sung Shih-hsUan, 74. 

'3'Lau Nap Yin "Ch'ien-t'an Sung-tai Ju-nll te shou-chieh yU tsai-chia" ilf (A 

Preliminary Survey of Sung Women's Widowhood and Remarriage), iVew History. 2.4(December 1991): 37-75, 57-

58. See also Holmgren. 13. 
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notice that widows who were able to choose to remain single and financially independent were merely in 

certain districts along the lower Yangze River rather than statewide. Generally speaking, even though not 

all scholars since Sung times were like Neo-Confucians who insisted on baiming widows from remarrying, 

many of them considered that we should e.xtol those who adhered to their chaste widowhood. 

Active encouragement of widow-fidelity was due to the treatises written by intellectuals for promoting their 

moral ideal the stability of individual households, and the state's publicity of doctrinization. Only until 

Ming times widow-fidelity was popularized to various social levels. In addition to socio-economic factors, 

the availability of educational texts for women, for instance. Empress Jen-hsiao-wen's 

(Empress HsU. 7-1407: the Empress of Ch'eng-tsu 1403-1425) Nli-hslh ( "Exhortation for the 

limer Qiamber" and LU K'un's Kuei-fan also produced immense impact More than that the orthodox 

role of Neo-Confucianism and lure of the piospective rewards granted by the state reinforced the concept of 

chastity.'^* The institutionalized state sponsorship of widow-fidelity by means of granting symbolic 

exaltation and material reward, as well as tax exemptions, was probably the main force to popularize this 

cult to its highest peak in the late imperial era.'^' The concomitant practice of adoption together with the 

encouragement of widow-fidelity made clear the necessity of preserving familial property. The ideal of 

physical piuity was not only shown in preventing the remarriage of widows, but also in that unmarried girls 

must die in order to keep intact their integrity when they faced any e.xtemal threats. The chaste widows and 

heroic women who went through a physical ordeal such as sexual assault self-mutilation, and suicide in the 

Ming numbered about 36000. which was fifty dmes of that of YUan.'"*" These records speak volumes for 

the public acceptance of rules of chastity applicable to both married and unmarried women. In addition to 

viewing these records as vehicles of moral publicity, we should also look at them from a new angle. Both 

Cheng Pei-kai Spin §01 and Katherine Cariitz have studied the historical records of these virtuous women 

collected in the section of " Biographies of Notable Women " (lieh-n U chuan fiJ ^ fif) in dynastic histories, 

memoirs of literati and gazetteers. In Cheng Pei-kai's view, the psychological factor that motivated 

'^^Lau. 55. 

'"Hu Wen-kai. U -tai fu-nll chu-tso k'ao. 138-40; Chia-lin Pao Tao. "Women and Jealousy in Ming and Ch'ing 

Dynasties." 7-8. 

'^^Lau. 66-67. 

Kuang SflSf, et al.. iV/Jng Tai-tsu shih-lu ^ iS. in \fng Shih-lu WSflS (Tipd; Institute of History and 

Linguistics of Academia Sinica. 1962). 232: 6. 

•''^Tung Chia-tsun counted the anecdotes collected in the sections o{ " chieh-Ju" SSJi (chaste women) and " lieh-

fu" (heroic women) of Ku-chin I'u-shu chi-ch'en% (Completed Collection of Graphs and 

Writings of Ancient and Modem Times) to get the sum total around 35829, 27142 for chaste widows and 8688 for 

heroic widows; see Chiang Ting-hsi et al.. Ku-chin t'u-shu chi-ch'en%, vols. 45-114, vols. 119-290. See 

also Tung Chia-tsun. " U-tai chieh-lieh fu-ntl te t'ung-chi" (The Sum Total of Chaste and 

Heroic Women in Pre-modcm China), in Chia-lin Pao Tao. ed.. Chung-kuo fa-nU-shih lun-chi  ̂

111-17. 
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women of Ming times to abide by the moral norm and sacrifice themselves was simply the desire to 

achieve a sublime goal and accomplish self-perfection.''*' It was a kind of passion and fervor held by 

moralists to drive them to sacrifice themselves for an emblematic ideal.The description of women's 

brave personality and self-mutilation paralleled the loyalty and filial piety that men were expected to 

manifest in their deeds. In other words, these women lived up to the moral standards of men. Furthermore. 

Gieng calls our attention to the entanglement of two contradictory threads. " fimdamental moralism" and 

erotic sense, embedded in the anecdotes of heroic and chaste women. No matter that those women were 

glorified either for their chastity or for their self-mutilation and courageous smcide, all of them suffered 

visible and invisible violence &om men. The internalization of societal value judgement set up by men 

gave these women no alternative but to conform to the values held by the community and state. And the 

postmortem anecdotes utilized them as paradigms to encourage more women to devote their own lives to 

actualize some empty moral principle. Note the essence of sensuality underlying these anecdotes of se.xual 

assault: For instance, in their narrative the male writers tended to inevitably eroticize the heroine's body as 

dangerous yet desired object Moreover, the commemoration of virtuous women was replaced by detailed 

descriptions of offensive assaults: as a result, the widow's affection for her late husband was transfigured 

into chastity and loyalty appreciated by those male addressers and addressees when they wrote and read the 

activities of these chaste widows and faithful womea 

The overall tone of the jokesters and commentators of Ssu-shu Hsiao revealed the disapproval of the 

remarriage of widows. There are four jokes dealing with this subject: One is in the main text and three are 

in commentaries. As the joke within the commentary attached to the first joke manifested, the 

commentator's satirical yet funny remarks hinted that the joker intended to manipulate these absurd 

scenarios to tease the Sung Neo-Confucians' opposition against the remarriages of widows. The first joke 

is a slapstick comedy and a particular cultural construct, which says: 

A man has drunk [lots of] insipid wine so that his belly is swoUea He then makes the following 

joke to tease the owner of the wineshop, saying: " When Tu Tzu-mei H (i.e.. Tu Fu tt 712-

770, the famous Tang poet) passed away, his wife wanted to remarry som^ody else and said: ' My 

ex-husband was a talented man of letters; 1 won't marry a man whose fame cannot be my ex-

'•^'Cheng Pd-kai WiSSJl. " T'ien-ti cheng-i chin-chien yU fu-ntt \6n% Ch'ing te ch'ing-se i-shih yti chen-yin wen-
t'i" (Heavenly Justice Was Only Seen among Women: On the 

Erotic Consciousness and Issues of Chastity and Lust in Ming and Ch'ing Tunes), Contemporary 16(August 1987): 

45-58,53. 

'•^^Cheng Pei-kai WiSJUl, " T'ien-ti cheng-i chin-chien yli fu-ntl- SrSng Ch'ing te ch'ing-se yi-shih yU chen-yin v/en-
t'i" (Ifeavenly Justice Was Only Seen among Women; On the 
Erotic Consciousness and Issue of Chastity and Lust in Ming and Ch'ing Times), Contemporary 17(September 

1987): 58-64.62. 

61-62. 
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husband's equal.' The matchmaker told her 'the man is Li Ch'ing-lien ^ WiS (i.e.. Li Po * S. 

701-762. also the famous Tang poet).' Tu's widow replied: 'That's fine.' She. then, married Li. 

Later, after Li had snnk at Ts'ai-shih his widow thought that both literary talents were of short 

lives, and then made tip her mind; whomever she remarried, only the man of longevity would be 

selected. Then she chose Feng Tsu who was exactly eight hundred years old.'"*^ The 

matchmaker told her. ' P'eng is surely the man who will never die.' She then remarried Peng. 

Within one year, P'eng passed away. too. The widow swore that she must remarry an immortal. 

Chang Ch'ien (?-l 14 B.C.) heard the case and then took her as wife. Just a short while after 

his marriage. Chang rode a boat to the sea to get lost and he never returned.''^' The widow was 

moumfiil for her own tragic fate and Crequently missed her four e.\-husbands. Each time as she 

burst into tears, she would say; 'My Tu, Li. P'eng, Chang (Note; the belly is 

swollen (Ssu-shu hsiao 2-3) 

Here the joker played with the surnames of the famous Tang poets. Li Po and Tu FIL as well as that of the 

legendary figure. P'eng Tsu, who was well known for his longevity, and the Han adventurer. Chang Ch'ien. 

whose journey to Hsiung-nu ^ SZ enabled the Chinese to extend their influence to Central Asia The 

weaving of the family names of the widow's four ex-husbands to form "Tu, LI P'eng, and 

Chang." puns with the phrase whose connotation is that "[my] belly is swollen 

This pimchline exemplifies the use of phonological ambiguities in Chinese jokes. The joker's comic device 

and effect are best described by Diab Hassan when he said: " From the smallest pun to the largest parodic 

pattern, comedy asserts its power, not only to amuse or even surprise us. but far more to multiply meanings, 

to compotmd comple.\ities." But more important the connotation of these purmed words, alluding to 

'•'^Peng Tsu iUffi. whose first name was chien ®. was a legendary figure of the Shang ® dynasty (1751-1112 B.C.). 

He was said to be the descendant of Chuan HsU the third son of Lu Chung PiSf?. and a marquis of the Shang 

dynasty. Feng Tsu. was seven hundred and sixty seven years old in late Shang times, but was still looked young, so 

that he had been a legendary figure renowned for his longevity; see Ssu-ma Ch'ien. Shih-chi, chlkm 40. 630. For 

the study of different records about Peng Tsu's age. see YU Cheng-hsieh #iE??. "Peng Tsu ch'ang-nien 

lun" (On the Longevity of Peng Tsu), K'ueh-ssu lei-kao (The Classified Ehafls Completed 

in the Year of Kue-ssu. 1833), 3itl ed. (Taipei: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1980), 15: 557-61. 

'•^'Chang Ch'ien JfiS was a famous ambassador, leading an expedition to the territory west to the Han in 139 B.C., 

kept by Hsiung-nu for more than ten years, and finally returning to the Han in 126 B.C.; see Ssu-ma ch'ien. 
Ssu-chi. chUan 123; Pan K.U, Honshu. chUan 61. 

*'*^The surnames of the widow's four former husbands were Tu, Li. Peng, and Chang. The sounds of these four 

characters are the same as " tu-li p'eng-chang fit®®®." which means that my belly is swollen, as the 

commentator of the jestbook has noted in the text. It is noteworthy that the joke is also collected in Teng Chih-mo, 

Hsien-hsienp'ien No. 95, entitled "The Belly Is Swollen" {Tu-lip'eng-chang ttfiffiK), 5;33b-34a. 

'•'^Ihab Hassan, The Postmodern Turn: Essays in Postmodern Theory and Culture (Ohio: Tlie Ohio State University 

Press. 1987). 106. Hassan notes that "comedy links dream, game, and structure in the [Finnegans] Wake, that it 

objectifies dream and democratizes strucmre while relieving game from the logic of banality." His insight 
deserves our attention when we examine the funny book like the text of Ssu-shu hsiao. 
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the woman's "swollen" womb and insatiable appetite, seemed to imply that the remained widow was 

rather wanton in terms of her sexual desire. 

The second joke with the issue of widow's remarriage as its central theme incorporated in the commentary 

is as follows: 

One licentious man had bought several concubines with whom he was not yet satisfied. He heard a 

widow who had remarried for seven times and still sought a new husband. He went to ask the 

matchmaker "Will she feel satisfied with me in case I court her?" The matchmaker said: "No. 

she won't" " Why?" asked the maiL The matchmaker replied: " She did not even ' t'eng' ffll 

(copy, [whose homophone is), 't'eng' care or love) her seven ex-husbands [in her namelist], 

how could you get yourself into the namelist? " 

This joke is a typical wordplay with puns. The homophone of t'eng" (® copy) is ''t'eng" "to be 

fond of" . care or love). Both the remarried man and woman became the butts in this joke. The 

noteworthy aspea of this joke is that the jester used the word "t'eng" (ffi copy), which referred to the 

namelist of the selected candidates of the dvil service examinations. The rqiroduction of marital 

experiences with various mates was thus paralleled with the rq)etition of participating in the civil service 

e.xamination. The comic effect was tied to the incongruity as a result of the incon:q)arable comparison 

between widow-remarriage and an unsuccessful candidate. The only clue that might associate these two 

issues tog(^er was possibly the notion of " giving favor" involved with the character. " t'eng" ^ (love). 

If the female persona gave favor to that male butt, then he would be able to get himself into the namelist of 

her husbands. Furthermore, we discern the trace that indicated the jester targeted his fire at the Sdiool of 

Ch'eng brothers, as the second critic commented: " Look at these two [funny anecdotes), which are rarely 

heard by those who only propagate the scholarsliip of the Ch'eng brothers (3)." Apparently the joke was 

made to mock the insistence on widow-chastity and paranoia about widow-remairiage by the School of the 

Ch'eng brothers. 

The theme of widow's remarriage was repetitively used to e.\press resentment against the philosophical 

school of Ch'eng I and Chu Hsi. For e.xample. the third joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled " the preceding 

chapter of classical text" {Yu-chingyi-chang — $),''*' said: 

In the capital, there was a man who contrived one riddle for the Lantern Festival, written as 

such: " The widow remarries a maa which refers to one sentence in the Four Books." Nobody 

'̂̂ ^Ssu-shu Hsiao. 3; the word. " t'eng," S coiTC^x>nds with its homophone. " t'eng" ^ (affection), which was the 

original note made by the commentator of Ssu-sHu Hsiao. 

'""This is one sentence taken from The Great Learning, whereby it is sai± " THe preceding chapter of classical text is 

in the words of Confucius, handed down by the Philosopher Tsang [Tseng Seng see James Legge, The 

Chinese Classics. I & U. The Great Learning, I: 360. 
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could unravel this riddle, and went to ask him of the answer. He rqalied; " Isn't it the so 

called ' opening her vagina again' iyu-ching yi-chang X.!? —i.e.. ' the chapter of classic on 

theri^t' 

It is noteworthy that the punchline parodies Qiu Hsi's commentary to the first chapter of The Great 

Learning: " The preceding chapter of classical text is in the words of Confucius, handed down bv the 

Philosopher Tsang [Tseng Seng]...." In the original text Chu Hsi tried to e.\plain that he had adopted 

Ch'eng I's viewpoint to rearrange the order of the accounts of The Great Learning, whereas here the 

reopening of the widow' s vagina displaced it. Playing with the homophone and pun, the joker ridiculed 

the remarried widow, and sinmltaneously railed against the learning of the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi. 

Let us go further to see three notes given by anonymous commentators; 

Riddles like such are too difficult to be solved. He, who is able to figure out, must be the Ch'eng of 

Henan. (5) 

A widow remarried to someone. When the couple were making love, the wife didn't know if the 

husband's prick had penetrated her body or not. Therefore she inquired; " Have you entered yet? " 

He said; " Yes. I do." She then frowned and said; " That is why I feel a little pain." (5) 

The Inferior-man said; " It is unknown whose disciple recorded this passage. ' the chapter of classic 

on the right' {yu-chingyi-chang $?)" (5) 

The commentator who wrote the first and third comments was interested in making flm of the Ch'eng 

brothers and their disciples. What deserves our attention is the second comment introducing the joke of 

remarried widow's concern about her loose fit vagina and counterfeiting her virginity, a t>pical " wedding-

night fraud story." More than that the joke recorded in the second comment mentioned above also 

appeared in Hsiao-fit (9; 302), which was rewritten by Feng Meng-lung as far as the rhetoric and concision 

are concerned. 

Two other jokes in llsiao-fu relating to the theme of widow's remarriage reflected that the se.Yual desire of 

widows fiiequently became good stuff that jokers could manipulate. In the joke, entitled " To Fan the 

Corpse" (jshan-shih ^M), it is said; 

A woman has just lost her husband. Her relative goes to see her, and finds out that the widow is 

fanning the corpse. The person asks her why she does so. " When my Heaven was dying, he told 

me to wait until he becomes cold," she replies. (9; 301) 

' ̂ °The phrase " yu-ching yi-chang" X ̂ —56 referred to the " reopening " of her vagina again, while " the preceding 

chapter of classical text" S S — $ was the citation of the words of Chu Hsi in the Great Learning. 

'^'James Legge, The Chinese Classics. I & U, The Great Learning, I: 360. 
'^^G. Legman. Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series. 455. 
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To this joke. Feng Meng-Iung commented; " So eager as she is. yet it is better that she just takes action 

when [the deceased husband] is warm!" The tone of Feng seemed to be very cynical Bui we look at his 

commentary on the case of " The Wife of Hui Shih-yUan" ( Hui Shih-yllan di'i Sdr TC S) in The Anatomy 

of Love (Ch' ing-shih where Feng argued that a widow need not prove her chastity by dying, nor 

could an unchaste widow die for her late husband. He dted an aging widow's words before her death; 

Any young widow should remarry as soon as possible, because it is not easy to adhere to the rule of widow-

chastity. Isn't it better to end the relationship of her first marriage when the [couple's] "fervent 

passion" still exists? From this perspective, Feng must have taken human nature into consideration and 

thought that widows should be able to remany as they wish. Feng Meng-lung argued that scholars were 

normally used to confine "passion" (ch'ing iW) with moral "principle" (// M): nevertheless, in Feng's 

view, "passion" is the foimdation of the "principles" of various human relationships.'^' And the 

practices of loyalty, filial piety, chastity, and courageous deeds all relied on passionate love rather than 

moralistic pedagogy. Thus, we notice Feng's humanitarian standpoint toward the issue of widow's 

remarriage, and his emphasis on the function of passion in terms of the strengthening of human 

relationships. 

And another joke, entiUed "To Gnash the Teeth" (yao-ya i^^), said; 

There are mother-in-law and daughter-in-law, who are both widowed. The former often tells the 

latter " Being a widow, it is necessary to gnash one's teeth to live onwards." Soon the mother-in-

law has intercourse with somebody, whereas the daughter-in-law scolds the mother-in-law with her 

own instruction. The mother-in-law opens her mouth to show its inside to the daughter-in-law and 

says; " Look! I need to have teeth to gnash!" (9; 301-02) 

Observing these two jokes, we can see despite the fart that Feng coUerted jokes teasing unchaste widows, 

he intended to demonstrate tliat the sanction on widow's remarriage preached by Neo-Confucians was 

against human natiu?, and the adherence to the precept of widow-chastity subsequentiy resulted in the 

distortion of individual personality. In Feng' s view, that was the defect of the so-

called "pretentiousness" or the "twisting of one's nature" (c/i/ao-c/i'ing IsSfS). 

3. Female Same-sex Relationship and Adultery 

Bret Hinsch's pioneering survey of same-sex s&xual relationships during dynastic times allows us to know 

the "duration" of sexual acts of this type, and varied "tolerance" in accordance with geographic and 

"^Feng Meng-lung, Ch'ing-shih {The Anatomy of Lave), in Wei Tung-hsien, ed.. Feng Meng-lung chlkm-chi. 

vols. 37&38. 1:29-30. 

'5'*Feng Meng-lung, Ch'ing-shih . 1: 29-30. 

1: 82. 
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temporal differences through the course of Chinese history. G. Legman suggests the social and political 

implications of the distinction of homo/sexuality as normal and abnormal; " Homosexuality takes on social 

importance, usually of very sinister dimensions, only when it is overwhelmed by the fhistration of normal 

sexuality that lies at its base, and becomes instead a hate phenomenon." According to B. Hinsch. the 

surviving accounts of lesbian activities were tare and evidences scattered in variegated materials such as 

figurative terminologies of sexual acts, vernacular tales, prose fictions, sexual curiosia. and erotic art'^* 

Though records concerning female same-sex relationships were scarce in imperial times, we can find some 

clues in the following jokes. All of them were the imaginary inferences of those jokers rather than the 

illustrations of scenes by some witnesses. And the percqitions tended to be cruel and sarcastic. 

Nan Tzu was the prototype of "debauched woman" who was referred to repeatedly in the jokes created in 

ancient China, as we see in the thirty-seventh joke in Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled " Nan Tzu and in the 

comment on the sixty-third joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled "the wife of the State's prince called 

herself 'young boy' -'hS. or catamite, or jelly-baby)." Male jokers did not criticize her 

incestuous and adulterous acts as moral degradation, but they expressed their verbal insults by paralleling 

and associating her lewdness with same-sex sexual relationships between women. The thirty-seventh joke 

in Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " Nan Tzu is as follows: 

One pedantic village teacher likes to strut his stuff by referring his connections with some nobles or 

notable people. His "father's sister" {"ku" 5S) has married into the Wei ^ family, and has 

committed adultery.'^ People feel very resentfiil about her misconduct and then construct the 

following passage to mock her, which says: 

one disciple asked his teacher how to e.^lain the sentence: " [Confucius said:] ' The superior man 

does not promote a man simply on account of his words,....' How do you [think about| this 

matter?" The instructor replied; "Yen chU-jen ( "presented man," i.e. graduates of the 

'^^Bret Ffinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The XIale Homosexual Tradition in China (Berkeley; University of 

California Press. 1990). 

Legman, Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series, 85. 

'^^Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition in China. 173-78. 

is said that the wife of the Prince of a state during the Chou dynasty (1111-249 B.C.) called herself " Asj'ao-

t'ung" (young boy); see Li Chi chu-su (The Annotations on the Book of Rite), Ch'(S-li ffifll, Chia-

ch'ingJuan YUan k'e-pen Shih-san ching chu-su ed. (Taipei; I-wen yin-shu kuan. 1981; 8th ed.), 5; 94. See also 

Lun-yU chu-su oft St (The Annotations on the Confucian Analects), Shih-san ching chu-su ed., vol. 10 (Taipei: 
I-wen yin-shu kuan, I9^l;i'thed.), Chia-ch'ing Juan YUan k'e-pen Shih-san ching chu-su ed., 16: 150. 

'®®In the Chinese text of this joke, it is the man's "ku"  H,  who commited adultery, and I think that refers to his 

father's sister, see Liang Chang-chU Ch'en-wei lu SIHiS, (The Record of Appellations of Persons, preface 

dated 1848) (Tienchin: Tien-chin ku-chi shu-tien, 1987), 8; 351-56. 

'®'The sentence is a direct quote from ch. 22 in BK. XV of the Confucian Analects, whereby Conliicius said- " The 

superior man does not promote a man simply on account of his words [my italics], nor does he put aside good 

words because of the man;" see James Legge, trans.. The Confitcian Analects, The Chinese Classics, I&n, 300. 
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provincial examinations) is my student" The student raised another question; " ' Isn't Ch'en 

Chung-tzu a real incomiptible man? ' How is that?" "The incorruptible censor, 

Ch'en, is my father-in-law," replied (the instructor). The student asked once again; " 'The duke 

Ching of Ch'i had a thousand teams, each of four horses...' How is that?" The instructor 

replied: " Ma ch'ien-shih is my elder cousin." The student asked once more; " ' To have 

him preside over the conduct of affairs, and all affairs were well administered...' How is 

that? " The instructor replied; " Chih chu-shih i ¥ is my younger cousin." ' The student asked 

again; " The Master [Confucius] went to see Nan Tzu and who is she? " The Instructor 

replied; "She is the maiden of my family." "Why has she committed adultery?" asked the 

student "There is nothing like such at my home: after she married into the Wei household, her 

adultery is rumored to be the case." 

Here the joker cited several phrases from the Confucian Analects and Book of Mencius". For instance, " yen 

chll-jen m ¥ A " was derived from its original text, and transfigured into Yen chU-jen $ A (the presented 

Here the joker cut out three words, " yen chll-jen B'SA" fixim the original text, and replaced the word, yen a 

with its homophone, the surname Yen fit. Thus, the meaning of these three words is transfigured into " Yen chll-

jen, " (the man, whose surname is Yen, holds the provincial ch U-jen degree). 

'^^The translation o[ " chll-jen" as "presented man" is by John W. Chaffee, in his The Thorny Gates of Learning in 

Sung China: A Social History cf Examinations. 23. 

'^^This is a direct quote taken fixmi ch. 10 of BK. HI in the Book of Mencius, whereby K'uang Chang asked 

Mencius if Ch'en Chung-tzu possessed " true self-denying purity" ? Mencius praised Ch'en Chung-izu a man of 

rectitude, since he did not eat his mother's food and live in the house of his lich brothers, Tai IE and Kai H, 

because they did not get their food and houses by proper means; see James Legge. trans.. The Book of Mencius, The 

Chinese Classics, H. 284-85. 

'^'^This is a direct quote taken from the ch. 12 of BK. XVI in the Confucian .Analects, whereby the duke Ching of Ch'i 

was said to have a thousand teams of chariots and each was formed by four horses; nevertheless, when he died no 

people praised him for a single virtue; see James L^ge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&n. 315. 

According to "HsUan-chlichih" 'm theKSng-shih W5E(Ming History), "ch'ien-shih" isthemiddle 

rank of military official inferior to the main officials. " tu-tu" SP® and " chih-hui shih " see Chang Ting-

yU jfiS£,.V/Hjg-5AiA (Taipei: TLorWen shu-chtl, 1979-80), 69: 1725. 

'®^This is a direct quote taken from BK V. of the Book of Mencius, whaeby the duty of a sovereign was to properly 

adiminister the national aCfairs so that both Heaven and his people would accept him as a ruler, see James Legge. 

trans.. The Book of Mencius, The Chinese Classics, 11, 356. 

^^^Chu-shih were the secondary civil officials who worked in all offices and were inferior to the sixth ranking 
officials. According to Liang Chang-chU's Ch 'en-wei /ii Iff IS. military men held this post during the Han dynasty 

(206 B.C.-220 A.D.), and men of letters were assigned this position in the Sung (420-479) of Six Dynasties, but 

these assignments were irregular, it was only in the Tang dynasty (618-907) that position became a regular office. 
See Liang Chang-chU, Ch'en-wei lu, 15; 723-24. 

'^^This is a direct quote taken from ch. 26 of BK. VI in the Confucius Analects, wherdjy Confucius was requested to 

pay a visit to Nan Tzu, the wife of the duke Ling of Wei, who was notorious for her lewd conduct. Tzu Lu ^ 8& 

was upset about this meeting and concerned about its probable consequence, the degradation of the Master's 

reputation. Later, Confucius made a great effort to e.\plain that his visit fulfilled the ritual, which had nothing to do 

with Nan Tzu's lustfiil misconduct See James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&U, 193. 
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man whose surname is Yen) by replacing the wont "yen" a (sajing) with its homophone, the 

surname " Yen' ' R. Likewise, the word, "ch'eng" 14 (real) of ch'eng lien shih (a real 

incorruptible man) is rqjlaced by the surname, " Ch'en" Wf. and then transferred it into an official. " Qi'en 

lien-shih" The figures. Ma ch'ien-shih as well as Chih chu-shih are also made 

up. The strategy of transflguradon is rq}etitively used in twisting the meanings of the Classics, whereby a 

bizarre spectacle replete with hilarious atmosphere is created. However, it was the final punchline—the 

innuendo suggested that the notorious Nan Tzu and the instructor's "aunt" were alike—rather than other 

parodying lines, which revealed the joker's dq)recating attitude. The village teacher's proud boast made 

him a butt for his incongruous conduct The mi^laced quotations of the Four Books foimed a witty and 

diverting programme, whereby the fact that one's social status was destined by his honorable relationships 

and his disgrace was also owing to the dishonorable kinship, was highlighted. The taboo around adultery 

was used to dishonor the village teacher. In this re^ct, we notice that adulterous women marked an 

inferior leveL which was also designated to the boaster, i.e.. the ignorant village teacher. I attempt to 

integrate these humorous threads taken &om a score of canonical passages into a general system and depict 

the underlying logic. Why was the fornication of Nan Tzu and the instructor's female relative heightened in 

this joke? Isn't these women's socual desire and deviation parallel with the instructor' s incongruous act? 

The second critic said: 

There was the phrase, " I am going to take an official career." If the man was related to 

powerful people, how was it that he did not know these people; perhaps he did not have the chin-

shen pien-lan (i.e., " Chin-shen lu" the Record of the Official Posts). (40) 

There are two critical elements involved in this joke. First the fact that the village teacher misread the 

Four Books e.xposed the insufficiency of his learning. Second, he tended to diange the words of the 

Classics into people who were officeholders; psychologically speaking, that was also a sign of self-comfort 

because of the man's failure to seek office. Bragging about those officeholders and nobles as his kinsmen 

and kinswomen, he revealed his desire to be viewed as one member of shen-shih i (gentry) group, 

which made him a butt of the joke. The village teadiei's boastfulness represented typical unsuccessful 

graduates, who failed to seek office, caught in distress and consequently behaving abnormally. Through 

the second critic's comment we notice the circulation of chin-shen lu or chin-shen pien-lan 

^ ̂  % at that time and its practical function in terms of helping people to curry favor with the famous 

and influential. 

'^'This sentence is a direct quote taken from ch. I of BK. XVII in the Confucian Analects, whereby Yang Huo WS, 

the powerful and unworthy politician and chief minister of the Chi family ^ K ran into Confucius on his way back 

from the lattei's house. Yang Huo urged Confucius to woric for the state. Finally, Confucius sai± " Right, I will go 

into office;" see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&R, 317-18. 
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4. Other Thematic Types of Sexism 

The bias toward women was fiilly manifested in the ninth joke of Ssu-shu Hsiao, entitled " Those Who 

Pamper [Giildren] Are Not Wise" (ni-ai-che pu-ming Si whereby the custom of " drowning 

daughter" {ni-nuMiC) was recorded.However, the drowned daughter's father did aot feel sorry at all, 

and even joked with his friend on the event of drowning. As it is said in the joke: 

Mr. Lu, who was a hsiu-ls'ai, lived neaiby the Comer-Bay area of Lake Tung-t'ing. Mr. Wu, who 

lived in the mountain area, developed a kinship relation with Mr. Lu with the mairiage of their 

children. When Wu heard that Lu's wife was delivering a baby, Wu asked; " Has your wife bome a 

boy?" Lu replied: " Yesterday she bore a girl, who has been drowned." Wu then teased Lu about 

his name by saying that: " Sir! You are very bri^t, but in dealing with this case you are not 

proper." Lu asked: " Why do you say so?" Wu said: "To pamper [children] is unwise." Both of 

them burst into laughter (10-11). 

The commentator says: 

" People say that the fidde and lascivious nature of women is as unpredictable as water, which is 

why most women are dead for drowning." (11) 

The craelty of male culture in terms of physical violence against women since their birth was highlighted in 

the joke with female baby drowning as a topic. Thereby the ttait of dehumanization of the female baby is 

perceivable. According to Liang Ch'i-tzu the "institution for taking care of the deserted 

babies." vU-v/'/Jg t'ang was widely biuJt up in the lower Yangtze area; and such charity 

organizations were established in the Sung as Tz'u-yu chU but were not continued in the YUan and 

Mingtimes."^ Liang also mentions elsewhere that the first " nursery " (vi/-v//Jg5'Ae ^Stt) was srt up in 

'^®The title. "Hiose who pamper [children] are not wise" {ni-ai-che pu-ming is Chu Hsi's annotation 

for the proverb, " A man does not know the wickedness of his son; he does not know the richness of his growing 

com," in ch. 8 of The Great Learning; see Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu, 8. See also James Legge, trans.. 

The Chinese Classics, I&II, 369, but Legge did not translate Chu Hsi's annotation. 

'^'The records of the custom of " drowning female baby" appeared in numerous books from Ch'ing to modem China: 

(1) The custom was very common in Fu-chien area; see Mei Tseng-Iiang ^" Kuang-tse hsien yU-ying-f ang 

chi" (Hie Essay on the Orphanage at the County of Kuang-tse), in Po-yen shan-Jang wen-chi 

^ (The Collective Woik of the Studio of Cypress-inkstone Mountain), 1857 edn. 2 vol. ( Taipei: Hua-

wen shii-chU, 1969), 449. (2) Ch'en K'ang-ch'i referred that the custom of drowning female babies was very 

common in Chiang Hsi; see Ch'en K'ang-ch'i, Lang-ch'ien chi-wen EM, vol. X, 1880 ediL (Taipei: Ch'en-wen 

chu-pan-she, 1968), 401. (3) Lu HsUn $£ also mentioned that such custom was still practiced in the period of the 

Republic China; see Lu HsUn, " It is not a chat" Hua-kai chi in Lu Hslh chUan-chi, Isted., 

1980 (Taipei: Ku-feng ch'u-pan-she, 1989, rpt in Taiwan), 123. 

'^^Liang Ch'i-tzu "Shih-ch'i shih-pa shih-chi Ch'ang-chiang hsia-yu chih yU-ying 

fang" W®# (The nurseries in the lower Yangtze area during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries), mChung-hto hai-yangfa-chan-shih lun-wen chi (The Anthology of 

Papers on the Historical Development of Chinese Oceans) (Taipei: Institute of Social Science, Academia Sinica, 

1984), 97-130. 
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Yang Chou by a late Ming merchant. Ts'ai Lien, in 1634.^^ Taking together the building of such nuiseiy 

services and some legal prohibitions of infanticide, we can figure out how common infanticide was at that 

time. In addition, the comment on this joke referred to the fidde and lascivious nature of women as 

unpredictable as water termed as " shui-hsing TJCIS " in Chinese, which was why most female babies were 

drowned. This commentator's remarks represented the negative view of women's nature in late imperial 

Chinese society. 

The moral issue of the bride's virginity was entangled with prostitution and premarital sex in the late Ming 

jokes. In the ei^th joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled " There Never Has Been A Girl Who Learned to Bring 

iq) A Child, That She Might Afterwards Marry." (hsUeh yang-tzu erh hou-chia it is 

said;'^"* 

People reshaped the tale of Hsiu-ju chi SB^SSIE (The Embroidered Short Garment) wherein Li Wa 

a well-known prostitute, was the heroine, and then formed the following tale: Jung-yang tzu 

and Li Wa had gone to the bamboo forest to pray for bearing a soiu thereafter they went to 

ask a matchmaker to propose marriage to the procuress. The matchmaker took the money but did 

not fiilfiU her duty. Meanwhile, the procuress and Li Wa tried to hide themselves first and then 

escaped out of town [without the notice of Jung-yang tzu]. They came across a woman, who teased 

them to say: " Have you ever heard the saying: ' There never has been a girl who learned to bring 

up a child, that she might afterwards marry.' " (Her allusion] is quite proper." (9-10) 

The first critic's comment: 

There was an old prostitute, who had never been pregnant After she had married, she was then 

eager to get pregnant. She had tried all means such as taking medicine and praying to the deity. 

(10) 

The second critic said: 

" There never has been a girl who learned to consummate first, and then learn to bear a child 

afterwards." (10) 

This joke resembles an anecdote, which is atypical because of its being a revision of the ch'uan-ch'i ft?# 

(classical-language tales), Hsiu-ju chi. The punchline employs the remarks of Chu Hsi's commentary on 

The Great Learning, which reveals a strong sense of cynicism. Although this is simply a fimny tale created 

to entice laughter, the target butts were all prostitutes (including Li Wa and the old prostitute); therefore, 

the ordinary process of marriage and giving birth to a baby is meaningless. Beside, when the bride is a 

prostitute, under this situation the request of premarital unchastity is nonsense, so that the commentator of 

'^Liang Ch'i-tzu SSS5I, "Sha-ying,ch'i-ying, and yU-ying fang" (Killing babies, deserting babies 
and the Hall of Nursery), Historical Monthly 3 (March 1988): 42-45. 

'^^This quotation is taken from ch. 9 of The Great Learning; see Chu Ha, Ssu-shu chang-chU chi-chu, 9. The 

translation is by James Legge; see James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&U, 369, 
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the joke intentionally states that no giris consummate first and then learn to bear children. Absurdity- and 

nonsense are the peculiar traits of this joke because normal becomes abnormal. 

VI. Male Same-sex Sexuality and Bawdy Jokes 

Male same-sex relationship was very popular in the Ming dynasty;therefore, literature dealing with the 

subject of same-sex sexuality was in vogue. The detailed description of male same-sex lovers social life 

and business was illustrated in twenty short stories contained in Lung-yang yi-shih (The 

Nonofficial History of Male Homophiles) (c. 1632), by the anonymous compiler, Ching-chiang Tsui-chu 

chU-shih dr (The Bamboo-drunk Ritired-scholar In the Riverside Capital).'^^ What deserves 

our attention is the thriving of the homo erotic entrepreneur, the so-called " little official" {hsiao-kuan 

or as "jelly-baby" in the West) in many towns, which reflected the peculiar social phenomenon that 

many men of letters were the patrons of catamites, who provided singing-performances and se.\ual 

service.'"^ In additioa there were two other homosexual novels, Pien-erh ch'ai (The Pubescent 

Giri) and Yi-ch'un hsiang-chih (The Graceful Spring and Fragrant Nature) (c. 1644?), written by 

Tsui hsi-hu hsin-yUeh chu-jen Sf i A (The Master Dnmk in the Center of the West Lake and Its 

Moon). By comparison, Lung-yang yi-shih which mirrored more social realities and displayed 

more literary imaginations, is better than the above two novels. The fourth volume of Yi-ch'un hsiang-chih 

S##® fantasized "A Nation of Men Only" {Ti-nan kuo H) as the Eden for gays, wherein the 

ugly protagonist Nu ChUn received plastic surgery and then gained the Emperor's patronage to become the 

Empress.'^® 

SLx jokes (including one presented in the critic's comment) are related to the theme of same-sex sexual 

relationships in Ssu-shu hsiao. Among them, the twenty-third joke deserves our attention because the 

scenario presents graphic pictures of "pedication" shown explicitly as filthy and inferior'"'' Thus, the 

^^^The reason why I use "same-sex relationship" instead of "homose.\uality" is that many men involved with this 

kind of situation were not gay at aU. and played a sexually passive role out of environmental factors or economic 

necessity. For instance, young male servants and novices were sexually abused by their masters, while young 

actors were occasionally considered as male prostitutes and required to satisfy the demand of some of their male 

audience. Therefore, many men were not completely free and independent in terms of the choice of their own 
sexual roles. 

'^®Ch'en l-yUan "Ming-mo liu-hsing-feng; Hsiao-kuan tang-tao. Ming-tai te san-pu fung-hsing-Uen hsiao-

shuo" (The Fashion of Late Ming—The "Jelly-babies" get 
their way—On three homosexual novels in the Mii\g dynasty), in Uen-ho wen-hslkh 13.4 (February 1997): 41-44. 

42. 

'•"/Att/., 42-43. 

44. 

'^^The word, "pedication," refers to anal intercourse, which is a term used by G. Legman; see G. Legman, Rationale 

of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series, 140-53. 
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joker's disapproval of same-sex relations is revealed. More than that in the twenty-third joke, pedicatory 

insult was applied to innocent people as a kind of punishment which highlighted the element of intentional 

cruelty and humiliation woven into the joker's mockery. Explicit depictions of anal sex were repetitively 

mentioned to lead Hinsch to surmise pedication as the most preferred form of sexual intercourse.This 

hostile attitude toward same-sex orientation stood in contrast with that of Feng Meng-lung, who seemed to 

be more elastic in the homo-eiotic jokes of Hsiao-fu. 

The satirical tone about male same-sex relationships is best exemplified by the twenty-third joke of Ssu-shu 

Hsiao, entitled " the princes of States have a screen intercepting the view at their gates " (pmg-ch th shu se

men as it is said:'^ 

One tailor and one butcher hired a tutor to teach their sons. As the tailor heard that [the two kids] 

read; " the poor man who yet does not flatter, and the rich man who is not proud." He mistook 

it to be: " The skirt is too big, and the pants are waistless." The tailor then said: " They were 

mocking me." The butcher heard that [the two kids] rea± " How can a large carriage be made to 

go without the cross-bar for yoking the oxen to, or a small carnage without the arrangement for 

yoking the horses?" He mistook that they were saying: "The big pig has no skin, and the little 

pig has no blood." And the butcher then said: " They were mocking me." They filed their suits 

with local official. The oSldal checked their names, and foimd out that one's surname was Pang  ̂

tCnsch, Passions of the Cut Sleeve; The Male Homosexual Tradition in China, 8. 

'^'This saying is derived from ch. 22 of BK. EQ in the Confucian Anaiecty, see James Legge, trans., the Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&II, 163. 

'^^The same Joke also appears in chUan 5 of the book. Hsien-hsien p'ien by Teng Chih-mo see Teng 

Chih-mo. ed.. Hsin-k'o Hsien-hsien p'ien 3 vols., comp. by The Center of Studying Classical Novels 

in National Chengchi University the first collection oiMng-Ch'ing shan-pen 

hsiao-shuo ts'ung-kan ch'u-pien ̂  the 7th collection The Collective Works of Teng 

Chih-mo (Taipei: Hen-i ch'u-pan-she, 1985). According to Teng Chih-mo's "Ti-

ch'ih." WiM the title. Hsien-hsien iSfS, meant to amuse pet^le and bring them pleasure: and based on 

the foreword of Hsien-hsien p'ien by Ch'U-fei chU-shih (Mr. Removing-wrongness, i.e. Wei 

Pang-ta the title, Hsien-hsien fBffi, refers to be situated in happy circumstances and face happy things to 

enjoy peace and pleasure. The book has lost four jokes: " Tsao-fu-hsi" (to attend the banquet 

earlier), "T'uo-ping" (sickness as a pretext), "Mai-shao-ping" Stifl&f (selling the baked bread), " Tzu-

shou-tien" (the son who takes care of the shop) and retained one incomplete joke, "I-mao" (doctor's 

hat) after the 45th joke. Tsao-ping If Sf (bread made of the dregs of wine). In addition, after the 71st joke, " Ch'ih-

ch'u" ^81 jealousy (26b), there are "tou-Ju" &ISS (bean curd), "hsiang-seng" (monks), "sung-k'e" 

iS ̂  (seeing guests oft), and " tz'u-wu " itfc® (this thing) four jokes in the table of the content; however, these four 

jokes appear after the 126th joke, " po-hsi" (cheap banquet; 43b, 44ab). 

'®^This saying is derived from ch. 15 of BK. I, in the Confucian Analects-, see James Legge, trans., the Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&U, 144. 

'^This saying is derived fh)m ch. 22 of BK. H in the Confucian Analects; see James Legge, trans., the Confacian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I&n. 153. 
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[literally, state] and the other's Kuan ^ [literally, pipej. The official laughed and then said: " Both 

of them are old farts." He ordered his subordinates to insert wood sticks into their anuses 

re^ectively. " What kind of punishment is it?" The official said: " They quoted the sayings from 

the Classics, so that I also utilize the references of the Classic to sentence them [as it was 

said:] 'The princes of States have a screen intercepting the view at their gates. Kuan [Chung)'®' 

had a screen at his gate' as well. " 

Three analogies were drawn in this joke with the misreading of the lines adopted from the Conjudan 

Analects by the tailor, butcher, and local oflicial as its basic strategy of humor. The official represented the 

authority, which was deflated since he deliberately alluded to the words of the Analects with the 

implication of pedication as weaponry of insult The bawdy joke shattered the official's dignity too. Here 

the joker played with the surnames of these two butts by appropriating two lines from the twenty-second 

chapter in Book HI of the Confucian Analects, the "princes of States" [pang-chWi MS) and "Kuan-

shih" (i.e., Kuan Chung ^ft). The joke's punchline parodies the sentence of the original text i.e. "to 

have a screen intercqpting the view at their gates" {shu se-men The joker distorted its meaning 

(or the joker let the magistrate misread the meaning): Rather than "tree or wood" , the word, shu lif, 

originally refers to "screen" ; rather than "inserting" , the word, se 2, originally refers 

to " intercepting" ; rather than " anus " , the word, men literally, refers to " gate." The deviation of the 

quotation's meanings suggests that the official interpreted the pure words of the Conjudan Analects from 

the angle of profanatory perceptioiL Here the joker used the scenario either to e.\press his animosity toward 

same-sex orientadons or to criticize the poor learning of some students and teachers. Psychologically 

speaking, the te.xtual misreading of the Confucian Analects highlights the joker's hostility toward the new 

uprising woiidng class, i.e.. the craftsmen in a variety of professions, and the officials, in particular, who 

were chosen from students that a received complete education of the Four Books and succeeded in the civil 

service examinations, yet displayed poor quality in their learning. 

It is noteworthy that the comments made by two critics brought the hidden implications of same-sex 

relationships to light: 

The critic said: "It is not known whether today's 'men who are fond of same-sex 

relationship' (we/ lung-yang che Sll®#) all have their surnames as Pang and Kuan? I do not 

'^^Kuan Chung (d. 645 B.C.) was the chief minister of the Duke Huan of Ch'i (683-642 B.C.). Kuan helped 

Duke Hiian to become the first influential leader and lead other princes to pay due reflect to their superior. King of 

Chou, during the period of Spring and Autunm (722-481 B.C.). The legalist book, Kuan Tzu. has been attributed to 

Kuan Chung, but his authorship is "furious," as Wing-tsit Chan notes; see Wing-tsit Chan, trans. & comp.. 
Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, 252. 

'^^This saying is derived from ch. 22 of BK. HI in the Confiician Analects', see James Legge. trans., the Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics. I&IL 163. 
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know whether those intellectuals who have poor scholarship receive the punishment of wooden 

sticks being inserted into their anuses." (23-24) 

The Inferior-man (Hsia-shih "Fdr) said: "They do not want to have their anuses be inserted [with 

wooden sticks], therefore, to excrete [their faeces j all over the world." (24) 

Within these two comments, the hi^y symbolic images of pedication and defecation were conjoined to 

disgrace the butts of the joke and ddiase the peculiar class group that consisted of the unfavorable learners 

of the Confucian Classics. This ludicrous anecdote comprises the " grotesque body" images, suggested by 

Mikhail Bakhtin, including bowels, anus and phallus, which are the body parts frequently used to light up 

an ironic sense of humor.Bakhtin also reminds us the paradoxically symbolic fimction of both urine 

and dung, since they combine degradation and relief together to ttansfomi fear into laughter. On the one 

hand, such a scatological anecdote sheds light on the joker's resentment toward scholar-officials; on the 

other hand, its camlvalesque element is obvious.'^ The serious legal matter of the sentence was 

deliberately transposed by the joker/magistrate with profane words and anal sex adorned with joyful and 

carnival levity. 

In the thirteenth joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, entitled "It Is Like Upon The Top" (ju-tsai-ch'i-shang 

it is said: 

Men who are fond of same-sex sexual relationship think [those male se.xual partners] are better than 

the female. And some of them remark that it is not impossible for women to have same-sex sexual 

relationships. Someone writes the "p'o" fiSf' to summarize women who prefer same-sex sexual 

intercourse;" ' to beg it of a nei^bor.' which ' resembles [a man] on her top.' " (14) 

'^''Mikhail Bakhtin. Rabelais and His World, tnms. H6l^ne Iswolsky. 317-25. 

^*^Ibid., 335-37. 

'^^Mikhail Bakhtin. Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, ed. & trans.. Caryl Emerson, intro., Wayne C. Booth, 123. 

translation has been adapted to the context of the cuirent joke. This sentence is taken from ch. 16 of The 

Doctrine of the b/leanr, in the original text, translated by James Legge. it is said; " They [the spiritual beings) cause 

all the people in the kingdom to fast and purify themselves, and anay themselves in their richest dresses, in order to 

attend at their sacriGces. Then, like overflowing water, they seem to be over the heads [(ju-tsai-ch'i-shang 

to^^-h), my italics], and on the right and left of their worshippers-," see James Legge, trans., the Doctrine of the 

S4ean, in The Chinese Classics. I&H, 397-98. 

"'The so-called "p'o" ® isonepartof "/a-c/i'O" " an ancient form of entertainment, the musical composition 

of which dates back to the Han, belonging then to the hsiang-ho to ^ ft IR (matching songs.... A ta-ch U consists of 

three main sections: san-ch'U, chung-ch'U. and p'o.... the p'o ...[contains of] music and words and dances, in 

accelerating tempo;" see Hu Chi. ta-ch'U." in William H. Nienhauser, Jr., ed.. The Indiana Companion to 

Traditional Chinese Literature, 739-40. 

"^This senteiKe, "to beg it of a neighbor" (ch'i-chu-ch'i-lin is adapted fhnn ch. 25 of BK. V in the 
Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius criticized the pretence of uprightness by Wei-sheng Kao, who did not have 

vinegar when his neighbor came to ask for his help. Kao went to ask another neighbor for vinegar, and then gave it 

to the borrower. See James Legge, trans., the Confucian .-inalects. in The Chinese Classics, I&H, 181-82. 
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The first critic said: 

"Those followers of Confucius said: 'The main point has not been reached (yi-chien-wei-ta 

" 193 (14) 

The other critic said: 

"Virtue is not left to stand alone. He who practices it will have neighbors (te-pu-ku pi-yu-lin 

"What the superior loves, his inferiors will be found to love 

exceedingly." (14) 

The explicit sexual position is referred in its title, " it is like upon the top." a quotation derived fiom the 

Doctrine of the Mean. Furthermore, the first critic commented: "The main point has not been 

reached" (wei-ta-yi-chien —O), which implied that the female same-sex lover's vagina had not been 

penetrated. Moreover, the joker quoted the words from the Confucian Analects, i.e. "to beg it of a 

neighbor." and added the line, "which is like [a man] on her top," to present the spectacle of same-sex 

sexual intercourse conducted by women. The second critic's two quotes taken from the Confucian Analects 

deserve our attention. HrsL the joker deliberately entangled same-sex se.xuality with the issue of 

moralityAirtue in his direct quote: " Virtue is not lefl to stand alone. He w/jo practices it will have 

neighbors." As a result morality is obscured or distorted by the satirical tone, and the joke is mildly 

tinged with the essence of ambivalence in terms of " carnival laughter." The joker's tone of mockery 

reflected his opposition against same-se.\ se.vuality, the offensive activity considered abnormal for some 

people in conventional society. A more complex implication is discerned in the second quotation: " What 

the superior loves, his inferiors will be found to love exceedingly." Originally, the meaning of this 

sentence indicated the huge impact that the ruler had iqjon his subjects. However, here in this context these 

words referred to the joy of se.xual intercourse. The serious epigram suddenly became a travesty. In this 

respect the joke targets not only the butt of this joke but also those who are fond of same-sex sexuality. 

It is noteworthy that G. Legman points out the fact that lesbian jokes are rare in the West " since jokes are 

a male ait" it was also true in ancient China.""' Legman goes fiirther to note that: " Most lesbian jokes 

are, therefore 'outsider' jokes, and are also almost always purely verbal in approach, without physical 

I'^This idiom. " the main point has not been reached" {wei-ta-yi-chien — (8J), is originally referred to Yen Hui. 

who was the most outstanding disciple of Confijcius. and who follows in the path of Confucius yet never can reach 

t h e  p o i n t  t o  w a l k  a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  M a s t e r  s i d e  b y  s i d e ;  s e e  C h ' e n g  H a o  &  C h ' e n g  L  E r h - C h ' e n g  c h ' l i m - s h u  — .  

Yi-shu iSS, 3 vols. (Taipei: Chung-hua shu-chU, 1966), 12: 2. 

''''This quotation is derived from ch. 25 of BK. FV in the Confucian Analects; see James Legge, trans., the Confucian 

Analects, in The Chinese Classics, I. 172. 

"^This quote, which is said by Confucius, is adapted from ch. 2 of BK III, in fVorks cfKkncius; see James Legge. 

trans., the Works ofMencius, in The Chinese Classics, EL 238. 

"^Mikhail Bakhtin. Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, 126. 

Legman, Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor, 2nd series, 147. 
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details." Here I would like to siqjplement some explanations on the above issues raised by Legman. 

Regarding the matter "jokes are a male art" I think, thai echoes the concq}t of Susanne 

Kappeler " culture is the monologue of the male gender." The type of jokes about lesbians was one 

kind of representation in the symbol-system, formulated by the ruling group of the male-dominated society. 

Throu^ these jokes we comprehend the subjective position assumed by the cynical jokers, who upheld 

heterosexuality and were hostile to those who had other sexual orientations. In the thirty-seventh and sLvty-

third jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao, thou^ the jokers did not necessarily regard men and women with alternative 

sexual interest as their target, we sense the jokers' fantasy. The jokers' (including the conunentators') acts 

of debasing were justified by the privilege and power of a rtiling group. The village teachers signified the 

oppressed group, the Other, and their poor scholarly training was the cause of laughter. 

The issue of same-sex sexuality was highlighted by the first critic of the thirty-seventh joke, entitled " Nan-

tzu" . He insinuated that the sexual orientation of Nan Tzu, the wife of the duke Ling of Wei, was 

suspected to be same-sex orientated for calling herself " hsiao-t'ung" (the young boy), a common 

term used by the wives of state-rulers whenever these royal women called themselves in fiont of their 

husbands.^"® The critic remarked; 

Those who are endowed with same-sex sexual orientations are called nan-feng (literally, 

the " southern custom:" figuratively, same-sex relationship). The empress Chia of Chin was 

lustful, and her name was Nan feng M®. as well.^®' The name of the wife of the duke Ling of Wei 

was Nan Tzu whose name must have some implication [that she was probably interested in 

sexual liaisons with the same sex). If it's not true why did the duke's wife modestly call herself 

hsiao-t'ung { "youngboy" )? (39-40) 

The first critic wove these terms, i.e.. nan-feng NanTzu and hsiao-t'ung 'J'*® into a web full 

of se.xual innuendo. In doing so. he manipulated naming and references, and equated the inequivalent to 

generate laughter out of atypical sexual orientations. The term, nan-feng (southern custom), made the 

"^Legman, 147. 

"^Susaime K^jpeler. The Pornography of Representation (Cambridge. UK; Polity I'ress, 1986). 215. 

^®®It is said in ch. 14 of BK. XVI in the Confucian Analects that " the wife of the prince of a State was called by him as 

fu-jen [the respectable name for wife|. She called herself linao-r'ung [ " the little giri" ]. The people of 
the State called her chlki-fu-jen [the duke's honorable wife); while to the people of other States, they called 

her kua-hsiao-chth [our little rulerj. The people of other States also called her chlki-fii-jen M izA.' See 

James Legge, The Chinese Classics, I&H, 316-17. The translation of Legge for "hsiao-t'ung" is " the little 
giri," which is polemic, because it is said to be "young boy" in Ch'U-li Li Chi chu-su (The 

Annotations on the Book of Rite), Chia-ch'ing Juan Y Uan k'e-pen Shih-san ching chu-su ed., 5: 94; Lun-yti chu-su 

SdSaS-ffL (The Annotations on the Confucian Analects), 16: ISO. 

Regarding the tale about the licentious conducts of Queen Chia, see Feng Meng-lung, Ch'ing-shih, in Wei Tung-

hsien, ed., Feng Meng-lung ch'Uan-chi, vol. 37 & 38 • 2 vol. (Shanghai: Shanghai ku-chi ch'u-pan-she, 1993), 2: 

1403-04. 
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analogy of naale homosexuals with the lustful women possible. The word, t'ung S. reminds us of luan-

t'ung (catamite), who provided sexual services to the rich and powerful in the imperial China. 

However, the meaning of hsiao-t'ung was different from that of luan-t'ung because the former 

was a modest and reverent self-referential term, while the latter was derogatory. The critic's cynical 

comment gave the reader a cue of se.xual constraints that homosexual and licentious behaviors were 

disparaged at that time. More significantly. Nan Tzu became the manipulated symbol of evil woman in the 

literature subsequent to the Confucian Analects. It is also necessary to note that even same-sex relationship 

was regarded as the " southern custom." but other Ming sources suggests such sexual relationships were 

widely spread in northern areas. too.^°^ 

The sixty-third joke of Ssu-shu hsiao supplements the evidence that the term, " hsiao-t'ung" (young 

boy) in late Ming also implied "jelly-baby " as it does in the West now. In addition, this joke reveals the 

mocking perception toward same-sex sexual relationships held by some people of that time. The sixty-

third joke of Ssu-sfiu hsiao is entitled "The Wife of the State's Prince Called Herself 'Young 

Boy' (hsiao-t'ung as "jeily-baby" in the West )," where it is said: 

The wife of the State's prince called herself "young boy" {hsiao-t'ung W^S). Therefore, one 

person liked to tease those who were se.xually orientated toward same sax so that he wrote the 

following "p'o " to say that: " By observing the self-referential name that the wife of the State's 

prince used to call herself, [we know] the predilection of the State's prince." (73) 

The critic said: 

Nan Tzu. the wife of the Duke Ling of WeL was not afiraid of the comp^tion of Mi-tzu Hsia for the 

patronage of Duke Ling.^"^ She said that she could cope with the matter with [her lover). Sung 

Ch'ao.204 

Contrary to the hostile attitude toward same-sex oriented relationships in the former joke's comment, the 

following joke provides us another view of this issue. It is in the forty-first joke of Ssu-shu hsiao, 

a detailed discussion see Bret HInsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual TnuUtion in 

ChinaMO. 130. 

^"^Mi-tzu Hsia 51 who won the patronage of the Duke Ling of Wei, first secretively drove the Duke's carriage to 

see his ill mother, rather than punishing his stealthy deed, Duke Ling praised his piety. Once Mi-tzu Hsia ate a 

sweet peach in the orchard and gave the left part of the peach to Diike Ling, who was very pleased. When NC-tzu 

Hsia turned to become old. he offended Duke Ling, who put Hsia to death for a number of crimes, including his 

deeds of stealth and impropriety in tfie past See Ssu-ma Ch'ien. Shih-chi (Records of the Grand Historian). " Lao-

tzu Han-fei Heh-chuan" (the Biogr^hy of Lao-tzu and Han-fei), in Kametaro Takigawa 
fliill annot. Shiki kaichu hosho S£aS'frtE#S (Taipei: I-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1972), 63.838. 

^"''Simg Ch'ao S^, who was the prince of the State of Sung and famous for his nice appearance, committed the crime 

of incest with his half-sister. Nan Tzu, the wife of the Duke Ling of Wei; see ch. 14 in BK VL in the Confucian 

.•inaiects, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&IL 190. 
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entitled " Merely One Breath Is Left." ( '\vi-hsi shang-ts'un" — t h a t  t h e  a n e c d o t e  o n  t h e  i s s u e  

of sanie-se.x se.xuality is introduced; 

In YUn-chien. there is one man whose surname is Chang, who has a predilection for same-sex 

sexuality. Even at the age of seventy, he is still fond of a faggot without any change. One young 

man was famous for his nice outlooking. Chang gives the young man a gift to express his 

admiration. The young man smiles and then says: " What's the purpose of you by ofiFering me such 

a precious gift? Sir. you only 'have one breath left' ( "yi-hsi shang-ts'un" — Mr. 

Chang bows and then remarks: " Nevertheless, ' I am persistent in fiilfilling my wishfiil-thinking 

{tz'u-chihpu-jungshao-hsieh (43-44) 

One more joke with the theme of same-sex se.xuality is told in the first critic's corrmient: 

One man came across a catamite on the way and liked him very much. The man asked his friend to 

take several taels of silver to invite the catamite to the man's home. Returning to his own home 

firstly with the silver taels. the friend saw his father, who had always liked anal intercourse. The 

man's father said: " Why don't you keep the money and let me substitute the catamite." His son 

said: " How can it be possible that my friend wants [to have sex withj an old man like you?" The 

father said: " When you go to your friend's place, just tell him that the catamite is too shy to go to 

his home. And the catamite will come to our house. Therefore, you tell your friend to come to our 

house in the evening, and I will approach him at dark. Your friend is only interested in sc.xual 

intercourse, which is always the same in the dark, whomever one's se.xual partner is. How could 

your friend tell the difference? " The son went back to his friend's house and repeated the words of 

his father. When the evening came, the friend really arrived and slept with his friend's father, who 

mistook him for the catamite and liked him very much. The son's frined said; " Tomorrow I will 

buy you new clothes and jade-hairpin. Whatever you Uke. I will offer you all of thent" The father 

said; " These are not what I desire." The son's friend said: " Then tell me what you really want and 

I wont disappoint you." The father said: " I only want to get a nice coffrrL " (44-45) 

The other critic mocked the strange relationship of the characters involved in this joke by saying that: 

^''^This sentence is adapted from Chu Hsi's commentary to ch. 7 of BK. VIH in the Confucian .Analects, whereby Chu 

Hsi remarked: " [if] a virtuous man regards the practice of humaneness as his own responsibility, isn't that too 

heavy? Isn't it too far if he needs to fulfill this goal and cease only after he dies?" See ch. 7 of BK. VOL in the 

Confucian .Analects, coirunented by Chu Hsi, Ssu-shu c/ujng-ch U chi-chu. 104. My translation is word for word. 

2®^This is also a sentence that Chu Hsi wrote for ch. 7 of BK. VIIL in the Confucian .Analects, whereby the will is 

referred to the practicing of the virtue of humaneness; see ch. 7 of BK. VOL in the Confucian .Analects, commented 

by Chu Hsi Ssu-shu chang-ch tl chi-chu, 104. My translation is Ggural rather than literal. 

^''^There is another joke entitled, " shou-mu" (literally, the wood of longevity, i.e.. coffin), whose content is 

similar to the forty-first joke of Ssu-shu hsiao. entitled " Merely One Breath Is Lefl," {"yi-hsi shang-

ts'un" —.&i^^); see Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fit. 3: 85-86. See also Howard S. Levy, who translates the joke's 

title into " The Present He Wanted;" Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times. 256; 

Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition in China. 104. 
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It is worthy to make a match for these two old men. It is a shame that there is no matchmaker. The 

Inferior man said; " His son is able to play that role." (45) 

This anecdotal comment shed light on the problem of sexual dominance either from the aged over the 

younger or from a social superior over his inferior involving same-sex relationships of that time. However, 

the play of reversal e£fect resulting fiom inauthentic identity generates the amnqng confusion and fooling 

the active partner of a same-sex relationship. The critic's cynical tone sounded a little negative and testified 

to his opposition of the same-sex sexual relationship. Generally speaking, the disapproval of sex was in 

common no matter whether heterosexual or same-sex relationship was concerned. Therefore it is not 

surprising that all the narrators and commentators of the aforementioned jokes conveyed a negative 

perception about same-sex relationship. Feng Meng-lung, too. depicted the dark aspect of same-sex 

relationship in eighteen jokes of Hsiao-fu. 

The male, who was sexually oriented to same-sex was labeled as "fondling with e.\ternal" (hao wai 

Although anal sex is not the kind of intercourse performed only by the partners of a same-sex 

relationship, the preference of pedication among same-sex oriented people was quite common, as Simon 

LeVay notes.And without exception. Bret Hinsch points out that anal sex was most common " among 

the references of homosexuality," while "references to mutual masturbation, intercrural intercourse, 

fellatio, and other forms of intacourse are relatively rare." The study of jokes of same-sex 

relationships in Hsiao-fu confirms the commonplace nature of anal intercourse in ancient China as well. 

The following joke, entitled "Fondling with External." highlighted the strong preference of anal 

intercourse together with fondness for e.\cretmenL As we are told, when a man who liked boys saw a boat 

passing by with a lot of faeces, "he would sunmion the breeze with his hands, and smell it" {Hsiao-fu 6: 

202-03).^'" Another passenger asked the reason of his motioa The homosexual said; "The [aroma of a] 

catamite!" Standing beside him, his favorite jelly-baby was so embarrassed that he lowered his head. The 

passenger teased him; " Are you jealous?" Here the description merely refleaed that the fellow was 

obsessed with pedophilia and the smell of excretioa A joke of tiiis type, in Legman's words, is just 

like; " A most extraordinary example of the disgraceful or insulting quality of any homosexual allusion or 

accusation" by descending it "from homosexual to merely scatological!" On this joke, Bret Hinsch 

succinctly pii^ints two elements of the genre of same-sex relationsip; The first is "scatological 

am grateful to Mr. Kd-chi Chang for providing me this source; Simon LeVay, The Sexual Brain (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1993). 

^O^Bret Hinsch, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Kfale Homosexual Tradition in China, 8. 

^^'^oward S. Levy translated the joke's title as " Inhaling The Odors;" see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans., Chinese Sex 

Jokes in Traditional Times (Taipei: The Orient Cultural Service, 1974), 257; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions 

of the Cut Sleeve: The K4ale Homosexual Tradition in China, 102. 

^G. Legman, Rationale of the Dirty Joke: An Analysis of Sexual Humor, 94. 
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humor." The second is that age and status were crucial factors in the dichotomy of active and passive 

se.xual relationsliips.^'^ Following this joke. Feng Meng-lung ofiFered his comment; 

Recently the excellence of male properties was exceedingly praised. Someone asked; "Nice 

looking catamites are fine. But when they grow up (to pass the threshold of) ' capping' {kuan S: 

the rite symbolized the begiiming of men's adulthood): why do you still keep them in the 

namelisl?" He replied; " No smell of hairs is much better." Again the man asked; " According 

lo the ancient saying, ' When mustache grows in the Yang Pass [Yang Kuan ® SI ] there will be no 

old friend.' [Parodying Wang Wei's poemj. Why don't you mind it?" "It is beyond your 

understanding. [The mustache] is also called ' the handle of anus' (ya ping % Y because when 

the moment is at stake you can catch his mustache without fear of his resistence." Having heard 

this remark, one aged homosexual lamented; " The Worldly Way is getting worse to the extent that 

no single body part is useless." (6; 202-03) 

Despite the ludicrous element of this comment it images the universal behavior of anal sex exercised by 

same-sex relationships of the time. The punchline is the parody of one line in Wang Wei's poem, " The 

Song of Town Wei" {wei-ch'eng ch'U In another joke, entitled "Delicate Boy" (Jing t'ung 

^ffS), a maa who was fond of same-sex relationships, went to visit his friend (6; 203-04). His friend 

knew his preference, and loudly spoke; " Calling the ' delicate boy' to serve tea." Later, the tea was 

served by an ugly boy. The fellow guessed that there might be another delicate boy for whom he longed lo 

have a glimpse so that he sat there for hours. In the evening he asked the host if he could have a look at 

that delicate boy. The host said; " The one whom you have just seen to serve tea is." The homosexual 

said; " Ugly like him. how could he be called ' delicate boy?' " The host said: " In your viewpoint do 

you think he has a bit of 'human air' (jen-ch'i K%)1" (Feng's corrunentary; In the dialect of Wu 

region, the word "jen" K (human) and the word "yin" IS (silver) are all pronounced as "ning" iS 

(frozen). The man's response e.\emplified the comic effect of homophonic wordplay. When he suggested 

that the young boy's unpleasant appearance was a sign of lacking human/silver traits, he actually meant that 

young boy was really a delicate {ching ^9)/gold (chin ^) boy. Such a comment seemed to allud to the 

transaction of money and the existence of male prostitution involved in a same-sex relationship. More 

significantiy, since the statement described the boy's lack of human traits, it implicitly suggested the 

absence of virility resultant from pedication. 

^'^Bret Ifinsch, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The S^iale Homosexual Tradition in China, 102. 

10. 

^''^This line parodies the line that the Tang poet Wang Wei. wrote in his poem. " The Song of Town Wei" ((fet

ch'eng ch'U The original line is "Getting out Yang Pass and going west onwards, there is no old 

friend" (Hsi-ch'u Yang Kuan wu ku jen BJU S!C A). But the humorist replaced the word. " hsi" ® (west), 

with the wonl "hsli" S (mustache). Thus, the geographical name, " Yang Pass" (Yang Kuan WM), is distorted 

to insinuate a male physical part. 
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A variety- of problems invoUing the theme of the same-sex sexual relationship was portrayed in Feng 

Meng-lung's Hsiao-fu. The phenomenon of baby-love or pedophilia as well as sodomy were demonstrated 

in the joke, entitled "Pain" (t'ung whereby a boy was enticed to try penile-anal intercourse. The 

experience was so painful thai he ran wildly at a fast pace for a few himdred steps, and then stopped to ask 

a passerby to check his buttocks to see if the [insertive partner'sl "balls" (Juan fP. i.e., egg) were left 

inside? {Hsiao-fu 3:81-82) In contrast with this joke, the image of the penis is depicted as a melon in 

another joke, whereby the act of anal intercourse of a catamite was emphasized by finding a melon inside 

his anus (3: 82-83).^'® The compiler and critic of Hsiao-fu, Feng Meng-lung, made the following comment 

to point out that this jelly-boy possessed one of the three most precious things of the world; a hard penis, 

wide anus, and tight vagina. The problem concerning the aging of the catamite was characterized in the 

joke, entitled "The Hereditary Jelly-Boy" (shih-hsi hsiao-kuan-jen tS:5l''h'irA). whereby a bi-sexual 

man who was fond of having sex with same-sex partners and had a son bom later. (3; 82) People asked the 

man if he planed to continue acting as a catamite, and he replied that although he would like to retire, his 

son was too young to substitute for the father. Thereby the critic, i.e., Feng Meng-lung himself, 

commented; "It is out of expectation that 'men who have same-sex se.xual orientation' {lung-yang 

81®)^''' also have the 'monopolization' {lung-tuan Sllff, i.e., limg-tuan SSf)" (3; 82) The reference 

to " monopoly" of same-sex relationships implied the practice of the business of male prostitution. In this 

comment Feng di^layed his imagination to associate lung-yang SI® with lung-tuan SSIff. which was 

rather like wordplay but did demonstrate his sensitivity to humorous incongruity. Another joke, 

entitied " Silk Cloth" (ch'ou-i ^^), highlighted anal se.xual activity as well (3; 85).^'^ The joke referred 

to a catamite wearing a new silk cloth, and someone teased him to say that the cloth's silk was made of a 

spider web rather than the threads of a silkworm, because each thread was pulled out from his anus. The 

silk cloth was tiansformed into an erotic symbol. The metaphorical use of silk and cloth implicitiy 

suggested the act of pedication and the secretion of sperm To equate man's sperm with a spider web is the 

^•^Howard S. Levy has changed the joke's title into "First Time" see Ftoward S. Levy. ed. & trans., Chinese Sex 

Jokes in Traditional Times, 257; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual 

Tradition in China. 114.. 

^Howard S. Levy translates the joke's title as "Melon-Throwing;" see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex 

Jokes in Traditional Times. 260. 

^"The tale of Lord Lung Yang and the king of Wei was probably the most famous same-sex relationship told for 

centuries, and thus the name of " Lung Yang" thereafter referred to male homosexuality. See Wei-ts'e Chan-

kuo ts'e hsin chiao-chu IS (New Proofreading and Annotations of Intrigues of teh IVarring States), with 

proofreading and annotations by Miao Wen-yUan ^X .jM .2  vol. (Chengtu; Pa-shu shu-she, 1987), 25: 921. For the 

translation of the tale of Lord Lung Yang, see Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual 

Tradition in Chitui. 32-33. 

^' ̂ Howard S. Levy translates the joke's title as " New Clothes;" see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes 

in Traditional Times. 257; also quoted in Bret Hinsch, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Kktle Homosexual Tradition 

in China, 109. 
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use of " spite logic" to bestialize human beings to turn them into something " organically subhuman. "219 

The distinction between man and spider is obscured to result in a sardonic sense of himior. Bret Hinsch 

asserts that the new suit was the material reward to the catamite from his patron. Therefore, with this joke. 

Hinsch focuses his discourse on the fact that some literati and students of poor familial background 

involved themselves in same-sex relationships in order to accomplish upward mobility. 

Even men possessing same-sex orientation must gel married for the transmission of their ancestral line, an 

obligation that could not be ignored. As Hinsch notes, " to men of the late Ming and early Qing, emotional 

and sexual relationships with other men could be intense and even enduring, yet they could not exclude 

heterosexuality." Thus, the confusion involved in their heterose.xual marriages became hot issues in 

numerous jokes. The scenarios of the wedding night typified this geiffe. For instance, in the joke, 

entitled "The Homosexual's Wedding Night" (lung-yang hsing-hun the groom went to bed 

and immediately grabbed the bride's buttocks to make love (3: 83-84).222 jjjg pointed out that the 

groom's sexual position was wrong and dififerent &om what she had learned since her childhood. But the 

groom said that was exactly what he had teamed since his childhood. The dialogue between the newly-

wedded couple was important for disclosing their premarital sexual experiences back to as early as 

juveniles. That was not very common in the Confucianized society of late imperial China. More 

significantly, even if the groom was not " exclusively homosexual." he was not " incidentally 

homosexual" either because he had had "extensive early homosexual sex play" in preadolescence and 

then continued this pattem of sexual behavior throughout his adolescence without any change.^^ In hi*; 

comment to the above joke. Feng Meng-lung added one more joke, whereby one manied a 

homosexual, who slept outside every night after he had married. His wife returned to her natal home and 

told her mother that she would like to divorce. The mother was surprised and asked her the reason. The 

daughter rq}lied that she was bom in a good family but she was changed into a "turtle" {wu kuei 

i.e.. cuckold) by her husband and his male lover (3: 84).22'* Obviously, the husband was exclusively a 

homosexual, who preferred to have sex with the same se.\. Another joke presented the scene of the 

wedding night; When the groom moved his buttocks close to the bride, she was so surprised as to 

2'^Murray Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society, 68-69; 121-32. 

^^°The best example is dqjicted in Ts'ao HsUeh-ch'in's Hung-lou meng (Dream of the Red Chamber), ch. 9. 
221 Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Xfale Homosexual Tradition in China, 132. 

222fjoward S. Levy, ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times. 254; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions of 

the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition in China, 115. 

223i am inddjted to Mr. Kei-chi Chang who reminds me of this source; see Wardell B. Pomeroy, et al.. eds.. Taking A 

Sex History: Interviewing and Recording (New York: The Free Press. 1982), 95-96.235. 

22'*Howard S. Levy translates the joke and entitles it " Turtled;" see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes 

in Traditional Times, 258; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition 

in China. 116. This joke is entitled " The Transformation into A Turtle" {tao-tso kuei also collected into 
Chou Tso-jen's K'u-ch'a-an hsiao-hua-hslkm. 16. 
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remark; "How come you don't have it (penis]?" The homosexual groom also touched his bride to cr\' 

out: "How come you don't have it either?" (3: 84-85) The perplexity was tied to the husband's 

involuntary motion as a result of his passive role in same-sex intercourse. In the joke, entitled " Husband's 

Husband," (Ju-fu a man had an intimate relationship with a catamite and arranged a marriage for 

him when he grew up (3: 83).^^® They made a deal that the man could enter the catamite's house any time 

as a relative. One day he stq)ped into the catamite's bedroom and saw his mother-in-law. The laner asked 

her daughter who this relative was? She replied: " My husband's husband." These jokes demonstrated 

the detrimental impact of same-sex relationships on a heterose.xual mairiage. A mairied homosexual must 

face the dilemma of wife and same-sex lover, and such an e.xtra-marital affair made the wife feel the 

fhjstration of losing her husband into the hands of another man. ({insch stresses the significance of jokes of 

this type finom the social stiatimi to suggest that their survival helped us know the participants of same-sex 

relationships ranging finom the elite to ordinary people. 

Same-sex sc.xual activity in the Buddhist temples was stereotyped to denigrate monks by portraying them 

as lustful exploiters taking advantages of their disciples. The study of same-sex relationships in a 

humorous genre of this type must note the "environmental faaors." It seems that the humorists 

intended to degrade monks with these bawdy jokes, but it is also undeniable that these jokes reflected to 

some extent anal intercourse as a general pattern of sexual behavior in Buddhist temples. The scatological 

characteristic of sanie-se.x relationship discussed above was also emphasized in these jokes with Buddhist 

monks as their heroes. The motifs of coprophilia and pedication were woven into the joke, 

entitled "Screwing the Feces with a Stake" {chuangfen and its comment (5: 126-27). In the 

joke a monk had anal intercourse with his disciple for collecting a load of excrement which was the 

contribution solicited by the new local official, who threatened to destroy the temple if they could not offer 

a sufficient amount In the process of having anal se.x one of the monks wet his fingers with his saliva and 

then put them in his ass. The disciple angrily reprimanded: " Don't you know the pj>ie of the temple is 

going to be torn down? There are few feces screwed out but you have eaten up more. Then, how could we 

gather the amount required? " Feng Meng-lung fiuther commented on the above joke to say: " It is told 

^^^Howard S. Levy entitles the joke. " Where Is It;" see Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times. 258-59; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Kkile Homosexual Tradition 

in China. 115. 

226see Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times. 261; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. 

Passions of the Cut Sleeve: TheKlale Homosexual Tradition in China. 116. 

227Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Xlale Homosexual Tradition in China. 117. 

According to Simon LeVay, one's se.xual orientation is determined by both genes and environmental factors; see 

Simon LeVay, The Sexual Brain. 129-30. For instance, some people engage in same-sex relationships in a secludcd 

arena such as a jail, monastery and nunnery. 

^^'Howard Levy changes the title into " To Collect Enough;" see Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times. 232. 
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that someone went to buy feces at a temple.^^° The Taoist priest chargcd double of the usual price. The 

buyer was surprised at the high price. The Taoist priest explained: ' The substance of this fecal matter is 

different from the general kind, because they are hardened by those Masters' ' door stakes' {men chuang 

i.e.. phallus).' " ^' It is noteworthy that in the above joke the monk was blamed by his disciple for 

tasting the e.xcretion. a kind of scatological phenomenon to which P'an Kuang-tan calls our 

attentioa P'an mentions that a famous monk Tsung Le who lived during the reign of Emperor Tai-

tsu of the Ming dynasty (1368-1399) and was sununoned to write commentaries for the Heart Sutra and 

Diamond Sutra, was very fond of eating sesame mingled with excretion and congee.^^^ Furthermore, when 

the residents of Southern County liked to cook calf, they took the e.\cretion from the calf s intestines to 

make a dish, "holy meal" {sheng chai SSF), indi^ensible for a banqueL^^ P'an asserts that such 

obsession with feces is an indicator of abnormal sexuality.^'* 

The problem of compulsory same-sex relationships in the monastery was manifested in the following joke, 

entitled "Loud Fart" (hsiang-p'i whereby an old man gave his grandson away to make him a 

Buddhist voice for the boy's inauspicious predestination (5: 127). The monk of the temple treated them 

with wine and food. When the grandson accidentally farted, his grandfather became e.xtremely sad and 

cried. The monk asked; " Sir. why do you cry so sorrowfully? " The old man said: " I cry for my little 

grandsoa who won't able to fart as loudly as he does now." The implication of compulsive pedication 

demanded by the mock-viiile figure. i.e.. the monk himself, was obvious. The grandfather's concern 

revealed the fact that most people of the time knew the practice of anal intercourse in the monastery and all 

novices were presumed victims of their masters in terms of sexual e.xpIoitatiotL That can be proven by 

Feng Meng-lung's comment on the above joke, as he said:^^^ 

A monk was ill with a swollen penis. A doctor is invited to check it for him. The doctor 

says: " Other laymen who get this illness can be healed, but it is too difficult to be treated when the 

^^"Howard Levy entitles the joke, " Why The High Price;" see Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times. 232. 

' The term. " door stakes " (men chuang ), refers to the pricks of the masters. 

^^^Pan Kuang-tan trans.. Hsing hsin-li-hs Ueh (Peking: San-lien ch'u-pan-she, 1987), 264n23; it is 

the Chinese translation of Havelock Ellis's Psychology of Sex: A XIamialfor Students (William Heinemann Medical 

Books Ltd., 1933). 

^^'^Ibid.. 264n23. 

^^^Ibid. 

^^^Howard Levy changes the title into " Why The Old Man Cried." and the grandson was sent to the temple for being 
orphaned; see Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times. 232. 

^^^Howard Levy entitles the joke, " Crammed Full;" he denotes that " swollen penis " is " scrotum;" see Howard S. 

Levy. ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times. 233; also quoted in Bret Hlnsch. Passions of the Cut 

Sleeve: The Ktale Homosexual Tradition in China. 115. 
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patient is a monk." " Why? " inquires the monk. Answers the dortor, " This huge parcel is full of 

your disciples'farts." (5:127-28) 

Throu^ this ironic joke we know the aspect of se.xual perversion in the monastic life involved the powerful 

father figxire. the patriarch, and his disciples. The excretion of farts is no different from that of feces to 

serve the humorist as an erotic symbol for mockery. The inevitable hostility entangled in master-disciple 

relationship is dqiicted in the joke entitied. "Heavenly Retribution" {t'ien-pao whereby an old 

monk went to the bamboo garden to empty his bowels and his buttocks were mistakenly thrust by a 

bamboo shoot (5: 128). The novice saw it clasp both hands in salutation; "Amitabha! What a heavenly 

retribution!" Hinsch notes the novice was glad that " heaven requites the injustice by ' raping' the priest 

with a stick of bamboo," and this " witty instance of kannic retribution" would be well received by the 

audiences.^^ The anti-Buddhist attitude is exemplified in the joke, "To Eat Meat" {k'ai-hun ^^),239the 

master told the novice: 'Tonight we can &y a vegetarian anus.' The novice inquired: 'What's a 

vegetarian anus?' Replied the master, 'I wont use my saliva.' 2'*® Later the novice felt so much pain 

that he cried out: 'Master, I cannot stand it any longer, go back to a meat diet' 2'*'" (5: 129). 

Vegetarianism is the tenet of Buddhism, while the joker deliberately let his protagonist, the master, apply it 

in anal intercourse. The denouement is also the joke's punchline, wherein the disciple was forced to 

suggest eating meat; the disciple's involuntary contravention of religious precepts was ironically in contrast 

with the master's premeditated perversioa The double reversal of the primary condition concerned with 

religion and sexuality reinforces the sense of sarcastic humor in this joke. The vulnerability of novitiates 

was out of the sexual e:q>loitation from both their masters and senior novices, as the joke, 

entitled "Multiple Penetration" {tui-ch'uan recorded:^'*^ The elder novice seduced the younger 

novice to have anal sex; when the senior was overwhelmed by the excitemenL the junior's penis was 

erected and turned into wet as well (5: 128). The senior felt it from the junior's rear to sigh: " Amitabha! 

What a multiple penetration!" 

^^Howard Levy translates the title as " Heaven's Reward." see Howard S. Levy. ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times. 233. 

^^Bret Knsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The hAale Homosexual Tradition in China, 103. 

^^oward Levy changes the title into " Suggestion;" see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans., Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times. 234; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The K-ktle Homosexual Tradition in 

China. 113. 

About using saliva on his own prick as a lubricant by a pedicator, it is told in another joke, entitled " Smearing 

Saliva," whereby on the wedding night, the groom was concerned that the bride would feel too much pain so that 

he smeared his saliva on his penis; then the bride remarked; "It seems that the prescription varies in different 
regioiB. In ray hometown, the male same-sex lovers use saliva;" see Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu, 9:285. 

^•"The translation of this sentence is in accord with Howard Levy's; see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans., Chinese Sex 

Jokes in Traditional Times. 234. 

^"^^Howard Levy translates the title as " Surprised;" see Howard S. Levy, ed. & trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in 

Traditional Times, 233; also quoted in Bret Hinsch, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Kble Homosexual Tradition in 

China, 112. 
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In sum. the more gross the content is. the more destructive is the result The secularization of Buddhism 

and Taoism was explicitly addressed by Feng Meng-Iung in his sub-preface to the fifth section of Hsiao-

"Enlar^g the Variety" (kuang-ts'ui whereby he manipulated the persona, " Stupid 

Inkman" (Mo-han tzu to express his low opinion about Buddhist monks and Taoist priests (5: 

123). In Feng's view, their traits were supposed to be better than ordinary people were because they had 

forsaken the worldly fame and profit that interested conunoner. Nevertheless, Feng considered that the 

atypical actions of the monks and priests of his time were completely different fixjm their virtuous 

ancestors. They shared the same properties with chefs, artisans, brokers, and matchmakers, who merely 

paid attention to obtain material satisfaction. Gathering obscene jokes with lustful monks and priests as 

their heroes. Feng Meng-Iung attacked the invisibility of the boundary between religious sects and ordinary 

people resultant from the ascetic transgressed by monks and priests. He employed " grotesque ( ' ugly' ) 

humor" to expose the secretively perverse activities that corrupted monastic life.^"*' For e.xample. the 

bisexual relationships of monks are best demonstrated in the first joke of the section of " Enlarging the 

Variety," entitled "The Monk Slept with the Prostitute," whereby he stretched his hands to touch her 

front and behind and cried: " Fantastic! Wonderfiil! Your fiDnt is like that of a nun. and behind resembles 

that of my disciple" (5; 123-24). Note the joke contains the feature of " duality," and an atypical version 

of " androgyny" fantasized by the monk.^'*^ These penetrable body parts were used to shed light on those 

monks' insatiable desires and aggressive actions. In this respect Feng deliberately utilized the jokes 

fraught with the images of vagina and anus, i.e.. the so-called "grotesque open body" to defile the 

presumed purity of the religious arena and unveil the hidden se.xuality within the monastery and 

nunnery.^'*' The power of grotesque humor collapses their identities and undoes their hypocrisy. Despite 

its attributes of obscenity, those jokes actually provide us an access to e.'qalore the psychodynanuc phases of 

religious figures. These bawdy jokes mirrored the conflict and tension between lay people and religious 

institutions, by which we can examine the anthropological elements embedded in grotesque humor. 

Equally in^jortant, Feng Meng-Iung noted that in same-sex relationships the passive Parmer's body 

resembled an object being possessed or sold to the active one. In order to clarify- this viewpoint it is 

necessary to take a look firstly at the following joke, entitled " Flogging the Buttocks" 

^'*^Murray Davis, What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society. 138. 

^'^Mikhail Bakhtin. Rabelais and His World. 323. 

^^^Ibid.-. Murray Davis. What's So Funny? The Comic Conception of Culture and Society. 138-39. 

^•*^Feng Meng-Iung, Hsiao-fu, 10: 334; Howard Levy changes the title into "Somebody Else;" see Howard S. Levy, 

ed.& trans.. Chinese Sex Jokes in Traditional Times. 257; also quoted in Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: 

The Xfale Homosexual Tradition in China. 107. 
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An official liked to airest idlers. A ceitain man was walking in the fields just when that ofHcial 

came along and. flustered and without a plan, he tried to hide in a hollow tree alongside the road. 

But there was a man in it already so he was only able to conceal his head. The official came by and 

ordered his subordinates to arrest him. but the man clung to the tree for dear life and coiildnt be 

pulled away &om it So finally they pulled off his robes and beat him on the ass. The man inside 

the tree asked if the officials had gone, and the man who was being beaten replied. " Oon't make a 

sound, they're now on the outside beating one of the idlers." (Howard Levy's translation 257) 

It is noteworthy that Feng Meng-lung offered the comment, as he said: " The young man must have been 

somebody's catamite. How do I know that? It is because he thought of his own as belonging to somebody 

else" (Jbid.). Feng paralleled the flogged idler with the passive role of a same-sex relationship, for the 

molestation of their asses and their submission to infliction. Both had lost control over their own bodies. 

Corporeality is supposed to be the primary condition of subjectivity. The speaking subject's unconscious 

utterance revealed his inner perception that buttocks were physically his own organs but psychically the 

property of the other. If one's identity meant a kind of symbolic resignation, then the symbolic 

dismemberment of that butt's body parts signified the reduction of social status resulting ftom his passive 

sexual role in a same-sex relationship. 

VII. Summary 

The te.\ts of sexuality, eroticism, and pornography are scarcely found in the mainstream of Chinese 

literature since ancient times. It is only in the collections of miscellaneous notes, novels and jestbooks, that 

we can sec the explicit and implicit anecdotes with sexual allusions and implications. The surviving of 

Ssu-shu hsiao provides precious material of se.xual humor, social humor and intellectual humor of late 

imperial China. Its traits of parodying the Classics represented the unique form of humor before the 

twentieth century. By contrast, the bawdy jokes of Hsiao-fii seldom employed the allusions of the 

Conludan Classics along with lexical and phonological ambiguities to create laughter as Ssu-shu hsiao did. 

The stylistic difference between these two jestbooks is the type of highbrow versus that of lowbrow. 

Sexual humor in Ssu-shu hsiao and Hsiao-fu is resourceful in terms of its national manifestations; the 

aggressive themes against marginal figures and the favorite butts ranging from women, clergy, to people of 

same-sex se.xual orientation were similar to dirty jokes in other nations.Meanwhile, the charaaeristic of 

^"^^For instance, sexual humor is very popular in France and Great Britan (80. 109). But people of Belgium are deeply 

sanctioned by Catholic belief and less interested in subjects relevant to sexuality and eroticism compared to other 

nations like Holland and Demnaik. Even so. sexual humor spreads in schools and the anny, wherein the outlet 

for " frustration and nonconformism" reveals (48). However, Italy is also a country of deep Catholicism, but sex 

humor is quite popular (152). Owing to religious reasoru sexual jokes are rare in Israel (130). For the study of 
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male dominance was so prominent in a patriarchal society that it allows us to investigate the complex 

relationship of socio-political structure and national mentality of sexualit>' through humor's defensive or 

assailant fimction. Jeny Palmer describes the general feature of sexual humor of contemporary British 

jokes: " the traditional dirty joke is often an insult to womanhood, and humor about homosexuality is seen 

as similarly msulting to gays." The techniques of Chinese sexual humor demonstrated by Ssu-shu 

Hsiao are no other than punnmg and wordplay. In addition to the purpose of pleasure-seeking and cultural 

attadc. what deserves our attention is that there were so many terms dealing with profanity in ancient 

Chinese languages. A comprehensive collection and systematic study of these nomenclatures help us 

understand the regional differences of sexual and linguistic contexts in late imperial China. Furthermore, 

we can detect the peculiar cultural traits by the cognitive elements of incongruity, surprise, and humorous 

logic that amused people and enticed their laughter. The psychological and anthrop>ological significance 

pertaining to sexual humor is in common with humor of other types of jokes. 

Nobody can deny the significance of bawdy jokes as a cornerstone for our understanding the cultural 

manifestation and national mentality of se.xuality of any country. Nevertheless, the conflict of morality and 

sexual humor has continued to bother collectors and editors of jestbooks from the past to the present For 

mstance. Chou Tso-jen ^ A classifies all jokes into two categories; one is sarcastic and the other bawdy, 

to stress the release of psydiological tensions of se.xual drives. Chou's perception is akin to Freudian 

conc^ts of aggression and sexuality.^'*' Although Chou recognizes the value of dirty jokes and 

emphasizes the importance of collecting obscene folk songs, folklore, and expressions, yet he expresses his 

concern about the sanctions on dirty jokes so that he merely includes jokes which are not too filthy into Ku-

ch'a an hsiao-hua hsUan (The Collection of Jokes in the Studio of Bitter Tea) in 1933. 

When Yang Chia-luo rsprints Wang Li-chTs LJ-/a/ hsiao-hua chi (The 

Collective Jokes of Imperial Times, first published in 1956), under the title of Chung-kuo hsiao-hua shu 

in 1961 in Taiwan. Yang himself claims the exclusion of sexual jokes.^^" Most jokes of 

same-sex relationships and obscenity are clipped out from the version of Feng Meng-lung's Hsiao-Jit. edited 

differences in national styles of humors of Austraba, Belgium, France, Great Britain, and IsiaeL see Avner Ziv, 

.Vaftona/5rv/ejo///«mor (New York: Greenwood Press, 1988), xi, 24-25,47-48, 80, 130. 152. 

Jeny Palmer. "Humor in Great Britain." mAvnsrZiv.NationaJS^les qrHumor.S5-\l2,99. 

2'*'Chou Tso-jen Wft A. Preface to Ku-ch'a an hsiao-hua hslkm (The CoUection of Jokes in the Studio 

of Bitter Tea), in Chou Tso-jen hsien-sheng wen-chi (The Collective Works of Mr. Chou Tso-

jen), reprinted edition of 1933, v. 23 (Taipei; Li-jen shu-chU, 1982), VI. See also Avner Ziv, National Styles of 
Humor, x. 

250see Yang Chia-luo. " Chung-kuo hsiao-hua-shu ch'i-shib-ch'i chung shu-lu" (The 

Abstracts of Seventy-seven Kinds of Chinese JestbooksX in Yang Chia-luo. ed., Chung-kuo hsiao-hua shu 
H 3? S (Chinese Jestbooks), 9th ed. (Taipe: Shih-chieh shu-chU, 1992), 1. 
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by Chu QiUn 11r© and published in 1992.^'^ These phenomena prove that sexual humor is verbally 

widespread, but under the pressure of censorship when it appears in the form of printed texL The 

translations and analyses of sex jokes by foreign scholars like Howard S. Levy (1974) and Bret Hinsdi 

(1990) enable us to comprehend sexual humor of Chinese culture in the past. Chinese scholars regard dirty 

jokes as a sign of absurdity and outlet of desire for the purpose of enteitaiiunenL^^^ whereas Western 

scholars think that despite its lewdness, sexual humor makes it possible for us to approach " the enormous 

expanse of the spectrum of Chinese sexuality," that is "an important dimension of Chinese 

civilization" in anthropology.The lack of Chinese hmnor in Avner Ziv's National Styles of Humor 

sheds light on the ignorance of quantity and importance of Chinese jokes. The discourse of this chapter is 

meaningful from the perspective of supplementing the ethnic humor of ancient Chinese culture. A primary 

exploration of sexual humor in this chapter proves that cultural difference and the moral pedagogy of Neo-

Confucianism did not hinder the application of the aggressive and sexual fimction of humor in Ming times. 

ChUn acknowledges that he drops out some obscene jokes and only keeps their titles in the table of contents in 

his "Illustration of Proo&eading;" see Feng Meng-lung, Hsiao-fu pnwfread by Chu ChUn ITS' (Fuchou: 

Hai-hsia wen-i ch'u-pan-she, 1992), 1. 

^'^Chou Tso-jen, Preface to Ku-ch'a an hsiao-hua hsUan in Chou Tso-jen hsien-sheng wen-chi 

raft Aifessrs, V. 23, vm-K. 
^^^Bret Hinsch. Passions of the Cut Sleeve: The Male Homosexual Tradition in China, 14. 
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Conclusion 

In the four preceding chapters I have tried to present detailed analyses of the jokes of the late Ming 

jestbook, Ssu-shu Hsiao, and to outline its unique features by comparing it to other contemporary jestbooks. 

The study not only examines the conscious attacks on civil service examinations and Neo-Confucianism 

but also unveils the unconscious biased conceptions underlying some jokes related to gender and sexuality. 

The infiision of aphorisms or other insigniiicant sayings of the Confucian classics indicates that this comic 

text was the produa of the culture and literature of the literati. To pinpoint the position of such a parodic 

text in the whole literary, intellectual, and cultural history is meaningfiiL because this work existed as an 

alternative and abnormal case compared to other literature (including other jestbooks) in terms of its form 

and content. Therefore, at this point, I attempt to review several critical issues in relation to the ftamework 

of this jestbook. including the significance of its comic technique and literary trope relative to the 

conventional mode of reading and interpretation. A deep-seated complaint was hidden in the humorous 

discourse pointing to the degradations of education recruitment examinations, and Neo-Confucianism in 

the late Ming. 

First I would like to recapitulate the fact that there is a long tradition of drawing canonical allusion and 

making a circumstantial associadon inappropriately. Using quotations detached from their original 

meanings was not polemical in ancient China; however, allusiveness endowed the jestbook. Ssu-shu Hsiao. 

with a controversial role intended to embarrass its primary text the Four Books. Incongmous comparison 

was acceptable when diplomats negotiated with another state in diplomatic missions: " misreading a part by 

failing to consider a whole." or the so-called " tuan-chang ch'U-i" Sf was never thought a critical 

problem in ancient China.' It was, however, turned into an aggressive mode of communication when the 

jokesters manipulated this conventional literary formula as a satirical device to show their wit and humor, 

amuse the hearer, and appall the target A feudal lord or diplomat must be able to " chant poems " (Ju-shih 

by which he could corrununicate with or respond to his counterpart fn)m other states tactfiilly during 

'TO borrow Stephen Owen's words, see Stqihcn Owen, Reading in Chinese Literary Thought (Cambridge; tlarvard 

University Press. 1992X 25. See the 28th year of Duke Hsiang SEii-, in Juan YUan, et al.. Tso-chuan, Shih-san 

ching chu-su ed. (1815) (Taipei; Yi-wen yin-shu kuan. n.d.), 654; regarding the nature of using several sayings out 

of their original context within the practice of "reciting poems," see Chang Su-ch'ing W. Tso-chuan ch'eng-

shih yen-chiu (The Study of Reciting Poems in Tso Chuan) (Taipei; The Association of Taiwan 

University Publishing Committee, 1991), 95-109. See also Tseng Ch'in-liang ©i&S., Tso-chuan yin-shih fu-shih 

chih yen-chiu (The Study of Poetic Education via Reciting or Quoting Poems in T^o-
cAuaw) (Taipei; Wen-chih ch'u-pan-she, 1993X 33-36. 
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diplomatic service in tlie Spring and Autumn period (722-481 Reciting and singing poems 

represented one way of conducting dialogues in international missions by appropriating somebody else's 

voice. This diplomatic craft was presented as a musical and ritual performance, a representation of one's 

literary cultivation, and an expression of his well-bred status.^ Above all, it was one way to glorify cultural 

inheritance, to display brilliant linguistic skilL to employ an old poem in a new conte.xL and to refresh old 

words with new implications.'* Therefore, learning the Book of Songs was an indispensible curriculum.^ In 

ancient times these drcumstantial allusions were accq)ted regardless of the alluded saying's historical 

background and whether its original meaning in the primary text fit the new context. But when the 

jokesters of Ssu-sftu hsiao deliberately employed the literary craft of " tuan-diang ch'U-i" to 

increase the degree of ludicrousness and cause hilarious effect, their intentional distortion and degradation 

of the Four Books was considered aggressive and perverted. 

The literary crafl. "tuan-cfiang ch'U-i" violates the ethical demand of Chinese literarv 

comprehension, which stressed the pursuit of the author's "state of mind" along with its historical 

background. Carefully observing the poet's "will" {chih as Stephen Owen notes, "the state of 

mind" ) through his work was the reader's duty in the act of reading.® Owen argues that Chinese 

term. "chih." differs firom the Western notion of "intention." since the word "chih" refers to individual 

commitment to certain content or quality and lacks as much " voluntary volition" as the Western concept 

of "intention." The terminology of "chih" was often related to ethical and political dimensions. 

Mencius instructed Hsien-ch'iu Meng ^£1^ in the proper way to read poetry as follows;^ 

^According to Chang Su-ch'ing's SSjS®! study, there are thirty-six accounts about the activities of "chanting 

poems" in Tso-chuan and twenty-seven of them took place in the diplomatic occassions. and eighty pieces of 
poems were recited; Chang Su-ch'ing Tso-chuan ch'eng-shihyen-chiu 80-86. The study of 

Tseng Ch'in-liang ® fij S. demonstrates that more poems were cited in Tso-chuan: Tseng Ch'in-liang, Tso-chuan 

yin-shih Ju-shih chih yen-chiu (The Study of Poetic Education via Reciting or Quoting 
Poems in Tso-chuan), 13-29. 

^Chang Su-ch'ing argues that through the poem recited by someone, we can identify the speaker's status and the 

particular circumstance of that event and further speculate about the person's ability and the state's strength or 
weakness; Ibid., 86-95. 

•^Chang Su-ch'ing Tso-chuan ch'eng-shih yen-chiu 106-09. 

^For Confuciusf statement about a diplomat's need to be able to recite three hundred odes on a mission, see ch. 5 of BK. 

13 of the Confacian .-inalects, in James Legge. trans.. The Chinese Classics, I&n, 265. See also ch. 13 of BK. 16 of 

the Confucian Analects, whereby Confucius told his son. K'ung Li that he must leam poetry in older to know the 
skill of communication; Ibid., 315. 

^For a detailed discussion on the eariiest definition of poetry as a representation of the po^'s " s'a"' of mind" in Shu 

ching (Book of Documents), see Stqjhen Owen. Reading in Chinese Literary Thought, 26-29. 
''Ibid., 27-28. 

^See ch. 4 of BK. 5 of the Works of Mencius, whereby Hsien-ch'iu Meng inappropriately quoted several lin<-s of a verse 

to ask Mencius his question concerning Shun, which was also an example of the situation of " tuan-chang ch U-

/;" see The Works of Mencius, in James Legge, trans.. The Chinese Classics, U. 352-53. 
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In explaining the poems of the Book of Songs, one must not pennit the liteiaiy patterning {wen) to 

affect adversely [the understanding of] the statement {tz'u): and one must not pennit [our 

understanding of| the statement to affect adversely [our understanding ofj what was on the writer's 

mind (chih). We use our understanding (yi) to trace it back to what was [originallyl in the writer's 

mind (chih)—this is how to grasp it' 

The word, "wen" (literary patterning) seems to suggest syntactic structure, while "fz'u" (statement) 

somehow reminds us of its lexicon and semantic reference: they are both the extemalization of the author's 

iimer thought highlighted by its representative nature. This passage established the paradigm of 

understanding and interpretation, that is. the necessity of retrieving the writer's message faithfully. This 

attitude asserted the author's control over the meaning of his poent while the reader was expected to be 

passive and objective in terms of his involvement with the poem. Thus, the element of dissection and 

deviation integral to " tuan-chang ch'U-i" will not be proper in any circumstance of reading and 

interpretation. 

Contrary to Mencius. Confucius himself did not put tight restrictions on ways of reading and interpretation. 

The two cases that he discussed exemplified a pattern of taking the quotation out of its original context and 

then making a far-reaching interpretatiort For instance, when Confucius's disciple. Tzu-kung, applied the 

description of the polishing process of a piece of jade within two lines of the odes: " As you cut [the jade) 

and then file, as you carve and then polish" to suggest that is exactly the serial progression of one's self-

cultivation. the master confirmed Tzu-kung's imagination in interpreting the odes by means of extensive 

association. Another disciple. Tzu-hsia. quoted a passage fijom a poem, which is not existent in the 

present version of the Book of Songs and reads as follows; " The pretty dimples of her artful smile! The 

well-defined black and white of her eye! The plain ground for the colours?" " That is an elaborate 

dqjiction of a beauty's pleasant appearance. Confucius placed stress on the significance of plairmess in the 

last line to remark that plairmess laid the ground for subsequent coloring in the process of painting. Tzu-

hsia was puzzled about why Confucius emphasized plainness rather than his principal iruerest. that is. rites. 

Confucius then approved the point raised by Tzu-hsia, who paralleled the matter of applying cosmetics (or 

painting) to that of ritual practice to further suggest that plairmess was the ground of rituals. Confiicius 

praised his two disciples for their insights in terms of applying various poems to different circimistances. 

Through these two examples, we can infer that Confucius encouraged readers to draw an analogy between 

'This passage is based on Stephen Owen's translation; see Stephen Owen, Reading in Chinese Literary Thought, 24. 

'®The event is recorded in ch. 15 of BK. 1 of the Confucian Analects: see The Confucian Analects, in James Legge, 

trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&II. 144^5. 

' 'The event is recorded in ch. 8 of BK. 3 of the Confucian Analects, see The Confucian Analects, in James Legge. 

trans.. The Chinese Classics. I&n. 157. 
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two irrele\'ant issues regardless of the incongruence.'^ even though the comparison might result in 

metaphor or allegory. But there is the danger that the reading process affected by the imagination would 

obscure the authorial voice and infringe on the ethical imperative demanded by Mencius. 

This comic text Ssu-shu Hsiao, represented a few humorists and possibly independent thinkers' reading and 

interpretation of the Four Books as well as their response to the canons and educational curricula. The 

question of the relation of language and meaning was implicitly raised by the deconstructed aphorisms, 

which were reduced to the formulaic marker of cultural clidi6s. Inserting a series of fiinny anecdotes with 

alluded sayings of the G)nfucian classics was a way to e.xaggetate the permeation of these orthodox texts 

into every sphere of intellectuals' daily lives. The interplay between the two divergent meanings of the 

primary text and the recontextualized text gives rise to incongruity and absurdity. The greatest merit of tliis 

literary practice is to overwhelm the audience with an atmosphere resulting from the overlap or mixture of 

the past and the present temporally and spatially. Its duplicity lay in the interweaving of the serious 

dictum, frequently twisted by the wordplays such as punning or equivocation, with the furmy episode, by 

joining together the polluted canonical sayings and glossed ordinary jokes. In other words, the kind of 

reading performance conducted by these gagmen, including the jokesters and critical cortmientators. was 

meant to blur the boundary between the pure and inqjure. the formal and informaL the literary and 

e.\traliterary. and the serious and playful. In so doing, the closed system of social stratificatioru 

bureaucratic recruitment, and the intellectual world was both undermined and opened up. The suggestion 

of an indefirvite boundary entailed the imdercutting of the authority of the Four Books. 

Second, the Four Books and Five Classics grounded the foundation of Chinese education in Ming-Ch'ing 

times (1368-1911). In facL the pedagogical curricula designed for all learners of Confiicianism consisted 

of the stock of classics ranging from the Five Classics to the Thirteen Classics in the Tang (618-907) and 

Sung (960-1279) dynasties. The compilation of the Four Books resulted from the efforts of the Southern 

Sung Neo-Confiician. Chu Hsi. who added up his own armotations to the original text in order to emphasize 

their stq)remacy for the understanding of Confucian doctrine. The version of the Foiu^ Books along with 

Chu Hsi's comments became the standard texts of the civil service e.xaminations beginning with the YUan 

(1271-1638) dynasty. Thereafter, the basic te.\ts required to be memorized by each man of letters were the 

Four Books and Five Classics in late Imperial China. It took a bright student more than three years to 

remember all the Confucian classics, so that some intelligent teenagers could have passed the examinations 

at various levels.'^ Familiarity with the Four Books including Chu Hsi's armotations was the prerequisite 

'^Kuo Shao-yU Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh p'i-p'ing shin ' I ' 5 6  ( T h e  H i s t o r y  o f  C h i n e s e  L i t e r a r y  

Criticism) (Taipei: Ming-lun ch'u-pan-she. 1971,3rd printing). 20-23. 

'^Wang Eih-ming, "Ju-hsUeh shih-su-hua chi ch'i tui-yll ming-chien feng-chiao chih chin-

ju" (The Secularization of Confucianism and Its Impact on the Custom of 
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for training a scholar, and only after he had mastered that could one extend his learning to the sphere of 

poetry and historical books. Studying the Four Books and Five Classics was so inqrartant tliat it became a 

criterion for distinguistiing a scholar from ordinary people; merchants and craftsmen might be literate as 

well but most of them rarely studied the Confucian classics, which were not imperative for their 

professions.^"* In this regard, those men who had immersed themselves in the Four Books and Five 

Classics were considered by the civilized to be able to carry out the moral code proclaimed by Confucians 

and Neo-Confucians and to perpetuate those conventional doctrines. These scholars were tested in the 

examinations by the government on the Four Books, and they were expected to art out the ethical 

principles in their behavior. Ideally, the valuable conceptions of these Confucian classics initiated further 

personal cultivation, communal cohesion, and state development, since these schoIar-ofScials would 

perform the proper role of "the true gentle-men" {chUn-tzu §?in their offices as well as the leading 

figures at their hometown to undertake the charity activities, public works, and organization of distrirt 

militia'^ Reciprocally, the scholar-officials could implement the cultural and moral value of the Four 

Books and Five Classics as their asset to assert their authoritative role and maintain their social prestige. 

However, the sarcastic overtone of Ssu-shu hsiao inspired us to question the gap between the ideal and the 

real. 

the Conunoners), in Xling-ch'ing she-hui wen-hua sheng-i'ai (The Social and Cultuial 
Phenomena of the Ming-Ch'ing Times), 41. 62n4. 

Ibid., 31-69,40-41. 
^ ^Thomas A. Metzger has discussed the self-perception of the Confucian scholar-ofHcials. who viewed themselves as 

the agents of moral action, and accordingly defined their social role: to speak for their people and to provide their 

rulers tnoral guidance; see Thomas A. Metzger. Escape from Predicament: Seo-Confacianism and China's 

Evolving Political Culture (New York; Columbia University Press. 1977). 179-80. A later account allows us to 

know why the intellectuals and rulers treasured the Four Books; as we are told, there was a dd)ate whether the state 

should abolish the e.\aminations on the Four Books or not in the Yung-cheng reign (r. 1723-1735) of the Ch'ing 

dynasty, and the emperor asked Chang Wen-ho jfi iC ̂  for his opinion. Chang pointed out that the study of the 

Four Books inculcated those scholars with "the principles of righteousness and reason," so that the emperor 

decided to maintain the examinations with essay writings on the Four Books; see Ch'en K'ang-ch'i Lang-

ch'ien erft-pi (Yungho: Wen-hai ch'u-pan-she, 1970), 15.6a; see also Chang Chung-Ii. The Chinese 

Gentry: Studies on Their Role in Nineteenth-Century Chinese Society (Seattle & Lxsndon; University of Washington 

Press. 1955, 1st printing; ! 967,3rd printing). 174-75, n46. 

'^For a detailed description of the social functions of "elite" or "gentry." as Chang Chung-li terais. in nineteenth-

century China, see Chang Chung-li, The Chinese Gentry: Studies on Their Role in Nineteenth-Century Chinese 

Society. 51-70. I think that we can get some insight through the study on this topic done by Liang Keng-yao, who 

illustrates two types of the official households and the literati during the southem Sung as "bullies and 

philanthropists," which might be able to characterize the images of the local elite and the degree of morality that 

they practiced; see Liang Keng-yao, " Bullies and Philanthropists: Two Images of the Official Households and the 
Literati during the Southem Sung," Hsin-shih-hsUeh (New History), 4.4(December 1993): 45-95. 
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The jokes of Ssu-shu Hsiao were overshadowed by the "civilized" culture relevant to the civil service 

examinations and Neo-Confucianism. Underlying the structure of humorous thoughts, there were symbolic 

gestures of "structural 'strains' and 'tensions,' " in Michael Mulkay's words, to signal the "process of 

communication and social interaction." Behind laughter, we find the cues of critical intent and 

unsatisfactory emotion toward institutionalized strategy to control the mode of thinking and the value 

conception of the intellectuals and masses by means of the system of state schools, regulated te.\ls and civil 

service examinations. The double-edged fimctions of the examinatioa system were demonstrated, as Ping-

ti Ho characterizes, in eSicaciously tackling the problems of social tnobility and political stability on the 

one hand, but producing the " pairotlike scholar-ofiicials without imagination and originality " on the other 

hand.^^ The latter was a consequence of using the pedagogical method of memorizing and reciting the 

verbal expressions of the Confucian classics," ridiculed implicitly in Ssu-shu hsiao: the jestbook itself with 

its comic pattern epitomized the defect of this kind of pedagogy. What made the situation worse was the 

prose writing of the eight-legged essays (pa-ku wen which demanded ail the students to practice 

the skill of expounding a couple of sentences of the Four Books again and again This learning process 

induced the students to pay special attention to the formal structure of the eight-legged essays wherein 

occurred "inception, continuation, transition, and conclusion" {ch'i, ch'eng, chuan, ho ). Living 

with such a system, most learners could not emancipate their minds firom this confinement to think 

liberally, but wasted their energy in trivial ibetoric and superficial modes.^^ 

'"'Michael MuQcay, On Humor: Its Nature and Its Place in Modem Society (Cambridge. UK: Polity Press, 1988), 100. 

153. 

'*Ping-ti Ho. The Ladder of Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social Khbility, 1368-I9II (New Yoik; Columbia 

University Press. 1962. 1st printing; 1967,2nd printing). 259-61. 

"The material, which needed to be memorized, included the names and courtesy names of the disciples of Confucius, 

which were necessary for viDage teachers who were sometimes tested by the fathers of their students. According to 

Prof. Wang Eih-ming, he has found Wung Shih-ch'ao's ^ftW(1874-1944). a village teacher ofTa-p'u-hsU 

in the outskirts of Hong Kong, two-page scr^ts wherein the names and courtesy names of Confucius' disciples were 

recorded; This material is currently kept in the Central Library in Sha-t'ien. Hsin-chieh see 

Wang Erh-ming "Chung-kuo ch'uan-fung chi-sung chih hsUeh yU shih-yUn k'ou-

chUeh" (Traditional Chinese methods of memorization in learning and that of 

rhymed poems), in SSng-ch'ing she-hui wen-hua sheng-t'ai (The Social and Cultural 

Phenomena of the Ming-Ch'ing Tmies). 132. 164nl 7. See also Wang Erh-ming. " Ju-hsUeh shih-su-hua chi ch'i tui-
yUming-chienfeng-chiaochihchin-ju" 63n7. 

^^Ibid., 42. This is the so-called "p'o-tf" 58t®( "breaking open the topic" ), in which the candidate must 

di^lay " his full grasp of the original context while avoiding any direct citation of the adjacent text;" see Andrew 

Plaks. "Fa-ku wen." in William H. Nienhauser, Jr., et al.. The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese 

Literature, 641. 

^'Karl S. Y. Kao, " Rhetoric," in William H. Nienhauser, Jr., et al.. The Indiana Companiort to Traditional Chinese 

Literature, 125. 
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A great aumber of scholars have criticized the civil service examinations and the prose writing of eight-

legged essays for sterilizing the intellectuals from the Ming to the Ch'ing dynasty. Wang Erh-ming argues 

that it was not simply the study of the Four Books and Five Qassics that limited the thoughts of the 

intellectuals, but the literary training of prose writing in the voice of ancient sages and worthy men and the 

grandiose essays filled with empty words that really bounded their independent thinking. 

inflexible form and content of examinations did constrain the visions and interests of those candidates. The 

worst impaa of such an epistemological and political control was that it reinforced " the aheady monolithic 

Confucian value system," as Ping-ti Ho remade wherein all intellectuals studied for the puipose of 

pursuing material profit high-ranking posts, and personal and familial reputation.^ E.xamination success 

guaranteed a promising political career in which tax exen:q)tions. social prestige, and honorary titles 

conferred to the deceased parents were all included. Under this system, the value of a man was not 

determined by his personal merits such as morality, intelligence and ability, but rather rested on all the 

subsidiary rqjutation and profits coming along with examination success to aSIrm the significance of his 

life. The malformation of human personality was eventually inevitable. Ironically, the goal of preparing 

intellectuals who have internalized the moral concepts of the Four Books to serve the government was 

abandoned in favor of the practical benefit Here we see the lofty moral ideal of the Sung Nco-Confiidans 

served the ruler's pragmatic need to control the intellectuals, an effort which was of no avail as long as 

there were independent thinkers like HsU Wei, Li Chih. Feng Meng-lung and the jokesters of Ssu-shu hsiao. 

The examination culture marked the prominent feature of late imperial Q\ina, through which we gain 

profound insights into the following facts; how economic and social conditions determined a prospective 

candidate's destiny; how heavy the fiscal burden was for a clan to support a candidate to complete a lengthy 

process of prqjaring for and taking examinations;^'* how e.xaminations changed the marriage pattern 

because marrying a successful candidate enabled the advancement of the wife's household; and how 

overpopulation and quota restriction heightened the competition and then increased the number of failures 

in the e.\aminations. The jokes of Ssu-shu hsiao did not deal with these aspects, but they shed light on the 

unfairness of the educational and e.\aminational systems influenced by family background, occupational 

^^Wang Erh-ming," Ju-hsUeh shih-su-hua chi ch'i tiri-ytl ming-chien feng-chiao chih chin-

^^Ping-ti Ho, The Lxidder of Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social Ktobility, 1368-191L159. 

^''Each case in which a determined, intelligent man obtained an academic degree implied the financial support of a 

wealthy housdiold or rich kinsmen; for those who overcame the poor and humble family background, some even 

received the assistance of a sympathetic neighbor. According to Ping-ti Ho's study, Ch'i Hsien, who obtained his 

neighbor's support with room and board to be able to concentrate on study, eventually got chin-shih degree in 1526; 

Ibid.. 271-73. Therefore, those successful candidates were expected to repay the family or clan after they achieved 
their political success. 
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prohibitions, and privilege attained by bribery. Of course, many of the jokes teased the iudicrousness of the 

prose and poems written for the e.xaniiflations. 

Througjiout Ssu-shu hsiao, we discover many jokes portraying the incompetence of the so-called " village 

pedant" (san-chia-ch'un hsUeh-chiu who only passed the coimty qualifying examination, but 

either failed the pioviacial or metropolitan examinations or was too poor to go to take these examinations, 

and in turn finally was forced to become a village school teacher. Their poor learning of the Confiician 

classics was highlighted in the misreading and misinterpretation of the canons as well as the mistakenly 

memorized context, which provided major laughable material in this jestbook.^^ The portrayal of 

ridiculous, incapable village teacher revealed the problematic instructions of some private schools. In the 

meantime, the meager income of these who taught at the private and public schools casts a light on the low 

economic reward and social prestige as a result of examination failure. As I have discussed formeriy, those 

teachers of the public sdiools were not even included in the hierarchy of the bureaucratic system. The 

pathetic, ragged and funny image of these teachers suggested the decline of the social status of some 

scholars or literati under a system wherein only e.xamination success could be counted. 

Viewing humor as a form of social action, we can discern the conflict among various social stratifications 

through these jokes. The humorous discourse reflected the hierarchy of intellectuals, whose career 

achievements and social statuses were both determined by their respective degree-holdings. My study of 

the comiption of the education and examination system, whidi was exanuned in Chapter 2. could 

supplement John Meskill's discussion on the academies in the decline of the Ming dynasty To sum up, 

the worst impact of the ideological coercion through education and examination was to deplete the 

reservoir of economic and human resources as well as to cause the stagnation of the "scientific and 

technological inventions" in the Ming and Ch'ing times.^^ 

^^Prof. Wang Erfi-ming thinks that these scholars, who failed in the examinations and therefore in the goal of seeking 

ofQces. were able to stick to the Confucian moral ideal to endure the poor and humble living conditions; Wang's 

assertion was based on his study on Wung Shih-ch'ao; it is not safe to draw such a broad inference based on a single 

case. At least, the depictions of scholars' images found in edl jestbooks contradict to what Wang believes; see Wang 

Erh-ming, "Ju-hsUeh shih-su-hua chi ch'i tui-yU ming-chien feng-chiao chih chin-

ju" (The Secularization of Confiicianism and Its Impact on the Custom of 

the Commoners), 38, 60. Huang Tsung-hsi remarked that the examination candidates of his time were interested in 

personal proGt rather than the Confucian ideal; see Huang Tsung-hsi Sung-yUan hsUeh-m 

(Peking: Chung-kuo shu-tien. 1990), 58.120. 

^^For example, Meskill notes that the examination system did change the function of academies; see John Meskill, 

Acadenues in Mng China: A Historical Essay {Tucson: The University of Arizona Press. 1982), 139-59,150. 

^^Ping-ti Ho. The Ladder of Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social Mobility, 1368-191L259. 
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The Four Books were the core-texts embracing the fimdamental teacliings of self-improvement for the 

Sung Neo-Confiicians. Therefore, when the humorists stigmatized these orthodox works, they also took the 

opportunity to make fim of the dogmatic Neo-Confucian thinkers as well. The central concern of Neo-

Confudans was how to be a man; Wm. Theodor de Bary has pointed out, that Neo-Confiicianism was more 

than a set moral code or philosophical program but also an attitude of mind, a type of charaaer formatioiu 

and a spiritual ideal that eluded precise definition.^^ In that sense, the first attack that Neo-Confiicians 

encountered was their overemphasis on ritual and behavioral code while subduing natural desire and 

individual thinking. The diversity of Neo-ConAidan schools endowed it with variegated images and 

factional contentions: henceforth, some defidendes might exist in one branch of thought but not 

necessarily include the problem of other schools. The disputable element of Neo-Confiidanism was due to 

the diminution of the entire philosophy to a sheer love of formality manifested at both the writing and 

thinking levels. Thus, its opponents were able to probe into the discrepancy between those symbolic 

languages and Neo-Confucian believers' actions which entailed potential incongruency and inconsistency. 

A stereotyped vocabulary was the leading cause of the severe attack faced by Neo-Confudans. just as 

Thomas A. Metzger notes; the predicament of Neo-Confiicians rests on" the formulae of 

enlighterunent" which prescribed some "rtiles of the game" and was expressed with rhetoric similar to 

cliches.The system of entrenched Confiidan and Neo-Confiidan thought was e.xposed through rigorous 

examination and judgment in the wordplay, pim, contamination and distortion of the words taken fiom the 

officially licensed text We can conceive the hybrid nature of Ssu-shu hsiao from another perfective: 

without the camouflage of the aphorisms of the Four Books, the distinct color of" unofBdal 

culture" embodied in slang, obscenity, and se.xuality could not be retained and circulated. Ssu-shu hsiao 

allows us to discern the multiplidty and heterogeneous voices of a real worid. From the perspective of 

power structure and ftmction, jokes signal the powerless populace's performance of resistance. The 

overtone of hostility and aggression was concealed in the hearty laughter as it appears in the verbal text, 

whereas the commentators' comments overtly related the jokes to contemporary problems. 

The presence of jestbooks was part of the leisure culture of the time. The boom of jestbooks in the late 

Ming resulted from the inqjrovement of the printing industry. It shed light on the middlebrow reading 

public's/consumer's interest in folk literature as well Commercial popularization took place in a variety of 

art including drama, painting, calligraphy, design, antiques, poetry, and criticism. The popularity of 

jestbooks was consistent with this trend, regardless of the fact that most jokes contained vulgar and 

improper materials. The former represented the taste of high culture, whereas most jokes frequently 

represented that of low culture. The contradiction of these two types of "tastes" reflected the plural 

^^Wm. Theodor de Bary, The Unfolding of Neo-Confucianism (New York; Columbia University Press, 1975X 24. 

^^Thomas A. Metzger, Escape from Predicament: Neo-Conjucianism and China's Evolving Political Culture, 49. 
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components of the contemporary culture. In a society like the late Ming, most of the populace was 

illiterate, and therefore the joy of wit and hiunor of Ssu-shu Hsiao and Hsiao-fu was restricted to a group of 

people in their leisure time. We must notice that the cultural phenomena studied here were merely 

vicarious and partial, not necessarily shared by people nationwide. 

As far as criticism is concerned, some critics include Li Chih, Yeh Chou, Chang Tsu-p'o. and Feng Meng-

lung, who made the editions of the printed works with their comments available in the market so that their 

viewpoints might be read by. and produce some impact on, the reading public. This justifies my argument 

that the decline of intellectual status forced some literati to search for new access to spread their critical 

views and insights through other subgenres. Commenting on jokes was one choice based on personal taste. 

The special form of the late Ming jestbooks containing jokes, together with the critics' comments, sheds 

light on the fact that the bilateral functions of the jestbooks were designed to convey the opinions of the 

critic or compiler, and to satisfy the reader's need for pleasure-seeking. From the perspective of a 

sociological smdy, the interaction of the consiuner and the producer through the media—jestbooks— 

deserves our attentioiL and requires a thorough study in the future. 

Ssu-shu hsiao is so different from other contemporary jestbooks, because of its deep involvement with the 

mocking and parodied target the Four Books. The other jestbooks of the time were all typical anthologies 

of various types of jokes. The dynamism of Ssu-shu hsiao is rooted in its literary trope, "parody." The 

comparison of the te.xt of parody and the parodied text is actually a process of e.\anunation of internal 

dialogue between the parodist and the conventional literary milieu, in other words, those canons and great 

thinkers of the past. By dismembering and distorting the sayings of the respectable Four Books, the 

parodists of Ssu-shu hsiao erased the utterance of ancient great thinkers and deconstructed their moral 

discourse. Considering the fact that the current edition of Ssu-shu hsiao speared in the late Ming, and was 

recopied during the Edo period (1603-1866) in Japan, we might explore and e.\amine the social strata of 

those jesters and their ideas and beliefs. The study of bawdy jokes contained in Ssu-shu hsiao helps us 

perceive the strategy of degradation that those parodists utilized to disgrace and deconstruct the canons 

upheld by the govenmient Such a study also reveals that the genre of joke existed as a we£q)on for 

marginal people to challenge the hypocrisy and monologic tendencies of the official language. Another 

special diaracteristic of Ssu-shu hsiao is that this is a jestbook that crosses the boundary between elite 

literature and popular literature. The linguistic, thematic and stylistic distinction of literature aiq)reciated 

by upper-class literati became entangled with the taste ^predated by the masses, and reflected a new 

cultural byi)roduct as a result of the demystification of the canons. The mode of jestbooks like Ssu-shu 

hsiao threw light on the fact that social hierarchy not only determined political and economic power but 

also dominated the scc^e of literary genres. The jestbook/Sw-jAu hsiao, existing as an alien and peripheral 

literature, stood side by side with the mainstream literature/the Four Books. The contrast of the plural types 
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of texts enables the reader to delineate a complete picture, wherein the counter-cultures of the upper and 

lower classes retaliated, assimilated, and fused with another. 
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